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**General Information**

### Registration

**Advance and On-Site Registration**

**Location:** Concourse Level, Washington Hilton and Towers

**Hours:**
- Wednesday, 11:00 am-7:00 pm
- Thursday, 7:30 am-5:00 pm
- Friday, 7:30 am-4:00 pm
- Saturday, 7:30 am-12:00 pm

**Registration materials:** Program, meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter, and a badge (required for admission to all sessions, meetings and convention services)

**Program Changes:** All Program changes received after September 1 are printed in the meeting edition of the *Anthropology Newsletter*

**Lost Badges:** Lost badges will be replaced for a $1.00 replacement fee with proof of registration. Lost programs will be replaced for a $5.00 fee.

**Abstracts:** Abstracts of Papers presented at this meeting may be purchased at the on-site registration desk or at the AAA booth 318 in the Exhibit Hall (Concourse Level).

### Meeting Rooms

Sessions and meetings are scheduled at the **Washington Hilton & Towers** and the **Hotel Sofitel**. The Hotel Sofitel is on Connecticut Avenue directly across the street from the Hilton. Three rooms located on the lobby level are used at the Sofitel: Salon (for paper sessions), Salon North and Salon South.

### AAA Annual Business Meeting

**Location:** International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

**Time:** Thursday, 7:30 pm

**Chair:** Yolanda Moses, AAA President

### Convention Office

**Location:** Convention Office #1, Concourse Level

**Hours:**
- 10:00 am-8:00 pm Wednesday
- 7:30 am-5:00 pm Thursday through Saturday
- 7:30 am-12:00 pm Sunday

AAA staff will be available to help with meeting arrangements, session or paper cancellations and a/v questions. For other AAA business, see staff in Convention Office #3, Concourse Level

### Day Care Center

**Location:** Independence/Jackson Rooms (Terrace Level)

**Hours:**
- Wednesday, 11:30 am-8:15 pm
- Thursday-Saturday, 7:30 am-6:00 pm

Attendance is by advance registration. For information see AAA staff at the Information Desk on the Concourse Level or staff at the Day Care Center.

### Exhibits

**Location:** Exhibit Hall, Concourse Level

**Hours:**
- Thursday and Friday, 9:00 am-5:00 pm
- Saturday, 9:00 am-4:00 pm

### Information Center

**Location:** Concourse Level

**Hours:**
- Wednesday, 11:00 am-7:00 pm
- Thursday-Saturday, 7:30 am-4:00 pm
- Sunday, 7:30 am-2:00 pm

### Invited Sessions

Sessions designated “Invited” are open to all meeting registrants.
Membership
Services/
Publications
Sales
AAA staff will be available to answer questions about membership and publications.

Message
Center
Location: Front Terrace on Terrace Level (T Street entrance)
Hours: Wednesday, 12:00 pm-8:00 pm
Thursday-Saturday, 7:30 am-6:00 pm
Sunday, 8:00 am-12:00 pm

Placement
Service
Location: Exhibit Hall (Concourse Level) Follow signs on Concourse and in the Exhibit Hall to the Center
Hours: Wednesday, 4:00 pm-6:00 pm
Thursday and Friday, 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Saturday, 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Position-open boards will be open to all AAA members without Placement Service registration. Employers who are members of the Academic Services Program may use the services without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

Plenary
Session
Presidential Address, Saturday, 8:00 pm
International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

Press Room
Location: Adams Room, Terrace Level
Hours: Wednesday, 11:00 am-6:00 pm
Thursday-Saturday, 9:00 am-5:00 pm
Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of review or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author, and other citation may not be made without written permission of the author."

Recording
Sessions
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

Session
Smoking Ban
On November 19, 1989, the Board of Directors adopted a motion requesting that persons in attendance refrain from smoking at all sessions and meetings. We ask those who attend this meeting to comply with this motion. In working toward a goal of a smoke-free convention, we also ask that people only smoke outdoors, and particularly not to smoke in common areas, such as hallways, exhibit halls, and foyers near the meeting room.

Accessibility
From the AAA Commission on Disability
Space for disabled persons is reserved at the back of each meeting room. The Commission requests that this space be left available for those persons requiring it. Thank you.
### AAA ANNUAL MEETING AT A GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICES</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA Booth 318</td>
<td>11:00 am–7:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>9:00 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement Center</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Care Center</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Office</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Center</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Center</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Room</td>
<td>9:00 am–5:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
<td>7:30 am–4:00 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CONCURRENT SESSIONS

- **8:00 am–11:45 am**
  - Committee & Board Meetings (9:00 am–10:00 pm)
- **12:15 pm–1:30 pm**
  - Workshops (12:00 pm–6:30 pm)
- **1:30 pm–3:30 pm**
  - Papers (12:00 pm–8:00 pm)
- **1:45 pm–5:45 pm**
  - Papers
  - Workshops
  - Film Screening
- **6:15 pm–7:30 pm**
  - Film Screenings (2:15 pm–8:30 pm)
  - Business Meetings
  - Panels/Forums
  - Board Meetings
  - Cash Bars
  - AAA Business Meeting
  - AAA Coffee/Jazz Bar
  - Awards
  - Presidential Address

### EVENING

- **Payment Center**
- **Day Care Center**
- **Convention Office**
- **Information Center**
- **Message Center**

### Press Room

- **8:00 am–11:45 am**
  - Committee & Board Meetings
- **12:15 pm–1:30 pm**
  - Workshops
- **1:30 pm–3:30 pm**
  - Papers
- **1:45 pm–5:45 pm**
  - Papers
  - Workshops
  - Film Screening
- **6:15 pm–7:30 pm**
  - Film Screenings
  - Business Meetings
  - Panels/Forums
  - Board Meetings
  - Cash Bars
  - AAA Business Meeting
  - AAA Coffee/Jazz Bar
  - Awards
  - Presidential Address
Concourse Level

Key

1 Georgetown West  6 Lincoln East
2 Georgetown East  7 Monroe West
3 Jefferson West   8 Monroe East
4 Jefferson East   9 Military Room
5 Lincoln West     10 Hemisphere Room

11 Thoroughbred Room
ASSOCIATION BUSINESS MEETINGS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Culture and Agriculture  
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
Lincoln West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Psychological Anthropology  
Jefferson East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Africanist Anthropology  
Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Anthropology of Community Colleges  
Georgetown East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association for Feminist Anthropology  
Military Room, Concourse Level

7:30 pm - 9:30 pm  American Anthropological Association  
International Ballroom Center

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Society for Latin American Anthropology  
Caucus Room, Terrace Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  National Association of Student Anthropologists  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:00 pm  Archeology Division  
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:15 pm  Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of Work  
Monroe West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists  
Salon-Sofitel Hotel

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Anthropology and Environment Section  
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  American Ethnological Society  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  General Anthropology Division  
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Urban Anthropology  
Lincoln West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Visual Anthropology  
Georgetown East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Cultural Anthropology  
Military Room, Concourse Level
6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for Medical Anthropology
                    Jefferson West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Association of Senior Anthropologists
                    Chevy Chase, Terrace Level

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Council for Museum Anthropology
                    Monroe East, Concourse Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Association of Black Anthropologists
                    Monroe West, Concourse Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Biological Anthropology Section
                    Conservatory Room, Terrace Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of North America
                    Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level

12:15 pm - 1:30 pm  Council on Nutritional Anthropology
                    Georgetown East, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
                    Jefferson West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
                    Monroe West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  Middle East Section
                    State Room, Terrace Level

6:15 pm - 7:30 pm  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
                    International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

6:15 pm - 8:30 pm  Council on Anthropology and Education
                    Jefferson East, Concourse Level
INVITED SESSIONS

AAA Presidential Symposia

1-028  If Race Doesn’t Exist . . . A Conversation among the Subdisciplines. The conversation will be continued after the session.
Thursday, 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

1-103  Anthropological Dialogues: Present and Future Directions in Biological Anthropology
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

1-105  Breaking the Social Contract: The Fight for Public Rights
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

2-027  Value Added: Integrative Theory and Research in Anthropology
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Lincoln West, Concourse Level

3-017  Getting the World’s Attention: Indigenous Rights, Advocacy and the International Arena
Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Monroe East, Concourse Level

AAA Executive Program Committee

1-050  AAA Public Policy Forum: NAGPRA Revisited: Where Do We Go From Here?
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Georgetown East, Concourse Level

1-051  The Specter of Cloning a New Human Being from a Single Adult Cell: Views from Across the Discipline of Anthropology
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Monroe West, Concourse Level

1-097  AAA Public Policy Forum: Health Research in the Next Century: What Anthropology Has to Contribute
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Georgetown West, Concourse Level

2-040  AAA Public Policy Forum: Affirmative Action: Anthropologists’ Contribution to the Debate
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Jefferson West, Concourse Level

2-081  Regimes of Value: The Commodification and Circulation of Bodies and Body Parts
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

AAA Commission for Human Rights

0-086  Mining, Oil, Environment, People and Rights in the Amazon
Wednesday, 6:30 pm - 10:15 pm
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
AAA Committee on Ethics, Society for Medical Anthropology

2-033 Research Ethics in Medical Anthropology: Update and Discussion
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Caucus Room, Terrace Level

AAA Commission on Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgendered Concerns in Anthropology

2-019 Queer Challenges: Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgendered Issues in Anthropology
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Georgetown West, Concourse Level

American Ethnological Society

4-032 Critique-ing Flexible Labor: Increasing Inequality, Fragmentation and the Possibility for Labor Mobilization
Sunday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Bancroft Room, Terrace Level

American Ethnological Society, Association for Political & Legal Anthropology

2-087 From the Stone Age to the 21st Century: A 25-Year Retrospective on Sahlins’s “Stone Age Economies”
Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

American Ethnological Society, Society for the Anthropology of Europe

3-035 Confronting Poverty in the 21st Century: Recent Ethnographies from Russia, the Transcaucasus and Central Asia
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Map Room, Terrace Level

American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology

1-023 Historicisms, Presentisms and the Society for Cultural Anthropology Future of Anthropology: Papers in Honor of George W Stocking, Jr
Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

Anthropology & Environment Section

2-023 Culture/Power/History/Nature: Papers in Honor of Roy A Rappaport
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

Archeology Division

2-021 Globalization and Indigenous Identity in Early Expansionary States
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

2-107 Getting Things Together: Technology, Gender and Production at the Crossroads of Archaeology and Social Anthropology
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Monroe West, Concourse Level

3-038 Broadening Anthropology: Input and Outreach
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Association for Africanist Anthropology

2-020  Imagining War and Imagining Peace in Africa: Anthropological Perspectives  
Friday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

Association for Feminist Anthropology

2-006  Transnational Feminism: A Differentiated Global Social Movement  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

3-036  Embodying Anthropology: Gender/Sexuality, History, Political Economy  
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

Association for Feminist Anthropology, Association of Black Anthropologists

2-103  The Poetics and Politics of Black Feminist Anthropology  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Lincoln East, Concourse Level

Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

2-101  The US-Mexico Border as a "War Zone": From Metaphor to Practice  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Military Room, Concourse Level

3-013  The Anthropology of Cultural Analogies among Latina(o) Anthropologists  
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

1-012  Ethnography of Crime  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

2-009  Redefining Civil Society: Debates and Critiques for Anthropology  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

Association of Senior Anthropologists

2-080  Give and Take in the Anthropological Context  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:45 pm  
Chevy Chase, Terrace Level

Biological Anthropology Section

1-025  What Are We Doing Watching Monkeys? Anthropological Perspectives and the Role of Nonhuman Primate Research  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Jefferson East, Concourse Level

1-030  Current Research in Biological Anthropology  
Thursday, 9:00 am - 11:00 am  
Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
Central States Anthropological Society

1-106  Computing the Future of Culture: New Approaches to Understanding Cultural Dynamics  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:45 pm  
Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

Council on Anthropology and Education

0-011  Reconceptualizing Educational Spaces  
Wednesday, 12:00 pm - 1:45 pm  
Georgetown East, Concourse Level

1-033  Toward Educational Anthropology in the 21st Century  
Thursday, 9:00 am - 11:00 am  
Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

1-039  What We Know and Don’t Know About What Works in Schools in African American Communities  
Thursday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

2-069  Anthropological Perspectives on Contemporary US Youth  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Jefferson East, Concourse Level

Council for Museum Anthropology

3-018  Museums for the 21st Century: Experimenting with Anthropology in the Public Sphere  
Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Jefferson West, Concourse Level

Council on Nutritional Anthropology

3-021  Integrating Nutrition and Anthropology: Looking to the Future  
Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Culture and Agriculture

1-010  Anthropological Perspectives on Rural Organization in Latin America  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Military Room, Concourse Level

3-074  Culture and Agriculture Honors Walter Goldschmidt  
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

General Anthropology Division

0-075  Internationalizing America: Refugees, Immigrants and Their Localities  
Wednesday, 6:30 pm - 8:15 pm  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

1-006  Assessing Assessment: Success, Failure and Ambiguity in Higher Education  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level

1-025  After Nature/Culture: Anthropology in and of Technoscientific Worlds  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
Jefferson West, Concourse Level
2-076  Gender and Generation in Immigrant Families
   Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
   Conservatory, Terrace Level

3-034  Praxis and Politics: Anthropology in Nonacademic Settings
   Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
   Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

**Middle East Section**

4-014  Anthropology and Human Rights in the Middle East
   Sunday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
   Lincoln East, Concourse Level

1-015  Beyond Imagining Sexuality in Muslim Societies: Rethinking Articulations about and Practices of the Sexual from the Field
   Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
   Lincoln West, Concourse Level

**National Association for the Practice of Anthropology**

2-084  Intelligible and Audible Voices: The Question of Solving the Environmental Equation
   Friday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
   Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

**National Association of Student Anthropologists**

2-105  The Future of Anthropological Archaeology: New Directions in Graduate Research
   Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
   Salon, Hotel Sofitel

**National Association of Student Anthropologists, Archeology Division**

4-010  Archaeology, Tourism and the State
   Sunday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
   Monroe East, Concourse Level

**Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges**

1-034  Teaching Anthropology in K-12
   Thursday, 9:00 am - 11:00 am
   Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

**Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness**

4-024  Biological and Cognitive Approaches to the Anthropology of Religion
   Sunday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am
   Georgetown West, Concourse Level

**Society for the Anthropology of Europe**

2-038  The Anthropology of the Body in Europe: Current Trends and New Perspectives for the 21st Century
   Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
   Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level

**Society for the Anthropology of Europe, American Ethnological Society**

3-008  Confronting Poverty in the 21st Century: Recent Ethnographies from Eastern Europe
   Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
   Map Room, Terrace Level
Society for the Anthropology of North America

2-073  Late Capitalist Economies and Higher Education: Challenges to Anthropology  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Caucus Room, Terrace Level

Society for the Anthropology of North America, Association of Black Anthropologists

2-034  Cultural Diversity in the US: Rewriting the Curriculum  
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
Monroe West, Concourse Level

Society for the Anthropology of Work

2-097  Getting on the Arc: A Trajectory of Grass-Roots Cooperative Work from the 1970s, through the 1990s, into the Coming Millennium  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Monroe East, Concourse Level

2-106  Twenty Years of Work Anthropology: An Evaluative Celebration  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Monroe West, Concourse Level

Society for Cultural Anthropology

1-102  The Politics of Culture in the Shadow of Capital: Theorizing Culture for the 21st Century  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Military Room, Concourse Level

2-011  Interrogating Individuals: Discourses of Subjectivity in the Western Pacific (Part I)  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Jefferson East, Concourse Level

3-020  Culture-at-Large: Kathryn Pyne Addelson Meets Her Interlocuters  
Saturday, 8:00 am - 11:45 am  
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

Society for Humanistic Anthropology

3-093  Subject to Writing: The Victor Turner Prize and the Anthropological Text  
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

Society for Latin American Anthropology

1-008  Mestizaje and the (Post)Colonial Question: Conversations with J Jorge Klor de Alva (Part I)  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

2-070  Indigenous Organizations in Brazil: A Conversation with Alcida Ramos  
Friday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Military Room, Concourse Level

3-039  Indigenous Movements: Sources and Strategies of Self-Representation  
Saturday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

1-090  Language and Space (Part I): Everyday Constructions of Inhabitable Spaces  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Monroe West, Concourse Level

2-036  Language Socialization in Multilingual Contexts: Reproduction and Changes of Ideologies, Communities and Codes  
Friday, 10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Society for Medical Anthropology

1-110  Reconstructing the Parent Discipline’s Foundation: Medical Anthropological Contributions in Honor of Arthur Rubel  
Thursday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level

2-008  Cultural Dimensions of Healing in the US  
Friday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Caucus Room, Terrace Level

Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

3-104  Patterns of Resort: What Can Treatment Sequences Tell Us About Home-Case Management of Acute and Chronic Illnesses  
Saturday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Society for Psychological Anthropology

1-014  The Edge of Experience: Culture, Schizophrenia and Subjectivity  
Thursday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am  
Monroe West, Concourse Level

1-104  How Children and Ethnographers Learn a Culture  
Thursday, 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm  
Jefferson West, Concourse Level

Society for Urban Anthropology

1-031  Urban Planning and Design: Anthropological Perspectives  
Thursday, 9:00 am - 11:00 am  
Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

3-081  The City in the 21st Century  
Saturday, 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Society for Urban Anthropology, Society for the Anthropology of North America

2-104  Gender, Class and History in the City: A Dialogue with Dolores Hayden and Frances Fox Piven  
Friday, 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Society for Visual Anthropology

0-052  Current Visual Research: Using Images for Investigative Purposes
       Wednesday, 4:15 pm - 6:00 pm
       State Room, Terrace Level

1-032  People and Their Surroundings: An Exploration of Place, Environment, and Culture
       Thursday, 9:00 am - 11:00 am
       Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

1-098  The New Computer Technologies: Is There a Third Genre for Anthropology?
       Thursday, 1:45 pm - 3:45 pm
       Caucus Room, Terrace Level
AAA Workshops for K-12 Teachers

Evelyn Jacob and Patsy Evans, Coordinators

Attendance at the following Workshops is open to K-12 teachers only.

3-003 UNDERSTANDING CULTURES IN THE SCHOOLS (AAA Academic Relations)
Farragut Room, Terrace Level
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Chair: RUTH KRULFELD (George Washington U)

3-005 INTRIGUE OF THE PAST: USING ARCHAEOLOGY TO TEACH SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES (AAA Academic Relations)
Bancroft Room, Terrace Level
Saturday, 8:00 am - 9:45 am
Chair: DOROTHY SCHLOTTHAUER KRASS (Society for American Archaeology)

3-030 HUMAN BIODIVERSITY (AAA Academic Relations)
Farragut Room, Terrace Level
Saturday, 10:00 am - 11:45 am
Chair: FATIMAH JACKSON (U Maryland, College Park)

3-031 CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS (AAA Academic Relations)
Bancroft, Terrace Level
Saturday, 10:00 am - 11:45 am
Chair: CAROL ERTING (Gallaudet U)

3-071 TAPPING INTO HOUSEHOLD FUNDS OF KNOWLEDGE (AAA Academic Relations)
Farragut Room, Terrace Level
Saturday, 1:15 pm - 3:00 pm
Chair: NORMA GONZALES (U Arizona)

3-072 DIALECT AWARENESS (AAA Academic Relations)
Bancroft Room, Terrace Level
Saturday, 1:15 pm - 3:00 pm
Chair: CAROLYN TEMPLE ADGER (Ctr for Applied Linguistics)

3-100 EDUCATING AFRICAN AMERICANS: WHAT WORKS Conversation and Coffee (AAA Academic Relations)
Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
Saturday, 3:00-5:00
Chair: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland, Baltimore County)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Farragut Room, Terrace Level</th>
<th>Bancroft Room, Terrace Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am - 9:45 am</td>
<td>Understanding Cultures in the Schools</td>
<td>Intrigue of the Past: Using Archaeology to Teach Science and Social Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 3-003</td>
<td>Session 3-005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Human Biodiversity</td>
<td>Cultural Perspectives on Students with Special Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 3-030</td>
<td>Session 3-031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lunch Break

1:15 pm - 3:00 pm
Tapping into Household Funds of Knowledge
Session 3-071

3:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Educating African Americans: What Works
Terrace Assembly, Session 3-100
PROGRAM OF THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 96th ANNUAL MEETING

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 18

VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (Society for Visual Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
9:00-6:00 Chair: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania). Panelists: JOANNA COHAN SCHERER (Smithsonian), ALLISON JABLONKO (Perugia, Italy), SIMON KAGAN (Tel Aviv), DEBORAH BARNT (York), THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania), BARBARA MICHAEL (Alabama-Birmingham)

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 19

0-001 WORKSHOP: CONCEPTS OF EVALUATION: AN ORIENTATION TO PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS, PART I (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Hamilton, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-10:00 Organizer: MARY ODELL BUTLER (Battelle). Leaders: SUE SQUIRES (GVO, Inc), PHIL HERR (GAO)

0-002 WORKSHOP: ACTING OUT I: INTRODUCTION TO SIMULATIONS FOR INTERCULTURAL TRAINING AND MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, General Anthropology Division) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-11:00 Leaders: LORNA MCDougALL (Northeastern Illinois U), KIM MARTIN

0-003 AAA NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
8:30-11:30 Dupont, Terrace Level

0-004 VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (Society for Visual Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
9:00-2:00 Chair: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania). Panelists: JOANNA COHAN SCHERER (Smithsonian), ALLISON JABLONKO (Perugia, Italy), SIMON KAGAN (Tel Aviv), DEBORAH BARNT (York), THOMAS D BLAKELY (Pennsylvania), BARBARA MICHAEL (Alabama-Birmingham)

0-006 AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD
9:00-5:00 Conservatory, Terrace Level

0-007 WORKSHOP: CONCEPTS OF EVALUATION: AN ORIENTATION TO PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS, PART II (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology). Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
10:30-12:30 Leaders: LENORA BOHREN (CSU), PETER VAN ARSDALE (CDMH)
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 19

0-009  CARING AS TENACITY: CONTEXTUALIZING URBAN SCHOOL SURVIVAL  
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)  
Jefferson East,  
Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: MARY A PITMAN (U Cincinnati).  
12:00  VANESSA ALLEN-BROWN (U Cincinnati) Kin and Community: “My Home is an Urban School”  
12:15  ANNETTE HEMMINGS (U Cincinnati) Lona’s Links  
12:30  MARGO J HEYDT (Xavier) Tenacity in a Non-Caring Environment: Growing Up with Chemical Dependency & Sexual Child Abuse  
12:45  M LYNNE SMITH (Antioch C) You are Students and Parents: Messages from Modeling by a Day Care Teacher in an Urban High School  
1:00  DEBBIE ZORN (U Cincinnati) Holding On: Networks of Care and Connection in an Urban Dropout Intervention Program  
1:15  BARBARA HUSTON (U Cincinnati) A School with a Mission to Care  
1:30  Discussant: MICHELE FOSTER (Claremont Graduate School)  
1:45  End of Session

0-010  POLITICAL LEADERS AND PLURAL IDENTITIES: REINFORCING, UNDERMINING OR SUPPRESSED  
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)  
Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: DOROTHY WILLNER (Independent)  
12:00  MAXWELL OWUSU (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) The Politics of National Identity: Nkrumah, Ghana and Africa  
12:15  ANDREW JOSEPH SHRYOCK (SUNY-Buffalo) The Hashemite Kingdom(s) of Jordan: Fostering Multiple Political Cultures in an Absolute Monarchy  
12:30  LARS T RODSETH (U Utah) A Chinese Lama in the Maharaja’s Court: Exotic and Exaggerated Identities in Nepal  
12:45  KATHERINE C DONAHAUE (Plymouth State C) Les Grands Secrets: Francois Mitterrand and the Politics of Knowledge  
1:00  DOROTHY WILLNER (Independent) The Taming of “Hillary”: Mrs Clinton’s Multiple Identities  
1:15  Discussant: ROBERT PAINE (Memorial U)  
1:30  Discussion  
1:45  End of Session

0-011  INVITED SESSION: RECONCEPTUALIZING EDUCATIONAL SPACES  
(Council on Anthropology and Education)  
Georgetown East, Concourse Level  
Organizer: JAN NESPOR (Virginia Polytechnic Inst). Chair: LIZ BARBER (Lynchburg C)  
12:00  CINDI KATZ (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Castles in the Sand: Shifting Terrains of Learning, Knowledge and Power in Rural Sudan  
12:20  SUSAN RUDDICK (U Toronto) Education in the Public Realm: The Social Construction of Youth and Adolescence in Contemporary America  
12:40  DOUGLAS FOLEY (U Texas-Austin) Studying Oppositional Cultures in Schools: Differences in Community  
1:00  TIM LUKE (VPI/SU) Computers in the Classroom or Classrooms Out of the Computer: Virtual Environments as Educational Spaces?  
1:20  Discussant: LIZ BARBER (Lynchburg C)  
1:45  End of Session

0-012  RESISTANCE, TRIUMPH, OR DISENGAGEMENT? NATIVE MINORITIES, THE CHILDREN OF IMMIGRANTS AND HIGH SCHOOL  
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America)  
Chevy Chase, Terrace Level  
Organizer/Chair: ALEX STEPICK (Florida International U)
12:00  JANE S MORGAN (Florida International U) and ALEX STEPICK (Florida International U) We’re All Minorities: Academic Orientation in Miami
12:15  DORA ACHERMAN-CHOR (Florida International U) Educational Policies That Affect LEP Students and Their Effects on Immigrants
12:30  PAULA FERNANDEZ (FIU), ROSE BEBON (FIU) and CHERYLL MESSAM (Florida International U) I’m Gonna be a Successful Black Woman: Academic Orientations of African American Adolescents in Miami
12:45  GILLIAN A DAWKINS (Florida International) Strong Mothers and Striving: The Impact of Social Support on West Indian Students
1:00  DEBORAH DYER TEED (Florida International U), EMMANUEL EUGENE and MARJORIE PICARD Who Speaks the Loudest? Home, School and Peer Models for Academic Success or Failure Among Haitian High School Students
1:15  LINDA CALLEJAS (Florida International U) and LISA KONCZAL (Florida International U) Immigrant Identity and Academic Orientation: Nicaraguan and Cuban Adolescents in Miami
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-013  NATIVE AMERICAN ENROLLMENT AND TRIBAL RECOGNITION: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizer: THOMAS H JOHNSON (U Wisconsin-Stevens Point). Chair: DEBORAH DAVIS JACKSON (U Michigan)
12:00  DEBORAH DAVIS JACKSON (U Michigan) “Card-Carrying Indians”: The Significance of Tribal Enrollment in an Urban Indian Community
12:15  CAROL MORROW (Southeast Missouri State U) and TIMOTHY M SANDERS (Tribe-Northern Cherokee) The Lost Cherokee: The Northern Cherokee of the Old Louisiana Territory
12:30  CIRCE STURM (U Oklahoma) The Politics of Blood, Race and Identity in the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
12:45  CAROLYN R ANDERSON (Gustavus Adolphus C) Eastern Dakota Enrollment and Entitlement, Past and Present
1:00  WILLIAM B FAWCETT (Utah State U) and W ROBERT LEWELLING (Utah State U) Changing Definitions of Membership Among the Northwestern band of the Shoshoni Nation
1:15  THOMAS H JOHNSON (U Wisconsin-Stevens Point) Native American Recognition and Enrollment: A Solution to the Problem?
1:30  Discussant: NELL J NEWTON
1:45  End of Session

0-014  RELIGIOUS SOCIABILITY AND THE MODERN PUBLIC: THE CASE OF ISLAM, HINDUISM AND CHRISTIANITY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers: SABA MAHMOOD (Stanford U), CHARLES K HIRSCHKIND (Johns Hopkins U). Chair: SABA MAHMOOD (Stanford U)
12:00  SABA MAHMOOD (Stanford U) Public Morality and Religious Practice: Continuities in Gendered Islamic Discourse
12:15  CHARLES K HIRSCHKIND (Johns Hopkins U) Cassette-Sermons and the Ethics of Listening in Egypt
12:30  FARIBA ADELKHAH (FNBP-CERI) The Religious Public Sphere in the Islamic Republic of Iran
12:45  DONALD SCOTT (New School for Social Research) Worship, the Word and the World: Technologies of the Spirit in Evangelical Christianity
1:00  VIVEK DHARESHWAR (Ctr for Studies in Social Sci) The Dilemma of Secularism in India
1:15  Discussant: ROB BAIRD (The National Faculty)
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session
### TRANSGENDER IDENTITY, COMMUNITY BUILDING, AND HEALTH

**Organizer:** CORNELIA KAMMERER (Brandeis U). **Chair:** MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Sociomedical Resource Assoc)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>ANNE BOLIN (Elon C) To Transgender: Identity and Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>MILDRED DICKEMANN (Independent) Hair Stories, Or, The Systematics of Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Sociomedical Resource Assoc), LEE KOCHEMS (Sociomedical Rsrch Associates) and SHERRY DEREN (Natl Develop Research) Different Choices, Different Risks: Transgender MSMs and Drug Use in East Harlem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45</td>
<td>CORNELIA KAMMERER (Brandeis U) and THERESA MASON (ABT Associates) and MARGARET CONNORS (Harvard U-Medical School) Transgenders' Health and Social Service Needs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussants:**
- VINCENT J. PATTI (Gender Identity Project)
- REBECCA DURKEE (GISST)
- LEE KOCHEMS (Sociomedical Rsrch Associates)

### OBJECTIFYING WHITENESS: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES

**Organizer/Chair:** JOHN HARTIGAN (Knox C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>GALEN JOSEPH (U California-Santa Cruz) Fashioning White European Identity: National Culture in Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>MARY J WEISMANTEL (Occidental C) Race Rape: The Andean Pishtaco as White Rapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>NICHOLAS P DEGENOVA (U Chicago) Between “Americans” and “Blacks”: (Re)Racialization in Mexican Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45</td>
<td>JOHN HARTIGAN (Knox C) Locating White Detroit: Class Variations in the Construction of Whiteness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussants:**
- HELAN E PAGE (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
- NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire)

### OLD CITIES, NEW MASTERS: URBAN AREAS IN TRANSITION

**Organizers/Chairs:** ANNE S LEWINSON (U Wisconsin-Madison), ERICA L TUCKER (U Wisconsin-Madison)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>ALEX WEINGRAD (U Negev) Representing Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>ERICA L TUCKER (U Wisconsin-Madison) Heroic Memory: Warsaw’s Zoliborz and Post-Communist Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>ANNE S LEWINSON (U Wisconsin-Madison) “Dirtying Up the City” or Entrepreneurship: Street Vendors and Modernity in Tanzanian Office Workers’ Narratives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45</td>
<td>YUK-LIN RENITA WONG (U Toronto) Developing the Chinese Nation From the Margin: The Participation of People of Hong Kong in the Development of China Contested Identities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>ANATOLY KHAZANOV (U Wisconsin-Madison) Post-Communist Moscow: If You Build It, They Will Come: Recreating Jewish Krakow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

### LEMON JUICE AND THE MONKEY: COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF HIV RISK IN SPAIN AND THE US

**Organizer/Chair:** JOHN B PAGE (U Miami)
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 19

12:00  JOHN B PAGE (U Miami) Jones and Mono: Withdrawal and Urgency in HIV Risk
12:15  JOSE SALAZAR FRAILE (Inst d'Salat) Factors in the Formation of Needle Use
       Patterns Among Idus in Valencia
12:30  LAURIE JEAN PRICE (Northern Arizona U) Drug Using Careers and HIV
       Prevention in Spain
12:45  TAMU PLOWDEN (U Miami) Shooting Scenarios: Cultural Detail in a Survey
       Environment
1:00   CARMEN RIPOLL I ALANDES (Guellersa de Salad-Valencia) When Women
       Participate: Copping and Shooting in Valencia
1:15   Discussant: JUAN FRANCISCO GAMELLA (U Granada)
1:30   Discussion
1:45   End of Session

0-019  PIECING TOGETHER THE PEACE: GUATEMALA AFTER THE DECEMBER
       1996 ACCORD (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology)
       Jefferson West, Concourse Level
       Organizers: DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C), ABIGAIL E ADAMS (Central
       Connecticut State U). Chair: DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C)
12:00  DANIEL ROTHENBERG (U Chicago) Los Linchamientos: Guatemalans Take
       Justice into Their Own Hands
12:15  VICTORIA D L SANFORD (Stanford U) Truth, Memory and Human Rights in
       Guatemala
12:30  BRENT E METZ (Grinnell C) Ladino vs Maya Nationalism Among Chortis of
       Eastern Guatemala
12:45  ANTONELLA FABRI (John Jay) The Gender Dimension of Democracy in
       Guatemala
1:00   Discussant: ABIGAIL E ADAMS (Central Connecticut State U)
1:15   Discussant: DAVID M STOLL (Middlebury C)
1:30   Discussion
1:45   End of Session

0-020  CULTURAL POLITICS AND THE AESTHETICS OF EVERYDAY LIFE (Reviewed
       by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
       Chair: FRANCES E MASCIA-LEES (Simon’s Rock C)
12:00  FRANCES E MASCIA-LEES (Simon’s Rock C) and PATRICIA SHARPE (Simon’s
       Rock C) The Ideology of an Aesthetic: Modernity, Postmodernity and the
       Aestheticization of the Everyday
12:15  ERIC KLINE SILVERMAN (DePauw U) Art, Authenticity and Other Transnational
       Dilemmas: Lessons from Sepik River Tourism, Shona Sculpture and the New
       Guinea Sculpture Garden at Stanford University
12:30  SCOTT A LUKAS (Valparaiso U) Anthropology and Everyday Life: Travel
       Narratives and the Avant-Gardes
12:45  GARTH L GREEN (New School) Marketing the Nation: Carnival and Tourism in
       Trinidad & Tobago
1:00   PAMELA G SMART (U Otago) Sacred Modern: An Ethnography of the Menil
       Collection
1:15   C SCOTT LITTLETON (Occidental C) Postmodern Materialism, the Uncertainty
       Principle, and the Ethnography of a Tokyo Shinto Shrine Festival: Reinventing
       Heisenberg’s Wheel
1:30   Discussion
1:45   End of Session

0-021  ANTHROPOLOGY OF 20TH-CENTURY POLITICS (Reviewed by General
       Anthropology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
       Chair: JAMES D ARMSTRONG (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
12:00  B EDWARD PIERCE (SUNY-New Paltz) From Soft Joint to Hard Joint: Continuity
       and Change in a Correctional Social Environment
12:15 ROBIN O’BRIAN (U California-Los Angeles) Moral Systems as Conservatives
See Them: The American Conservative Discourse of “Values”
12:30 JOHN K AKINS (U Florida) White Supremacy in the Militia Movement
12:45 LINDA A STERN (U Florida) Making the Elephant Dance: Social Mobilization
and the State
1:00 GRETCHEN SCHAFFT (American U) Anthropology in the Third Reich
1:15 MAGNUS BERG (Umea Univ) Popular Orientalism
1:30 Discussion
1:45 End of Session

0-022 PAPERS IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by General Anthropology
Division) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Chair: BARBARA L LOMONACO (Transylvania U)
12:00 SUE G LURIE (U North Texas Health Sci Ctr) and GORDON A LURIE (U Toronto)
Governance And Health: The Structure of Community Health And The Dynamics
of State Building in Hong Kong. 1967-1980
12:15 URSULA L LAUPER (U Colorado-Boulder) and STEPHEN K KOESTER (U
Colorado) “How Many Times Have You Used That New Syringe?” A Semiotic
Account of HIV Prevention
12:30 TERRANCE L LAPOINTE (Ameya), MONISHA S TASKER (AMEYA) and
KATHERINE C DONAHUE (Plymouth State C) Ayurvedic Medicine: An Alternative
for the Next Century?
12:45 XIAOXING LIU (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Ethnicity and State: The Medical
Practice of the Yi in Southwest China
1:00 BARBARA L LOMONACO (Transylvania U) I Want My M(D)TV: Patient’s
Perceptions of Telemedicine Technology in Rural Kentucky
1:15 DANA L RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Ctr, Ltd) Journeying Through Life without a
Map: Dyslexia, Dysgraphia, Dysnumia, and Other Such
1:30 Discussion
1:45 End of Session

0-023 CAPITALISM, CONSUMPTION AND GLOBALIZATION (Reviewed by General
Anthropology Division) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Chair: STACIA E ZABUSKY (SUNY-Cortland)
12:00 TORSTEN V RINGBERG (Penn State U) Cultural Studies of Consumption in
Western Societies: Does Anthropology Have a Role?
12:15 JOSEPH BOSCO (Chinese U of Hong Kong) Trust and Business Relationships
in Chinese Economic Culture
12:30 YOUNGMIN SEO (CUNY Graduate School) Globalization and Its Implication: A
Study of the Price Club’s Impact on Local Retail Market, Seoul Korea
12:45 BRIAN R KRAWCZYK (Cornell U) and CAMILO GARCIA (SUNY-Oswego) Mexican
Perceptions of Post-NAFTA Transnational Capital Penetration and Its Impact on
Public Health Service
1:00 MICHAEL S BILLIG (Franklin & Marshall) The Philippine “Sugar Barons”: Do Our
Political Commitments Prevent Us From Taking Elite Culture Seriously?
1:15 OYSTEIN S LA BIANCA (Andrews U) and RICHARD DIVIDIAN (Loma Linda U)
“How Homi Integraticus”: Toward an Ideal Type to Counter That of “Homo
Economicus”
1:30 STACIA E ZABUSKY (SUNY-Cortland) Consuming Complaints: Global Capitalism
and (Trans)national Identities
1:45 End of Session

0-024 PERSONHOOD, RITUAL AND MEMORY (Reviewed by American Ethnological
Society) Military Room, Concourse Level
Chair: BETH A CONKLIN (Vanderbilt U)
12:00 BETH A CONKLIN (Vanderbilt U) Of Ghosts and Grief: The Problem of Memory
in Amazonian Mourning
12:15  MICHAEL WILLIAM SCOTT (U Chicago) Silent Articulations of Diversity in the Solomon Islands
12:30  MARCELO O FIORINI (New York U) Embodied Names: Construing Nambiquara Personhood Through Naming Practices
12:45  SANDRA S LEE (U Wisconsin) Straddling Cultural Spheres: Bodily Memory, Migration, and Ethnic Identity in Japan
1:00  PETER P SCHWEITZER (U Alaska-Fairbanks) and EVGENY V GOLOVKO (Academy of Sciences-Russia) Remembering and Forgetting Warfare: The Cultural Construction of External Conflict in the Bering Strait Area
1:15  SUSAN J RASMUSSEN (U Houston) Afflictions of the Stomach: Ritual Powers and Social Scapegoating as Moral Discourse Among the Tuareg
1:30  Discussion
1:45  End of Session

0-025  AAA MEDIA WORKING GROUP. Committee Meeting
12:00-2:00  Farragut, Terrace Level

0-026  THEME PARKS AND CULTURAL CENTERS: LOGICS, ECONOMIES AND IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: TAMAR GORDON (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)
12:00  DRU C GLADNEY (East-West Center/U Hawaii) Derivative Narratives and National Theme Parks: Comparing the China Ethnic Cultural Park with the Polynesian Cultural Center
12:15  KAREN KELSKY (U Oregon) Going Dutch: Imperial Histories at a Japanese Theme Park
12:30  STUART A KIRSCH (U Michigan) Lost Tribes, Imaginary Indians and a Cultural Jurassic Park: The Mashantucket Pequot Casino
12:45  GEOFFREY WHITE (East-West Center) On Not Being a Theme Park
1:00  Discussant: BARBARA KIRSHENBLAT-GIMBLET (New York U)
1:15  TAMAR GORDON (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) Theme Parks for Fun and Prophet: “Really Working” at the Polynesian Cultural Center
1:30  AViad RAZ (Harvard U) Riding the Black Ship: Japan and Tokyo Disneyland
1:45  Break
2:00  MIODRAG MITRASINOVIc (U Florida-Gainesville) Living in a Themed Mode: Cities as Theme Parks, Theme Parks as Cities
2:15  BRUCE R CARON (U California-Santa Barbara) Historicity: What Kyoto Learned from Disneyland
2:30  Discussant: JANE DESMOND (U Iowa)
2:45  JOY HENDRY (Oxford Brookes U) Is Ethnography as Well Displayed in a Museum as in a Theme Park? Some Musings from the Coal Face
3:00  ARLENE DAVILA (Syracuse U) The Cultural Politics of Encompassment: “Latinizing” Cultural Institutions in El Barrio
3:15  NICK STANLEY (U Central England) Theme Parks and the Promotion of Ethnic Nationalism: A Comparison of Indonesia (Taman Mini Indonesia Indah) and Taiwanese Aboriginal Parks
3:30  Discussant: IVAN KARP (Emory U)
3:45  End of Session

Organizers: ICHIRO NUMAZAKI (Tohoku U), IZUMI SATO (Tokyo Gakuen U).
Chair: ICHIRO NUMAZAKI (Tohoku U)
12:00  Introduction: ICHIRO NUMAZAKI (Tohoku U)
12:15  SINRIT EORIPAK AYNU KAWAMURA (Kawamura Kaneto Ainu Mem Mus) The Indigenous Rights of the Ainu People and Japan’s New Ainu Law
12:30  STEPHEN MURPHY-SHIGEMATSU (U Tokyo) Okinawan Identity in Contemporary Japan
12:45  FEI-FAN ZHOU (Chiba U-Japan) Japanese Left Behind in China after World War II: "Return to Homeland" and Cultural Adaptation
1:00  ANGELO AKIMITSU ISHI (Patrimonio Tokyo) In the Land of "Yen" and Ancestors: Brazilian-Japanese Guest Workers and Japanese Host Society
1:30  Break
1:45  JONATHAN REED (U Oregon) Intercultural Relations Between Japanese and African Americans: Perceptions, Behaviors and International Business Arena
2:00  C SARAH SOH (San Francisco State U) Japanese Attitudes Toward the Comfort Women Issue
2:15  SHARON L CHALMERS (Griffith U) Lesbian Subjectivity-What’s Japan Got to do With It?
2:30  ICHIRO NUMAZAKI (Tohoku U) Difference, Care and Autonomy: Culture and Human Rights in the Movement for Independent Living Among the Japanese with Disabilities
2:45  Discussant: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U)
3:00  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

THE FUTURE OF SOCIAL CHARACTER

Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL MACCOBY (Proj on Technology, Work & Char), BARBARA LENKERD (Project on Tech, Work & Char)

12:00  MICHAEL MACCOBY (Proj on Technology, Work & Char) How to Study Social Character
12:15  FEDERICO ORTIZ-QUESADA (Mexican Ministry of Health) and MICHAEL MACCOBY (Proj on Technology, Work & Char) The Changing Organization of Health Care and the Social Character of Physicians
12:30  Discussion
12:45  RICHARD MARGOLIES (The Maccoby Group, PC) Social Character and the Management of Change
1:00  CHARLES HECKSCHER (Rutgers) Is Something Profound Happening in Corporate Organization?
1:15  Discussion
1:30  Break
1:45  ALAN GREY (William Alanson White Inst) Global Economy and Global Careerist Character
2:00  CATHERINE SILVER (CUNY Graduate Ctr) The Concept of Social Character as a Link Between Globalization and Cultural Specificity: The Case of Japan & the US
2:15  Discussion
2:30  CHRISTINA GARSTEN (U Stockholm) Marginality in the Workplace: The Social Construction of Identities
2:45  MAURICIO CORTINA (Seminario de Socio-Psicoanalisis), SONIA GOJMAN (Seminario de Socio-Psicoanalisis) and CLOTILDE JUAREZ-HERNANDEZ (Seminario de Socio-Psicoanalisis) Social Character & Parenting: A Perspective from Cross-Cultural Studies of Attachment
3:00  Discussion
3:15  BARBARA LENKERD (Project on Tech, Work & Char) Business Leaders Promoting Environmental Sustainability: Beyond the Predominant Social Character
3:30  Discussion
3:45  End of Session

WORKSHOP: ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A PRACTICE (Part I):
QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION IN SURVEY RESEARCH AND FIELD
INTERVIEWING (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
Hamilton, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
1:00-3:00
Leader: YVONNE ILLICH (Silver Linings International)

0-030
WORKSHOP: WRITING FOR DECISION MAKERS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
1:00-4:00
Leader: REBECCA JOSEPH (National Park Service)

0-031
GENDER AND THE FASHIONING OF MODERNITY IN CONTEMPORARY THAILAND (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology)
Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: MARY-BETH MILLS (Colby C), ARA A WILSON (CUNY Graduate School). Chair: ARA A WILSON (CUNY Graduate School)

2:15
MARY-BETH MILLS (Colby C) Gender Moves: Migrant Women and Labor Activism in Thailand

2:30
PARISSARA LIEWKEAT (Clark University) Problematising “Thai” Prostitution: Reading Discourses about Sex Work in Thailand

2:45
JAN R WEISMAN (U Washington) The Emperor’s Lady Transformed: Race, Gender, and Shifting Embodiments of the Nation in Contemporary Thailand

3:00
JIEMIN BAO (U California-Berkeley) Sino-Thai Transmigrants: Reworking Gender Relations in Thailand and the US

3:15
ARA A WILSON (CUNY Graduate School) Sexual Deviance and Capitalist Discontent in Bangkok, Thailand

3:30
Discussant: PENNY VAN ESTERIK (York U)

3:45
Discussion

4:00
End of Session

0-032
RISK AS LIVED EXPERIENCE: THE PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL RISK (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) In Memory of Diana E Forsythe Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: HELEN C GREMILLION (Stanford U)

2:15
JAN ARMSTRONG GAMRADT (U New Mexico) Innovation, Risk, and the Anthropology of Learning in a Professional Community

2:30
ALAN STOCKDALE (Stanford U) Risky Representations: Living with Depictions of Cystic Fibrosis in the Media

2:45
HELEN C GREMILLION (Stanford U) Gender as a Psychiatric “Risk Factor” on an Adolescent Inpatient Unit

3:00
STEFAN M TIMMERMANS (Brandeis U) Living with the Risk of Sudden Death: Resuscitative Efforts as Rituals of Liminality

3:15
ANN J RUSS (Cornell U) Managing the Desire to Give: Women and the Work of Love in an AIDS Hospice

3:30
Discussant: DAVID J HESS (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)

3:45
Discussion

4:00
End of Session

0-033
THE MALLEABLE MONOLITH: PARTICULARIZING ENACTMENTS OF THE UNIVERSAL DEVELOPMENT PROMISE (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: FREDERICK DAVID BRONKEMA (Yale U), MARTIN BENJAMIN (Yale U)

2:15
FREDERICK DAVID BRONKEMA (Yale U)Development Re-Politicized: Nongovernment Elections and Local Power as a Community Development Strategy in Rural Honduras

2:30
MARTIN BENJAMIN (Yale U) Givers’ Givens: European Charity and the Deployment of Development

2:45
DONNA PERRY (Yale U) Left Out of a New Social Movement: Village Groups in Rural Senegal
3:00 NINA BHATT (Yale U) Mountain Development Discourse: People, Parks, and Partnerships. A Case Example of the Makalu Barun National Park Project in Nepal
3:15 STEPHANIE K RUPP (Yale U) Human Development and Natural Resource Conservation: Conflicting Concepts?
3:30 Discussant: ERIC W WORBY (Yale U)
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

0-034 SHARING THE DANCE: ESSAYS ON PERFORMANCE IN MEMORY OF CYNTHERIA J NOVAK (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizers: ZOILA MENDOZA (U California·Davis), GREGORY J DOWNEY (U Chicago), Chair: SUSAN SEIZER (U Chicago)
2:15 FRANCESCA CASTALDI (U California·Riverside) Choreographing Ethnographic Research: Lessons from Contact Improvisation
2:30 GREGORY J DOWNEY (U Chicago) Sharing the Experience of Dance: Contact Improvisation, Capoeira, and the Cultivation of Sensibility
2:45 ZOILA MENDOZA (U California·Davis) Powerful Performance: Reflections on the Relationship Between Dance and Society
3:00 SALLY NESS (U California·Riverside) Sharing the Dance: Reflections on Embodiment as Method in Moves Toward Cross-Cultural Understanding
3:15 SUSAN SEIZER (U Chicago) Fitting In: Culture and Movement Sensibility
3:30 Discussant: JILL D SWEET (Skidmore C)
3:45 Discussant: SUSAN FOSTER (U California·Riverside)
4:00 End of Session

0-035 FIELDWORK AND UNDERSTANDING: CHARACTERIZING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL “AHA” (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: DANIEL BRADBURD (Clarkson U), JOANNE PASSARO (Clarkson U)
2:15 DANIEL BRADBURD (Clarkson U) Aha! Aha! Aha! Encounters in the Field and Ethnographic Understanding
2:30 FREDERICK ERRINGTON (Trinity C) and DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst C) Sense and Sensibility in a Contemporary Papua New Guinea: The Case of the "Compo Girl"
2:45 JOANNE PASSARO (Clarkson U) Seeing Against the Grain: Fieldwork and the Production of Ethnographic Understanding
3:00 NADIA ABU·EL·HAJ (U Chicago) Studying Knowledge Anthropologically
3:15 LILA E SHAARA (U Pittsburgh) Who Do You Think You Are? Fieldwork Versus the "Glass Wall"
3:30 Discussant: RENA LEDERMAN (Princeton U)
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

0-036 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE COLD WAR IN KOREA AND CHINA (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: LAURA C NELSON (Women’s Init for Self·Emplymnt), ROY R GRINKER (George Washington U)
2:15 ROY R GRINKER (George Washington U) Unification, National Security and Citizenship: North Korean Defectors in South Korea
2:45 ELIZABETH HENDERSON (U Michigan) Culture and the Interest-Based Politics of Taiwan’s Investors in Mainland China
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3:00 RALPH LITZINGER (Duke U) The “Nationalities Problem” in China: Rethinking Security in the Age of Electronic Media
3:15 Discussant: ALFRED WILHELM (Atlantic Council of the US)
3:30 Discussant: HUGH GUSTERSON (MIT)
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

0-037 LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGISTS ON THE LINGUISTIC TURN IN SOCIAL THEORY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: BONNIE MCELHINNY (U Toronto), KIRA HALL (Yale U)
2:15 BONNIE MCELHINNY (U Toronto) Enacting Gender at Work: Activity Theory and the Linguistic Turn
2:30 MIYAKO INOUE (Stanford U) Historicity in Linguistic Anthropology: Tracing the Genealogy of Indexicality
2:45 KIRA HALL (Yale U) "It's a Hijra!": The Historicity of "Impotence" and Contemporary Indian Politics
3:00 DANIEL S LEFKOWITZ (Kansas U) Affect, Identity, and Voting Behavior in Israel: A Discourse Perspective
3:15 ANITA PUCKETT (Virginia Tech U) Language, Electronic Communities, and Material Relations in Rural Appalachia
3:30 DEBORAH KELLER-COHEN (U Michigan) The Body of Inscription: Textual Representations of Writing in Colonial America
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

0-038 POPULAR STRATEGIES OF ETHNIC REPRESENTATION IN LATIN AMERICA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: BLENDA FEMENIAS (Tufts U)
2:15 ELIZABETH M MARBERRY (U Wisconsin-Madison) “Our Land from Time Immemorial”: Privatization and Communalization as Rhetorical Strategies for Appropriating State Power
2:30 HOWARD CAMPBELL (U Texas El Paso) Alternative Political Futures of Mesoamerican Indigenous Peoples
2:45 LISA B MARKOWITZ (U Louisville) When it Matters: NGOs and Ethnicity in the Andes
3:00 ELAYNE L ZORN (Colgate U) Vecinizacion, or How to Change from Indian to White in One Generation
3:15 MARK S ROGERS (Rochester) The Politics of Medical Decisions: Cultural Identity and Epistemological Heterogeneity in Ecuador
3:30 BLENDA FEMENIAS (Tufts U) Masks of Defiance, Objects of Desire: Peruvian Identity as Ethnic Ritual
3:45 Discussant: ENRIQUE MAYER (Yale U)
4:00 End of Session

0-039 COUNTER-FLOWS: MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Organizer: ANTHONY A MARCUS (CUNY-Graduate Center). Chair: CHARLES ROBERT MENZIES (U British Columbia)
2:15 ANTHONY A MARCUS (CUNY-Graduate Center) Marxism and Anthropology: Notes Toward a New Millennium
2:30 ELIZA DARLING (CUNY Graduate Ctr) The Changing Anthropological Consciousness: A Marxist Critique of Alienated Intellectual Labor
2:45 A KIM CLARK (U Western Ontario) Modernity, Hegemony, and Class in Ecuador: Indians and the Nation in Historical Perspective
3:00 CHARLES ROBERT MENZIES (U British Columbia) Class, Identity and the Politics of Survival: A Breton Illustration
3:15 BELINDA LEACH (U Guelph) Class, Identity and the Politics of Opposition in Ontario
3:30 THOMAS DUNK (Lakehead U) Restructuring, Retrenching and Retraining: Ideology, Worker Consciousness and Adjustment in the “New Times”
3:45 Discussant: SHARRYN KASMIR (Hofstra U)
4:00 End of Session

**O-040 CRITICAL EXAMINATIONS OF CULTURE AND POLITICS IN NORTH AMERICA**
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Chair: KENNETH N EHRENSAL (Kutztown U)
2:15 SANDRA L FAIMAN-SILVA (Bridgewater State C) The Political Economy of “Gambling on Gambling” by States and Tribes: A Critical Comparative Perspective
2:30 MARILYN G GELBER Crying All the Way to the Bank: Environmentalism and Conspicuous Consumption in Marin County, California
2:45 KENNETH N EHRENSAL (Kutztown U) Biting the Hand That Feeds Thee
3:00 C W BROWN (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Right-Wing Discourse in God’s Country and the Northeast Kingdom: Poverty, Resources and Political Ecology in Rural USA
3:15 EVELYN NEWMAN PHILLIPS (Central Connecticut State U) Dialectics of Leadership Among African Americans in St. Petersburg
3:30 PAULETTE G CURTIS (Harvard U) Permanent Traces: The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Collection and the Preservation of Memories
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

**O-041 ADOLESCENT WORLDS: CONFLICT AND AUTONOMY**
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Chair: RAMONA PEREZ (U North Texas)
2:15 RAMONA PEREZ (U North Texas) Breaking the Chain, Forging the Links: Adolescence and the Reinvention of Tradition in a Mexican Rural Community
2:30 LORRAINE KENNY (Sarah Lawrence C & NSSR) Naming the Unnameable: Working in the Fields of White Privilege
2:45 STEPHEN L EYRE (U California-San Francisco) and THOMAS P STRONG (Princeton) A Semiotics of Sex Seeking: How Gay Male Adolescents Find Sex
3:00 ERIC F LUCE (U Southern Mississippi) “He’s Not Vietnamese. He’s Chinese!”
3:15 WILLIAM JANKOWIAK (U Nevada-Las Vegas) One Vision; Two Codes: Icons, Authority and Adolescent Passions in an American Polygamous Community
3:30 ROBERT L MOORE (Rollins C) Parent-Adolescent Disputes in China (PRC) and America: Images and Outcomes
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

**O-042 LOCAL POPULATIONS AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**
(Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Chair: SCOTT T RIELMANN (U Nevada-Reno)
2:15 DAVID T MOORE (U California-Los Angeles) Household Management Styles in a Southern Chinese Seaside Community
2:30 SCOTT T RIELMANN (U Nevada-Reno) Caviar Dreams
2:45 GRETE K HOVELSRUD (Brandeis U) An Inquiry into the Relationship Between Sustainable Resource Use, External Markets and the Production of Sealskins
3:00 GARY W SHAEFF (U Florida) Socioeconomic Adaptation Among Tropical Rainforest Extractivists in Brazil: The Case of Antimari
3:15 YUKA SUZUKI (Yale U) Producing Wildlife and Nation: Contested Policies of Resource Use in Zimbabwe
3:30 DAWN CHATTY (Oxford) Pastoral Tribes in the Middle East and Wildlife Conservation Schemes: The Endangered Species?
3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

**THE EVOLUTION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THOUGHT** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) **Monroe East**, Concourse Level

Chair: DOROTHY K WASHBURN (Maryland Institute)

2:15 TER ELLINGSON (U Washington-Seattle) Noble Savages and Political Correctness: Anthropology's Origins and the Construction of a Discursive Virus

2:30 KAREN L FIELD (Washburn U-Topeka) Mary Wollstonecraft: Her Place in the History of Anthropological Theory

2:45 KENNETH A MCHELHANON (U Texas-Arlington) Cultural Relativism in the Light of Prototype Semantic Theory

3:00 DOROTHY K WASHBURN (Maryland Institute) Perceptual Anthropology

3:15 EDWARD C HANSEN (Queens College-CUNY) and GERALDINE S GRANT (Queens College-CUNY) and JULIANA S GRANT (U Michigan) DNA as God, Science as Ideology: The Intersection of Hegemonic Ideology and "Objective Truth"

3:30 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

**ISSUES IN RESETTLEMENT** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) **Hemisphere Room**, Concourse Level

Chair: ARTHUR L MASON (U California-Berkeley)


2:30 ORIT TAMIR (New Mexico Highlands U) Modeling Variation in Responses to Resettlement

2:45 EDMUND Q S SEARLES From Foraging Nomad to Cosmopolitan Canadian: Inuit Symbolic Action in the Urban Context

3:00 JOHN DWIGHT HINES (Savageton) From Euskaldunak to Sheepherders: The Role of Language and Profession in the Re-definition of Basque-American Identity in Johnson County, Wyoming

3:15 NILANJANA CHATTERJEE (Queens C, CUNY) East Bengali Refugees, Hindu Nationalism and the Struggle for Resettlement


3:45 Discussion
4:00 End of Session

**NORDIC MORAL IDENTITIES: COMPARATIVE EPISODES** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) **Jefferson East**, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: BRIAN PALMER (Harvard U), ANDREW S BUCKSER (Purdue U)

2:15 ISABELLA MATAUSCHEK (European U Institute) “It Concerns Us All”: Philanthropy, Danish Moral Identity, and the Relief Campaigns for Viennese Children

2:30 ANDREW S BUCKSER (Purdue U) Changing Conceptions of History and Jewish Identity in Contemporary Denmark

2:45 METTE ZOLNER (European University Institute) The National Memory of the Second World War

3:00 LOUISE V JOHANSEN (U Copenhagen) and PETER HERVIK (U Copenhagen) The Annoyance Difference: Danish Responses to Emerging Multiculturalism

3:15 LOTTE LOUISE BACH (Copenhagen U) Morality and Bodily Incorporation: Contrasting Images of Danes and Swedes

3:30 Discussant: PETER G STROMBERG (U Tulsa)
3:45 Break
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4:00  BRIAN PALMER (Harvard U) The Uses of Utopian Pessimism: Laments for a Solidaristic Sweden
4:15  GUSTAV PEEBLES (U Chicago) The Crown Capitulates: The Interplay Between Currency and Identity
4:30  ULRrika DAHL (U California-Santa Cruz) A “Republic” at the Margins of a Union: Moralizing Regionalism and “Difference” in Jamtland, Sweden
4:45  HEDVIG K EKERWALD (Uppsala U-Sweden) Nordic Racism Construction-Finland 1850-1918
5:00  KAREN V ARMSTRONG (U Tampere) The Ambiguity of Memory
5:15  SUSAN C LEWIS (Tillamook Bay Community C) “Growing Up”: Moral Landscapes and Changing Identities in Finland
5:30  Discussant: MARIANNE GULLESTAD (U Trondheim)
5:45  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-046  ENGENDERING TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION  (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers: PATRICIA R PESSAR (Yale U), SARAH J MAHLER (U Vermont).
Chair: EUGENIA GEORGES (Rice U), PATRICIA R PESSAR (Yale U)
2:15 SARAH J MAHLER (U Vermont) Engendering Transnational Migration: A Case Study of Salvadorans
2:30 ROGER ROUSE (U Michigan) Rearticulating Class and Gender in Transnational Migration
2:45 JENNIFER S HIRSCH (Johns Hopkins) and CONSTANCE A NATHANSON (Johns Hopkins U) “En El Norte La Mujer Manda”: Gender, Generation and Geography in a Mexican Transnational Community
3:00 KAREN RICHMAN (U Chicago) and ROSE-MARIE CHIERICI (SUNY-Geneseo) The Gender of Migrant Money
3:15 Discussant: PATRICIA R PESSAR (Yale U)
3:30 Discussion
3:45 Break
4:00 SARAH C ENGLAND (U California-Davis) and LUIS EDUARDO GUARNIZO (U California) From Local Culture Keepers to Transnational Activists: Honduran Garifuna Women in Grassroots Organizations in New York City
4:15 DAVID KYLE (U California-Davis) Gender, and Class Stratification in the Transnational Economy of Quichua-Speaking Otavalo
4:30 DENISE E BRENNAN (Yale U) Transnational Dreams and Broken Promises: Sex Tourism in Sosua, the Dominican Republic
4:45 VICTORIA BERNAL (U California-Irvine) National and Transnational Communities: Active Imaginations in Northeast Africa and Beyond
5:00 Discussant: NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire)
5:15 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

0-047  FILM SCREENINGS  (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
2:15 KAREN KRAMER (New School) Days of Awe
4:20 SHELAGH LUBBOCK (Independent Filmmaker) Ndebele Women: The Rituals of Rebellion
5:12 BREAK AND DISCUSSION
5:25 MARSHA BERMAN (Asples Productions) Singsing Tumbuan (Mask Dance) excerpt
6:45 End of Session

0-048  WORKSHOP: PREPARING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN ANTHROPOLOGY  (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Farragut, Terrace Level.
Attendance is by advance subscription only.
3:00-6:00  Leaders: ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors), MERRILL SINGER (Hispanic Health Council)

0-049  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Board of Directors
4:00-7:30  Edison, Terrace Level

0-050  PROJECT LINCS: HIV VACCINE TRIALS AND COMMUNITY SCIENTIST TRIBULATIONS OR TRIUMPHS (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona U)
4:15  ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona U) Multifarious Ethnography: Methods for Systematic Simultaneous Local Focal But Cross Comparative Ethnographic Research that Communities Don’t Hate
4:30  KATHLEEN M MACQUEEN (Centers for Disease Control) and ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona U) Project LINCS: A Multisite Ethnographic Design for Public Health Research
4:45  DAVID S METZGER (U Pennsylvania) and ROSEANNE SCOTTI (U Pennsylvania) and HELEN NAVALINE (U Pennsylvania) Community Segmentation Among Injection Drug Users: Implications for HIV Preventive Interventions
5:00  IAN FUREMAN (U Pennsylvania) and DAVID S METZGER (U Pennsylvania) and RON KANTER (Video/Film Associates) Video as a Research Tool: “We All Have Our Reasons”
5:15  RONALD P STRAUSS (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and SUSAN KEGELES (UCSF-CAPS) A Three Community Qualitative Study of Ethical and Social Issues Related to the Conduct of AIDS Preventive Vaccine Trials
5:30  LYNN BLANCHARD (Lehigh Valley Hospital) and RONALD P STRAUSS (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and GREG MILLET How Do You Define Community? Perspectives of Community Members
5:45  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

0-051  URBAN SPACES OF POSSIBILITY (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizer/Chair: MICHELLE FINE (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
4:15  Introduction: MICHELLE FINE (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
4:30  CRAIG CENTRIE (SUNY-Buffalo) and LOIS WEIS (SUNY-Buffalo) A Home of Our Own: Creating Community in a Neighborhood Art School
4:45  CORRINE BERTRAM (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Taking Lessons Learned in Private to the “Public” Sphere: The Case of a Community-Based Anti-Violence Center
5:00  RUKIYAA MORTON (SUNY-Buffalo) Narrations of African American Women Who are Ordained Ministers: “Free Space” as a Critique of Patriarchy
5:15  ROSMARIE ROBERTS (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Sustaining Community Through Conflict and Difference: The Orisha Community in New York City
5:30  Discussant: MICHELLE FINE (CUNY-Grad Ctr)
5:45  Discussion
6:00  End of Session

0-052  INVITED SESSION: CURRENT VISUAL RESEARCH: USING IMAGES FOR INVESTIGATIVE PURPOSES (Society for Visual Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: EMILIE DE BRIGARD (Film Research)
4:15  JOANNA C SCHERER (Smithsonian Inst) A Preponderance of Evidence: The 1851/1852 Omaha Delegation Recovered
4:30  AMANDA GRUNDE (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Blurry Video and Focused Research
4:45  RONALD P TOBY (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Imagining and Imaging “Anthropos” in Early Modern Japan
5:00  RICHARD CHALFEN (Temple U) Behind/Beyond The Stereotype: Japanese Vernacular Photography
5:15  DAVID W PLATH (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Jump-Starting Visual Media After a Disaster
5:30  Discussion
6:00  End of Session

0-053  PROPERTY IN WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizer: BRYAN T BYRNE (U Florida). Chair: BRYAN T BYRNE (U Florida)
4:15  ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis U) Property and Irrigation
4:30  DAVID GUJILLET (Catholic U) Water and Property Rights
4:45  JONATHAN B MABRY (Center for Desert Archaeology) Untangling Tenure Traditions in Indigenous Systems of Irrigated Agriculture
5:00  SUSAN H LEES (CUNY-Hunter C) Property Regimes in Turbulent Times
5:15  DAVID J GROENFELDT (World Bank) Transferring Irrigation Systems from the State to Users: Questions of Management, Authority, and Ownership
5:30  BRYAN T BYRNE (U Florida) The Effect of Urbanization and Globalization on the Relationships Among Common, State and Private Actors
5:45  Discussant: ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis U)
6:00  End of Session

0-054  ALTERNATING UTOPIAS: GEO-POLITICS, RHETORICS, AND VIOLENCE (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizers: ROBERT D ALBRO (U Chicago), MARKO ZIVKOVIC (U Chicago). Chair: ROBERT D ALBRO (U Chicago)
4:15  RADHIKA SUBRAMANIAM (New York U) To Pakistan or the Grave: Hindutva’s Rhetoric of Space: A Bombay Street Scene
4:30  TAMARA NEUMAN (U Chicago) Shifting Rhetorics of Violence in the Context of the Rabin Assassination
4:45  MARKO ZIVKOVIC (U Chicago) Ballads and Bullets in Bosnia: How Dangerous are the Epics of Mountain Serbs
5:00  ROBERT D ALBRO (U Chicago) Urkupina Yatiris and Violent Distinctions in Quillacollo, Bolivia
5:15  LETICIA M VELOSO (U Chicago) “We Don’t Kill Citizens”: Police Violence and Brazilian Neo-Liberal Democratization
5:30  Discussant: SIVAMOHAN SUMATHY (Washington State U)
5:45  Discussant: DAVID B EDWARDS (Williams C)
6:00  End of Session

0-055  MYTHING IN ACTION (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer: JOSEPH P GAUGHAN (U Michigan-Dearborn). Chair: BRUCE MCCOY OWENS (Wheaton C)
4:15  BRUCE MCCOY OWENS (Wheaton C) Mythunderstandings: Ritual Accounting and Accounting for Ritual in the Kathmandu Valley
4:45  RICHARD R JONES (Wayne State U) Speaking Saints into Being: Coptic Monks, Communal Discourse, and Myth
5:00  JOSEPH P GAUGHAN (U Michigan-Dearborn) Interrogating the Shadows: The Otherworld Visit in European Narrative Tradition
5:15  THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York U) Founding Miracles of a Patron Saint in Myth and Historical Document
5:30  DAVID M STOLL (Middlebury C) Life Story as Mythopoesis: The Case of I, Rigoberta Menchu
5:45  Discussant: GUENN C MONTILUS (Wayne State U)
6:00  End of Session
THE FUTURES OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PROTESTANTISM IN THEORY AND PRACTICE (Reviewed by National Association of Student Anthropologists)

Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers: BRIAN M HOWELL (Washington U-St Louis), JAMES PEACOCK (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill). Chair: BRIAN M HOWELL (Washington U-St Louis)

4:15 BRIAN M HOWELL (Washington U-St Louis) The Anthropology of Protestantism in Review: Future Directions
4:30 PETER G STROMBERG (U Tulsa) Protestantism and Secularization
4:45 RITA S KIPP (Kenyon C) Protestantism and Secularism: Social and Psychological Dimensions

5:00 ABIGAIL E ADAMS (Central Connecticut State U) “In This World, But Not of This World”: Protestantism as Transnational Culture
5:15 KARLA O POEWE (U Calgary) Theorizing Berlin Missionaries into Afrikaner and African Cultures
5:30 IRVING HEXHAM (U Calgary) Weber, Troeltsch, and the Maintenance of Protestant State Church Hegemony in the Marketplace of German Religion
5:45 Discussant: JOHN M WATANABE (Dartmouth C)

ETHNOGRAPHIC FUTURES: CORPORATIONS AS INFORMANTS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers: KIM FORTUN (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst), ELIZABETH C BRITT (Northeastern U). Chair: KIM FORTUN (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)

4:15 JOHN MONBERG (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) “Smart Money”: Financial Technologies and the Transformation of the Social Landscape
4:30 LAUREL B GEORGE (Rice U) Looking Good by Doing Good: Constructing Corporate Identity Through Sponsorship of the Arts
4:45 HEINRICH SCHWARZ (MIT) Cyber-Offices: Visions of the Virtualization of Work
5:00 ELIZABETH C BRITT (Northeastern U) Selling Success: Infertility Clinics in a Competitive Market
5:15 CHRISTOPHER M KELTY (MIT) Identity in Corporations
5:30 MICHAEL FORTUN (Hampshire C) Promising Genomics: Toward a “Faster, More Intense” Biology
5:45 Discussant: MICHAEL M J FISCHER (MIT)

IMAGINED COMMUNITIES AND CONTESTED IMAGININGS: DISCOURSES OF MODERNITY AND CONTEXTS OF IDENTITY (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)

Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Organizers: ELIZABETH ANNE BEAL (U Chicago), ELIZABETH FAIER (Indiana U). Chair: KIMBERLY L MILLS (U Chicago)

4:15 DAVID M ABRAMSON (Indiana U) Traditionalizing Modernities and Modernizing Traditions: The Making and Unmaking of Ideologies in Post-Soviet Uzbekistan
4:30 ANDERS LINDE-LAURSEN (Duke U/Lund U-Sweden) Comparative Modernities, Comparative Communities
4:45 KIMBERLY L MILLS (U Chicago) Tunisia’s New Family: Family Planning, Mass Media, and National Identity Creation
5:00 ELIZABETH FAIER (Indiana U) Intimate Consumption: Personal Life Decisions as Dialogue on Modernity and Community Among Palestinian Feminist Activists in Haifa, Israel
5:15 ELIZABETH ANNE BEAL (U Chicago) Waging the Taste Wars: Consumption and the Fragmentation of Community Among the Jordanian Elite
5:30 Discussant: JOHN MCCALL (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale)
5:45 Discussion

6:00 End of Session
0-059  
THE POLITICS OF PIETY: RELIGION AND POLITICS AS ENTANGLED DOMAINS  
(Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)  
Chevy Chase, Terrace Level  
Organizers/Chairs: LAUREN LEVE (Princeton U), LESLIE K Dwyer (Inst for Adv Study/Princeton U)
4:15  
ELIZABETH ORAM (Princeton U) The “Accumulation of Sacred Space”: Strategies for Legitimacy Among Christians and Muslims in Egypt
4:30  
SUSAN HAGEN (University of Wisconsin) Becoming Not Hindu: A Gurung Community’s Move to Buddhism and Ethnic Politics in Nepal
4:45  
PEDRO SANCHEZ (Princeton U) Civilization and Its Continents: Islam, the West, and the World in Spanish Muslim Discourses of “Religion and Politics”
5:00  
LAUREN LEVE (Princeton U) The Politics of the A-Political: Theravada Buddhism in Modern Nepal
5:15  
LESLIE K DWYER (Inst for Adv Study/Princeton U) Embodied Politics and Piety in Urban Java, Indonesia
5:30  
Discussant: ABDELLAH HAMMOUDI (Princeton U)
5:45  
Discussion
6:00  
End of Session

0-060  
KIDS PLAY AT VIOLENCE: VIOLATING BOUNDARIES IN POSTMODERN CULTURE  
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
Cabinet Room, Concourse Level  
Organizer: ANNE ALLISON (Duke U), Chair: ANNE ALLISON (Duke U)
4:15  
4:30  
LEO CHING (Duke U) Virtual Violence: (Cold) War Games and the Spectre of Japanese Mass Culture
4:45  
5:00  
W KENNETH LITTLE (York U) Kids Performing Violence in the Cultures of Spectacle Consumption
5:15  
ANNE ALLISON (Duke U) Killing Lolita: Fantasies of Being and Violating Cute Little Girls in Japan
5:30  
Discussant: KEN SURIN (Duke U)
5:45  
Discussion
6:00  
End of Session

0-061  
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: BRIDGE TO THE 21ST CENTURY?  
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work)  
Monroe West, Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: SCOTT FRANK (U Southern California)
4:15  
CARL A MAIDA (U California-Los Angeles) Lay Knowledge in a Specialist Society
4:30  
MELISSA CEFKIN (Inst for Research on Learning) Presentation@Work.Com
4:45  
SCOTT FRANK (U Southern California) The Continuity of the Subject in Postmodern Anthropology
5:00  
JEANETTE L BLOMBERG (Xerox Palo Alto Research Ctr) Constructing Technical Objects: Reconfiguring the Sociotechnical Divide
5:15  
Discussant: JULIAN E ORR (Xerox PARC)
5:30  
Discussion
6:00  
End of Session

0-062  
XXXVITH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: CURRENT ISSUES IN THE STUDY OF THE NATIVE LANGUAGES OF MIDDLE AND SOUTH AMERICA  
(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  
International Ballroom East, Concourse Level  
Organizer: SALLY McLENDON (Hunter C/CUNY), Chair: HARRIET E KLEIN (Montclair State U)
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 19

4:15  SERAFIN CORONEL-MOLINA (U Pennsylvania) Language Policy: Status Planning for the Quechua Language in Peru

4:30  HARRIET E KLEIN (Montclair State U) Semantic Oppositions in Guaykuruan Languages

4:45  J KATHRYN JOSSE R AND (Florida State U) and NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (Florida State U) Complex Sentences in Chol (Mayan): Patterns of Subordination and Relativization

5:00  CHARLES A HOFLING (Southern Illinois U) Case Marking and Voice in Maya Hieroglyphic Writing

5:15  YUKIHIRO YUMITANI (Bucknell U) Spanish Loanwords in Jemez

5:30  ARTHUR P SORENSEN (Independent) Overlooked Syllables in Syllabic Languages

5:45  ERIC P HAMP (U Chicago) The Paradox of Correspondence as the Diagnostic Trait in Linguistic Inheritance

6:00  End of Session

0-063  GENDERED IDENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Chair: CORINNE N C WHITAKER (Johns Hopkins)

4:15  HELLE RYDSTROM (Linkoping U-Sweden) Practices of Masculinity in Contemporary Vietnam

4:30  ALMUDENA HERNANDO (U Complutense-Madrid, Spain) The Construction of Identity Among Q’eqchi’ Women (Alta Verapaz, Guatemala)

4:45  SUSAN E FROHLICK (York U) Imagining Twenty-First Century Feminist Subjects: Beyond “Traveling” Women?

5:00  CATHERINE P. KINGFISHER (U Waikato) Taming the Savage Poor: The Rhetoric of Welfare Reform in the United States and New Zealand

5:15  CORINNE N C WHITAKER (Johns Hopkins) Between Microcredit and the Household: Tanzanian Women Coping with a Gender-Specific “Intervention”

5:30  SUSAN M VINCENT “Yo Odiaba Hombre”: Women, Work and Relationships in Peru

5:45  LOUISA MAY CAMERON Corporalization in Japan: The Human Motor Revisited

6:00  End of Session

0-064  ANCIENT MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Archaeology Division) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

Chair: PAYSON D SHEETS (U Colorado-Boulder)

4:15  GABRIELLE VAIL (U Pennsylvania Museum) Maya Religion: An Ethnohistoric Perspective

4:30  STEPHEN D HOUSTON (Brigham Young U) and JOHN H ROBERTSON (Brigham Young U) and DAVID S STUART (Peabody Museum) The Language of Classic Maya Inscriptions

4:45  PAYSON D SHEETS (U Colorado-Boulder) Zoned Biodiversity: The Agroecologic Strategy at Ceren, El Salvador

5:00  RICHARD V WILLIAMSON (Tulane U), JEFFREY STOMPER (Austin Community C) and DONNA K STONE (Earth Search) The Role of Maya Secondary Centers: Investigations at Mayflower, Belize

5:15  ARTHUR A JOYCE (Vanderbilt U) Teotihuacan and Early Classic Sociopolitical Developments on the Oaxaca Coast

5:30  CHRISTOPHER BEEKMAN (Indiana-Purdue U) An Intrasite Examination of a Shaft Tomb Site in Central Jalisco, Mexico

5:45  JOHN S SPEAKER (Tulane U) Landscape and Agricultural Adaptability in the Ancient Mixtequilla, Veracruz, Mexico

6:00  End of Session

0-065  ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION: FROM LOCAL COMMUNITY TO INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Military Room, Concourse Level

Chair: ERIC C PONCELET (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
ERIC C PONCELET (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Silencing Environmental Debates: From Regulation to Post-Rio “Partnerships”

CHRISTOPHER OLIVER (Michigan State U) Conceptualizing Community Through Bureaucratic and Local Discourse: Natural Resources and Policy and the Amorphous Nature of Group Identity in the Pacific Northwest

JAMES SCOTT HILL (U Florida) Regulating Livelihoods: The Effects of Global Biodiversity Conservation on Rural Communities in Southwest Cameroon


THERESA TRAINOR (US Env Protection Agency) Rethinking Watershed Protection: Community Values and Public Participation

Discussion

End of Session

ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)

Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level

Chair: RICHARD HOWARD ROBBINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh)

TED C LEWELLEN (U Virginia-Richmond) Deconstructing “Development” for Anthropology: Toward a Usable Definition of a Value-Laden Concept

WENDE MARSHALL (Princeton U) Recovering Nation: Addiction, Decolonization, and the Yearning for Refuge in Waianae, HI

WAYNE FIFE (St Thomas U) Rethinking Hegemony and Habitus in the Context of Early Colonialism in Papua New Guinea

STEVE FOX (New Mexico Highlands U) The Importance of Cultural Preservation in the Context of Development

JULIE B GOLDMAN (Harvard U) The World According to Fruit: Chilean Fruit Workers and Managers in “the Global Economy”

CHUAN-KANG SHIH (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Marxism, Tourism and the Changing Discourse of Sexual Union Among the Moso

Discussion

End of Session

WORKSHOP: ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING A PRACTICE (Part II): NEGOTIATING IN AN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNITY SETTING WITH COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATIONS, STUDY PARTICIPANTS & GOVERNMENTAL GRANTORS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Hamilton, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.

Leader: YVONNE ILLICH (Silver Linings International)

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST. Incoming Editorial Board

Bancroft, Terrace Level

AAA LEGISLATIVE STEERING COMMITTEE

Conservatory, Terrace Level

RAISING CULTURAL CONSCIOUSNESS THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Lincoln East, Concourse Level

Organizer/Chair: CAROL L KENNETT (Trinity Int’l U)

CAROL L KENNETT (Trinity Int’l U) Taking Time to Say More Than Hello: Creating Insightful Cross Cultural Conversations

HEEWON CHANG (Eastern C) Experiential Learning of Multiculturalism Through Simulation Activities

JEAN CAMPBELL (World Affairs Council of OR) The Multicultural Person

GRETE ROLAND (National Louis U) An Aesthetic Dimension in Cultural Sensitization and Identity Formation
MARCELLA BULLMASTER (Teachers C-Columbia) “I Know My Own Child”: Teachers Learning From Students’ Parents

7:45 Discussant: LINDA LEVINE (Bank Street C)
8:00 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-071

Organizers: ULI LINKE (Rutgers U), ALLEN FELDMAN (Nat’l Development & Rsch Inst). Chair: ULI LINKE (Rutgers U)
6:30 PAUL STOLLER (West Chester U) Triggering Memories/Implanting Power: Aesthetics, Theaters of Cruelty and the Hauka in West Africa
6:45 CHRISTOPH WULF (F U Berlin) Producing Post/Modern Identities: Mimesis, Simulacra, and the Embodied Self
7:00 L F HOGLE (Wayne State U) Future Perfect: The Mimetic Faculty and Emerging Technologies of the Body
7:15 ULI LINKE (Rutgers U) White Skin: Racial Mimesis and Body Modification under Postcoloniality
7:30 JONAS FRYKMAN (U Lund) Youth, Gender and Mimetic Process: Future Formations of Swedish Personhood
7:45 Discussant: ALLEN FELDMAN (Nat’l Development & Rsch Inst)
8:00 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-072

WOMEN’S SCHOOLING IN MAYA CHIAPAS: NAMING THE UNNAMED (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: ISABEL ZAMBRANO (Harvard U)
6:30 FRANK C MILLER (U Minnesota-Minneapolis) Women’s Education and Change in a Mayan Community in Chiapas, Mexico
6:45 ISABEL ZAMBRANO (Harvard U) Luring Mitontic: Community Control of Women’s Schooling
7:00 SUSAN J RIPPBERGER (U Texas-El Paso) Indigenous Women and Education in Communities Surrounding San Cristobal de las Casas
7:15 MARGARET FREEDSON (Harvard Grad Sch of Educ) Indigenous Girls and Schooling: Classroom and Community Perspectives from the Chiapas Highlands
7:30 PATRICIA GREENFIELD (U California-Los Angeles) and ASHLEY MAYNARD Women, Girls, Apprenticeship, and Schooling: A Longitudinal Study of Historical Change Among the Zinacantecan Maya
7:45 Discussant: PATRICIA GREENFIELD (U California-Los Angeles)
8:00 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-073

RESEARCH, EVALUATION & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH: THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIFFERENCE (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: SHARON P HODGES (U South Florida)
6:30 Introduction: SHARON P HODGES (U South Florida)
6:45 MARCELA GUTIERREZ-MAYKA (U South Florida) Anthropological Contributions to Evaluation Methodologies in Children’s Mental Health
7:00 ANGELA GOMEZ (U South Florida) Applying Anthropology’s Cultural Relativism Concept When Working in Interdisciplinary Teams
7:15 SHARON P HODGES (U South Florida) Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives on Research Design: A Meeting of the Minds
7:30 TERESA NESMAN (U South Florida) Becoming an Applied Anthropologist: Career Culture Shock and Its Mitigation
7:45 DOUGLAS UZZELL (U South Florida) Clinical Ethnography in Systems of Care
8:00 Discussant: MARIO HERNANDEZ (U South Florida)
8:15 End of Session

0-074 JAPANESE MANTALK: DISCOURSES OF DOMESTICITY, SEXUALITY, AND EMOTION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizers: DEBRA J OCCHI (U California-Davis), CINDI L STURTZ (U California-Davis). Chair: CINDI L STURTZ (U California-Davis)
6:30 MASAKO ISHII-KUNTZ (U California-Riverside) Oyaji wa Nau: Construction of Gender Among Japanese Family Men
6:45 CINDI L STURTZ (U California-Davis) Otoko no Rappu: Men Get Rhythm
7:00 DEBRA J OCCHI (U California-Davis) Uta Utau: Japanese Men's Lyrical Hearts
7:15 JANET S SMITH (U California-Davis) Koishi, Aisuru: Competing Images of Japanese Men in Love
7:30 NAOKO OGAWA (U California-Davis) Otoko ga Yureru: Gaytalk Frontline in Japan
7:45 Discussant: STEVEN C CATON (New School for Social Research)
8:00 Discussant: TAKIE SUGIYAMA LEBRA (U Hawaii)
8:15 End of Session

0-075 INVITED SESSION: INTERNATIONALIZING AMERICA: REFUGEES, IMMIGRANTS, AND THEIR LOCALITIES (General Anthropology Division) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: DAVID W HAINES (George Mason U), CAROL A MORTLAND (Columbia Gorge Museum). Chair: CAROL A MORTLAND (Columbia Gorge Museum)
6:30 CAROL A MORTLAND (Columbia Gorge Museum) Cambodians in Tacoma, Washington: Adaptation and Community
6:45 JANET BENSON (Kansas State U) Vietnamese in Garden City, Kansas: The Changing Character of a Community
7:00 NANCY J WELLMEIER (Arizona State U) Indigenous Guatemalans in Phoenix and Palm Beach: Community Reactions to Temporary and Long-Term Presence of Immigrants
7:15 LANCE A RASBRIDGE (Parkland Hospital-Dallas) Refugees in Dallas: Enclave versus Suburban Patterns and Reactions
7:30 DAVID W HAINES (George Mason U) and MARILYN BRESLOW (Catholic Diocese of Richmond) Refugees in Richmond, Virginia: Community Constructions of the “Refugee Experience”
7:45 ANN M RYNEARSON (International Institute) Immigrants & Refugees in St Louis: Social Convergence and Cultural Diversity
8:00 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-076 OLD GOODS IN NEW ECONOMIES: RETHINKING COMMODITIES UNDER LATE CAPITALISM (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers: MARCIAL GODOY-ANATIVIA (Columbia U), LINDA GREEN (Columbia U). Chair: CORINNA SNYDER (Columbia U)
6:45 DIANE M NELSON (Lewis & Clark C) Maleficium Jungle, State Commodity Fetishism: Guatemala’s Peace Process in the Global Security and Exchange Market
7:00 ANNE T MENELEY (Lewis & Clark C) Qat, Marlboros, Jewelry, Refrigerators: Commodities and Consumption in Yemen
7:15  CYNTHIA ENLOE (Clark U) Khaki Bananas: How Does a Fruit Become Militarized?
7:30  MARCIAL GODOY-ANATIVIA (Columbia U) Debt and its Double: Consumer Credit, Memory, and the Neoliberalization of Social Life in a Chilean Shantytown
7:45  LINDA GREEN (Columbia U) In the Aftermath of Broccoli: Post-Export Production in a Guatemalan Village
8:00  Discussant: GERALD M SIDER (City U of New York)
8:15  End of Session

0-077
Organizer/Chair: RITIY A LUKOSE (U Chicago)
6:30  LEELA FERNANDES (Rutgers U) Between the National and the Global: Commodities, Consumption and the Making of a Hegemonic Public Culture
6:45  RACHEL TOLEN (U Pennsylvania) Money, Commodities, Convenience and Class: "Vacati" in Contemporary Madras
7:00  RITIY A LUKOSE (U Chicago) The Cultural Politics of "Foreignness": Gender, Class and the "Non-Resident Indian" in India
7:15  MARK LIECHTY (U California-Santa Barbara) "This Kind of 'Love' I Don't Like Too Much": Women, Pornography, and Consumer Sexuality in Kathmandu, Nepal
7:30  HEATHER S DELL (Duke U) "English Sex," Middle-Class Wives and Prostitutes: Sexual Consumption as Deterritorialization in Colonial and Postcolonial India
7:45  Discussant: ARJUN APPADURAI (U Chicago)
8:00  Discussion
8:15  End of Session

0-078
GENDER, VIOLENCE AND STRATEGY (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Chair: KRISTA E VAN VLEET (U Michigan)
6:30  JILL A LEONARD (U Illinois-Champaign/Urbana) Mythic Rapists and the Struggle for History: Race and Gender Configurations in Martinique
6:45  SUZANNE LAFONT (NYU, School of Continuing Ed) Gender Wars in the English-Speaking Caribbean
7:00  KRISTA E VAN VLEET (U Michigan) "Now My Daughter is Alone": Sentiments and Violence Among Affines in the Bolivian Andes
7:15  MARSHA PRIOR (Geo-Marine Inc) and ROSE C JONES (U Texas Southwestern Med Ctr) Age and Abuse: A Multicultural Life-Cycle Approach to Violence Against Women
7:30  JOCELYN H DEHAAS (U New Mexico) Violence Above the Law: Domestic Abuse in Taiwan
7:45  DEBORAH R CONNOLLY (U California-Santa Cruz) Theories of Maternity: Homeless Mothers and the Binds of Normality
8:00  Discussion
8:15  End of Session

0-079
PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY: CASE STUDIES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: TREVOR W PURCELL (U South Florida)
6:30  JUDITH FREIDENBERG (U Maryland) and KAREN RODRIGUEZ (U Maryland) Private Lives/Public Policies: Life Histories and U.S. Anthropology
6:45  TREVOR W PURCELL (U South Florida) Culture, Cooperation, and the Commons: The Rotating Credit Association in the Anglophone Caribbean
7:00 DIANE MELENDEZ (U California-San Francisco) From “Dysfunctional Families” to “Families with Multiple Problems”: Rhetoric and Reality in Mental Health Services for Children
7:15 PETER H FRICKE (National Marine Fisheries Svc) When Is a Community “Resource Dependent?” A Case-Study from the Fisheries
7:30 KAREN V SZALA-MENEOK (Wilfrid Laurier U) Spatial Recidivism and Attachment to Place: The Transformation of Place into Space
7:45 ROLF LUNHEIM (Hydro Aluminium) Industrial Projects and Indigenous People: Ethical Dilemmas of the Corporate Anthropologist
8:00 KERRY M STROUP (Nat’l Regulatory Research Inst) Hype and Folly in the Deregulation of Local Telephony
8:15 End of Session

0-080 MEMORY, COMMUNITY AND CONTESTED URBAN SPACE (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
6:30 ROCHELLE A DAVIS (U Michigan) 1948 Jerusalem and Stories of Place
6:45 THOMAS PHILIP ABOWD (Columbia U) Resistance, Popular Memory, and Identity in Palestinian East Jerusalem
7:00 JOEL BAUMAN (New School) Visiting Memories: The Production of History, Place, and Identity in Israel
7:15 DANIEL GENBERG (Stockholm U) Designing Content: A Study of the Reconstruction of Space, Identity and Civility in Post-War Beirut
7:30 ASEEEL SAVALHA (City U of New York) Community Responses to Global Initiatives in Beirut
7:45 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-081 GENDER AND POLITICS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Monroe East, Concourse Level
6:30 VICTORIA S LOCKWOOD (Southern Methodist U) Renegotiating Patriarchy: Gendered Development in Rural Tahitian Society
6:45 HENRY ROSENFELD (U Haifa) Why Affirmative Action is Necessary to Change the Underprivileged Status of, For Example, Arab Women in Israel
7:00 CATHERINE S DOLAN (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Gender Dynamics in Horticultural Exporting: Narratives of Resistance in Meru District, Kenya
7:15 CHRISTINA ESPINOSA (U Florida) Gender and Conservation in the Peruvian Amazon
7:30 KIYOMI KUTSUZAWA (U Connecticut) Women’s Workers Collectives in Japan and the Politics of Identity
7:45 Discussion
8:15 End of Session

0-082 ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURAL BOUNDARIES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Military Room, Concourse Level
Chair: ALAN F BENJAMIN (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
6:30 MARGARITA DEL OLMO (Consejo Superior Invest Cient) The Social Trade of Cultural Differences: The Concept of Culture Revised from a Theory of Racism
6:45 LUCY A WHALLEY (USACERL) Negotiating Culture History in Implementing the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act in the Continental US
7:00 DANIEL A HICKERSON (Texas Tech U) Interaction and Ethnicity on the Spanish-French Colonial Frontier: The Ethnogenesis of a Native American Tribe
7:15 MICHAEL G DAVIS (Truman State U) Working with the KCA: Trends in Modern Research on the Kiowas, Comanches, and Naishan Apaches
7:30 ALAN F BENJAMIN (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Birthday Gifts and Social Boundaries: Exchange Among Sephardi Jews in Curacoa
7:45 Discussion
8:15 End of Session
0-083  PERSPECTIVES OF PATIENTS AND PROVIDERS ON ILLNESS AND TREATMENT  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  Salon, Hotel Sofitel  Chair: KATHRYN R B MCGOWAN (Case Western Reserve U)  6:30  BENEDICTE INGSTAD (U Oslo-Norway) and VIGDIS M CHRISTIE (U of Oslo-Norway) Coping with Illness: The Doctor’s Perspective  6:45  DAVID VAN SICKLE (U Arizona) Inhaled Exhortations: Negotiating Patient Management of Asthma  7:00  KATHRYN R B MCGOWAN (Case Western Reserve U) The Impact of Managed Care: Disability, Alternative Therapies, and Health Seeking Variations  7:15  MITRA C EMAD (Rice U) “Does Acupuncture Hurt?”: Embodiment and Disclosure in Experiences of Pain  7:30  RAYMOND SCHWARTZ (Venture House) Working to Recover: Rehabilitation, Work and Mental Illness  7:45  CRAIG KLUGMAN (U Texas Medical Branch) and KATHRYN R B MCGOWAN (Case Western Reserve U) A Phenomenological Standpoint on Noncompliance in Plato’s Cave: Managed Care, Chronic Sickness, and the Clinical Encounter  8:00  LORI L JERVIS (U Minnesota) Discordant Discourses on Power and Authority in an Urban Nursing Home  8:15  End of Session


0-085  ARTICULATING MEMORY AND HISTORY IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE AFTER 1989  (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe)  Jefferson West, Concourse Level  Organizers/Chairs: ELIZABETH A TEN DYKE (Hunter C), TIM PILBROW (New York U)  6:30  MAYA NADKARNI (Columbia U) Budapest’s Statue Park and the Afterlife of State Socialism
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6:45  KARL KASER (U Graz) Historical Myths and the Invention of Political Folklore in Contemporary Serbia

7:00  OLGA MLADENOVA (U Calgary) Out-Projected Image of Self in Soviet and Post-Soviet Second Language Textbooks

7:15  IGOR BARSEGIAN (Goucher C) Russian Images of the “Near Abroad”: Literary Discourse and Geopolitics

7:30  GEORGE W FARADAY (Duke U) Selling “The Russian Soul”: Nikita Mikhalkov as Cultural Entrepreneur

7:45  EDWARD LARKEY (U Maryland-Baltimore) Popular Music and Memory in East Germany

8:00  ELIZABETH A TEN DYKE (Hunter C) What “Everyone Knew” about Daily Life in the German Democratic Republic

8:15  Discussion

8:30  Break

8:45  VIEDA SKULTANS (U Bristol) Taming the Past: Violence and Narrative in Latvia

9:00  MARGARET L PAXSON (U Montreal) The Festival of the Holy Trinity (Troitsa) in Rural Russia: A Case Study in the Topography of Memory

9:15  OLGA SEZNEVA (Duke U) From Koenigsberg to Kaliningrad: The Reinvention of Belonging in a Resettled City

9:30  JOHN R EIDSON (Leipzig U) and CATHRIN FRIEDRICH (Leipzig U) The Invention of Saxony in the Historical Scholarship and Historical Culture of the Modern Era

9:45  TIM PILBROW (New York U) Changing the Past is No Simple Matter: History Textbooks, Teachers and the Classroom Process in Bulgaria

10:00  Discussant: ANDREW LASS (Mount Holyoke C)

10:15  End of Session

INVITED SESSION: MINING, OIL, ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE AND RIGHTS IN THE AMAZON (AAA Commission for Human Rights) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

Organizer/Chair: LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu)

6:30  CHRISTOPHER ALAN WOOD (Le Pou d'Agouti) Guyane-Or, The Big Boys Move In

6:45  TERRY ROOPNARAIN (U Cambridge) Ecology and Geology: Knowledge, Culture, and Mining in the Pakaraima Mountains, Guyana

7:00  MARIEKE HEEMSKESK (U Florida) Maroons' Gold: A Political Ecology of Social Struggle and Ecological Destruction in the Tropical Forest of Surname

7:15  NELLY ARVELO-JIMENEZ (IVIC) and ABEL PEROZO (IVIC) Small-Scale Gold Mining in Southeastern Venezuela, Its Social, Economic and Political Impacts

7:30  JANET M CHERNELA (Florida International U) Flows of Blood, Gold, and Fabulae in the Northwest Amazon of Brazil

7:45  JOHN F PETERS (Wilfrid Laurier U) The Brazilian Yanomami: A Consideration of Health Care and of Miners

8:00  GALE GOODWIN GOMEZ (Rhode Island C) The Impact of Gold Mining on Yanomami Health

8:15  TERENCE S TURNER (U Chicago) Gold Mining and the Kayapo: Rent, Ravages, Resistance and Betrayal

8:30  WILLIAM T VICKERS (Florida International U) The Slippery Slope: Oil Corporations and Indigenous Politics in Northeastern Ecuador

8:45  CLAYTON A ROBARCHEK (Wichita State U) Oil and Ethnogenesis: The Waorani Response to Oil Extraction

9:00  KAREN E KRAFT, AVECITA Chicchon (Conservation Intl-Peru Pgm) and RICHARD PILAND (Conservation International) Evaluating Social and Environmental Impacts of Oil Exploration Activities in Protected Areas: Mobil and the Tambopata-Candamo Reserve Zone, Peru


9:30  Discussant: GLENN H SHEPARD (U California-Berkeley)

9:45  Discussant: NORMAN E WHITTEN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)

10:00  Discussant: LINDA A RABBEN (Amnesty International)

10:15  End of Session
CATASTROPHE AND CULTURE: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PANEL (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: SUSANNA M HOFFMAN (Independent Researcher), ANTHONY R OLIVER-SMITH (U Florida)

6:45 MICHAEL MOSELEY (U Florida) Geoarchaeological Perspectives on Andean Natural Disasters. Collapse of Power and Perpetuation of Culture
7:00 J TERRENCE MCCABE (U Colorado-Boulder) Drought Hazard and Ecosystem Studies: A Case Study of Turkana Pastoralists
7:15 VIRGINIA GARCIA-ACOSTA (CIESAS) Anthropology of Disaster: A Historical Perspective Based on Mexican Cases
7:30 GREGORY BUTTON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) A Discourse Analysis of Disaster Accounts in the Media
7:45 SHARON STEPHENS (U Michigan) Bounding Uncertainty: The Post-Chernobyl Culture of Radiation Experts
8:00 Break
8:15 S RAVI RAJAN (Max Planck Inst) Toxic Politics: Risk, Vulnerability, and Environmental Justice-Lessons from Bhopal
8:30 CHRISTOPHER L DYER (U Rhode Island) Punctuated Entropy as an Outcome of Disaster-Induced Cultural Change
8:45 SUSANNA M HOFFMAN (Independent Researcher) The Monster and the Mother: The Symbolism of Disaster
9:00 BENNY J PEISER Neo-Catastrophism and Social Evolution: A New Paradigm of Cultural Anthropology?
9:15 ROBERT PAINE (Memorial U) Advance of Risk, Retreat of Routine: Disaster and the Modern World
9:30 Discussion
10:15 End of Session

TRACES OF RACES: IDENTITY AND POLITICS AMONG MAYA-SPEAKING PEOPLES (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: CHRISTINE A KRAY (U Pennsylvania)

6:30 JOHN M WATANABE (Dartmouth C) One Hundred Years of Solicitudes: Land, Bureaucracies and Identity in Western Guatemala
6:45 WILLIAM HANKS (Northwestern U) Words in the Breach: Notes on Language and Identity in Colonial Yucatan
7:00 CAROL HENDRICKSON (Marlboro C) The Idea of "Civilizacion" in Guatemala's IV Centenario Celebrations
7:15 MICHAEL C STONE (Hartwick C) Past Perfect, Present Tense: Maya Cultural Identity in Belize
7:30 ALISON C GREENE (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) "Leaving the Milpa and Getting Ahead": The Clear Connections Between Politics, Economy and the Construction of (Non)Ethnic Identities in the Recent History of a Small Town in Yucatan
7:45 JAN RUS (U California-Riverside) Shared Destinies: Family and the Redefinition of Identity in Chamula, Chiapas, Mexico
8:00 Break
8:15 HILARY ELISE KAHN (SUNY-Buffalo) Nosotros, Ellos, y Respeto: Quechú Mayan Identity Formation in Livingston, Guatemala
8:30 PETER HERVIK (U Copenhagen) Narrations of Shifting Maya Identities
8:45 LAURIE KROSHUS MEDINA (Michigan State U) "Native" Status and Mayan Identity in Belize
9:00 CAROL A SMITH (U California-Davis) The Politics of Maya Identity Politics in Guatemala
9:15 CHRISTINE A KRAY (U Pennsylvania) If Rich, Then Debauched: Class Consciousness and Conscience at a Yucatan Tourist Site
9:30 Discussant: GREGORY P URBAN (U Pennsylvania)
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9:45  Discussion
10:15  End of Session

0-089  FILM AND VIDEO AWARDS PRESENTATION (Society for Visual Anthropology)
Map Room, Terrace Level
Presentation of Awards with brief clips of award-winning productions.
7:00-8:30  Chair: EMILIE DE BRIGARD

0-090  COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
7:00-9:00  Grant, Terrace Level

0-091  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Board of Directors
7:00-10:00  Dupont, Terrace Level

0-092  THE EMBODIMENT OF FEMININE VOICES (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: BARBARA C LE MASTER (California State U-Long Beach)
8:45  CATHARINE S FARRIS (U Northern Iowa) Girls and Boys Constructing Assertive Subjectivities Through Language Use in a Chinese Preschool in Taiwan
9:00  TRACI FITZPATRICK (California State U-Long Beach) and BARBARA C LE MASTER (California State U-Long Beach) and LISA ROBERSON (California State U-Long Beach) Feminine Silence: Learning How to Use Silence in Preschool
9:15  HELEN REGIS (Mississippi State U) Discourses of Scarcity and Fortune Among the Fulbe
9:30  BARBARA JOHNSTONE (Carnegie Mellon U) Southern Femininity and Women’s Public Voices in Texas
9:45  SHIGEKO OKAMOTO (California State U-Fresno) Rethinking the Relationship Between Gender and the Use of Japanese Honorifics
10:00  KAREN I QUINTILIANI (U California-Los Angeles) and PAMELA A BUNTE (California State U-Long Beach) “We Talk a Little Feminine”: Language Use and Identity Among a Cambodian-American Gay Group
10:15  Discussant: DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown U)
10:30  End of Session

0-093  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PROPERTY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizers/Chairs: SHARRYN KASMIR (Hofstra U), IAN A SKOGGARD (HRAF)
IAN A SKOGGARD (HRAF) Frogs in a Well: The Alienation of Taiwan’s Women Workers
9:00  ALICE BALDWIN-JONES (CUNY Graduate School) Slavery, Food, and the Body in Belize
9:15  SHARRYN KASMIR (Hofstra U) Property, Identity and Nationalist Ideologies: Theoretical Insights from the Basque Case
9:30  JOHN MARX (Brown U) Colonial Possessing
9:45  GERALD M SIDR (City U of New York) Local Inequality in the West African Interior: Toward a Theoretical History
10:00  Discussant: HERMAN REBEL (U Arizona)
10:15  Discussion
10:30  End of Session

0-094  MAPPING REGION: NETWORKS, NARRATIVES, NGOS, AND TEMPLES IN SOUTH ASIA (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Jefferson East,
Concourse Level
Organizers: LEELA PRASAD (Indiana U), PIKA GHOSH (U Pennsylvania), Chair: MARGARET MILLS (U Pennsylvania)
8:45  LEELA PRASAD (Indiana U) Localizing “Appropriate Conduct”: Narratives of Propriety in a South Indian Pilgrimage Town
9:00  SAVITA NAIR (U Pennsylvania) Moving Places, Placing Identities: Gujarati East African Families, 1920-Present
9:15  PIKA GHOSH (U Pennsylvania) Temples, Terra Cotta and Regional Architectural Continuities in 17th-Century Bengal
9:30  JUDE FERNANDO (U Pennsylvania) Disciplining Sisters and Empowering Others: Regional Implications for NGO Development Practices
9:45  SWAPNA BANERJEE (Temple U) Carving a Bengali Cultural Identity: Middle-Class Narratives About Domestic Workers
10:00  Discussant: MARGARET MILLS (U Pennsylvania)
10:15  Discussion
10:30  End of Session

0-095  MEDICINE, THE BODY, AND THE NATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: DON F SEEMAN (Harvard Medical School). Chair: SUSAN M KAHN (Hebrew U)
8:45  SUSAN M KAHN (Hebrew U) Paturition, Conversion and Immigration: Negotiating Entrances to the Nation
9:00  ANDREW L COUSINS (Emory U) Doctors Building Their “Nation of Islam” in the Palestinian West Bank Town of Ramullah
9:15  YORAM BILU (Hebrew U) Illness as a Marker of Cultural Distance Between Jewish Groups-A Comparison of Three Jewish Variants of Spirit Possession
9:30  CELIA ROTHENBERG (U Toronto) The Jews, the Jinn, and the Jewish Jinn: Exploring Spirit Possession in the Case of a Palestinian Woman
9:45  DON F SEEMAN (Harvard Medical School) “One People, One Blood”: Public Health, Political Violence, and HIV in an Ethiopian-Israeli Setting
10:00  Discussant: CAROL L DELANEY (Stanford U)
10:15  Discussion
10:30  End of Session

0-096  RESPONSES TO ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING IN MEXICO (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: DAVID L ROBICHAUX (U Iberoamerica)
8:45  AGUSTIN ESCOBAR-LATAPI (CIESAS Occidente) The Impact of Economic Restructuring on Regional Economies and International Migration in Mexico
9:00  PATRICIA ARIAS (U Guadalajara) and JORGE DURAND (Universidad de Guadalajara) “La Economia Ranchero en Vilo”: The Impact of Economic Restructuring on Milk and Pork Producers in the Sierra del Tigre, Jalisco (Mexico)
9:15  MARISOL PEREZ LIZAUR (U Iberoamericana) Mexican Enterprises in the Open Market
9:30  CLAUDIA YTUARTE NUNEZ (U Iberoamericana) Culture, Industrial Process and Union Organization in a Triaxcalan Community
9:45  DAVID L ROBICHAUX (U Iberoamerica) The Impact of Economic Restructuring on Occupational Structure and the Life Cycle in a Triaxcalan Community
10:00  CHRISTINE KOVIC (CUNY) The Path to Justice and Dignity: Economic Restructuring, Human Rights and the Catholic Church in Chiapas
10:15  Discussant: FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State U)
10:30  End of Session

0-097  SYNTHETIC ANTHROPOLOGIES OF SCIENCE (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) In Memory of Diana E Forsythe Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer: CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (U Kentucky). Chair: CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (U Kentucky)
8:45  CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (U Kentucky) Eclecticism and Synthesis in the Anthropology of Science
9:00 MARGARET EISENHART (U Colorado-Boulder) Cultures of Science and Womanhood in Six Sites of Scientific Practice
9:15 CHRISTOPHER A FURLOW (U Florida) Realizing Science, Realizing Anthropology
9:30 DAVID J HESS (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) Interest Theory, Evolutionary Theory, and Scientific Research Cultures
9:45 Discussion
10:30 End of Session

0-098 DISRUPTING GENDER: THE POLITICS OF GLOBAL GENDER TRANSFORMATIONS (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: LYNN KWATKOWSKI (U South Alabama)
8:45 LINDA M MATTHEI (Texas A&M-Commerce) Globalization, Migration, and Gender Restructuring: Garifuna Women in Belize and Los Angeles
9:00 NADINE FERNANDEZ (U California-Berkeley) Back to the Future? Women and Tourism in Cuba
9:15 LYNN KWATKOWSKI (U South Alabama) Violating Equality: Cultural Change and Gendered Violence in Vietnam
9:30 HEHRAHN PARK (Tufts U) Transnational Migrant Brides and Contested Nationhood in South Korean Encounter of Globalization
9:45 MARY M CAMERON (Auburn U) Margins and Feminist Ethnography in a Hindu World: Women, Place and Embodied Culture in Rural Nepal
10:00 Discussant: IRMA MCCLAURIN (U Florida)
10:15 Discussant: CYNTHIA ENLOE (Clark U)
10:30 End of Session

0-099 OBJECTS AT LOOSE (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: LINDSAY COLE FRENCH (Rhode Island Sch of Design), KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon). Chair: KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon)
8:45 CHRISTOPHER B STEINER (Connecticut C) Ishi’s Wristwatch: Space, Time, and the Aesthetics of Cultural Appropriation
8:45 LORRAINE V ARAGON (East Carolina U) Globalizing Indonesian Textiles: Morality and Modularity
9:00 LINDSAY COLE FRENCH (Rhode Island Sch of Design) Globalizing Indonesian Textiles: Hierarchies of Value at Angkor Wat
9:30 DAPHNE J BERDAHL (U Minnesota) "Ostalgia" for the Present
9:45 KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon) Fetish, Fake, and Signature
10:00 Discussant: BRUCE MCCOY OWENS (Wheaton C)
10:15 Discussant: NICHOLAS THOMAS (Australian National U)
10:30 End of Session

0-100 NEGOTIATING ETHNICITY IN THE US (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Chair: JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U)
8:45 LISA DICARLO (Brown U) Honor and the Asymmetrical Efficiency of the Turkish Migration Network
9:00 YOUNG-JAY PAIK (Yale U) Dating Game: An Anthropological Study of Ethnicity Through Dating and Marriage Practices Among Chinese and Korean Americans
9:15 DONALD SCOTT WESOLOWSKI (U Wisconsin) Small Village, Big Noise: A Dispersed Community Combats Negative Ethnicism
9:30 MICHEL S LAGUERRE (U California-Berkeley) San Francisco’s Japantown as a Global City
9:45 JAMES F HAMILL (Miami U-Ohio) Indian Identity in North East Oklahoma
10:00 Discussion
10:30 End of Session
0-101 REVISITING GENDER IN RITUAL, RELIGION AND IDEOLOGY (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) State Room, Terrace. Chair: JANELLE S TAYLOR (U Chicago)
8:45 SUSAN SERED (Bar-Ilan U) Priestesses, Shamans and Fishermen: Gender and Religious Leadership in Okinawa (Ryukyu Islands)
9:00 IAN COSTELLO (Western Michigan U) Community and Tradition in Jewish Orthodox Women’s Prayer Groups
9:15 KATHLEEN YOUNG (Western Washington U) “Some Slavs are Hard to Die”: Reciprocal Relationships Between the Living and the Dead
9:30 ELLEN-ROSE SAVULIS (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Constructing Heaven on Earth: Negotiating Gender and Power-Laden Space Among the Shakers
9:45 FEI-WEN LIU (Colgate U) Marriage as an “Incomplete” Rite of Passage: Women’s Writing (Nushu) and Women’s Dilemmas in Transforming Identity in Southern China
10:00 SHAN SHAN DU (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) “Chopsticks Only Work in Paris”: Gender-Unified Ethics and Gender Equality Among the Lahu of Southwest China
10:15 JANELLE S TAYLOR (U Chicago) An All-Consuming Experience: Obstetrical Ultrasound and the Commodification of Pregnancy
10:30 End of Session

8:45 YAEL NAVARO (Princeton U) Neither Resistance nor Fetishism: The Everyday Life in “The State” in Turkey
9:00 SHARI SEIDER (Stanford U) Modern Fundamentalists: Ultra-Orthodox Jews in Buenos Aires, Argentina
9:15 TESFAYE WOLDE-MEDHIN (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Space, Place, and Localizing Strategies in Warahimanu, Wollo, Ethiopia
9:30 MICHAEL ROLLAND (Human Rights Center) “Non-Institutional Revolutionary Catholics” and the Subversive Co-Optation of Religion in San Juan Chamula
9:45 SHARON B GMELCH (Union C) and MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (John Jay-CUNY) Successful Deviants
10:00 Discussion
10:30 End of Session

0-103 PRODUCTION AND SPECIALIZATION IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD (Reviewed by Archeology Division) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level Chair: CAROL KRAMER (U Arizona)
8:45 JOHN E STALLER (Southern Methodist U) The Role of Pottery Technology in the Development of Ceramic Innovation in Western South America
9:00 HEATHER MCKILLOP (Louisiana State U) Economic Specialization and Standardization of Late Classic Maya Salt Production in South-Coastal Belize
9:15 RONALD WEBB (Pennsylvania State U) Urban Household Organization: An Example from Epi-Classic Mexico
9:30 DAN M HEALAN (Tulane U) Prismatic Blade Technology and Organization of Production in Early Postclassic Tikal
9:45 PAUL T THACKER (Texas A&M) Ethnoarchaeology, Lithic Craft Specialization, and Settlement Organization: Insights from Azineira, Portugal
10:00 SIMON H BICKLER (U Virginia) Craft Specialization and the Origins of the Kula Exchange System: Archaeological Investigations at the Suliga Stone Tool Manufacturing Sites, Woodlark Island, PNG
10:15 Discussion
10:30 End of Session
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0-104  ANTHROPOLOGY OF GENDER AND THE FAMILY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Chair: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
8:45  DURAN BELL (U California-Irvine) The Body, Violence and Power: The Institution of Marriage in Relation to Male Dominance
9:00  THERESA L SCIONTE-BARO (U Arizona) and MAMADOU BARO (U Arizona) Factors Affecting Girls’ Access to Education in Rural Haiti
9:15  KATHLEEN MURPHY (U Texas-Austin) Redeemed or Resistant? Representations of Single Mothers in Guadalajara, Mexico
9:30  ANN W BRITTAIN (U Miami) Postreproductive Women and Reproductive Rates in St Vincent and the Grenadines
9:45  KIMBER A HADDIX (U California-Davis) Marriage, Economy, and Fertility in Flux: The Changing Fortunes of Polyandrous Tibetans of the Nepalese Himalaya
10:00  ESTHER SKIRBOLL (Slippery Rock U) and RHODA TAYLOR (Slippery Rock University) Goodbye Dear: The Responses of Professional Couples to Life in Commuting Relationships
10:15  PUSH PINDER PELIA (Hispanic Health Council/U Massachusetts) HIV/AIDS as a “Family Illness”: Toward an Understanding of Issues Facing Families Multiply Infected and Affected with HIV/AIDS
10:30  End of Session

0-105  STRESS, DISTRESS AND TRAUMA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Chair: GWENN M JENSEN (U Colorado-Boulder)
8:45  KEUM YOUNG PANG (Howard U) Elderly Koreans Respond to a Story of Major Depression
9:00  DEBORAH C BERNSTEN (U Oklahoma) Power, Politics and Personhood: Intervention or Isolation in an Illness Experience
9:15  MONIKA D EDELSTEIN (Tulane U) Culture Transplants: Ethiopian Refugees and Israeli Medicine
9:30  T LYNNE BARONE (Case Western Reserve U) Models of Stress and Health in Chronically Ill British and Indian Patients
9:45  CHANTAL HILAIRE (U Toronto) Understanding the Underlying Mechanisms of the Stress Model
10:00  GWENN M JENSEN (U Colorado-Boulder) The Experience of Injustice: Health Consequences of the Japanese American Internment
10:15  MONETTE R SACHS (Yale U) AIDS High-Risk Behavior and the Legacy of Post Traumatic Stress Understanding the Link
10:30  End of Session

THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 20

1-001  ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
7:00-9:00  Grant, Terrace Level

1-002  NETWORK MEETING FOR RESEARCHERS IN FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE CULTURES (Society for the Anthropology of Europe)
8:00-9:00  North Salon, Hotel Sofitel

1-003  RITUAL AND CULTURAL LEARNING (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer: MERLE WALLACE (U the South-Tennessee). Chair: JOELLEN FISHERKELLER (New York U)
8:00  Introduction: JOELLEN FISHERKELLER (New York U)
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8:15  JOHN D HERZOG (Northeastern U) and DOROTHY S HERZOG The Integration of Ritual in Compagnonnage Education
8:30  MERLE WALLACE (U the South-Tennessee) Shifting Peripherality and Belonging: Learning Youth Culture Through Rituals at a Northern Thai College
8:45  TOMOKO ARIKAWA (Kumamoto Gakuen U) New Meanings of Rituals for Indonesian Students in Japan
9:00  JACQUETTA HILL (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Implicit Learning in Children's Acquisition of Ritual Practice
9:15  BETSY RYMES (U California-Los Angeles) and STANTON E F WORTHAM (Bates C) Countereducational Ritual: Spanish in a Los Angeles School
9:30  Discussant: BRADD SHORE (Emory U)
9:45  End of Session

1-004  NETWORKING WITH A VENGEANCE: CLANS AND MAFIA IN EASTERN EUROPE AND THE FORMER SOVIET UNION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer: JANINE R WEDEL (George Washington U). Chair: ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul U)
8:00  JANINE R WEDEL (George Washington U) Clans, Cliques, and Unruly Coalitions? How Informal Networks Shape Markets and Institutions in Eastern Europe
8:15  STEVEN SAMPSON (U Lund-Sweden) Mafia and Anti-Mafia in the Balkans
8:30  RUTH MANDEL (U College London) The State, Mafia and Tribalism in Kazakstan
8:45  HILDA EITZEN (Columbia U) Refiguring Ethnicity Through Kazak Clan Genealogies
9:00  Discussant: CAROLINE HUMPHREY (U Cambridge)
9:15  Discussant: PETER T SCHNEIDER (Fordham U-Lincoln Center)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-005  AGENCY, IDENTITY AND POLITICAL CONTEXT: AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE RURAL US (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizer: DEBORAH L CROOKS (U Kentucky), MARY ANGLIN (U Kentucky). Chair: DEBORAH L CROOKS (U Kentucky)
8:00  Introduction
8:15  KRISTEN S BORRE (East Carolina U) Caring for the People: Conflict and Power Within a Rural Community Health Partnership
8:30  JUSTIN D MAXSON (Mtn Assoc Community Econ Dev) Change and Challenge: Sustainable Development in Central Appalachia
8:45  MARY ANGLIN (U Kentucky) Communities and Constituencies: HIV in Rural Southern Appalachia
9:00  DEBORAH L CROOKS (U Kentucky) Canceling the Social Contract: Implications for Rural Communities in Eastern Kentucky
9:15  Discussant: JANE H ADAMS (Southern Illinois U)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-006  INVITED SESSION: ASSESSING ASSESSMENT: SUCCESS, FAILURE AND AMBIGUITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION (General Anthropology Division) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: DANIEL E MOERMAN (U Michigan-Dearborn)
8:00  Introduction: DANIEL E MOERMAN (U Michigan-Dearborn)
8:15  MANUEL L CARLOS (U California/CSU) and MICHAEL GALLEGOS The Use & Content of Student Electronic Portfolios to Assess Student Learning Outcomes in Anthropology
8:30  PETER PEREGRINE (Lawrence U) The Double-Edged Sword of Assessment
8:45  KATHLEEN FINE-DARE (Fort Lewis C) Cultural Contradictions and Assessment
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9:00  LAWRENCE B BREITBORDE (Knox C) The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly: Assessment in Small Institutions
9:15  BYRON DARE (Fort Lewis C) The Ideology of Assessment: Reagan’s Revenge
9:30  Discussant: ANN MAXWELL HILL (Dickinson C)
9:45  End of Session

1-007  IMAGING PERFORMANCE: “AUTHENTICITY” AND THE PLACE OF ETHNOGRAPHY IN GLOBALIZATION PROCESSES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: MICHELLE BIGENHO (Cornell U), HALBERT E BARTON (Teatro Milagros)
8:00  KAZUKO E YAMAZAKI (Indiana U-Bloomington) Nihon Buyo Made Easy: Learning Traditional Japanese Dance from Video Tapes
8:15  HALBERT E BARTON (Teatro Milagros) Documenting What It Means to be Human: The Visualization of the Nonverbal and the Future of Bomba Dance in Puerto Rico
8:30  DANIEL FERGUSON (Columbia U) The Huangpu Star Club: Cantonese Opera Song in Karaoke-Land
8:45  MICHELLE BIGENHO (Cornell U) The Postcard Turns: The Clash of Sensory Domains in the International Televising of Bolivian Music
9:00  MICHELLE KISLLUK (U Virginia) BaAka “Pygmies” Imaged. Imagined. Performed
9:15  Discussant: MARINA ROSEMAN (Indiana U/U Pennsylvania)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-008  INVITED SESSION: MESTIZAJE AND THE (POST)COLONIAL QUESTION: CONVERSATIONS WITH J JORGE KLOR DE ALVA (PART I) (Society for Latin American Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer: ALEJANDRO LUGO (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign). Chair: ANA MARIA JUAREZ (Southwest Texas State U)
8:00  Introduction: ANA MARIA JUAREZ (Southwest Texas State U)
8:15  J JORGE KLOR DE ALVA (U California-Berkeley) Colonialism and Postcolonialism as (Latin) American Mirages
8:30  Discussant: ARLENE TORRES (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)
8:45  Discussant: FERNANDO CORONIL (U Michigan)
9:00  Discussant: MICHAEL KEARNEY (U California-Riverside)
9:15  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-009  ABORTION: COMPARATIVE CULTURAL CONSTRUCTIONS, PUBLIC DISCOURSES AND SITUATED ETHICS (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: HEATHER A PAXSON (Stanford U)
8:00  MAXINE LATTIMER (U Sussex) Abortion Decision-Making in Contemporary Britain: A Struggle with Hegemonic Discourses
8:15  KARI M ROBINSON (U Chicago) “Pro-Life” Counseling in Unified Germany: A Comparison of East and West Experiences with the New Law
8:30  HEATHER A PAXSON (Stanford U) A “Necessary Evil”: Abortion and Maternal Morality in Urban Greece
8:45  KARI R OLSON (U Iowa) Double-Think and Double-Burden: Women’s Consciousness and Abortion in China
9:00  MARIKO JITSUKAWA (Stanford U) Sediment in My Heart: Reconsidering the Myth of “Easy” Abortion in Japan
9:15  Discussant: GAIL KLIGMAN (UCLA)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session
1-010  INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RURAL ORGANIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA (Culture and Agriculture) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: LOIS M STANFORD (New Mexico State U)
8:00  JOHN BUTLER (World Wildlife Fund) Formation of Community Associations and the Implementation of the Cajari Extractive Reserve in Amapa, the Brazilian Amazon
8:15  PETER J CRONKLETON (U Florida) Farmer Experimentation with Agroforestry in Acre, Brazil
8:30  STEVEN ROMANOFF (Development Alternatives, Inc) Cassava Producer Cooperatives in Ecuador
8:45  WILLIAM L PARTRIDGE (World Bank) Indigenous Community-Based Organizations and Intermediary Organizations in Latin America
9:00  JAMES H MCDONALD (U Texas-San Antonio) and ARMANDO CORTEZ (U Texas-San Antonio) The Formation of Dairy Cooperatives and the Struggle to Survive in the New Global Mexico
9:15  LOIS M STANFORD (New Mexico State U) and M GUADALUPE RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (CIESAS-Occidente) New Forms of Organization in the Mexican Agriculture: Examining the Case of Barzon
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-011  CONTEMPORARY AMAZONIAN LEADERSHIP (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: SUZANNE OAKDALE (Williams)
8:00  HANNE M VEBER (U Copenhagen) Will the “Real” Indian Please Stand Up!
8:15  SOREN HVALKOF (U Massachusetts-Amherst) From Curaca to President: Indigenous Leadership in the Peruvian Amazon
8:30  KENNETH M KENSINGER (Bennington C) The Difficulties of Being a Cashinahua Headman
8:45  WAUD KRACKE (U Illinois-Chicago) Coping with Boundaries
9:00  SUZANNE OAKDALE (Williams) Constructing “Simultaneity” in an Indigenous Park
9:15  CATHERINE V HOWARD (Vanderbilt U) “Making People”: Waiwai Leadership and the Control over Ethnic Transformations
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-012  INVITED SESSION: ETHNOGRAPHY OF CRIME (Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: STEPHANIE C KANE (Indiana U), PHILIP C PARNELL (Indiana U-Bloomington)
8:00  MADELAINE B ADELMAN (Duke U) Cultural Contexts of Domestic Violence: The Politics of Marriage in Israel
8:15  JUNE STARR (Indiana U Law School) Levels of Meaning When the Anthropologist is Accused of Criminal Activity
8:30  STEPHANIE C KANE (Indiana U) Wild Extremes and Anxious Norms: AIDS-Related Crime in the Media and the Courts
8:45  PAULINE J GREENHILL (U Winnipeg) Can You See the Difference? Legal, Political, and Other Queeries of Festival
9:00  ANNE BRYDON (U Western Ontario) “Curators are Sluts”: On Exhibiting Paintings by a Serial Killer
9:15  Discussant: PHILIP C PARNELL (Indiana U-Bloomington)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

1-013  POWERS OF VOICE AND PRESENCE IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
Organizer: DAVID A EATON (U California-Berkeley)
THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 20

8:00   JOHN M CINNAMON (Pacific Lutheran U) Magical Narrative, Mythical Landscape, and Extravagent Force in the Mvet Epic
8:15   DOROTHEA SCHULZ (Yale U) Displacing Visions, Relocating Moralities: Voices and Images of Womanhood in Televised Ladili Songs in Mali
8:30   NANA ABENA LILY OWUSU-DARKWA (U California-Berkeley) Struggle for Authority in Ghanian Psychiatry
8:45   DAVID A EATON (U California-Berkeley) “Democratic: Quel Visage?” Political Speech and Action in Congo and Zaire
9:00   AMY GARDNER (U California-Berkeley) Suuru L’oba Iwa. Music, Movement, and the Learning Process: Becoming an Ifá Practitioner in Contemporary Western Nigeria
9:15   Discussant: PHILIP M PEEK (Drew U)
9:30   Discussant: TABITHA KANOGO (U California-Berkeley)
9:45   End of Session

1-014

INVITED SESSION: THE EDGE OF EXPERIENCE: CULTURE, SCHIZOPHRENIA AND SUBJECTIVITY (Society for Psychological Anthropology) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizers: ROBERT J BARRETT (U Adelaide), JANIS HUNTER JENKINS (Case Western Reserve U). Chair: BYRON J GOOD (Harvard U)
8:00   ROBERT J BARRETT (U Adelaide) Kurt Schneider in Borneo: Do First Rank Symptoms of Schizophrenia Apply to the Iban
8:15   JANIS HUNTER JENKINS (Case Western Reserve U) Living Through Madness: Integrity and Dissolution in Schizophrenic Process
8:30   ELLEN CORIN (McGill U) At the Margins of Culture in Psychosis
8:45   PABLO FARIA (Ecosur, Mexico) Emotional Distress and Schizophrenia Among Maya Communities in Chiapas: An Analysis of “Chawaj” and “Jowiel” as Mental Illness Categories
9:00   KIM HOPPER (Nathan S. Kline Institute) Recovery from Schizophrenia-Results from the Who Follow-Up Study
9:15   RODNEY LUCAS (U Adelaide) “I Am Without Culture For My Condition”: Intersubjective Understanding and Ineffable Experience
9:30   ALEX COHEN (Harvard Medical School) The Role of Eventfulness in the Lives of Homeless Mentally Ill Persons in the Skid Row Area of Los Angeles
9:45   End of Session

1-015

INVITED SESSION: BEYOND IMAGINING SEXUALITY IN MUSLIM SOCIETIES: RETHINKING ARTICULATIONS ABOUT & PRACTICES OF THE SEXUAL FROM THE FIELD (Middle East Section) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: KENG-FONG PANG (Mount Holyoke C)
8:00   Introduction: KENG-FONG PANG (Mount Holyoke C)
8:15   MONA ABDUL-FAIDL (SISS) Reaching for the Light: Sexuality, Morality & Mortality in a Quranic Text
8:30   FADWA EL GUINDI (U Southern California) From Fragments of Women’s Voices: Sexuality and Sensuality in Nile and Arab Culture
8:45   ROGAIA M ABUSHARAF (Connecticut C) Around the Body of the Other: A Sudanese Odyssey Reconsidered
9:00   NANCY PETERSON WALTER (Cerro Coso Comm C) Hair, Being Clean and Sexuality in Eastern Central Asia
9:15   KENG-FONG PANG (Mount Holyoke C) Speaking the Sexual: Uncovering Sexuality and Power in Utsat Everyday Life
9:30   Discussion
9:45   End of Session

1-016

COMMODITIES, CONSUMPTION AND TOURISM (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Chair: REBECCA J TOLEN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>REBECCA J TOLEN Coca-Cola, Barley Beer and Evangelical Ritual in Highland Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>TERESA J WILKINS (U Colorado-Boulder) Creating Individuals for a Culture ofCopies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>KRISTIN M SMITH (U Pennsylvania) What Gets Saved and What Gets Sold:Marketing and Ethnicity in Southern Mexico and the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>THOMAS SOLOMON (U Texas-Austin) Poetics and Politics of Performance inBolivian Folkloric Festivals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>ERIC A MCGUCKIN (CUNY Graduate School) Traveling Paradigms: Marxism,Postmodernism and the Uses of Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-017 WORKSHOP: SELLING YOUR MESSAGE: HOW ADVERTISING PROFESSIONALS DO IT (AAA) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.  
8:00-10:00  
Leader: JOHN MCCREERY (The Word Works)

1-018 ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors  
8:00-10:00 Kalorama, Terrace Level

1-019 WORKSHOP: HOW TO PUBLISH YOUR FIRST ARTICLE (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Hamilton, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.  
8:00-10:00  
Leader: DON BRENNEIS (U California-Santa Cruz)

1-020 DEVELOPING AND IMPROVING APPLIED INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS IN ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Department of Academic Relations) Edison, Terrace Level  
8:00-11:00  
Chairs: FRANCIS E SMILEY (Northern Arizona U), CATHY SMALL (Northern Arizona U)

1-021 WORKSHOP: ACTING OUT II: DBRIEFING LOCATIONS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, General Anthropology Division) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.  
8:00-11:00  
Leaders: LORNA MCDOUGALL (Northeastern Illinois U), KIM MARTIN

1-022 THE FALLACY OF THE LEVEL PLAYING FIELD: GLOBALIZATION, HEALTH AND IDENTITY (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Lincoln East, Concourse Level  
Organizers/Chairs: LINDA M WHITEFORD (U South Florida), LENORE H MANDERSON (U Queensland Med School)  
8:00  
LINDA M WHITEFORD (U South Florida) Sembrano El Futuro: Globalization and the Commodity of Health  
8:15  
LENORE H MANDERSON (U Queensland Med School) Women at Risk: Single Women, Female-Headed Households and Australian Humanitarian Programs  
8:30  
SUZANNE GOTTCHANG (U Pittsburgh) Reforming Routines: A Baby Friendly Hospital in Urban China  
8:45  
RICHARD G PARKER (Columbia U) Administering the Epidemic: HIV/AIDS Policy, Models of Development and International Health in the Late-Twentieth Century  
9:00  
ANDREA WHITTAKER (Australian National U) The “Economy of Knowledge”: Identity and Global Medicine in Northeast Thailand  
9:15  
JUDITH JUSTICE (U California-San Francisco) The Politics of Child Survival  
9:30 Break  
9:45 KENYON R STEBBINS (West Virginia U) Multinational Cigarette Companies in South America: Expanding Markets at What Cost?
THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 20

10:00  SUSAN R WHYTE (U Copenhagen) The Business of Medicines and the Politics of Knowledge
10:15  ARACHU CASTRO (Harvard U) and LAURE MARCHAND-LUCAS (French Association of Lactation Cons) Is Authoritative Knowledge in Infant Nutrition Compatible with Successful Breastfeeding? A Perspective from France
10:30  CHRISTINA ZAROWSKY (McGill U) Fleeing Before the Mouth of a Gun: Emotion, Politics and Duty in Somali Meanings of "Refugee"
10:45  MARJORIE A MUECKE (The Ford Foundation) What is Known About What is Global About AIDS
11:00  JAMES TROSTLE (Mt Holyoke C) The Fallacies of Biomedical Hegemony and Universal Science in International Health Research
11:15  Discussant: KIM HOPPER (Nathan S. Kline Institute)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

1-023  INVITED SESSION: HISTORICISMS, PRESENTISMS AND THE FUTURE OF ANTHROPOLOGY: PAPERS IN HONOR OF GEORGE W STOCKING, JR
(American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: IRA R BASHKOW (U Chicago), MATTI BUNZL (U Chicago)
8:00  Introduction: RAYMOND D FOGELSON (U Chicago)
8:15  CURTIS M HINSLEY (Northern Arizona U) "Commentary of a Zuni Familiar": Frank Cushing's Final Zuni Poetice, 1893
8:30  SUZANNE MARCHAND (Princeton U) Priests Among the Pygmies: Austrian Ethnography in the Age of Boas
8:45  GREGORY SCHREMPF (Indiana U) Boas and Durkheim: Matter and Spirit in "Loose" vs "Tight" Formation
9:00  NIGEL RAPPORT (U St Andrews) Individual Mind: Anthropological Morality, Gregory Bateson and the "Anthropos"/"Ethnos" Diatic
9:15  MIKLOS V VOROS (U Chicago) Politics and the History of Anthropology: A Hungarian Example
9:30  Discussant: JOAN VINCENT (Barnard C/Columbia U)
9:45  Break
10:00  GEORGE E MARCUS (Rice U) Anthropology and Its Patrons: Two Georges at the Getty
10:15  ROBERT N PROCTOR (Pennsylvania State U) Race Since Boas: The Shadow of Fascism and the Challenge of Molecular Anthropology
10:30  NAHUM D CHANDLER (Duke U) "The Occurrence of All These Arts of Life": An Essay on the Commencement Address at Atlanta University, May 31, 1906, of Franz Boas
10:45  JAMES G FERGUSON (U California-Irvine) The Ancestors We need: Disciplinary Histories and Disciplinary Boundaries
11:00  DANIEL SEGAL (Pitzer C) The Revolution in Human Time and the Construction of "History"
11:15  MARSHALL D SAHLINS (U Chicago) Hegemony and Its Discontents
11:30  Discussant: DELL HYMES (U Virginia)
11:45  End of Session

1-024  TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF LOS ANGELES: GLOBAL VILLAGE OR ETHNIC ENCLAVES? (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: GABRIELE KOHPAHL (Shoah Foundation), KYE-YOUNG PARK (U California-Los Angeles). Chair: GABRIELE KOHPAHL (Shoah Foundation)
8:00  Introduction: KYE-YOUNG PARK (U California-Los Angeles)
8:15  GABRIELE KOHPAHL (Shoah Foundation) Yo Soy El Motor de Todo: Guatemalan Women in Los Angeles
8:30  BANGELE D ALSAYBAR (U California-Los Angeles) Party Culture: Network and Social Organization of Fun and Excitement Among Filipino American Youth Groups in Los Angeles
8:45  JULIANNE BALDWIN (U California-Los Angeles) (Re)Contextualizing Identity and Space: Korean American Discourses on Gender, Sexuality and Ethnicity
9:00  ANNEGRET D STAIGER (U California-Santa Barbara) A Hoe Can Be Hoed Out, A Player Can Be Played Out, But Pimp is For Life: Sexual Politics in Adolescent’s Narratives
9:15  GREG TANAKA (U California-Los Angeles) and CINDY CRUZ (UCLA Grad School of Education) The Locker Room: Eroticism and Exoticism in a Polyphonic Text
9:30  Discussant: KAREN BRODKIN (U California-Los Angeles)
9:45  Break
10:00 JANETTE M BRAMLETT (U California-Los Angeles) South of Pico, North of Montana: How Place Makes Race in a Liberal Community
10:15 ROSEMARIE ASHAMALLA (U California-Los Angeles) Why Would You Go Down There?: Purity and Defilement in the City of the Angels
10:30 KYE-YOUNG PARK (U California-Los Angeles) The Latino Commentary: Koreans and South Central Aftermath
10:45 BANGELE D ALSAYBAR (U California-Los Angeles) Party Culture: Network and Social Organization of Fun and Excitement Among Filipino American Youth Groups in Los Angeles
11:00 JANETTE M BRAMLETT (U California-Los Angeles) South of Pico, North of Montana: How Place Makes Race in a Liberal Community
11:15 Discussant: ROGER SANJEK (Queens C-CUNY)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-025  INVITED SESSION: AFTER NATURE/CULTURE: ANTHROPOLOGY IN AND OF TECHNOSCIENTIFIC WORLDS (General Anthropology Division) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: MARIANNE DE LAET (Columbia U/Utrecht U), BRIAN NOBLE (U Alberta)
8:00  BRIAN NOBLE (U Alberta) Ethnography after Fetishism: Nature/Culture, Lost Worlds, Dinosaurs
8:15  STEFAN G HELMREICH (Rutgers U) Transformatic Organisms and Mutagenic Anthropologies at the Close of a Millennium
8:30  DEBORAH L BLIZZARD (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) The Flexible Fetus and the Situated Individual
8:45  JOSEPH DUMIT (Harvard U) “But I Looked It Up”: Living with the Truths of DES: Toward an Anthropology of Facts
9:00  EMILY MARTIN (Princeton U) Fluid Persons, Open Borders: The Self and Its Environment in Contemporary US Culture
9:30  Break
9:45  RON B EGLASH (Ohio State U) Participant Simulation: Field Notes from African Cyberspace
10:00 MYANNA H LAHSEN (Rice U) Pollution as Hybridized Nature?: The Nature-Culture Dichotomy and the Global Environment
10:15 LUCY SUCHMAN (Xerox Palo Alto Research CTR) Humans/Machines Reconsidered
10:30 GARY LEE DOWNEY (Virginia Tech) The Dominant Image: Making Visible What Gets Hidden
10:45 DAVID JACOBSON (Brandeis U) On Doing Social Research in Cyberspace
11:00 Discussant: DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C)
11:15 Discussant: SARAH B FRANKLIN (Lancaster U-England)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

1-026  INVITED SESSION: WHAT ARE WE DOING WATCHING MONKEYS? ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES AND THE ROLE OF NONHUMAN PRIMATE RESEARCH (Biological Anthropology Section) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
THURSDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 20

ORGANIZER/CHAIR: AGUSTIN FUENTES (Central Washington U)

8:00 MANUEL LIZARRALDE (Pennsylvania State U) Cultural Ecology of Monkey Use Among the Bari of Venezuela

8:15 BRUCE P WHEATLEY (U Alabama-Birmingham), REBECCA A STEPHENSON (U Guam) and HIRO KURASHINER (U Guam) A Preliminary Study on the Effects of Human Hunting on Macaca Fasicularis of Ngeaur Island, Palau

8:30 LINDA WOLFE (East Carolina U) The State of Florida vs the Monkeys of Silver Springs

8:45 PORANEE NATADECHA-SPONSEL (Chaminade U) and LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu) Monkey Business: Crop Picking Macaques in Southern Thailand

9:00 GLENN H SHEPARD (U California-Berkeley) Monkey Hunting With the Machiguenga: Medicine, Magic, Ecology and Mythology

9:15 DAVID S SPRAGUE (U Tsukuba) Social and Biological Explanations of Social Behavior in Japanese Primatology

9:30 Discussion

9:45 Break

10:00 ARDITH A EUDEY (IUCN/SSC Primate Spec Grp) The Primatologist as Minority Advocate

10:15 PASCALE SICOTTE (U Calgary) Focusing Conservation Strategies: Conception of Nature and Traditional Perception of Gorillas in Rwanda

10:30 AGUSTIN FUENTES (Central Washington U) No Simple Solutions: Anthropology and Primate Research in the Mentawai Islands, Indonesia

10:45 MARY S M PAVELKA (U Calgary) Human Sexuality in a Cross-Species Perspective

11:00 PHYLLIS C DOLHINOW (U California-Berkeley) Primatology: An Anthropological Perspective

11:15 Discussant: JAMES J MCKENNA (U Notre Dame)

11:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

1-027 DEVELOPMENT AND THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENCOUNTER IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)

Conservatory, Terrace Level

Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL M HOROWITZ (Inst for Development Anth)

8:00 Introduction: MICHAEL M HOROWITZ (Inst for Development Anth)

8:15 MARITTA KOCH-WESER (World Bank) The Encounter at a Multilateral Development Bank

8:30 CURT D GRIMM (Agency for International Dev) Anthropology at the US Agency for International Development: Are the Best Years in the Past?

8:45 Discussant: CYPRIAN F FISIY (World Bank)

9:00 Discussion

9:15 Discussion

9:30 YASUSHI KIKUCHI (Waseda U) and NOBUTAKA ODANO (Japan Int’l Coop Agency) Anthropology at the Japanese International Cooperation Agency: Are the Best Years in the Future?

9:45 Break

10:00 ELLEN MESSER (Brown U) Anthropology, Development and Human Rights

10:15 Discussant: SHEM E MIGOT-ADHOLLA (World Bank)

10:30 Discussion

10:45 EMILIO F MORAN (Indiana U) The Development Encounter and Academic Anthropology

11:00 MICHAEL M HOROWITZ (Institute for Development Anth) Development and the Anthropological Encounter: An Underview

11:15 Discussant: CONRAD P KOTTAK (U Michigan-Ann Arbor)

11:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session
1-028  INVITED SESSION: IF RACE DOESN'T EXIST . . . A CONVERSATION AMONG THE SUBDISCIPLINES. The conversation will be continued after the session. (AAA Presidential Symposium) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level Organizers/Moderators: YOLANDA T MOSES (City C of New York), CAROL C MUKHOPADHYAY (San Jose State U). Panelists:

8:00  C LORING BRACE (U Michigan)
8:10  ALAN GOODMAN (Hampshire C)
8:20  FAYE V HARRISON (U South Carolina)
8:30  JANE H HILL (U Arizona)
8:40  SHIRLEY B HEATH (Stanford U)
8:50  AUDREY SMEDLEY (Binghamton U)
9:00  WENDY ASHMORE (U Pennsylvania)
9:10  GEORGE J ARMELAGOS (Emory U)
9:20  Break
9:30  LELAND G FERGUSON (U South Carolina)
9:40  JONATHAN M MARKS (Yale/UC-Berkeley)
9:50  MARCYLIENA MORGAN (UCLA)
10:00 EUGENIA SHANKLIN (Trenton State C)
10:10 LEE D BAKER (Columbia U)
10:20 MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
10:30 FADWA EL GUINDI (U Southern California)
10:40 HELAN E PAGE (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
10:50 NORMAN SAUER (Michigan State U)
11:00 NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire)
11:10 ALAN G FIX (UC-Riverside)
11:20 ARTHUR K SPEARS (CUNY-Graduate Center)
11:30 ALICE BALDWIN-JONES (CUNY Graduate School)
11:40 NIARA SUDARKASA (Lincoln U)
11:50 End of Session

1-029  AAA ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

8:30-11:30  Dupont, Terrace Level

1-030  INVITED POSTER SESSION: CURRENT RESEARCH IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Biological Anthropology Section) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

9:00-11:00 Organizer/Chair: KAREN STRIER (U Wisconsin-Madison). Posters:
RICHARD M THOMAS (Penn State U) Social and Demographic Patterns and the Effects on Y-Chromosome Diversity Among the Yanomamo
WILLIAM D LUKAS (Northwestern U) Trophic Constraints on Brain Development in Relation to Parental Investment
JEREMY A PULLEY (East Carolina U) Sexual Dimorphism in Primate Pelves: The Implications for Australopithecus Afarensis AL 288-1 (Lucy)
FRANK P CUOZZO (U Colorado-Boulder) Craniodental Variation in Small-Bodied Primates

1-031  INVITED POSTER SESSION: URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (Society for Urban Anthropology) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level

9:00-11:00 Organizer/Chair: MATTHEW COOPER (McMaster U). Posters:
SUSAN R DAURIA (Bloomsburg U) The Relationship Between Architecture and Social History in One New York State Community
RAE ANDERSON (York U) "For They Are Survivors": Designing a Safe Haven for Chronically Homeless Women
DEBORAH PELLOW (Syracuse U) Up/Down, Owner/Settler: A Village in Accra
VERED AMIT-TALAI (Concordia U) Two Copies and a Lot of Cars: Development and Urbanisation in Grand Cayman
MARGARET RODMAN (York U) A Colonial Experiment in Urban Space: Port Vila, New Hebrides

1-032 INVITED POSTER SESSION: PEOPLE AND THEIR SURROUNDINGS: AN EXPLORATION OF PLACE, ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE (Society for Visual Anthropology) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00 Organizer: MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State U). Posters:
MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State U) Sixty Years: The Changing Relationship of a New Mexico Village to Its Surroundings
SUZANNE C LEVINE (Wide Vision Productions) Interacting in the Environment from Hem View: People with Disabilities in Rural & Urban Settings

1-033 INVITED POSTER SESSION: TOWARD EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Council on Anthropology and Education) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00 Organizer: EVELYN J JACOB (George Mason U), Posters:
DENISE K CROCKETI (U Georgia) An Examination of an Amish Mennonite Community’s View of Science and Technology: An Ethnographic Approach
CAROLYN C VINCENT (George Washington U) The School Meanings of Second Generation Salvadoran Students
KAREN L TONSO (U Colorado-Boulder) Constructing Engineers & Erasing Women: Learning Academic Prestige & Gender Status Myths
SHANE P MARTIN (Loyola Marymount U) The Relationship of Cultural Diversity to Jesuit Secondary Education in the US: A Theoretical and Case Study Analysis
PAUL SKILTON SYLVESTER (U Pennsylvania) A Comparison of Organizational Change in an Inner-City School and a Fortune 500 Company: The Ebb & Flow of Holistic Task Responsibility
LAURA SAMUELS (U Cincinnati) Affirming Community Identity: Ritual as a Rite of Passage
DONALD F HONES (Michigan State U) Educating New Americans: The Life and Learning of a Hmong Refugee
DOMINIQUE CHARLOTTEAUX Hispanic Students in Two School Contexts
GABRIELLE ELLIOTT (Montana) Wounded Knee: The Selling of Popular Culture

1-034 INVITED POSTER SESSION: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY IN K-12 (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00 Organizers: MARY PULFORD (Lake Superior C), IRWIN COHEN (Buckley School). Chair: MARK LEWINE (Cuyahoga Community C). Posters: MARY PULFORD (Lake Superior C), IRWIN COHEN (Buckley School)

1-035 POSTER SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGISTS OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00 Posters: SUSAN K GOODE-NULL (U Massachusetts-Amherst) A Comparative Evaluation of Two Juvenile Sexing Techniques
NITZA M DIAZ (Inst for Community Research) and JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research) Gender Differences in Puerto Rican Children’s Activities and Energy Expenditures
SUNIL K KHANNA (Oregon State U) and FAITH R WARNER (Bloomsburg U) Sibling Anthropometry: A Biocultural Research Methodology for the Investigation of Gender Discrimination
GEORGE W RICH (California State U-Sacramento) Culture and Children’s Pain Behavior
DAMON L TOMEO (Pomona C) and ELISABETH W DOWLING (Pomona C) Ethnography of Child Injury Prevention
BERNICE A KAPLAN (Wayne State U) and C G N MASCIE-TAYLOR (U Cambridge) Changing Attitudes to Family Size: A Prospective Study
1-036  **POSTER SESSION: INHABITING ENVIRONMENTS: PERSPECTIVES ON PRODUCTION, PROTECTION, AND PARTICIPATION**  (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) **Terrace Assembly**, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00  Posters: PATRICIA K TOWNSEND (SUNY-Buffalo) Ok Tedi: Human Ecology of a Tropical Mining Project  THOMAS D BLAKELY (U Pennsylvania) Ibalo Ndauli Lusuhu Ka: Bahemba and Their Central African Surroundings “In the Village” and “In the Bush”  ERIC JONES (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Same Language, Separate Strategies: Public Participation Efforts at the Environmental Protection Agency  HEATHER MCILVAINE-NEWSAD (U Florida) Community Agroforestry Systems in Antisana, Ecuador

1-037  **POSTER SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGY IN PUBLIC: NONTRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO TEACHING, LEARNING, AND ENGAGEMENT**  (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) **Terrace Assembly**, Terrace Level
9:00-11:00  Posters: ROCKMAN LEUNG (Pomona C) The Abyss Between the Expected and Actual Training of Medical and Health Educators  CHRISTOPHER J WILKINS (Pomona C) Critical Pedagogy Concerning the Patient-Physician Interaction  K H KAVANAGH (U Mary/land-Baltimore) Indian Summers: Field Schools Learning about Nutrition and Culturally Competent Health Care  HERBERT SEIGNORET (City C of CUNY) and DIANA DIZEREGA WALL (City C of CUNY) City College Digs New York: An Exhibition Furthers Undergraduate and Public Education  LINDA MARIE SMALL Indiana Jones, Popular Culture and Interdisciplinary Archaeological Interpretation: Beauty and Beast

1-038A  **WORKSHOP: POSTERS—PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION**  (Society for Medical Anthropology, Council on Nursing and Anthropology) **Bancroft**, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
10:00-1:00  Leaders: MARY K SANDFORD (U North Carolina-Greensboro), EILEEN JACKSON

1-038  **GLOBALIZATION, STATE POWER, AND STRUGGLES OVER IDENTITY**  (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) **Salon**, Hotel Sofitel  Organizers: CAITRIN LYNCH (U Chicago), STEVE M STRIFFLER (New School for Social Research), Chair: ANN E KINGSOLVER (U South Carolina) 10:15  KIRK DOMBROWSKI (CUNY Graduate School) Indians and Choker-Setters: Alaska Natives and Commercial Timber Production 10:30  KRISTY BRIGHT (U California-Santa Cruz) Have Tonic, Will Travel: Signposting Home and Abroad with Commodities of Traditional Medicine in India 10:45  CAITRIN LYNCH (U Chicago) State Policy, National Ideology and the Morality of Sri Lankan Garment Workers 11:00  STEVE M STRIFFLER (New School for Social Research) Agricultural Restructuring and the Search for Plantation Workers in Ecuador’s Southern Coast 11:15  Discussant: ANN E KINGSOLVER (U South Carolina) 11:30  Discussant: DAVID NUGENT (Colby C) 11:45  Discussion 12:00  End of Session

1-039  **INVITED SESSION: WHAT WE KNOW AND DON’T KNOW ABOUT WHAT WORKS IN SCHOOLS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES**  (Council on Anthropology and Education) **Monroe East**, Concourse Level  Organizer/Chair: G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U) 10:15  MICHELE FOSTER (Claremont Graduate School) Teaching and Learning in the Contexts of African American English and Culture 10:30  JAMES H LYTLE (Sch District of Philadelphia) Ain’t Bout No Standards
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10:45
PETER C MURRELL (Northeastern U) Chartering the Village: The Making of an Afrocentric Charter School

11:00
CAROL D LEE (Northwestern U) Building Communities of Practice in African American Urban High Schools

11:15
Discussant: G. ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U)

11:30
Discussion

12:00
End of Session

1-040
THE “INVENTION OF TRADITION”: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: F ALLAN HANSON (U Kansas), JAMES F WEINER (U Adelaide)

10:15
MARIE MAUZE (CNRS Paris, France) Tradition: Retrospection and Illusion

10:30
JEFFREY SISSONS (Massey U) Genealogies of Tradition

10:45
FRANCESCA MERLAN (Australian National U) “Invention” and First- and Forth-World Constructions of Value

11:00
JOCELYN LINNEKIN (U Hawaii) Democracy as Tradition in the Construction of American National Identity

11:15
F ALLAN HANSON (U Kansas) Empirical Anthropology, Postmodernism, and the Invention of Tradition

11:30
ROBIN RIDINGTON (U British Columbia) Neopremodernism

11:45
Discussant: NICHOLAS THOMAS (Australian National U)

12:00
End of Session

1-041
LINGUISTIC ANALYSES OF OPPOSITIONAL PRAXIS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer: JEFF DEBY (Georgetown U). Chair: JEFF DEBY (Georgetown U)

10:15
JEFF DEBY (Georgetown U) Language as Agonistic Resource in Televised Ice-Hockey Commentary

10:30
JENNIFER G CURTIS (Washington U) and KELI D YERIAN (Georgetown U) “She Just Gave In”: Comparing Opposing Perspectives on Sexual Consent in Two Anti-Violence Programs

10:45
Discussant: ALLEN D GRIMSHAW (Indiana U)

11:00
KELLER S MAGENAU (Georgetown U) An American Rape Trial: How the Adversarial System of the American Court Serves to Privilege the Framing of Rape as Consensual Sex

11:15
NANCY MARWIN (Georgetown U) Judge Lance Ito: A Failure of Politeness in the Adversarial Courtroom

11:30
Discussant: DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown U)

11:45
WINNIE W F OR (Georgetown U) Agonism in Academic Discourse

12:00
End of Session

1-042
THE MYTH OF FEMALE DOMINANCE: THE FUTURE OF INTRAREGIONAL COMPARISONS OF GENDER AND POWER IN NORTHWESTERN IBERIA (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: HEIDI KELLEY (U North Carolina-Asheville), SHARON R ROSEMAN (Memorial U of Newfoundland)

10:15
SHARON R ROSEMAN (Memorial U of Newfoundland) Quen Manda (Who’s In Charge)?: The Shifting Grounds of Authority Politics in Galician Worker Peasant Households

10:30
HEIDI KELLEY (U North Carolina-Asheville) If I Really Were a Witch: Narratives of Female Power in a Coastal Galician Community

10:45
SHAWN PARKHURST (U California-Berkeley) In the Middle of the Myth: The Question of Gender Dominance in the Alto Douro Region of Northern Portugal

11:00
SUSANA DE LA GALA GONZALEZ (U de Santiago de Compostela) Women, Work and Ideology in Two Galician Parishes
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11:15 TANYA M GULEVICH (Santa Clara U) Gender and Power in Urban Galicia
11:30 Discussant: SUSAN CAROL ROGERS (New York U)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

1-043 MESTIZAJE AND THE (POST)COLONIAL QUESTION: CONVERSATIONS WITH J JORGE KJOR DE ALVA (PART II) (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer: ALEJANDRO LUGO (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign). Chair: ANA MARIA JUAREZ (Southwest Texas State U)
10:15 Discussant: MARTA ZAMBRANO (U Nacional de Colombia)
10:30 Discussant: QUETZIL E CASTANEDA (U Houston)
10:45 Discussant: WILLIAM KELLEHER, JR (U Illinois-Urbana)
11:00 Discussant: MARTHA KAPLAN (Vassar C)
11:15 Discussant: J JORGE KJOR DE ALVA (U California-Berkeley)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

1-044 GENDERED DRINKING (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: LEE STRUNIN (Boston U School of Pub Health)
10:15 JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research) and MARGARET R WEEKS (Inst for Community Research) Gendered Pathways to Alcohol Use in Urban Adolescents
10:30 LEE STRUNIN (Boston U School of Pub Health) Gender Differences in Alcohol Use Among "Black" Adolescents
10:45 PAUL G SPICER (U Colorado Health Sci C) Women, Men, and Alcohol in an Urban Indian Community
11:00 MARIA G SWORA (U Rochester) “Our Stories Disclose”: The Healing of Memory in Alcoholics Anonymous
11:15 GENEVIEVE M AMES (Pacific Inst for Rsrch & Eval) and LINDA-ANNE REBHUN (Yale U) Gendered Drinking and Occupational Culture
11:30 MAC MARSHALL (U Iowa) Men, Women and Booze in Oceania
11:45 Discussant: MARY DUFOUR (NIAAA)
12:00 End of Session

1-045 ARCHAEOLOGY AND PRAGMATISM (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Map Room, Terrace Level
10:15 CAROL MCDAVID (U Cambridge) Archaeology as Cultural Critique: A Pragmatic Framework for Community Collaboration in the Public Interpretation of the Archaeology of a Southern Plantation
10:30 ROBIN BOAST (Cambridge U) A Small Company of Actors: A Critique of Style in Archaeology
10:45 EMMA BLAKE (U Cambridge) A Pragmatist Approach to Sardinia’s Prehistoric Architecture
11:00 VICTOR A BUCHLI (U Cambridge) Material Culture and the Pragmatics of Stalinism
11:15 SUZANNE SPENCER-WOOD (Peabody Museum/Harvard U) Feminism and Pragmatism: Continuums Including Both Totalizing Truths and Absolute Relativism
11:30 LYNN MESKELL (U Oxford) Toward an Archaeology of Difference
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session
1-046

TRANSCULTURAL BODY POLITICS: RACE, SEXUALITY, PLACE
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Organizer: LISA B ROFEL (U California-Santa Cruz).
Chair: LISA YONEYAMA (U California-Santa Cruz)

10:15
DORINNE KONDO (U Southern California) (Re)Visions of Race: The Cultural
Politics of Racial Crossover in Documentary Performance.

10:30
LISA YONEYAMA (U California-Santa Cruz) Writing Against the
Bourgeois/National Bodies: Family and Residency in Yu Mi’s Texts

10:45
LISA B ROFEL (U California-Santa Cruz) Imagining Transnational Sexuality

11:00
LAWRENCE COHEN (U California-Berkeley) Writing as Sulochana: Rethinking a
Critical Anthropology of Sexual and Political Difference

11:15
JACQUELINE BROWN (U California-Santa Cruz) (Dis)Placing the Body: Sexual
Practice and Racial Birth in Liverpool

11:30
Discussant: GEORGE LIPSITZ (U California-Santa Cruz)

11:45
Discussant: ELIZABETH A POVINELLI (U Chicago)

12:00
End of Session

1-047

CULTURAL POLITICS AND IMMIGRATION: INVOKING “CULTURE” IN
STATE-IMMIGRANT NEGOTIATIONS OVER RIGHTS AND “MINORITY”
IDENTITIES
(Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)

Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: SARAH E LAMB (Brandeis U)

10:15
SARAH E LAMB (Brandeis U) Is the State My Family?: Debates Over Welfare
Reform, “Aging,” and Immigrant Rights Among South Asians in San Francisco

10:30
ELIZABETH CRANE (U California-Berkeley) Contesting Cultural Authority:
Arranged Marriage and Immigration Policy in Britain

10:45
KATHLEEN HALL (U Pennsylvania) Talking “Needs” and Claiming “Rights”: The
Cultural Production of “Minority” Statuses in British Education Policies

11:00
Discussant: KAREN LEONARD (U California-Irvine)

11:15
Discussant: BILL M MAURER (U California-Irvine)

11:30
Discussion

12:00
End of Session

1-048

WORK, IDEOLOGY AND CHANGE OUTSIDE THE CORPORATION
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work)

State Room, Terrace Level
Chair: MARIA R HART (CUNY Graduate Ctr)

10:15
KORVELA PIRJO (University of Helsinki) Analyzing Housework as an Activity

10:30
TAMMAR B ZILBER (Hebrew U of Jerusalem) Competing Ideologies in an Israeli
Rape Crisis Center

10:45
MARIA R HART (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Arts of Arrangement: Welfare States and the
European Future of Naples, Italy

11:00
LARRY R STUCKI (Reading Area C) The Empty Promises of Workfare Programs:
Lessons from the Successes and Failures of a Northern Canadian Experiment

11:15
MARK A MOBERG (U South Alabama) “We’ll Have to Punish You”: Global and
Local Hierarchies

11:30
JOHN WINGARD (U Memphis) and THOMAS W COLLINS (Memphis State U)
Alternative Occupational Choices for Maine Fishers

11:45
Discussion

12:00
End of Session

1-049

SEXUALITIES, BODIES, AND TRANSFORMATIONS
(Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology)

Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Chair: DAWN M J ATKINS (U Iowa)

10:15
SUSAN BULLINGTON (U Minnesota) The Role of Community in South African
Struggles for Lesbian and Gay Freedom

10:30
CATHY LAFFERTY (American U) Transmigrations and Sexual Identity
Constructions in Sri Lankan Women’s Narratives
10:45 MAUREEN A ASTEN (Worcester State C) Lesbian Family Relationships in American Society: A Feminist Ethnography
11:00 DAWN M J ATKINS (U Iowa) Transgendered Lives, Transgendered Communities and Medical Transformations: The Gendered Body and the Body Politic
11:30 AMANDA L SWARR (U Minnesota) “Gender Halfies”: Anthropological Fieldwork and Queer Identities
11:45 EILEEN M HAYES (U Washington) When “Yes” Means “No” or “Maybe”: Sexed Subjectivities, Ethnographic Writing and Negotiating Consent
12:00 End of Session

1-050 INVITED SESSION: AAA PUBLIC POLICY FORUM: NAGPRA REVISITED: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? (AAA Executive Program Committee)
Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers: GEOFFREY A CLARK (Arizona State U), MARY MARGARET OVERBEY. Moderator: LYNNE GOLDSTEIN (Michigan State U). Panelists:
10:15 GEORGE H J ABRAMS (Christian A Johnson End Fdtn)
10:30 DUANE ANDERSON (School of American Research)
10:45 GARRICK A BAILEY (U Tulsa)
11:00 KEITH W KINTIGH (Arizona State U)
11:15 FRANCIS MCMANAMON (National Park Service)
11:30 PHILLIP L WALKER (U California, Santa Barbara)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

1-051 INVITED SESSION: THE SPECTER OF CLONING A NEW HUMAN BEING FROM A SINGLE ADULT CELL: VIEWS FROM ACROSS THE DISCIPLINE OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Executive Program Committee) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer: BARBARA A KOENIG (Stanford U)
Discussant: DEBBORA BATTAGLIA (Mount Holyoke C)
Discussant: CYNTHIA COHEN (Georgetown U)
Discussant: MELVIN KONNER (Emory U)
Discussant: KENNETH WEISS (Pennsylvania State U)
10:15 Discussion
10:30 Discussion
10:45 Discussion
11:00 Discussion
11:15 Discussion
11:30 Discussion
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

1-052 WORKSHOP: MEET THE PRESS: ANTHROPOLOGISTS TALK TO SCIENCE WRITERS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
Leader: MERRY BRUNS (Ctr for Anthro & Science Communications)
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1-053 AAA COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY. Committee Meeting
12:00-2:00 Kalorama, Terrace Level

1-054 WORKSHOP: STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL FIELDWORK IN LATIN AMERICA (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
12:00-3:00 Leaders: LUISE MARGOLIES (U Central Venezuela), JEFFREY EHRENREICH (Cornell)
1-055  THE AYMARA FOUNDATION, INC. Business Meeting. Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30  Organizer: ANDREW W MIRACLE (Cleveland State). Chair: THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York U)

1-056  ROUNDTABLE ON THE STATUS OF LESBIANS AND GAYS (Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Organizer/Chair: MICHAEL GORMAN (U Washington)

1-057  FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY FACES GENOCIDE (AAA, American Association for the Advancement of Science) State Room, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30  Chair: KAREN RAMEY BURNS (AAAS/U Georgia)

1-059  SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Task Force on Poverty and Homelessness. International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Chairs: ANDREW H MAXWELL (Montclair State U), KAREN CURTIS (U Delaware)

1-060  CAE COMMITTEE #9: WOMEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY. Business Meeting. Lincoln West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Chairs: MARGO EYRING, NANCY GREENMAN (U Texas-San Antonio)

1-061  CAE COMMITTEE #6: MULTICULTURAL AND MULTILINGUAL EDUCATION. Business Meeting. Lincoln East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Organizer: MARTHA ALLEXSAHT-SNIDER (U Georgia). Chairs: LUBNA CHANDHRX (U Georgia), IRENE VILLANUEVA (U California-San Diego)

1-062  CAE COMMITTEE #2: LANGUAGE, LITERACY AND COGNITION. Business Meeting. Georgetown East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Chairs: LINDA HARKLAU (U Georgia), ROSEMARY HENZE (ARC Associates)

1-063  GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Committee on Refugees and Immigrants Business Meeting. Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Chair: DAVID HAINES

12:15-1:30  Chair: CATHY HODGE MCCOID (Central Missouri State U)

1-065  PRACTICAL ETHICS FOR PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS: A PRACTICUM (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level

1-066  CAE COMMITTEE #1: ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES OF SCHOOLS AND CULTURES. Business Meeting. Conservatory, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30  Chair: SALLY LUBECK (U Michigan)

1-067  CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE. Board of Directors
12:15-1:30  South Salon, Hotel Sofitel

1-068  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. International Health and Infectious Disease Study Group. Military Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Chair: MERRILL SINGER (Hispanic Health Council)
1-069  ASSOCIATION OF SENIOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Board of Directors
12:15-1:30  Office 4, Concourse Level

1-072  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
12:15-2:00  Off-Site

1-073  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Executive Committee
12:15-2:00  Hamilton, Terrace Level

1-074  FILM SCREENINGS (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
12:15  RON KANTER (Video/Film Associates), IAN FUREMAN (Pennsylvania) and DAVID METZGER (Pennsylvania) We All Have Our Reasons
12:40  SYLVIA RHUE (Southern California) All God’s Children
1:10  RAJU GURUNG (Independent) and ANNE KAUFMAN (Independent) Mystic Vision, Sacred Art
1:40  ROSE BOND (OR Council for the Humanities) A Celtic Trilogy (excerpt)
2:00  GLENN MICALEF (Independent) and LAWRENCE JOHNSON (Independent), Mas Fever: Inside Trinidad Carnival
3:00  JUAN FRANCISCO URRUSTI (Inst Nacional Indigenista) A Long Journey to Guadalupe (El Pueblo Mexicano Que Camina) (excerpt)
3:45  BREAK AND DISCUSSION
4:00  End of Session

1-075  REESTABLISHING THE CENTRALITY OF RACE IN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE CONVERSATION CONTINUES (AAA Presidential Panel). International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30  Moderators: YOLANDA T MOSES (CCNY), CAROL MUKHOPADHYAY

1-076  AAA COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION
12:30-3:30  Dupont, Terrace Level

1-077  GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Board of Directors
12:30-4:30  Edison, Terrace Level

1-078  WORKSHOP: ANTHROPOLOGISTS TEACHING OUTSIDE OF ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENTS: WHERE SOME OTHER JOBS ARE (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) North Salon, Hotel Sofitel. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
1:00-4:00  Leader: CARRIE B DOUGLAS

1-079  POSTER SESSION: ETHNICITIES, IDENTITIES AND TECHNOLOGIES (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
1:30-3:30  Posters: THELMO GARCIA (Pomona C) Gay Latino Youth in LA County: The Implications of Identity upon Safer Sex Practices
JULIA OFFEN (U California-San Diego) The European Traveling Circus: Imagination, Identity, Community and Society
DONNA M BONNER (SUNY-Buffalo) Economic Inequities and the Aesthetics of Difference: Public Depictions of Ethnicity, Race and Class in Dangriga, Belize, Central America
TARA GOLDSTEIN (U Toronto) and JUDITH O NGAN (U Toronto) “Who Am I?”: Negotiating Identity in “Hong Kong, Canada”
PAUL V KROSKRITY (U California-Los Angeles) and JENNIFER F REYNOLDS (U California-Los Angeles) Western Monoon CD-ROM: New Media, Ancestral Language Renewal and Evolving Ethnicity
WILLIAM C HAMILTON Conceptions of Identity in and of a Community Radio Station
1-080  **POSTER SESSION: CELEBRATIONS: FESTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF GENDER AND BEAUTY** (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee)  
**Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level**  
1:30-3:30  
Posters: CARLA GUERRON-MONTERO (U Oregon) “Mother’s Day” in the Afro-Ecuadorian Highlands: Femininity and Representation of Beauty in the Context of Festivity  
THOMAS HARDY (Tamagawa U) Contests and Creations: Making the Kimodameshi Festival of Chayamachi, Tokyo  
PHILIP E COYLE (U Arizona) Contradictory Ritual Processes: Being a Judío in Santa Teresa’s Holy Week (Nayarit, Mexico)

1-081  **POSTER SESSION: MAKING SAMENESS/RECOGNIZING DIFFERENCE: ACCULTURATION, EDUCATION AND IMMIGRATION** (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee)  
**Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level**  
1:30-3:30  
Posters: SUNDAY A AIGBE (Global Cultures Intl) Global Cultures International: Making a Difference in the Immigration Debate  
RUTH V RUSSELL (Indiana U) Tourists and Refugees: Coinciding Sociocultural Impact  
HEATHER FIEDLER (Smith C), J RAUL MAGANA (Pomona C), LILIAN Y LAI (Pomona C) and ERIN MOORE (U Southern California) Revisiting the Dimensions of Acculturation: Cultural Theory and Psychometric Practice  
TODD L FRY (Ohio U) Strategies for Implementing Multiculturalism in a Changing Southeastern Ohio Elementary School: An Anthropological Perspective  
STEPHANIE S SPENCER (Boston U) Schools, Offices, Neighborhoods: Socializing Javanese Junior High School Students to Cultures of Indonesian Citizenship  
CYNTHIA BROCK (Texas Women’s U) Crossing Cultural & Linguistic Boundaries: Mediating the Development of Shared Understandings  
ROBERT A MYERS (Alfred U) Anthropology and International Education: A Natural but Neglected Association

1-082  **POSTER SESSION: CURRENT ISSUES IN THE PAST: ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES** (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee)  
**Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level**  
1:30-3:30  
Posters: TIMOTHY C MATNEY (Whitman C) Mortuary Remains and Concepts of the Afterlife in Early Bronze Age Northern Mesopotamia  
WILLIAM R FOWLER (Vanderbilt U) Early Spanish Urbanism in the New World: New Evidence from Ciudad Vieja, El Salvador  
TARA JONES (Dickinson C) and MARCUS M KEY (Dickinson C) Geoarchaeology of Terra Cotta Clay Tobacco Pipes from the Colonial Davis Site (44La46) in Lancaster County, Virginia  
RICHARD A CARLSON (Michigan State U) “Melungeons” and the Buckskin Fringe: New Directions for Southern Appalachia American Indian History  
MARY ANN LEVINE (Ithaca C) Eroding Entrenched Models: Native Copper and Indigenous People in the Past

1-083  **POSTER SESSION: REMEDIES: TRADITIONAL, NONTRADITIONAL AND ALTERNATIVE** (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee)  
**Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level**  
1:30-3:30  
Posters: MARY RILEY (Tulane U) Can We Really Measure the Biomedical Efficacy of Traditional Remedies? Progress and Problems Among the Makushi of Southwestern Guyana  
ROBERT HULEFELD (Pomona C) Comparative Study of Acupuncture Practices for Smoking Cessation  
SHELLEY R ADLER (U California-San Francisco) Women’s Integrative Breast Cancer Treatment Strategies: Biomedical and Alternative Approaches
1-084 POSTER SESSION: MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGIES OF INTERVENTION, PREVENTION, AND EPIDEMIOLOGY (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
1:30-3:30 Posters: ANTOINETTE B BROWN (AASCU) Social and Economic Factors Contributing to the Prevalence of Diabetes Among the Oglala Lakota JENNIFER S W KAHN (Pomona C), KATHARINE E HEDBERG (Pomona C) and CATHERINE GRUENSTEIN (Pomona C) The Influence of Sexual Guilt in Safer Sex Practices JENNIFER JUSTISON (Pomona C), YOUNG N KIM and MICHAEL LEE Breast Cancer Prevention Intervention Based on Paulo Freire’s Ideas of Empowerment KIRSTEN D SENTURIA (Seattle/King Cty Dept Pub Hlth), MARIANNE SULLIVAN, AHOUA KONE and NOEL J CHRISMAN Using Formative Qualitative Research to Make Community Collaboration Work

1-085 POSTER SESSION: LABORING: INSIDE AND OUT (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
1:30-3:30 Posters: ROLAND MOORE (Prevention Research Ctr) Standardization vs Individualism in a US/Japanese Factory TAMAR DIANA WILSON (Independent Researcher) Women, Class and Agricultural Labor on a Rancho in Valisco, Mexico

1-086 POSTER SESSION: PRODUCING KNOWLEDGE: REFLECTIONS ON PRACTICES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE ACADEMY (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
1:30-3:30 JOHN B GATEWOOD (Lehigh U) Semantic Models and Survey Research: What Do Respondents Respond To?

1-087 NEW DIRECTIONS IN KINSHIP STUDIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: NANCY E LEVINE (U California-Los Angeles), LINDA STONE (Washington State U)
1:45 LOUISE LAMPHERE (U New Mexico) Whatever Happened to Kinship Studies?
2:00 YUNXIANG YAN (U California-Los Angeles) The Place of Private Life in the Study of Chinese Families
2:15 KAREN P SINCLAIR (Eastern Michigan U) Mischief on the Margins: Gender and Cognetic Descent Among the Maori
2:30 WENDY WRIGHT (U California-Los Angeles) Problems Encountered in Cross-Cultural Adoption: Am I Really Jewish?
2:45 ALLEN EHRlich (Eastern Michigan U) Power, Control and the Mother-In-Law Problem: Face-Offs in the American Nuclear Family
3:00 DONNA BIRDWELL-PHEASANT (Lamar U) Kinship, Household, and “House Society”: Seeking a Synthesis
3:15 CAROLINE B BRETTELL (Southern Methodist U) “Not That Lineage Stuff”: Teaching Kinship and Social Organization to Skeptical Graduate Students
3:30 End of Session

1-088 WHY MEN KILL: MALES, COALITIONS AND THE ORIGINS OF WAR (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizers: PATRICIA M LAMBERT (Utah State U), HERBERT D MASCHNER (U Wisconsin-Madison)
1:45 NEIL WIENER (York U) and CHRISt MESQUIDA (York University) Human Collective Aggression: Prediction from Demography and Resource Distribution
2:00 JOHN Q PATTON (U California-Santa Barbara) Warfare and Reciprocal Altruism: A Case From the Ecuadorian Amazon
2:15 KEITH F OTTERBEIN (SUNY-Buffalo) Killing of Captured Enemy: A Cross-Cultural Study
2:30 R W WRANGHAM (Harvard U) Why Male Apes and Humans Kill
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2:45 JOHN TOOBY (U California-Santa Barbara) and LEDA COSMIDES (UCSB) Us Verses Them: The Evolved Psychology of Human Coalitions
3:00 PATRICIA M LAMBERT (Utah State U) Male Aggression in Prehistoric California: An 8000-Year Perspective
3:30 End of Session

Organizers/Chairs: MATTHI BUNZL (U Chicago), IRA R BASHKOW (U Chicago)
1:45 JENNIFER S H BROWN (U Winnipeg) "An Interdisciplined Spirit": A Irving Hallowell, Ethnographer Historian
2:00 MATTHI BUNZL (U Chicago) The House Historian and the Atlantic Divide: George Stocking Between American and British Anthropologies
2:15 IRA R BASHKOW (U Chicago) Craft and Worry in the Historiography of Anthropology: George Stocking's Style
2:30 PAULINE TURNER STRONG (U Texas-Austin) Contexts and Sensibilities: George Stocking's Contributions to a Feminist Historiography of Anthropology
2:45 RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia) Raymond Williams, George Stocking, and Fin-de-Siècle American Anthropology
3:00 Discussant: CLIFFORD GEERTZ (Inst for Advanced Study)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-090 INVITED SESSION: LANGUAGE AND SPACE (PART I): EVERYDAY CONSTRUCTIONS OF INHABITABLE SPACES (Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: RUDOLF P GAUDIO (U Arizona)
1:45 STEPHEN C LEVINSON (Max Planck Inst) Spatial Language and Spatial Cognition in Cross-Cultural Perspective
2:00 KUNIYOSHI KATAOKA (U Arizona) Fear of Falling: Vertical Space as a Set of Negotiated Coordinates
2:15 EVE DANZIGER (Max Planck Inst) Personal Space: The Naming of Places in Mopan Maya
2:30 SARAH S MEACHAM (U California-Los Angeles) Navigating Rehabilitative Space: The Meanings of "Here" and "There" in Court School Classroom Talk
2:45 JACK SIDNELL (U Toronto) Cussing Up and Talking Hard: Affective Displays of "Passion" as Challenges to a Gendered Territoriality
3:00 Discussant: JOHN B HAVILAND (Reed C/CIESAS, Mexico)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-091 BACK TO BLACK-AND THE RUTURE: AFRICAN AMERICAN ETHNICITY ON THE EVE OF THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore County), IRIS C FORD (St Mary's C of Maryland)
1:45 AUDREY L BROWN (American U) Who Are African American and Why Is It Important Anyway?
2:00 IRIS C FORD (St Mary's C of Maryland) The Route to African American Roots: Landscapes of Nostalgia in the Motherland
2:15 TANYA Y PRICE (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale) Sankofa: The Drum and Re-Construction of African Culture in the United States
2:30 MARIA PHILLIPS (U Maryland-Baltimore Cnty) Beyond a Test of Faith: Black Catholics, Civil Rights, and the Baltimore Archdiocese
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2:45 BRETT WILLIAMS (American U) Washington's People Without History
3:00 SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland-Baltimore County) Passin' for Black: Paternity, Identity and Race-ing To Be Black
3:15 Discussant: JOHN U OGBU (U California-Berkeley)
3:30 End of Session

1-092 INTERCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON MOTHERS AND CHILDREN: EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT UNDER ADVERSE CONDITIONS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizer: LOTTIE ELDERING (Leiden U-The Netherlands). Chair: MARY JO MCGEE-BROWN (Qual Rsch & Eval for Action)
1:45 MAUREEN PORTER (U Pittsburgh) Mamaw, Momma, and Me: Young Appalachian Mothers' Stories of School Persistence
2:00 TREES V M PELS (U Rotterdam-Netherlands) Moroccan and Creole Mothers in the Netherlands
2:15 LOIS WEIS (SUNY at Buffalo) Exploring Sites of Hope Among Impoverished Mothers
2:30 LOTTIE ELDERING (Leiden U-The Netherlands) Educational Values Under Pressure: Divorced Hindustani and Moroccan Mothers in the Netherlands
2:45 HENRY T TRUEBA (Harvard U) Voice of Mexican Women Working in the California Fields: Migrant Bicultural Lives and Children's Education
3:00 YALI ZOU (U Houston) The Role of Chinese Mothers in Their Children’s Education: Motivating Minority Children to Achieve Excellence
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-093 PERSPECTIVES ON AFRICAN CULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Conservatory, Terrace Level
Organizers: S O Y KEITA (Oxford U; Field Mus of Chicago), ALISON S BROOKS (George Washington U). Chair: FATIMAH L C JACKSON (U Maryland-College Park), ALISON S BROOKS (George Washington U)
1:45 ALISON S BROOKS (George Washington U) Beginnings of Regional Variation in Africa
2:00 JEREMY J MARTINSON (U Pittsburgh) and ANTHONY J BOYCE What Do We Know About Genetic Variation Within Africa?
2:15 FATIMAH L C JACKSON (U Maryland-College Park) Geographic Correlations of Ecology and Ethnicity in Africa: Inferences for Identifying Patterns of Molecular Diversity
2:30 STEVEN BRANDT (U Florida) Archaeological Evidence for Biological and Cultural Diversity in the Horn of Africa During Late Pleistocene/Holocene Times
2:45 CHAPURUKHA MAKOKHA KUSIMBA (Field Museum) and SIBEL BARUT (Field Museum) Ethnic Diversity and the Formation of Swahili Polities in East Africa
3:00 CHRISTOPHER EHRET (UCLA) Deep-Time Language Families and the Spread of Homo Sapiens
3:15 ALAIN FROMENT (ORSTOM-France) A Cranio metric Approach to Human Diversity in Africa: Comparisons with Genetic and Linguistic Data
3:30 End of Session

1-094 NEW DIRECTIONS IN MAYA CAVE ARCHAEOLOGY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: JAMES E BRADY (George Washington U). Chair: ERIN SEARS (George Washington U)
1:45 CLINT HELTON (Brigham Young U) Classic Maya Portable Ceramic Drums
2:00 KITTY EMERY (Cornell U) Use of Animal Species in Caves of the Petexbatun Region: Defining Function in Zooarchaeological Assemblages
2:15 KEITH PRUFER (Southern Illinois U) Sacred Underground Spaces and Ritual Specialists: Cave Utilization in the Maya Mountains of Southern Belize
2:30 JAMES E BRADY (George Washington U) The Impact of Ritual on Ancient Maya Economy
2:45 ERIN SEARS (George Washington U) and JAMES E BRADY (George Washington U) Modeling Pilgrimage Exchange at the Classic Maya Site of Naj Tunich
3:00 PHILIP REEDER (U Nebraska-Omaha) Patterns of Pre-Columbian Cave Utilization on the Northern Vaca Plateau
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-095 WORK, IDEOLOGY AND CHANGE IN CORPORATE SETTINGS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) State Room, Terrace Level
Chair: JAMIE GILMER WILLIAMS (Southern Methodist U)
1:45 CHRISTIAN GHASARIAN (U California-Berkeley) "Us" and "Them": Representation of Authority Among Blue-Collar Workers in France
2:00 KRISTI S LONG The Cubicle as Endzone and Marketplace: Metaphors of Total Quality and the Commodification of Social Relations in the American Workplace
2:15 JAMIE GILMER WILLIAMS (Southern Methodist U) Principles of Kinship Marriage and Family in the American Corporate Setting
2:30 BRADLEY J TRAINOR (Wayne State U) Culture and the Integration of Organizations: The Influence of Power, Exchange, and Boundaries
2:45 ANGELA JANCJUS (Michigan State) and KENNETH A DAVID (Michigan State U) Beyond Downsizing: The "New Workforce" at (Lansing) GM Plants
3:00 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-096 THE SHAPING OF PUBLIC DISCOURSE IN THE CONTEMPORARY MIDDLE EAST: ISLAMISTS, MODERNISTS, TRIBALISTS (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Chair: BAHIRA SHERIF (U Pennsylvania)
1:45 MAZYAR LOTFALIAN (Rice U) Archaeology of Technoscientific Language in the Discourse of a Muslim Engineer/Politician
2:00 DANIEL VARISCO (Hofstra U) Holy War and Profane Rhetoric: Fundamentalists Crusading Against Fundamentalists
2:15 BAHIRA SHERIF (U Pennsylvania) Negotiating Islamic Fundamentalism: Balancing Changing Economic Conditions with the Call for a "Return" to Traditional Society
2:30 ANN SUSANNE DAHLGREN (U Helsinki) Women with too Many Rights, Adeni Women and the Yemeni Unification
2:45 W FLAGG MILLER (U Michigan) Copy This Cassette, With All Due Respect
3:00 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

1-097 INVITED SESSION: AAA PUBLIC POLICY FORUM: HEALTH RESEARCH IN THE NEXT CENTURY: WHAT ANTHROPOLOGY HAS TO CONTRIBUTE (AAA Executive Program Committee) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers: THOMAS M JOHNSON (U Alabama-Huntsville), MARY MARGARET OVERBEY. Moderator: THOMAS M JOHNSON (U Alabama-Huntsville). Panelists:
1:45 NORMAN ANDERSON (National Institutes of Health)
2:00 JUDITH AUERBACH
2:15 KATHLEEN M MACQUEEN (Centers for Disease Control)
2:30 RICHARD NEEDLE (NIDA)
2:45 DELORES PARRÓN (National Institute of Health)
3:00 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

Organizer/Chair: CAROLYN H BROWN (California State U-Chico)
1:45 MELVIN EMBER (Human Relations Area Files), SETCAROL R SETEMBER (Human Relations Area Files) and PETER PEREGRINE (Lawrence U) HRAF on Disk and Web

2:05 BRIAN SCHWIMMER (U Manitoba) Hypertext Exposition and Ethnographic Comparison in a World Wide Web-Based Kinship Tutorial

2:25 CAROLYN H BROWN (California State U-Chico) Performative Reading: Multimedia, Ethnography as Consultant-Author-Reader Interaction

2:45 BRENDA FARNELL (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Multimedia Cocktails and Cartesian Hangovers

3:05 PETER BIELLA (HOFSTRA) Interactive Multimedia: Strategies

3:25 Discussion

3:45 End of Session

1-099 SOCIAL MEMORY, IDENTITY AND DEATH: INTRADISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON MORTUARY RITUALS (Reviewed by Archeology Division)

Monroe East, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: MEREDITH CHESSON (Harvard U), IAN KUIJT (Harvard U)

1:45 Introduction: MEREDITH CHESSON (Harvard U)

2:00 SUSAN D GILLESPIE (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Social Memory, Identity, and "Mortuary Ritual" Among the Ancient Maya

2:15 SANDRA HOLLIMON (Sonoma State U) Death and Gender in Chumash Cosmology and Ritual: Archaeological Implications and Interpretations

2:30 Discussant: TOM DILLEHAY (U Kentucky)

2:45 Break

3:00 JUN JING (CUNY) Dead and Dying: The Chinese Politics of Memory

3:15 ANNE SCHILLER (North Carolina State U) Monumentalizing Death: Ngaju Cultural Identity in the 1990s

3:30 IAN KUIJT (Harvard U) Meaningful Masks: Death, Social Memory, Levantine Neolithic Community Identity

3:45 Discussant: SUSAN M KUS (Rhodes C)

3:00 Break

4:15 VICTOR RAHARJONOA (Musée de Fianarantsoa) and SUSAN M KUS (Rhodes C) Matters of Life and Death: Mortuary Rituals as Part of a Larger Whole Among the Betsileo of Madagascar

4:30 ROSEMARY A JOYCE (U California-Berkeley) Burying the Dead at Tlatilco: Social Memory and Social Identities

4:45 Discussant: KENNETH M GEORGE (U Oregon)

5:00 Discussion

5:30 End of Session

1-100 WHAT CAN ANTHROPOLOGY OFFER HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS? (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

Organizers: GERI-ANN GALANTI (California State U), EILEEN M JACKSON (U North Carolina-Greensboro). Chair: GERI-ANN GALANTI (California State U)

1:45 GERI-ANN GALANTI (California State U) What Can Anthropology Offer Nurses Working in the "Real World"?

2:00 ELLEN GINSBURG (Massachusetts C) Nursing in the Community: Toward a Universal Understanding

2:15 JODY GLITZENBERG (U Arizona) Diabetes: A Comparative Study of Gila River and Sonora Pima Indians

2:30 JULIENE G LIPSON (UC-San Francisco) and DONNA GUJOT (UC-San Francisco) Complementary Healing in Primary Care

2:45 MARGARET A PERKINSON (Philadelphia Geriatric Ctr) Folk Models of Dementia and the Mind: Family and Nursing Home Staff Beliefs

3:00 DIANE R PAWLOWSKI (Wayne State U) Spirituality and Healing in an Urban Medical Rehabilitation Hospital

3:15 Discussant: EILEEN M JACKSON (U North Carolina-Greensboro)

3:30 Break
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3:45
PAMELA M HUSTING (VA Med Ctr-San Francisco) Anthropology's Contributions to Health Care Providers

4:00
ROSE C JONES (U Texas Southwestern Med Ctr) Medical Education and Anthropology: Bridging the Gap

4:15
DANA M BALDWIN (Kaiser Permanente) Physicians' Understanding of Cultural Difference

4:30
DANIEL M T FESSLER (Hofstra U) Rethinking the Epidemiology of Incest

4:45
ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills C) Ayurveda and Western Medicine as Cultural Constructs

5:00
Discussant: TONI TRIPP REIMER (U Iowa)

5:15
Discussion

5:30
End of Session

1-101
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON POVERTY AND HOMELESSNESS CONFRONT THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology) Georgetown East, Concourse Level

Organizers: IRENE GLASSER (Eastern Connecticut State U), KAREN A CURTIS (U Delaware). Chair: RAE ANDERSON (York U)

1:45
SARA E STOUTLAND (Kennedy School, Harvard) and RONALD FERGUSON (Case Western Reserve U) Change and Sustainability in Community Support Systems: Frameworks for Research and Practice

2:00
SARAH CHARD (Case Western Reserve U) and JILL KORBIN (Case Western Reserve U) Qualitative and Quantitative Methods in the Study of Urban Neighborhoods and Child Maltreatment

2:15
YASUSHI WATANABE (U Cambridge) Public Welfare and Urban Renewal Projects as "Others"

2:30
JAMES C SPILSBURY (Case Western Reserve U) Development and Theories of Poverty in a Cleveland Neighborhood

2:45
EDWARD LIEBOW (Envir Hlth & Soc Policy Ctr) The US Banking Industry, Affordable Housing, and Inner City Redevelopment

3:00
DEBORAH A D'AMICO (Nat! Institute for literacy) The Anthropologies of Work and Literacy: A Research Agenda in Support of Access to Education

3:15
MARY ANNE MYERS (Office of Mental Health) Invisible Populations of the Poor: Professional Perspectives and Service Systems Outcasts

3:30
Break

3:45
KAREN A CURTIS (U Delaware) Privatized Food Assistance: Saying No to Women and Children

4:00
VINCENT L YON-CALLO (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Transforming Medicalizing Discourses about Homelessness: The Advocacy Potential of Engaged Ethnographic Research

4:15
IRENE GLASSER (Eastern Connecticut State U) Homelessness in Hartford: An Anthropological View of a City

4:30
JANET M DOWNEY (Arizona State U) and LOUISA R STARK (Arizona State U) Residential Displacement among Juvenile Offenders in Phoenix, Arizona

4:45
JO ANNE SCHNEIDER (Temple U) The Dialectic Between Research and Practice: Reflections on Policy and Program Focused Welfare Reform Research Projects

5:00
Discussant: ANDREW H MAXWELL (Montclair State U)

5:15
Discussion

5:30
End of Session

1-102

Organizer: LISA YONEYAMA (U California-San Diego). Chairs: LISA LOWE (U California-San Diego), DAVID LLOYD (U California-Berkeley)

1:45
Introduction: LISA LOWE (U California-San Diego)

2:00
DIPESH CHAKRABARTY (U Chicago) The Time of History and the Time of Gods
2:15 REYNALDO C. ILETO (Australian National U) Outlines of a Nonlinear Emplotment of Philippine History
2:30 Discussant: AIHWA ONG (U California-Berkeley)
2:45 Break
3:00 HOMA HOODFAR (Concordia U) The Veil: A Symbol of Oppression or a Tool of Adaptation
3:30 Discussant: LISA B. ROFEL (U California-Santa Cruz)
3:45 Break
4:00 CHUNGMOO CHOI (U California-Irvine) Theaters of Resistance and Korean Decolonization
4:15 JACQUELINE URLA (U Massachusetts) But Is It Political?: Language Play in Basque Radical Youth Culture
4:30 GEORGE LIPSITZ (U California-San Diego) Globalization and Rememory
4:45 Discussant: ROGER ROUSE (U Michigan)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

1-103 INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIALOGUES: PRESENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Presidential Symposium)
Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers: JANE E. BIUKSTRA (U New Mexico/Ctr Amer Arch), DAVID MIDYETTE (U North Carolina-Greensboro). Chair: MARY KAYE SANDFORD (U North Carolina-Greensboro)
1:45 Introduction: JANE E. BIUKSTRA (U New Mexico/Ctr Amer Arch)
2:00 E J E SZATHMARY (U Manitoba) Genetics and Anthropology
2:15 Discussant: JOHN H. MOORE (U Florida)
2:30 DOUGLAS H. UBELAKER (Smithsonian Institution) Current and Future Issues in Skeletal Biology
2:45 Discussant: BRUCE D. SMITH (Smithsonian Institution)
3:00 Break
3:15 FRED H. SMITH (Northern Illinois U) Paleontology at the Precipice
3:30 Discussant: JAN F. SIMEK (U Tennessee)
3:45 BARBARA KING (C of William & Mary) What Prosimians, Monkeys, and Apes can Tell Us About the Origins of Language
4:00 Discussant: LOUANNA FURBEE (U Missouri-Columbia)
4:15 PETER S. RODMAN (U California-Davis) Current and Future Directions in Primate Behavior
4:30 Discussant: JOHN H. MOORE (U Florida)
4:45 Discussant: ROBERT A. BENFER (U Missouri-Columbia)
5:00 Discussant: MARY KAYE SANDFORD (U North Carolina-Greensboro)
5:15 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

1-104 INVITED SESSION: HOW CHILDREN AND ETHNOGRAPHERS LEARN A CULTURE (Society for Psychological Anthropology) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: ALAN P. FISKE (U California-Los Angeles)
1:45 Introduction: ALAN P. FISKE (U California-Los Angeles)
2:05 THOMAS S. WEISNER (U California-Los Angeles) Developmental Influences on Learning Culture: When Do Children's and Ethnographers' Competences Start to Converge?
2:25 PEGGY MILLER (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) and ANGELA R. WILEY (U Illinois) What Can We Learn from Children Learning to Talk?: Insights from Studies of Everyday Narrative
2:45 SUZANNE GASKINS (Northeastern Illinois U) The Window of Socialization
3:05 Discussant: HARRIET WHITEHEAD (Duke U)
3:25 Discussion
3:45 Break

4:05 ALLEN W JOHNSON (U California-Los Angeles) Modeling Unconscious Culture: Folktales' "Emotion Stories" as Inchoate Meaning

4:25 MICHAEL H AGAR (Ethnoworks) Second Childhood in the Field

4:45 Discussant: ROBERT DES JARLAIS (Sarah Lawrence C)

5:05 Discussion

5:30 End of Session

1-105 INVITED SESSION: BREAKING THE SOCIAL CONTRACT: THE FIGHT FOR PUBLIC RIGHTS (AAA Presidential Symposium) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer: IDA S SUSSER (Hunter C/CUNY Graduate Ctr). Chair: YOLANDA T MOSES (City C of New York)

1:45 Introduction

2:00 MANNING MARABLE (Columbia U)

2:20 NEIL SMITH (Rutgers U)

2:40 CAROL B STACK (U California-Berkeley)

3:00 KAREN BRODKIN (U California-Los Angeles)

3:20 Discussion

3:40 Break

4:00 MICHELLE FINE (City U of New York-Grad Center)

4:20 JACK GEIGER (CUNY)

4:40 LEITH P MULLINGS (CUNY-Graduate Center)

5:00 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

1-106 INVITED SESSION: COMPUTING THE FUTURE OF CULTURE: NEW APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING CULTURAL DYNAMICS (Central States Anthropological Society) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: NICHOLAS GESSLER (U California-Los Angeles)

1:45 NICHOLAS GESSLER (U California-Los Angeles) Artificial Culture: Experiments in Synthetic Anthropology

2:05 DWIGHT W READ (U California-Los Angeles) Culture as a Computational System

2:25 CATHY A SMALL (Northern Arizona U) Modeling Cultures: Confessions of a Traditional Ethnographer

2:45 FRANCISCO GUITIERREZ (IEPRI-U Nacional) Conflict, Cooperation and Culture

3:05 MICHAEL D FISCHER (U Kent at Canterbury) Shaping the Goals: The Logics or Cultural Processing in the Cook Islands

3:25 ROBERT REYNOLDS (Wayne State U) Cultural Algorithms: Crafting the Virtual Valley of Oaxaca

3:45 Break

4:00 CATHERINE A KEY (U C of London) The Evolution of Parental Investment

4:20 JOHN NEMARIC (Consulting Scientist) Robustus: A Model of Open-Ended Human Evolution and Environmental Adjustment

4:35 GEORGE J GUMERMAN (Santa Fe Inst) and ROBERT AXTELL (Brookings Inst) and JEFFERY DEAN (Arizona-Massachusetts) Artificial Anasazi: An Agent-Based Model of Long House Valley, Arizona

4:55 ROBERT AXTELL (Brookings Inst) and JOSHUA EPSTEIN (Brookings Inst) Growing Artificial Societies: Social Science from the Bottom Up

5:15 CHARLES OSTMAN (Mondo 2000 Magazine) The Virtual Terraform Beyond the New Event Horizon

5:30 Discussant: J STEPHEN LANSING (U Michigan)

5:45 End of Session

1-108 SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES. Board of Directors

4:00-5:30 Kalorama, Terrace Level
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 20

1-109  
THE INTERSECTION OF POLITICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY  
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)  
International Ballroom West, Concourse Level  
Organizers/Chairs: DAVID H PRICE (St Martin’s C), WILLIAM J PEACE  
4:00  
DOROTHEA DE WETT (U Florida) Pocket-Book Ethnology: Anthropology for War  
4:15  
ANTONIO LAURIA-PERRICELLI (New School for Social Research) The Political/Policy Context of Anthropological Research in Puerto Rico  
4:30  
GERARD COLBY and CHARLOTTE DENNETT The Impact of Corporate Funding and Counter-Insurgency on Anthropological Approaches to Indigenous Peoples  
4:45  
STEPHEN P REYNA (U New Hampshire) Right and Might, of Approximate Truths and Apprehensible Moralities  
5:00  
DAVID H PRICE (St Martin’s C) Anthropologists on Trial: The Lessons of McCarthyism  
5:15  
WILLIAM J PEACE The Impact of the Palmer Raids on American Anthropology  
5:30  
Discussant: ANDRE GUNDER FRANK (U Amsterdam)  
5:45  
End of Session

1-110  
INVITED SESSION: RECONSTRUCTING THE PARENT DISCIPLINE’S FOUNDATION: MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS IN HONOR OF ARTHUR RUBEL  
(Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level  
Organizers/Chairs: SOHEIR A MORSY (Tufts U), CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist U)  
4:00  
CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist U) and JOSEPHINE RYAN (Southern Methodist) Gender, Virility and Reproductive Health in Urban Jamaican  
4:15  
ROBERT HAHN (Centers for Disease Control) Ethnomedicines as a Cause of Sickness  
4:30  
HANS A BAER (U Arkansas-Little Rock) Dominative Medical Systems as Reflections of Social Relations in the Larger Society  
4:45  
ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State U) Critical Medical Anthropology and Political Ecology: Toward a New Political Ecology of Health  
5:00  
DEANNA J TRAKAS (Inst of Child Health-Greece) Children’s Illness Narratives about Asthma: A View of Their Social Worlds  
5:15  
LUIS ALBERTO G VARGAS (National U of Mexico) and LETICIA E CASILLAS Teaching Medical Anthropology in Mexico  
5:30  
Discussant: CHARLES M LESLIE (U Delaware)  
5:45  
End of Session

1-111  
MALE GENDER AND HEALTH: CULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES  
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Conservatory, Terrace Level  
Organizer/Chair: PETER J BROWN (Emory U)  
4:00  
PETER J BROWN (Emory U) Anthropological Approaches to Male Gender, Health and the Mortality Gap  
4:15  
JAMES K RILLING (Emory U) Aggressive Behavior Among Men: Biological Underpinnings  
4:30  
MARK B PADILLA (Emory U) When Health Information Fails: AIDS, Gay Men & Psychological Risk  
4:45  
PEGGY F BARLETT (Emory U) Masculinity, Stress, and Sustainable Agriculture  
5:00  
MARCIA C INHORN (Emory U) “The Worms are Weak”: Male Infertility and Cultural Paradox in Egypt  
5:15  
JEREMY F DAHL (Emory U) Female Choice in Hominoids: Evolution of a Conflict for Males  
5:30  
RONALD L BARRETT (Emory U) Male Health and Leprosy in India: Biocultural Influences on Sex Differences in a Chronic Infectious Disease  
5:45  
End of Session

1-112  
MEASURING CULTURAL ATTACHMENT TO PLACE: ISSUES FOR IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
(Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  
Jefferson East, Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: BENITA J HOWELL (U Tennessee-Knoxville)
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 20

4:00  BENITA J HOWELL (U Tennessee-Knoxville) Conceptualizing Attachment to Place in Theory and Practice
4:15  AMY K WOLFE (Oak Ridge Nat'l Laboratory) and SUSAN M SCHEXNAYDER (U Tennessee) Cultural Attachment to Place? Conducting Assessments Under Real-World Institutional Constraints
4:30  MELINDA BOLLAR WAGNER (Radford U) Drawing the Line Between People and Power: Measuring Cultural Attachment to Place in a Proposed Power Line Corridor
4:45  LINDA KRUGER (USFS Pacific NW Res Station) and MARGARET SHANNON (Syracuse U) Understanding Place as a Cultural System

End of Session

1-113

WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS IN DIVERSE ALLIANCES: GLOBALIZATION AND CONFLICT (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: GRACIA CLARK (Indiana U)
4:00  GRACIA CLARK (Indiana U) Global Polarization Processes and Strategies for Feminist Alliances
4:15  DIANA E WELLS (New York U) Definitions of Difference: Cross-Ethnic Relations and Organizing Among Women in Trinidad
4:30  GWENDOLYN MIKELL (Georgetown U) Women’s Associations Under Conditions of War: Peacebuilding in Liberia and Sierra Leone
4:45  CONSTANCE SUTTON (New York U) and SHARI FELDMAN Mapping the Coalitional Politics and Agenda-Setting Successes of Women’s International NGOs
5:00  CRISTINA SZANTON BLANC (SAI/Columbia U) A Learning Process: Recent Confrontations Between Governments, International Agencies and NGOs
5:15  JULIE BODDY (Library of Congress) After Silkwood: The First Global Radiation Victims Conference and the Issue of Nuclear Secrecy
5:30  Discussant: JOAN P MENCHER (Lehman College-CUNY)
5:45  End of Session

1-114

LANGUAGE AND SPACE (PART II): CULTURAL SPACES AND SPATIALIZED IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: JACK SIDNELL (U Toronto)
4:00  LAURA M AHEARN (U South Carolina) “A Twisted Rope Binds My Waist”: Spatial Encompassment at Women’s Songfests in Nepal
4:15  TRACY M DUVALL (U Arizona) Tourist-Like Locals: Spatialized Patterns of Moral Compromise in Mazatlan, Mexico
4:30  RUDOLF P GAUDIO (U Arizona) Gender in Motion Through Hausa Muslim Discourse and Space
4:45  GABRIELLA MODAN (Georgetown U) Housing Rights, Discourse of Family, and Women’s Re-Inscription of Place
5:00  KELI D YERIAN (Georgetown U) Safe Space: Negotiating Bodily Autonomy in a Women’s Self-Defense Class
5:15  Discussant: WILLIAM HANKS (Northwestern U)
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

1-115

THE NEXT GENERATION: HOW NEW YORK CITY’S YOUNG ARE REACHING MATURITY WITHOUT A SOCIAL CONTRACT (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: JAGNA WOJCICKA SHARFF (City C-CUNY), SAM BECK (Cornell U)
Introduction: SAM BECK (Cornell U) Fighting to Stay Safe: Understanding "Adolescent Violence" Across School and Community Contexts

JENNIFER LUTTON (CUNY) Transnationalism and Education: Haitian Student Organizations in CUNY

JAGNA WOJCICKA SHARFF (City C-CUNY) And Lefty Listens to Mozart: Some Variables in the Upward Mobility of Inner City Youth

SAM BECK (Cornell U) Youth Who Make It: In-Context Learning in New York City

Discussant: CRISTINA SZANTON BLANC (SAI/Columbia U)

Discussion

END OF SESSION

GLOBAL CITIES: UNITY AND SEGREGATION (Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level

AYFER S BARTU (U California-Berkeley) Istanbul: Redefining the Public Sphere Through Fortified Enclaves

LINDSAY DUBOIS (Dalhousie U) Buenos Aires: Chaos Out of Order

WILLIAM J GLOVER (U California-Berkeley) Lahore: Rethinking "Westernization" in a Post-Colonial Metropolis

PETRA KUPPINGER (New School for Social Research) Cairo: Notes on a Railway Crossing

ROBIN LEBARON (New School for Social Research) New York City: Community Control and Inner City Spaces

LAURA ROUSH (New School for Social Research) Mexico City: Displacement and the Political Imaginary

Discussant: TERESA CALDEIRA (U California-Irvine)

END OF SESSION

THE DEAD BODY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (U California-Berkeley) Blood in the Garden: The St. James Church Massacre and Its Aftermath


ROBERT H KIRSCHNER (U Chicago) Identification of Disappeared Persons: Restoring Identity to the Dead and to the Living

MEIRA WEISS (U Jerusalem) The Children of Yemen: Doing Ethnography in an Institute of Forensic Medicine

Discussant: SHARON KAUFMAN (U California-San Francisco)

END OF SESSION

ENVIRONMENTAL DISCOURSE, CONSERVATION AND RISK PERCEPTION (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Salon, Hotel Sofitel

JESSICA GLICKEN (Ecological Ping & Toxicology) The Risk Society: Changing Definitions of Risk and Their Impact on Social Mechanisms for Risk Management

THERESA A SATTERFIELD (Decision Research-Oregon) The Burden of Belief and the Challenge of Blame: Conflict and Contradiction in Expressions of Impact and Reports of Disease
4:30 ARTHUR A OYOLA-YEMAIEL (Florida International U) and JANET M CHERNELA (Florida International U) Military, Tourism and Conservation: Analysis of the Transfer of the US Canal Zone to Panamanian Authorities

4:45 JULIA MURPHY (York U-Toronto) Environmental Discourses Around the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, Mexico

5:00 LUIS A VIVANCO (Princeton U) Constructing the National and the Global in Environmental Struggles: The Fight for the Santa Elena Cloud Forest Reserve

5:15 SARAH HILL (Johns Hopkins U/COLEF) A Taxonomy of Toxics: Street Drugs and the Environment on the US-Mexico Border

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

1-119 COMMODITIZATION AND CULTURE: THE POLITICS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS
(Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: JULIA OLSON (Stanford U)

4:00 W ALEX GREENE (U California-Davis) Belizean Herbal Healing and the Erotic Life of Property

4:15 GREG JOHNSON (U Chicago) The Provenance of Providence, or the Origins of the Sacred: Interpretation and Intent in a NAGPRA Test Case

4:30 CATHY ANN HOSHOUR (Harvard U) Resettlement and the State: Constructions of Place in Indonesia


5:00 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

1-120 ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTS NEGOTIATING MULTICULTURAL SCHOOLS
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Chair: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh)

4:00 KENDALL W KROESEN (U California-Los Angeles), LESLIE REESE (U California-Los Angeles) and RONALD GALLIMORE (U California-Los Angeles) Navigating Multiple Worlds: Latino Children Becoming Adolescents in Los Angeles

4:15 PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Academic Performance of Immigrant Minorities: Iranian Youth in US Schools

4:30 M J MCREYNOLDS (U New Mexico) Uncertainties, Responsibilities and Rewards: Educational Success Among Native American Women Attending College

4:45 RIVKA EISIKOVITS (U Haifa, Israel) Gender-Based Perceptions of Immigrant Youths From the Former USSR on the Acculturative Role of Israeli Schools

5:00 NANCY C GOnOVI (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Negotiations and Meanings in African-American Parent-School Involvement

5:15 Discussant: JEANNETTE ABI-NADER

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

1-121 AAA COMMITTEE ON EXTERNAL RELATIONS
4:00-7:00 Dupont, Terrace Level

1-122 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
4:00-8:00 Hamilton, Terrace Level

1-123 1997 WINNERS OF AN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
4:00 DAVID MACDOUGALL (Australian National U) Tempus de Baristas
5:40  BREAK AND DISCUSSION
5:55  RICHARD GORDON (Long Bow Group) and CARMA HINSTON (Long Bow Group)
     The Gate of Heavenly Peace
9:00  End of Session

1-124  GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Committee on Teaching Anthropology
       Business Meeting
       5:30-7:00  Salon, Hotel Sofitel

1-125  CAE COMMITTEE #7: BLACKS IN EDUCATION. Business Meeting, Monroe
       West, Concourse Level
       5:30-7:00  Chair: YVETTE BABER

1-126  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Board of
       Directors
       5:30-7:00  Bancroft, Terrace Level

1-127  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. Executive Committee
       6:00-8:00  Grant, Terrace Level

1-128  SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Executive Board
       6:00-9:00  Kalorama, Terrace Level

1-129  VISUAL IMAGES OF SCHOOLING AROUND THE WORLD (CAE Committee #5:
       Transnational Issues in Education) Conservatory, Terrace Level. Hosted
       reception follows the panel.
       6:15-7:30  Organizer/Chair: COLIN GREEN (Georgia State U)

1-130  THE PLACE OF ARCHEOLOGY IN THE AAA: ORGANIZATIONAL REFORM
       (Archeology Division)
       6:15-7:30  Jefferson West, Concourse Level

1-131  CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE. Business Meeting
       6:15-7:30  Lincoln East, Concourse Level
       Chair: WILLIAM LOKER (California State U-Chico)

1-132  ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Business
       Meeting Lincoln West, Concourse Level
       6:15-7:30  Chair: SALLY MERRY

1-133  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting
       6:15-7:30  Jefferson East, Concourse Level

1-134  IUAES COMMISSION ON ANTHROPOLOGY IN POLICY AND PRACTICE
       (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) South Salon, Hotel
       Sofitel
       6:15-7:30  Chair: MARIETTA L BABA (Wayne State U)

1-135  SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
       6:15-7:30  Farragut, Terrace Level

1-136  SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
       6:15-7:30  Office 4, Concourse Level
1-137 ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting.  
Cabinet Room, Concourse Level  
6:15-7:30  
Chair: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard U)

1-138 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Disability Research Interest Group  
Caucus Room, Terrace Level  
6:15-7:30

1-139 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Council on Anthropology and Reproduction. Chevy Chase, Terrace Level  
6:15-7:30 Caucus Room, Terrace Level

1-140 SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES. Business Meeting. Georgetown East, Concourse Level  
6:15-7:30  
Chair: MARK LEWINE (Cuyahoga Community C)

1-141 ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting. Military Room, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.  
6:15-7:30  
Chair: LOUISE LAMPHERE (U New Mexico)

1-142 ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SECTION. Board of Directors  
Edison, Terrace Level  
6:15-7:30

1-143A THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND CONTRACT ETHNOGRAPHY (National Park Service) Monroe East, Concourse Level  
6:15-7:30  
Chair: MURIEL CRESPI (National Park Service)

1-143 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. MAQ Editorial Board  
North Salon, Hotel Sofitel  
6:15-8:15

1-144 SMA WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE (Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.  
6:30-8:30  
Table 1: PATRICIA MARSHALL, Bioethics and the Culture of Dying  
Table 2: PETER BROWN, Social Construction of the Male Gender: Effects on Health  
Table 3: JILL E KORBIN, Violence in Families: The Approach from Medical Anthropology  
Table 4: MICHELE SHEDLIN, Focus Groups in Research on Drugs, Sex and HIV: Special Issues of Rigor and Confidentiality  
Table 5: PENN HANDWERKER, Meaning, Minds and Transformative Experiences: Violence and Women’s Health  
Table 6: MERRILL SINGER, Anthropology, Politics and the Controversies over the Needle Exchange Program  
Table 7: SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM, The Future of Long-Term Ethnographic Research in Medical Anthropology  
Table 8: RHONDA J MOORE, Spirituality, Social Supports and Breast Cancer: The Case of African-American Women

1-145 FILM AND VIDEO OPEN SCREENING (Society for Visual Anthropology)  
Office 2, Concourse Level  
7:00-8:00

1-146 AAA BUSINESS MEETING. International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level  
Chair: YOLANDA MOSES (AAA President)  
7:30-8:30

1-147 ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION INTEREST GROUP. Board of Directors  
Edison, Terrace Level  
8:30-9:30
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1-148  SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
8:30-10:30  Dupont, Terrace Level

1-149  COFFEE/JAZZ BAR CAFE
8:30-10:30  International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

---
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2-001  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Special Committee Representatives.
7:30-8:45  Hamilton, Terrace Level

2-002  SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
7:30-9:00  Dupont, Terrace Level

2-003  ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE QUAKER PERSPECTIVE
8:00-9:30  South Salon, Hotel Sofitel

2-004  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY. Mentor Program Evaluation Meeting
8:00-9:30  Grant, Terrace Level

2-005  STAMPING OUT THE PAST & BUILDING NEW FUTURES: COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF IDENTITIES, INTEGRATION & EDUCATIONAL DEFICIT REDUCTION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: JOSE MACIAS (U Texas-San Antonio). Chair: PHYLLIS M RYAN (Universidad Nacional Autonoma)
8:00 Introduction: DIANA L BROOK (U Georgia)
8:15 COLIN D GREEN (Georgia State U) Disrupting Segregated Identities: Integrated Schooling in Northern Ireland
8:30 PHYLLIS M RYAN (Universidad Nacional Autonoma) The Sharing of Identities (Mexico)
8:45 DIANA L BROOK (U Georgia) Overcoming the Apartheid Legacy, Building a New South Africa: Elements of Transformation and Development
9:00 JOSE MACIAS (U Texas-San Antonio) National Ideologies, Ethnic Stratification: Political Education and Democratic Futures for German and US Ethnic Communities
9:30 Discussant: KATHRYN ANDERSON-LEVITT (Michigan-Dearborn)
9:45 End of Session

2-006  INVITED SESSION: TRANSNATIONAL FEMINISM: A DIFFERENTIATED GLOBAL SOCIAL MOVEMENT (Association for Feminist Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: MAYFAIR YANG (U California-Santa Barbara)
8:00 GONUL ERTEM (U Texas-Austin) Waging War Against Feminism? Gender Discourses Among Cherkess Women in Turkey
8:15 KAMALA VISWESWARAN (U Texas-Austin) "Why I Am Not a Feminist": Anti-Feminist Pronouncements as Neo-Colonial Critique
8:30 MAYFAIR YANG (U California-Santa Barbara) From Gender Erasure to Gender Difference: State Feminism, Consumer Sexuality & a Feminist Public Sphere in China
8:45  ANA DEVIC (U California-San Diego) Women in Black in Serbia: From Private to Public Space
9:00  MALATHI N DE ALWIS (U Chicago) Feminist Responses to Feminized Protests in Contemporary Sri Lanka
9:15  MARGOT BADRAN (American Research Ctr-Egypt) Gendering Unified Yemen: Feminist Past and Presents
9:30  Discussant: HENRIETTA MOORE (London School of Economics)
9:45  End of Session

2-007  THE SEMIOTICS AND RHETORIC OF MODERNITY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: GREGORY P URBAN (U Pensylvania), BENJAMIN LEE (Rice U)
8:00  RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana U) Antiquarianism and the Semiotic Construction of Modernity
8:15  KATHLEEN STEWART (U Texas-Austin) The Subject of Modernism
8:30  BENJAMIN LEE (Rice U) The Semiotics of Peoplehood
8:45  GREGORY P URBAN (U Pennsylvania) Modern Cultural Replication and Its Semiotic Properties
9:00  VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Thoughts on an Anthropology of Un-Understanding
9:15  Discussant: SANDRA BARNES (U Pennsylvania)
9:30  Discussant: WEBB KEANE (U Michigan)
9:45  End of Session

2-008  INVITED SESSION: CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF HEALING IN THE US (Society for Medical Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: SUSAN E KEEFE (Appalachian State U), LISA J LEFLER (U Oklahoma)
8:00  LISA J LEFLER (U Oklahoma) Contemporary Healers Among the Eastern Band of Cherokee
8:15  ROBERTA D BAER (U South Florida) Folk Beliefs About Illness Among Middle Class Americans
8:30  SUSAN E KEEFE (Appalachian State U) Religious Healing in Southern Appalachia
8:45  HOLLY F MATHEWS (East Carolina U) Integrating Religious and Biomedical Understandings of Breast Cancer
9:00  MARY KAYE SANDFORD (U North Carolina-Greensboro) and EILEEN M JACKSON (U North Carolina-Greensboro) A Different Kind of Healing: The Experiences of Acadian Mothers Following the Births of Infants with Neural Tube Defects
9:15  CHARLOTTE F CHASE (Clinch Valley C/U of Virginia) Teaching Culturally Relevant Practice to Appalachian Nursing Students
9:30  Discussant: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia State U)
9:45  End of Session

2-009  INVITED SESSION: REDEFINING CIVIL SOCIETY: DEBATES AND CRITIQUES FOR ANTHROPOLOGY (Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizers: EVE DARIAN-SMITH (U California-Santa Barbara), KATHLEEN M SULLIVAN (U California-Santa Barbara), Chair: EVE DARIAN-SMITH (U California-Santa Barbara)
8:00  RICHARD I KAPLAN (U California-Santa Barbara) Press, Public Sphere and Political Community: The Shifting Politics of the American News Media, 1865-1920
8:15  KATHLEEN M SULLIVAN (U California-Santa Barbara) Media-tion of the Public Sphere: Quota Systems in Pacific Northwest Fisheries
8:30  J PETER BROSIUS (U Georgia) Green Dots, Pink Hearts: The Progress of Civility in Environmental Politics
8:45  DAVID C KNOWLTON (Rio Negro Associates) Defending the City of God: Religious Conflicts with the Politics of the Civil Society
9:00  ANDREW APTER (U Chicago) The Uncivil Society: Reflections on Contemporary Nigeria
9:15  ELIZABETH C DUNN (John Hopkins U) Consumerism and Civil Society in Poland
9:30  Discussant: MAYFAIR YANG (U California-Santa Barbara)
9:45  End of Session

**2-010**

**POWER AND THE SELF** (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology)  
**Monroe West,** Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: JEANNETTE MARIE MAGEO (Washington State U)
8:00  JEANNETTE MARIE MAGEO (Washington State U) Gendering Discourses on Self
8:15  KATHERINE EWING (Duke U) The Role of Symbolic Violence in Shaping Self Representations: Turkish Women and Islam
8:30  ALEX HINTON (Emory U) Genocide and Purity: Embodiment, Self, and Power
8:45  HARRIET WHITEHEAD (Duke U) Old Men and Ancestors: A Study in Authority
9:00  WILLIAM S LACHICOTTE (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Intimate Powers, Public Selves: Bakhtin’s Space of Authoring
9:15  Discussant: BRUCE M KNAUFT (Emory U)
9:30  Discussant: CATHERINE LUTZ (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill)
9:45  End of Session

**2-011**

**INVITED SESSION: INTERROGATING INDIVIDUALS: DISCOURSES OF SUBJECTIVITY IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC (PART I)** (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
**Jefferson East,** Concourse Level  
Organizer/Chair: KAREN M SYKES (U Manchester)
8:00  JOHN P WENDEL (U Rochester) Questions of Context: Discourses of Subjectivity at an Elite Mission School in Micronesia
8:15  SANDRA C BAMFORD (U Lethbridge) Negotiating the Transnational Scene: Environmental Discourses in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea
8:30  JAMES F WEINER (U Adelaide) Residence, Land and Identity in Foi Public Speech, 1980-95
8:45  KAREN M SYKES (U Manchester) Possessive Individualism and “The Snatcher”: Displacements of Desire in Central New Ireland
9:00  DANILYN RUTHERFORD (U Chicago) Raiding the Market: Money and the Memory of Colonial Violence in Biak, Irian Jaya, Indonesia
9:15  DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst C) and FREDERICK ERRINGTON (Trinity C) Charter Myths for Global Traders: Entrepreneurial Desires in Contemporary Papua New Guinea
9:30  Discussant: ROY WAGNER (U Virginia)
9:45  End of Session

**2-012**

**CONSTRUCTION SITES: SEX IN THE CITY** (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
**Thoroughbred Room,** Concourse Level  
Organizers: LAURA J BELLOWS (U Virginia), AMY L NINETTO (U Virginia). Chair: LAURA J BELLOWS (U Virginia)
8:00  LAURA J BELLOWS (U Virginia) Sexing and Disciplining the Fertile Bodies of the Nation: Celebrating Indonesian Independence in Provincial Bali
8:15  MATTHEW E ENGELKE (U Virginia) Understanding Homosexuality in Harare: GALZ and the Zimbabwe International Book Fair
8:30  REBECCA J NASH (U Virginia) Welcome to the West: Opposition and Anti-Opposition to Prague’s Red-Light District
8:45  AMY L NINETTO (U Virginia) Feminism, Femininity, and Commodification in Russia
9:00  LIBBY VANN (U Virginia) Beauty Contestants and Defenders of the Nation: The Gendering of Vietnam’s Tourist Industry
9:15  Discussant: ANNE ALLISON (Duke U)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

2-013  RETHINKING SUSTAINABILITY (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: JAMES H MCDONALD (U Texas-San Antonio)
8:00  PATRICK WILLIAMS (U Florida) Globalization of the Market Economy and the Impact on Local Agrarian Communities of Andean Peru
8:15  SUSAN L ANDREATTA (U North Carolina-Greensboro) Transformation of the Agro-Food Sector: Lessons from the Caribbean
8:30  ADRIANA PREMAT (York U) Ruralizing the City: Urban Agriculture and Change in Havana
8:45  DAVID O BROWN (Texas Arch Research Lab/U Texas) Farming Old Fields: Continuity and Change in a Constructed Landscape
9:00  THOMAS D KING (U Iowa) Participatory Development and Co-Management in Fisheries
9:15  SHUBHRA GURURANI (York U) Gender, Caste and Forest Rights in Uttarakhand Himalayas, India
9:30  CYNTHIA A CONE (Hamline U) and CLAIRE HERO (Hamline U) Seeking the Good Life Through Community Supported Agriculture
9:45  End of Session

2-014  BREAKFAST ROUNDTABLE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON NATIONAL WELFARE REFORM (Society for Urban Anthropology). Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-10:00  Table 1: IRENE GLASSER (Eastern Connecticut State U) Welfare Reform’s Impact on Poor Families
Table 2: MARY ANN MYERS (Phil Ofe of Mental Health) Welfare Reform and the Mentally Ill
Table 3: DAVID BERISS (Nt Coalition for the Homeless) Welfare Reform and the Homeless
Table 4: DAVID HOWELL (Immigration/Naturalization Svc) The Implications of Welfare and Immigration Reform for Refugees
Table 5: ANN RYNEARSON Local-Level Impacts of Welfare/Immigration Reform on Refugees and Immigrants

2-015  WORKSHOP: STRATEGIES FOR INTERACTING EFFECTIVELY WITH MEDIA PROFESSIONALS: AN INTRODUCTION (AAA) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-11:00  Leader: JULIA GHESING (Cultural Connections)

2-016  WORKSHOP: ACTING OUT III: NEEDS ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION FOR SIMULATIONS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, General Anthropology Division) Kalorama Room, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-11:00  Leaders: LORNA MCDUGALL (Northeastern Illinois U), KIM MARTIN

2-017  THE ROLE OF MEMORY IN THE PERSISTENCE OF JEWISH IDENTITY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: GUY H HASKELL (Emory U)
8:00  Introduction: GUY H HASKELL (Emory U)
8:15  JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State U) Parental Memories in the Construction of the Emigrant Child’s Identity
8:30  SAMUEL COOPER (Bar Ilan U) Memory at the Tip of Your Pinkie: Identity & Authenticity in Israeli Religious Life
8:45  JACK GLAZIER (Oberlin C) Thirty Boxes of Immigrant Letters: Inscriptions of History, Tests of Memory
2-018
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF RELIGION: WORLDVIEW—SYMBOLIC STRUCTURE—MATERIAL REMAINS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: DEBORAH J SHEPHERD (U Minnesota)

8:00
Introduction: DEBORAH J SHEPHERD (U Minnesota)

8:15
PETER F BIEHL (U California-Berkeley) Houses and temples: A Re-Construction of Religion in Prehistoric Europe

8:30
KARA NICHOLAS (U California-Los Angeles) Ethnography and Ancient Images: Making the Leap from Ceramic Sherds to Ritual

8:45
PHILLIP E MINTHORN, JR (American U) Ritual Cutting: An Example From the Columbia Plateau

9:00
Break

9:30
CECILIE LARSEN (Stavanger Museum of Arch) The Mound-A Center in Cosmos

9:45
ANDREW C COHEN (Bryn Mawr C) Death Rituals and Social Change: A Case Study from Early Dynastic III Southern Mesopotamia

10:00
NEIL PRICE (Inst Archaeology, U Uppsala) "The Home of Their Shapes": Toward a Cognitive Archaeology of Viking-Age Religion

10:15
MICHEL NOTELID (Inst Archaeology, U Uppsala) Seeing Activity as Ritual: A Hermeneutical Stance for the Archaeology of Religion

10:30
Discussant: GUY E GIBBON (U Minnesota)

10:45
Discussion

11:45
End of Session

2-019
INVITED SESSION: QUEER CHALLENGES: LESBIAN/GAY/BISEXUAL/TRANSGENDERED ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Commission on Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgendered Concerns in Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: DEBORAH P AMORY (SUNY-Purchase)

8:00
DAVID VALENTINE (New York U) My Key Informant Wrote the Book: Queer Activism, Queer Theory and Queer Anthropology

8:15
REBECCA ETZ (Rutgers U) Queer Network

8:30
FERNANDO F ONA (U California-San Francisco) Fisting Foucault: Homeplaces as Queer Heterotopias Among the Ygapiacs in Northern California

8:45
Discussant: JOSE MUNOZ (New York U)

9:00
ANTONIA CHAO (Cornell U) The Violence of Mimicry

9:15
WESLEY K THOMAS (U Washington-Seattle) Leaving Navajo Nation with Flowers in Their Hair: Urbanization of Navajo Gay Men Since the 1960s

9:30
DEBORAH A ELLISTON (New York U) Anthropology’s Queer Future: Feminist Lessons from “Tahiti and Her Islands”

9:45
Discussant: EVELYN BLACKWOOD (Purdue U)
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10:00  Break
10:15  ROBERT A SCHMIDT (U California-Berkeley) Building a Future in the Past: The Contribution of Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Studies to Archaeology
10:30  JARED BRAITERMAN (Stanford U) PhD in Beauty: The Memoirs of Dr Mrs Gigi L'Amoure
10:45  SARAH E MURRAY (U California-Berkeley) The Anthropology Information Project on Family, Kinship and Sexuality: A Proposal for a Public Education Campaign
11:00  Discussant: DEBORAH P AMORY (SUNY-Purchase)
11:15  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

2-020  INVITED SESSION: IMAGINING WAR AND IMAGINING PEACE IN AFRICA: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (Association for Africanist Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan State U), MARC B SOMMERS (Boston U)
8:00  WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan State U) One Dimensional Reality? War, Violence, Reconciliation and Contemporary Africa
8:15  DAVID HUGHES (U California-Berkeley) Mozambican War and Zimbabwean Turf: Control Over Land and People
8:30  ROBERT K HITCHCOCK (U Nebraska-Lincoln) and RALPH J HARTLEY (National Park Service) Post-Conflict Approaches to Social Justice in Eastern and Southern Africa: Strategies for Cooperation or Competition?
8:45  CAROLYN R NORDSTROM (U California-Berkeley) The Next 100 Years of War; or Why is Imagination Suddenly Important in Anthropology?
9:00  Discussant: JENNIFER DOUGLAS (USAID)
9:15  Discussant: JOHN ZAVALES (Department of Defense)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  Break
10:00  FRANCESCA DECLICH (Istituto U Orientale) Coping with Violence From the War in Somalia: Marginal Groups in Exile
10:15  CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR (U Alabama-Birmingham) Sons of Kigwa, Sons of Kanyarwanda: The Hamitic Hypothesis in Central Africa
10:30  SUSAN E COOK (Yale U) Documenting Genocide: Cambodia's Lessons for Rwanda
10:45  MARC B SOMMERS (Boston U) Justice of Forgiveness? Models of Reconciliation in Rwanda and Beyond
11:00  Discussant: KAROLI MIRONKO (Yale U)
11:15  Discussant: JOHN ERIKSSON (Consultant)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

2-021  INVITED SESSION: GLOBALIZATION AND INDIGENOUS IDENTITY IN EARLY EXPANSIONARY STATES (Archeology Division) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizer: PETER S WELLS (U Minnesota). Chair: GIL STEIN (Northwestern U)
8:00  GIL STEIN (Northwestern U) Encapsulated Identities: Domains of Interaction Between a Mesopotamian Trade Diaspora and Its Anatolian Host Community
8:15  PHILIP L KOHL (Wellesley C) Indigenous Responses to External Pressures in the Caucasus 3600-600 BC
8:30  JAMES C WRIGHT (Bryn Mawr C) Colonial Encounters and Embraces Among Aegean Bronze Age Societies
8:45  LOTHAR FALKENHAUSEN (U California-Los Angeles) Diversity and Integration Along the Western Peripheries of Bronze Age China
9:00  MICHAEL DIETLER (U Chicago) Colonial Ethnoscapes in Iron Age Mediterranean France
9:15  Break
9:30  PETER S WELLS (U Minnesota) Global Consciousness and Local Constructions: Frontiers of Identity in Roman Europe
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9:45 EDWARD M SCHORTMAN (Kenyon C), PATRICIA A URBAN (Kenyon C) and MARNE AUSEC (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Identity Formation in Prehispanic Southeastern Mesoamerica

10:00 CARLA M SINOPOLI (U Michigan) Identity in the Vijayanagara Empire of South India: Regional, Political and Trans-Polity Processes

10:15 TERENCE N D’ALTROY (Columbia U) and CHAD GIFFORD (Columbia U) The Politics of Identity in the Inka Empire

10:30 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

2-022

APPROPRIATION, CULTURAL SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMODIFICATION (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Georgetown East, Concourse Level

Organizers: KATHLEEN B LOWREY (U Chicago), JESSICA S JEROME (U Chicago). Chair: L SHANE GREENE (U Chicago)

8:00 TRESSA L BERMAN (Arizona State U West) Cultural and Intellectual Property Rights: State of the Arts

8:15 KATHLEEN B LOWREY (U Chicago) The Recruitment of Scientific Investigation to Creole and Indigenous “Self-Fashioning” in South America

8:30 MICHAEL F BROWN (Williams C) In Defense of the Public Domain: Night Thoughts on Cultural Property

8:45 JESSICA S JEROME (U Chicago) Structuring Nature: A Brief Examination of How International Legal Agreements Speak About Biodiversity

9:00 Discussant: LAURA NADER (U California-Berkeley)

9:15 Discussion

9:30 Break

9:45 PAUL KOCKELMAN (U Michigan) “The Commons” Path Toward Self-Consciousness: Q’eqchi’ Maya and Commoditization

10:00 ROSEMARY J COOMBE (U Toronto) The Raw and the Cooked Revisited: Environmental Knowledge and Indigenous Resources

10:15 L SHANE GREENE (U Chicago) Friendly Commodities, Fierce Politics: Negotiating Development, Ethnobotany and Identity in Aguaruna Territory, Peru

10:30 THOMAS C GREAVES (Bucknell U) Crazy Horse and Kennewick Man: Appropriation by the Case

10:45 ROBERTO GONZALEZ (U California-Berkeley) Coffee and the Invention of “Traditional” Agriculture: Commodification and Cultural Knowledge in the Sierra Juarez of Oaxaca

11:00 Discussant: MARIA MANUELA C DA CUNHA (U Chicago)

11:15 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

2-023

INVITED SESSION: CULTURE/POWER/HISTORY/NATURE: PAPERS IN HONOR OF ROY A RAPPAPORT. (Anthropology & Environment Section)

International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: ALETTA BIESSACK (U Oregon), JAMES B GREENBERG (U Arizona)

8:00 Introduction: ALETTA BIESSACK (U Oregon)

8:15 JONATHAN FRIEDMAN (U Lund) Ecological Consciousness and the Decline of “Civilization”: The Ontology, Cosmology and Ideology of Nonequilibrium Living Systems

8:30 PHILIPPE DESCOLA (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en SS) The Ecology of Rituals

8:45 ALF F HORNBORG (Lund U) Ecological Knowledge and Personhood: Rethinking Cognized Models

9:00 J. STEPHEN LANSING (U Michigan) Managing the Commons in Bali: The Role of Ecological Feedback in Sustaining Cooperation

9:15 JAMES B GREENBERG (U Arizona) Territories, Commodities, and Ecology: Examples From the Upper Gulf of California

9:30 Break
9:45 ALETTA BIERSAK (U Oregon) Men, Mines, and the Environment: Gendering Mining at Mt Kare and Porgera, the New Guinea Highlands
10:00 GISLI PALSSON (U Iceland) The “Charm and Terror” of Human Ecology: Nature and Society in the Age of Post-Modernity
10:15 MICHAEL R DOVE (East-West Center/U of Hawaii) Narrow Premises for Wider Audiences: Reappraising Theory in Terms of Praxis in Ecological Anthropology
10:30 CONRAD P KOTTAK (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) The New Ecological Anthropology: A Programmatic Statement
10:45 Discussant: ARTURO ESCOBAR (U Massachusetts-Amherst)
11:00 Discussant: ANDREW P VAYDA (Cook C/Rutgers U)
11:15 Discussant: MAURICE GODIELIER (EHESS-Paris)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

2-024 DISPLACEMENT AND DISCONTENT: RESPONSES TO NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND GLOBALIZATION IN INDONESIA AND MALAYSIA
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Map Room, Terrace Level
Organizers: JULIET P LEE (U Virginia), CHRIS DUNCAN (Yale U). Chair: JOEL KUIPERS (George Washington U)
8:00 SANDRA PANNELL (James Cook U-Australia) Did the Earth Move for You?: The Social Seismology of a “Natural” Disaster in Maluku
8:15 JENNIFER G LEITH (U East Anglia) The Way Out is the Way In: Rural Roads and Constructing Identity in Halmahera, Indonesia
8:30 JULIET P LEE (U Virginia) Separation of Powers: Installing a Village Leader in Ambon, Indonesia
8:45 JOH BAP KUSTANTO (Yale U) The Politics of Ethnic Identity and Assimilation Among the Sungkung of West Kalimantan, Indonesia
9:00 GWEN EVANS (U Chicago) The New Order and Roman Catholicism in Flores and East Timor: What Happens When Your Local is Already Global?
9:15 Discussant: JOEL KUIPERS (George Washington U)
9:30 Break
9:45 SIGNE HOWELL (U Oslo-Norway) Reaffirmations of Societal Identity in the Face of “Development”: The Chewong Return to the Forest
10:00 RUPERT S STASCH (U Chicago) Alternation and Ambivalence in Korowai Approaches to Village Space
10:15 CHRIS DUNCAN (Yale U) Becoming Indonesian: The Resettlement and Incorporation of the Forest Tobelo of Central Halmahera
10:45 DAVID T BALDWIN (U Lethbridge) Negotiating Cultures on Taliabu, Indonesia: Anthropological Reflections in a Frontier Zone
11:00 Discussant: SUSAN MCKINNON (U Virginia)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

2-025 FRANZ BOAS: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE MAN AND HIS ANTHROPOLOGY
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: HERBERT S LEWIS (U Wisconsin-Madison)
8:00 DOUGLAS COLE (Simon Fraser U) Circles of Identity: The “Cultures” of Franz Boas
8:15 JULIE LISS (Scripps C) Franz Boas and the “Problem” of Jewishness
8:30 LEE D BAKER (Columbia U) Franz Boas was a Public Intellectual, Right?
8:45 REGNA DARNELL (U Western Ontario) Franz Boas and His Relationship to His First Generation of Students
9:00 ROSEMARY ZUMWALT (Davidson C) “Our Narrow Circle”: Franz Boas and His Students
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>HERBERT S LEWIS (U Wisconsin-Madison) Franz Boas’s Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Theoretical Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>RÖGER SANJEK (Queens C-CUNY) Boas’s Ethnography: Notes of an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthropological Grandchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>ALDONA JONAITIS (U Alaska Museum) Franz Boas and the Mowachaht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whaler’s Shrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>ABRAHAM ROSMAN (Barnard C) and PAULA RUBEL (Barnard C/Columbia U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boas and the Legacy of Primitive Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Discussant: GEORGE W STOCKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-026</td>
<td>&quot;TWO, THREE, MANY VIETNAMS&quot;: ETHNOGRAPHY IN VIETNAM TODAY (Reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by American Ethnological Society) Salon, Hotel Sofitel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer/Chair: FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Introduction: FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>ERIC CRYSTAL (U California-Berkeley) Black Tai and Hmong: Issues in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minority Adaptation in Upland Son La Province, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>CHI H TRUONG (U Toronto) Socio-Economic Transition in an E.De (Rhae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commune in the Central Highlands of Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>NEIL L JAMIESON (Winrock International) The Sociology of Upland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development in Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussant: HJORLEIFUR RAFN JONSSON (Cornell U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>NGO DUC THINH (Vietnam Inst of Folk Culture) The Vietnamese Village:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tradition and Renovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>TO NGOC THANH (Vietnam Inst of Culture &amp; Arts) Folk Performances in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Social Conditions of Contemporary Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>GISELLE BOUSQUET (California State U-Fresno) &quot;Imagining Indochine&quot;:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French Discourse on Colonial Boundaries in a Post-Colonial Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>MAUREEN P FEENEY (U Michigan) Vietnamese and US Ethnographers: Bridging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Cold War Divide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>FRANK PROSCHAN (Indiana U) &quot;Cheuang Will Come Again&quot;: Kmhmu Ethnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rebellions in Folklore, History, and Ethnohistoriography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: H LEEDOM LEFFERTS (Drew U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-027</td>
<td>INVITED SESSION: VALUE ADDED: INTEGRATIVE THEORY AND RESEARCH IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Symposium) Lincoln West, Concourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizers/Chairs: CAROL M WORTHMAN (Emory U), JAMES J MCKENNA (U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notre Dame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Introduction: CAROL M WORTHMAN (Emory U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>JAMES L BOONE (U New Mexico) Individual Agency and Social Power as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrative Conceptual Elements in the Future of Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>CHARLES L BRIGGS (U California-San Diego) Reclaiming Culture From</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culturalist Racism: Debating Race, Culture and Death in a Venezuelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cholera Epidemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>GILBERT H HERDT (U Chicago) Anthropology and Sex/Gender Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>ROBERT A PAUL (Emory U) Emerson in the Field: Disparate Discourses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and the Problem of Cultural Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>MICHAEL L BLAKEY (Howard U) Critical Biocultural and Engaged:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthropology for the 21st Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:00 JEANNINE COREIL (U South Florida) Cross-Disciplinary Integration of Anthropology in Biomedical and Public Health Contexts
10:15 GEORGE J ARMELAGOS (Emory U) Anthropology, Emerging Diseases, and Value-Added Intra and Interdisciplinary Study
10:30 WILLIAM W DRESSLER (U Alabama) Integrating the Study of Culture, Behavior and Biology
10:45 MONIQUE BORGERHOFF MULDER (U California-Davis) Emerging Integration Within Evolutionary Social Sciences: A Model for the Broader Field of Anthropology
11:00 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

2-028 WORKSHOP: FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA, American Association for the Advancement of Science) Edison, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
9:00-12:00 Leader: KAREN RAMEY BURNS (U Georgia)

2-029 AAA SECTION ASSEMBLY
9:00-12:00 Conservatory, Terrace Level

2-030 AAA ANTHROPOLOGY NEWSLETTER. Contributing Editors Meeting
9:30-11:30 Dupont, Terrace Level

2-031 WORKSHOP: COMMUNICATING ANTHROPOLOGY ON THE WEB (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
10:00-12:00 Leader: MERRY BRUNS (Ctr for Anthro & Science Communications)

2-032 HOW SCHOOLS STILL MATTER: CULTURAL PRODUCTION, KNOWLEDGE, AND IDENTITY IN LATE MODERNITY (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizers: BRADLEY A LEVINSON (Indiana U-Bloomington), JANISE HURTIG (U Illinois-Chicago) Chair: BRADLEY A LEVINSON (Indiana U-Bloomington)
10:15 KATHLEEN M ADAMS (Loyola U-Chicago) Schools and the Construction of a Pan-Regional Identity in Alor, Indonesia
10:30 JANISE HURTIG (U Illinois-Chicago) English Lessons and Neocolonial Longing in a Venezuelan High School
11:00 STEPHEN M REDER (Portland State U) Problems of Polycontextuality and Identity Formation Among Nontraditional Undergraduates
11:15 AMY STAMBACH (Penn State U) Graduation Rites and Wrongs
11:30 Discussant: DEBORAH REED-DANAHAY (U Texas-Arlington)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

2-033 INVITED SESSION: RESEARCH ETHICS IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: UPDATE AND DISCUSSION (AAA Committee on Ethics, Society for Medical Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: PAMELA L SANKAR (U Pennsylvania)
10:15 Introduction: PAMELA L SANKAR (U Pennsylvania)
10:30 Discussant: JOAN CASSELL (Washington U-St Louis)
10:45 Discussant: MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER (Rutgers U)
11:00 Discussant: TOM PUGLISI (NIH-OPRR)
11:15 Discussant: CAROLYN FLUEHR-LOBBAN (Rhode Island C)
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session
2-034  INVITED SESSION: CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE US: REWRITING THE CURRICULUM (Society for the Anthropology of North America, Association of Black Anthropologists) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: MARIA D VESPERI (New C)
10:15  JUDITH GOODE (Temple U) Confronting Preconceptions and Resistance in Teaching About Cultural Diversity in the US
10:30  MIRA ZUSSMAN (San Jose State U) Tolerance and Ultimate Truth
10:45  CHERYL MWARIA (Hofstra U) Diversity in the Context of Medical Anthropology: A New Look at the Curriculum
11:00  THOMAS C PATTERSON (Temple U) Diversity and Archaeology
11:15  Discussant: STEVEN F ARVIZU (CSU-Monterey Bay)
11:30  Discussant: IDA S SUSSER (Hunter C/CUNY Graduate Ctr)
11:45  Discussant: YOLANDA T MOSES (City C of New York)
12:00  End of Session

2-035  QUALITATIVE RESEARCH DESIGNS AND SCIENTIFIC MERIT (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: STUART PLATTNER (National Science Foundation)
10:15  Introduction: STUART PLATTNER (National Science Foundation)
10:30  JOAN I ABLON (U California-San Francisco) In Search of the Elephant Man: The Lived Experience of Neurofibromatosis 1
10:45  PETER A METCALF (U Virginia) Questioning Communities
11:00  DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY Technology) Ethnography at the National Level: Studying the Cultural Construction of Nordic Computing
11:15  NIOOFAR HAERI (Johns Hopkins U) Methods and the Search for Specificity
11:30  JOHN R BOWEN (Washington U-St Louis) Legal and Cultural Change in an Indonesian Islamic Framework
11:45  Discussion
12:00  End of Session

2-036  INVITED SESSION: LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IN MULTILINGUAL CONTEXTS: REPRODUCTION AND CHANGES OF IDEOLOGIES, COMMUNITIES AND CODES (Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: AYALA FADER (New York U), PAUL GARRETT (New York U)
10:15  KATHLEEN C RILEY (CUNY-Graduate Center) Syncretic Socialization: Emergent Codes, Practices, and Ideologies in the Marquesas, French Polynesia
10:45  AMY L PAUGH (New York U) Language Socialization and the Changing Status of Patwa in Dominica, West Indies
11:00  JENNIFER R SCHLEGEL (U California-Los Angeles) Socializing History in a Pennsylvania German Community
11:15  PAUL GARRETT (New York U) Socializing Ambivalence: Varying Practices and Converging Codes in St. Lucia
11:30  Discussant: GILLIAN E SANKOFF (U Pennsylvania)
11:45  Discussion
12:00  End of Session

2-037  INTERROGATING INDIVIDUALS: PROBLEMS OF SUBJECTIVITY IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC (PART II) (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: KAREN M SYKES (U Manchester)
10:15  SHELLEY MALLET (Australian National U) Between Individuality and the Individual: Negotiating Responses to Sickness on Nua’ata, Papua New Guinea
10:30  ADAM D REED (Cambridge U) Freedom, Motion & Rest in a Papua New Guinean Prison
10:45  BRONWEN DOUGLAS (Australian National U) Traditional Individuals? Gendered Negotiations of Christianities and Citizenship in Island Melanesia
11:00  JOEL L ROBBINS (Reed C) “My Wife Can’t Give Me Some of Her Belief”: Apocalyptic Interrogations of Christian Individualism Among the Urapmin of Papua New Guinea
11:15  BRUCE M KNAUFT (Emory U) Complicated Subjects: Beyond the In-Dividual in Melanesian Modernity
11:30  Discussant: DEBORA BATIAGLIA (Mount Holyoke C)
11:45  Discussion
12:00  End of Session

2-038  INVITED SESSION: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE BODY IN EUROPE: CURRENT TRENDS AND NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level Organizer/Chair: BARBARA COLLINS (Southern Methodist U)
10:15  SUSANNE LUNDIN (Lund U-Sweden) The Analyzed Body: Medical Techniques and Cultural Optics
10:30  CAROLE M COUNIHAN (Millersville U) The Body as Voice of Desire in Florence, Italy
11:00  CHAIA L HELLER (U Massachusetts-Amherst) The Landscape of Genescapes: Surveying Popular Controversies of Transgenic Agriculture in France
11:15  CHRISTIAN PROMITZER (U Graz-Austria) Body, Race and the Border: Teachers and Anthropologists on the Fringes of the German Nation (19th and 20th Centuries)
11:30  DOROTHY NOYES (Ohio State U) The Purifying Fire: Collective Performance and Embodied Memory in Catalan Identity After Franco
11:45  Discussant: MARIELLA PANDOLFI (U Montreal)
12:00  End of Session

2-039  RACE, EDUCATION, CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND POLITICAL ECONOMY: RACIALIZATION IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE WORLD (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level Chair: FORREST DAVIES (CSUS Bilingual Multicult Edu)
10:15  ANNA MEIGS (Macalester C) Are Enthographies Racial Texts?
10:30  JUDY V ROSENTHAL (U Michigan-Flint) Teaching Anthropology Against Racism
10:45  GREGORY DIGGS (U Colorado) Blinded by the Light: Ogbu’s Theory “Fails” to Provide a Valid Model of Involuntary Minority Culture
11:00  RAYMOND CODRINGTON (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Brit Hop: Hiphop Music and Culture in England
11:15  ROSALYN HOWARD (U Florida) Globalisation vs Bahamianisation: Race and the Politics of Economy in the Bahamas
11:30  MARYLYNE DIGGS-THOMPSON (CUNY Graduate Ctr) The Contraceptive Effect of an Idealized Metropole: Migration and the Guadeloupean Fertility Decline
11:45  Discussion
12:00  End of Session

2-040  INVITED SESSION: AAA PUBLIC POLICY FORUM: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: ANTHROPOLOGISTS’ CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEBATE (AAA Executive Program Committee) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
10:15-12:00  Moderator: YOLANDA T MOSES (City C of New York). Panelists: H GLYNN CUSTRED (CSU-Hayward), FAYE HARRISON (U South Carolina)
2-041  AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST. Meet Robert Sussman, Incoming Editor. Dupont, Terrace Level
12:00-1:30 Exchange of ideas, questions, comments and suggestions.

2-042  WORKSHOP: HOW TO TURN YOUR DISSERTATION INTO A BOOK (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
12:00-2:00 Leader: THERESA MAY (U Texas Press)

2-043  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. Hungarianist Research Group Business Meeting. North Salon, Hotel Sofitel
12:15-1:30 Chair: EVA HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan-Dearborn)

2-044  AEC: CULTURE, ECOLOGY, AND EDUCATION. Business Meeting. South Salon, Hotel Sofitel
12:15-1:30 Chairs: GREGORY SMITH (Lewis & Clark C), RAY BARHARDT (U Alaska-Fairbanks)

2-045  AAA PRESIDENTIAL PANEL: WHEN RACE MAKES NEWS: A CONVERSATION WITH JOURNALISTS. Jefferson East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Panelists: MARIA D VESPERI (New C), CALLIE CROSSLEY (Producer, ABC 20/20), SAM FULLWOOD (Correspondent, LA Times, Washington Bureau), YVONNE SHINHOSTER LAMB (Dir Training, Washington Post), SUSAN SKOMAL (AAA Press Officer), JUDITH LICHTENBERG (Inst Philosophy/Public Policy), SHARON GREEN (Ntl Public Radio News), CHRISTOPHER LAVIN (St Petersburg Times)

2-046  SOCIAL POLICY AND SOCIAL SUFFERING: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIALOGUE ON WELFARE "REFORM" (Society for the Anthropology of North America) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Organizer: ALISSE WATERSTON (Columbia U). Chairs: ALISSE WATERSTON (Columbia U), SARA STOUTLAND (The Kennedy School), ANN OKUNGWU (Queens C-CUNY), SONIA SALAMON (U Illinois-Urbana), MARY LEE ALLEN (Childrens Defense Fund), DEBRA J ROG (Vanderbilt U), MARLENE KENNY (Northeastern), HOWARD ROLSTON

2-047  CAE COMMITTEE #10: CULTURE, ECOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Business Meeting. Monroe West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chairs: GREG SMITH (Lewis & Clark C), RAY BARNHARDT (U Alaska-Fairbanks)

2-048  CAE COMMITTEE #8: SPANISH-SPEAKING CONCERNS. Business Meeting. Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chairs: TED HAMANN (Georgia State U), SOFIA VILLENUS (U Utah)

2-049  CAE COMMITTEE #5: TRANSNATIONAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION AND CHANGE. Business Meeting. Lincoln East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: DIANE BROOK (U Georgia)

2-050  CAE COMMITTEE #4: ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO EVALUATION IN EDUCATION. Business Meeting. International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chairs: SUSAN ISAACS (Beaver C/Community C of Philadelphia), CATHERINE EMIHOVICH (U Buffalo)
2-051 FUNDING CULTURES: THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF WRITING MONEY (Society for Cultural Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C). DEBORAH HEATH (Lewis & Clark C), CHRIS WILKES (Pacific U), RAYNA RAPP (New School), JANE ATKINSON (Lewis & Clark C), DONALD BRENNIES (U California-Santa Cruz)

2-052 OPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES: CAREERS FOR WOMEN IN PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Organizer: CATHLEEN CRAIN (LTG Associates Inc). Chair: MAXINE MARGOLIS (U Florida), SUSAN SQUIRES (GVO, Inc), PENNY ANDERSON (LTG Associates, Inc), CRIS JOHNSRUD (U Florida), ELIZABETH BRODLY (General Motors), CATHLEEN CRAIN (LTG Associates Inc)

2-053 SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting. Caucus Room, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: MICHAEL KEARNEY (U California-Riverside)

2-054 BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION. Board of Directors Hamilton, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30

2-055 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA. Board of Directors Office 4, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30

2-056 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Business Meeting. Monroe East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: THEODORE SCHURR (Emory U)

2-057 FIVE-FIELD UPDATE (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) State Room, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: PHILIP L STEIN (Los Angeles Pierce C). PAUL A ERICKSON (St Mary's U), ROBERT L KELLY (U Louisville), DAVID MCCURDY (Macalester C)

2-058 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Committee on the Anthropology of Science Technology and Computing Military Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30

2-059 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Committee on Anthropology and Bioethics Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30

2-060 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. AIDS and Anthropology Research Group Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: MERRILL SINGER (Hispanic Health Council)

2-061 SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors Meeting Grant, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30

2-062 SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting. Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30 Chair: IVAN BRADY

2-063 AAA LONG-RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE. Open Forum Georgetown West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30
2-064 GLOBAL AGING: ANTHROPOLOGISTS EXAMINE THE CONCEPT OF PRODUCTIVE AGING (AAGE) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
12:15-1:30 Chairs: JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State U), LUISE MARGOLIES (U Central de Venezuela)

2-066 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Student Awards. Map Room, Terrace Level
12:15 DENISE RICHARDS (San Francisco State) Calaveras Student [Student Commendation]
1:40 CHRISTINA DUCULAN (Vietnamese Youth Dev Ctr), SARAH DIEP (VYDC), ARAM COLLIER (VYDC) and RUDY CHOI (VYDC) Tenderloin Stories [Student Honorable Mention]
1:45 End of Session

2-067 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Board of Directors Meeting.
12:30-3:00 Kalorama, Terrace Level

2-068 WORKSHOP: CAREER MAPPING FOR STUDENTS: CAREERS OUTSIDE ACADEMIA (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
1:00-4:00 Leaders: DAWN BODO (Elon C), PAIGE E BEVERLY (U Memphis)

2-068A SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY. American Indian Issues Committee
1:30-5:00 Edison, Terrace Level

2-069 INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CONTEMPORARY US YOUTH (Council on Anthropology and Education) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: MARGARET EISENHART (U Colorado-Boulder)
1:45 JAN NESPOR (Virginia Polytechnic Inst) Neighborhoods and Popular Culture as Resources for Kids’ Constructions of Identity
2:00 PENELOPE D ECKERT (Stanford U/Inst Rsch Learning) Gender, Race and Class in the Preadolescent Marketplace of Identities
2:15 PATRICK MCQUILLAN (U Colorado Sch of Educ) Student-Teacher Interaction as Cross-Cultural Miscommunication
2:30 SHIRLEY B HEATH (Stanford U) Changing Frames of Youth Socialization
2:45 Discussant: SHARON G GEROW (George Mason U)
3:00 Discussant: PAMELA A JOHNSON
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

2-070 INVITED SESSION: INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS IN BRAZIL: A CONVERSATION WITH ALCIDA RAMOS (Society for Latin American Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: JIM WEIL (Macalester U). Chair: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)
1:45 Introduction: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)
2:00 ALCIDA RITA RAMOS (Brasilia) The Specter of Nations within the Nation
2:15 Discussant: TERENCE S TURNER (U Chicago)
2:30 Discussant: JANET M CHERNELA (Florida International U)
2:45 Discussant: GUSTAVO RIBEIRO (U Brasilia)
3:00 Discussant: MICHAEL KEARNEY (U California-Riverside)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

2-071 SETTLEMENTS AND SOCIAL LANDSCAPES (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Chair: CLARK L ERICKSON (U Pennsylvania)
1:45 SISSEL SCHROEDER (Pennsylvania State U) Landscapes and Populations: Ancient Chiefdoms in the Mississippi Valley
2:00 SUZANNE LEWENSTEIN (U De Las Amer-Puebla, Mexico) and MARIA GUADALUPE ESPINOSA (Univ De Las Americas-Mexico) Integrating Archaeology, Ethnohistory, and Ethnography in the Sierra Tarahumara, Chihuahua, Mexico
2:15 ANDREW R C MARTINDALE (U Toronto) The Story of Legaix: A Tsimshian paramount Chief in the Archaeological Record
2:30 JUNKO HABU (U California-Berkeley) Burials and Sedentism of Early Jomon Hunter-Gatherers in Japan
2:45 LISA K Valkenier (U California-Berkeley) Fortifications and Sacred Landscapes: Interpreting the End of the Early Horizon on the North and Central Coast of Peru
3:00 CLARK L ERICKSON (U Pennsylvania) Defining Social Organization from Prehispanic Road Networks in the Bolivian Amazon
3:15 JENNIFER MATHEWS (U California-Riverside) The Long and Winding Road: Evidence for a Regional Maya “Sacbe” Extending Across the Yucatan Peninsula
3:30 End of Session

2-072 THE FUTURES OF PSYCHIATRIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizers: PETER GUARNACCIA (Rutgers U), ROBERT DES JARLAIS (Sarah Lawrence C), Chair: PETER GUARNACCIA (Rutgers U)
1:45 LORNA A RHODES (U Washington) Prison as the New Asylum
2:00 ROBERT DES JARLAIS (Sarah Lawrence C) From Secondness to Firstness: A Critical Phenomenology of the “Homeless Mentally Ill”
2:15 ANA T ORTIZ (U Arizona) Millennial Reforms: Global Psychiatry, Its Savages, and Their Nation
2:30 RAYMOND MASSE (Laval U) Culture and Idioms of Distress: From Empiricist Approach of Symptoms to Distress as Language
2:45 PETER GUARNACCIA (Rutgers U) and ROBERTO LEWIS FERNANDEZ (U Puerto Rico) Toward a Puerto Rican Popular Nosology: Nervios and Ataques de Nervidos
3:00 THERESA D O’NELL (Nat’l Ctr for Amer Indian) Working with, Working at, and Working Psychiatry: Psychiatric Anthropology Into the 21st Century
3:15 Discussant: ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U)
3:30 End of Session

2-073 INVITED SESSION: LATE CAPITALIST ECONOMIES AND HIGHER EDUCATION: CHALLENGES TO ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for the Anthropology of North America) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: JAMES COLLINS (SUNY-Albany)
1:45 WESLEY R SHUMAR (Swarthmore C) Laboring in the Dream Factory (Part I)
2:00 JONATHAN T CHURCH (Beaver C) Laboring in the Dream Factory (Part II)
2:15 JAMES COLLINS (SUNY-Albany) After the Culture Wars: For Political Economy and Cultural Analysis
2:30 BONNIE URCIUOLI (Hamilton C) Packaging Multiculturalism in Education: What Role for Anthropology?
2:45 JOHN P CALAGIONE (Ctr for Worker Education/CCNY) Curriculum Planning and the State: Health Care Careers in Late Capitalism
3:00 MARK STEVENSON (Weber State U) Flexible Education and the Discipline of the Market
3:15 Discussant: DOUGLAS FOLEY (U Texas-Austin)
3:30 End of Session

2-074 NEW AMERICANS AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: ELZBIETA M GOZDZIAK (Howard U)
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1:45  ELZBIETA M GOZDZIAK (Howard U) New Americans and Domestic Violence: Issues and Options
2:00  AMY ZAHARLICK (Ohio State U) Family Violence and Intergenerational Conflicts Among Southeast Asian Refugees
2:15  KATERINA KRONICK (Howard Cty Domestic Violence) The Ecology of Family Violence Among Russians: The Transnational Perspective
2:30  WILLAMARIE MOORE (George Washington U) Ethnography of an Asian Women’s Shelter
2:45  Discussant: ANNA MARY PORTZ (Ofc of Refugee Resettlement)
3:00  Discussant: YEWOUBDAR BEYENE (U California-San Francisco)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

2-075  THE POLITICS OF MEMORY: IDENTITY, REPRESENTATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer: MARGARET C EVERED (Portland State U). Chairs: LINDA ANGST (Yale U), MARGARET C EVERED (Portland State U)
1:45  MARGARET C EVERED (Portland State U) Memories of the Future: Elite Nostalgia and City Planning
2:00  MICHELE R GAMBURD (Portland State U) Immoral Maid and Abusive Employer: Witnessing and Identity
2:15  K SIVARAMAKRISHNAN (Yale U) Wild Landscapes and the Politics of Memory in Southwest Bengal
2:30  LINDA ANGST (Yale U) A Return to the Rape: Okinawan Politics, Historical Memory, Women’s Lives
2:45  Discussant: THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York U)
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

2-076  INVITED SESSION: GENDER AND GENERATION IN IMMIGRANT FAMILIES (General Anthropology Division) Conservatory, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: NANCY FONER (SUNY-Purchase)
1:45  JAMES M FREEMAN (San Jose State U) Gender, Generation and Identity Among Vietnamese Americans
2:00  JOHANNA M LESSINGER (Southern Asian Inst/Columbia U) Cracks in the Facade: Gender Roles, Youthful Rebellion and the Indian-American Family
2:15  MAXINE MARGOLIS (U Florida) The Way Things Were: Gender Role Shifts Among Brazilian Immigrants in the United States and Brazil
2:30  ALEX STEPICK (Florida International U) and JANE S MORGAN (Florida International U) Sex, Schooling, and Generation Among Mexican Adolescents in Miami
2:45  JO ANN KOLTYK (U Wisconsin Center) Feeding Our Families: Hmong Extended Families and Subsistence Strategies in Wisconsin
3:00  BERNARD WONG (San Francisco State U) Transnationalism and New Chinese Immigrant Families in the US
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

2-077  UPDATE ON THE WAR ON THE POOR: ANTHROPOLOGICAL VIEWS ON HOW PUBLIC POLICY AFFECTS THE URBAN POOR IN THE US (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizer: JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U), Chair: MARY ANGLIN (U Kentucky)
1:45  CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (Northeastern U) Postmodern Child Sacrifice: Welfare Reform, Adoption Reform, and Older Children
2:00  SUSAN HYATT (Temple U) The Volunteering Poor: Strategies of Empowerment and the Erasure of Poverty
2:30 JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U) "Managing" the Poor: Medicaid HMOs and the Triumph of Consumerism Among the Poor
2:45 JENELL L WILLIAMS (American U) and BRETT WILLIAMS (American U) Urban Renewal Revisited
3:00 Discussant: FRANCES FOX PIVEN (CUNY Grad Ctr)
3:15 Discussant: TANYA Y PRICE (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale)
3:30 End of Session

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RIGHTS, CITIZENSHIP AND DEMOCRACY (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)
Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Chair: MEG MCLAGAN (Barnard C)
1:45 PAUL J MAGNARELLA (U Florida) Universal Human Rights and Justice: The United Nations War Crimes Tribunals
2:00 EDWARD SANKOWSKI (U Oklahoma) Multiculturalism, Anthropology, and Democracy
2:15 SHERLYN H BRILLER (Case Western Reserve U) When the Safety Net Rips: The Declining Social Welfare System in Mongolia
2:30 ALLAN MCDOUGALL (U Western Ontario) Legal Universalism vs Ethnic Identity: The Deconstruction of the Canadian Constitution
2:45 JUNG-SUN PARK (Northwestern U) The Question of Citizenship in a Transnational World: A Case of Korean Diaspora
3:00 MEG MCLAGAN (Barnard C) Tibetan Testimonials, Human Rights Discourse, and the Transnational Tibet Movement
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF HEALTH IN NORTH AMERICA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Chair: RHONDA J MOORE
1:45 RHONDA J MOORE Social Support, Spirituality and Breast Cancer: The Case of African-American Women
2:00 VELMA L WARD (Wayne State U) Older African American Women’s Beliefs About Heart Disease
2:15 SUSAN KENT (Old Dominion U) Correlation Does Not Equal Causation: Race and Hemoglobin means Among North American Blacks
2:30 KATHLEEN R REED (U Maryland-College Park) Race in Organ and Tissue Transplantation Donation Campaigns: Still Privileging Whiteness?
2:45 DIANE WEINER (U California-Los Angeles) “We Don’t Know and We Don’t Want to Know”: American Indian Cancer Causation Discourse Strategies
3:00 CAROLYN EPPLE (Navajo Community C) T’AA HO AJIT’EEGO: Many Definitions, A Single Concept
3:15 KRISTEN M BECKETT (McMaster U) One Epidemic, Two Aboriginal Communities, Two Disease Experiences: The 1918-1919 Influenza Pandemic at Berens River and Poplar River, Manitoba
3:30 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: GIVE AND TAKE IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTEXT (Association of Senior Anthropologists) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: M ESTELLIE SMITH (Union C)
1:45 BARBARA FRANKEL (Lehigh U) The Time is Out of Joint-O, Cursed Spite That Ever I Was Born to Set It Right
2:05 MURRAY WAX (Washington U-St Louis) On Negating Positivism
2:45 LEOPOLD POSPISIL (Yale U) History of Ethnological Theory and the “-isms”
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3:05 BERNARD J SIEGEL (Stanford U) Remembrance of Things Past
3:25 Discussant: CARA E RICHARDS (Transylvania U)
3:45 End of Session

2-081 INVITED SESSION: REGIMES OF VALUE: THE COMMODIFICATION AND CIRCULATION OF BODIES AND BODY PARTS (AAA Executive Program Committee) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer: MARGARET LOCK (McGill U). Chair: SUE E ESTROFF (U North Carolina)
1:45 MARGARET LOCK (McGill U) Introduction: Fractured Subjectivity and a Politics of the Material
2:00 VEENA DAS (U Delhi/New Sch Soc Rsch) Access to Human Bodies: Globalization of Knowledge and Localization of Bodies
2:15 SARAH B FRANKLIN (Lancaster U-England) Hello Dolly! Cloning and the Commodification of the Germline in Great Britain
2:30 DOROTHY NELKIN (City U of New York) and LORI ANDREWS (Chicago-Kent College of Law) Contested Visions of the Body in a Biotechnology Age
2:45 Break
3:00 ANN S ANAGNOST (U Washington) Circulation of Woman as Sign in the Discourse of Modernity in Reform-Era China
3:15 ARJUN APPADURAI (U Chicago) Body, Property and Fire in Urban India
3:30 VIVIANA ZELIZER (Princeton U) Commodification of Intimacy
3:45 ALLEN FELDMAN (Nat’l Development & Rsch Inst) On the Political Commodification of the Body: The Informal Economies of State Terror and Counter-Memory
4:00 Discussant: PAUL FARMER (Harvard Med Schl/Partners in H)
4:15 Discussant: JOHN COMAROFF (U Chicago)
4:30 Discussion
4:45 Discussant: MARIANNE GULLESTAD (U Trondheim)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

2-082 "COMING HOME?" ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN REFUGEES, IMMIGRANTS AND THOSE WHO STAYED BEHIND (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
State Room, Terrace Level
Organizers: ELLEN OXFELD (Middlebury C). LUCIA A MCSAPADDEN (Life and Peace Inst) and LYNELLYN LONG (Population Council). Chair: ELLEN OXFELD (Middlebury C)
1:45 NICOLE CONSTABLE (U Pittsburgh) Not at Home: Filipino Narratives of Changing Personhood and Ambivalent Returns
2:00 LUCIA A MCSAPADDEN (Life and Peace Inst) Negotiating Power and Belonging Within Repatriation to Eritrea
2:15 EVA HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan-Dearborn) "A Turk in My Bed?" The Predicament of Repatriation for Refugees Living in Ethnically Mixed Marriages
2:30 BEATRICE N HACKETT (American U) Going Home: The Realities of Politics, Economies and Growing Older for German Refugees and Expellees of 1945
2:45 JANE A MARGOLD (U Helsinki) Migration as Bildungsroman: Filipinas’ Autobiography Making Abroad
3:00 MAJA POVRZANOVIC (Inst of Ethno & Folklore Rsch) Practice and Discourse About Practice: Returning Home to the War-Torn Parts of Croatia
3:15 Break
3:30 LAURA C HAMMOND (U Wisconsin-Madison) Only Good Citizens Get Land: Returned Refugees’ Invention of Social Behavior in Post-War Ethiopia
3:45 JAMES PHILLIPS (Private Consultant) Social Class and the Problem of Home: Nicaraguans in Exile
4:00 ELLEN OXFELD (Middlebury C) Contradictions in Moral Discourse: Chinese Villagers and Their Overseas Relatives
4:15 LYNELLYN D LONG (Population Council) Fast Track Back: Viet Khieu Narratives of Return
2-083 ORTHOGRAPHY AND THE POLITICS OF REPRESENTATION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: ALEXANDRA M JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi), HARRIET J OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U)
1:45 JILL MARIA WAGNER (Western Kentucky U) CdA, AIPA, Eng, or Nothing: A Question of Orthography
2:00 JENNIFER GROCER (U Texas-Austin) ABC or ABB?: The Politics of Orthographic Reform in Azerbaijan
2:15 STEVEN BIRD (U Edinburgh & SIL Cameroon), ROBERT HEDINGER (Summer Inst of Linguistics) and MAURICE TADAJEU (U Yaounde, Cameroon) The Politics of Writing Tone: A Case Study of Cameroon
2:30 HAROLD SCHIFFMAN (U Pennsylvania) Literacy, Writing and Standardization: The Evidence for "Standard" Spoken Tamil
2:45 NANCY FRISHBERG (New Media Centers) Deaf Communities and Sign Language Orthographies
3:00 Discussion
3:15 Break
3:30 JANINA FENIGSEN (Brandeis U) "Flying at Half-Mast": Voice, Genres and Orthographies in Barbadian Creole
3:45 JING SHAO (U Chicago) Building Characters and Marking Boundaries: Orthography and Identity in the Contemporary Practice of Traditional Medicine in China
4:00 WARREN P OLIVO (U Toronto) That Lines and Language Crimes: An Examination of Spelling Conventions in Rap Lyrics
4:15 HARRIET J OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U) From Cousin Joe to the Comoros: Orthographic Choice in the Representation of Dialect, Discourse and Dictionary Entries
4:30 ALEXANDRA M JAFFE (U Southern Mississippi) and SHANA WALTON (U Southern Mississippi) The Voices People Read: Orthography and the Representation of Nonstandard Speech
4:45 RONALD KEPHART (U North Florida) "Dem Wod Mo Saf": Writing Creole English on Carriacou
5:00 Discussion
5:15 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

2-084 INVITED SESSION: INTELLIGIBLE AND AUDIBLE VOICES: THE QUESTION OF SOLVING THE ENVIRONMENTAL EQUATION (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: PAMELA J PUN TEN NEY (Environ & Human Systms Mngmnt)
1:45 Introduction: PAMELA J PUN TEN NEY (Environ & Human Systms Mngmnt)
2:00 MICHAEL K ORBACH (Duke U-Sch of the Environmnt) Anthropology and Environmental Policy: The False Dichotomy Between "Academic" and "Professional"
2:15 NOEL BROADBENT (National Science Foundation) Arctic Dreams
2:30 Discussion
2:45 PETER W VAN ARSDALE (Center for Cultural Studies) It Takes a Village . . . to Effect Meaningful Change: Capacity Building and Environmentalism in Ethiopia
3:00 BENJAMIN ORLOVE (U California-Davis) Conversions and Conversations: Learning to Speak as an Environmental Anthropologist
3:15 Discussion
3:30 Break
3:45   PAMELA J PUNTEENNEY (Environ & Human Sysytems Mngmnt) Anthropology as a Dynamic Practice
4:00   WILLIAM BALEE (Tulane U) Built Environments and Biological Diversity
4:15   TIM INGOLD (U Manchester) Ecosystems and Knowledge Systems
4:30   Discussion
4:45   Discussant: LESLIE E SPONSEL (U Hawaii-Honolulu)
5:00   Discussant: TOM LOVEJOY (Smithsonian Institution)
5:15   Discussant: STUART A KIRSCH (U Michigan)
5:30   End of Session

2-085   DEATH, BURIAL AND REBURIAL IN ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
1:45   Introduction: RICHARD C FIDLER (Rhode Island C)
2:00   GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis U) and LAURA W APPELL Houses of the Dead: Entombment Among the Bulusu’ of East Kalimantan
2:15   CLIFFORD SATHER (Reed C) Transformations of House and Person in Iban Funerary Ritual
2:30   ROBERT H MCKINLEY (Michigan State U) Garong Basket and Winding Shroud: Iban Elaborations and Malay Simplifications of Rites for the Dead
2:45   ALLEN R MAXWELL (U Alabama) Kadayan Death: Dying, Burial and Celebration
3:00   Break
3:15   LAURA W APPELL and GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis U) Death and the Journey of the Multiple Souls Among the Rungus of Sabah, Malaysia
3:30   ROBERT L WINZELER (U Nevada-Reno) and PAMELA N LINDELL (U Nevada-Reno) Bidayuh Cremation and the Theory of Bornean Death Rituals
3:45   JOHN T HINNANT (Michigan State U) Burial, Cremation and the Freeing of the Soul in a Balinese Village
4:00   Discussant: PETER A METCALF (U Virginia)
4:15   Discussant: IDA NICOLAISEN (Nordic Institute of Asian Stud)
4:30   Discussion
5:30   End of Session

2-086   AGRICULTURAL COMMERCIALIZATION: ITS POSITIVE EFFECTS ON WOMEN FARMERS’ AND GENDER IDEOLOGIES (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
1:45   Organizer/Chair: ANITA SPRING (U Florida)
1:45   SARAH L HAMILTON (Virginia Tech) The Myth of the Masculine Market: Gender and Agricultural Comoditization in Comparative Perspective
2:00   ANITA SPRING (U Florida) No Longer “Nontradeables”: Agricultural Commercialization and Women Farmers in Kenya
2:15   JANE L COLLINS (U Wisconsin-Madison) Gender and Permanent Labor Contracts in Commercial Agriculture
2:30   KATHLEEN M DEWALT (U Pittsburgh) and SUSAN V POATS (FLACSO-Quito) Cassava Processing, Women’s Income, the Impact on Social Power and Decision Making in Manabi, Ecuador
2:45   LAUREL BOSSEN (McGill U) Women Farmers, Small Plots and Changing Markets in China
3:00   JOAN P MENCHER (Lehman College-CUNY) Responses of Indian Farmers to the Commercialization of Seed Production: NGO and Farmer’s Movements
3:15   Break
3:30   ALEXANDRA V WILSON (U California-Davis) Men, Women and Cotton: The Unintended and Unexpected Impact of Cash Crops on Subsistence Farmers in Northern Ghana
3:45   CHRISTINA A GLADWIN (U Florida) Women’s Commercial Agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa: One Key to Sustainability
4:00   Discussant: PEGGY F BARLETI (Emory U)
4:15   Discussant: GRACIA CLARK (Indiana U)
4:30   Discussion
5:30   End of Session
2-087  
**INVITED SESSION: FROM THE STONE AGE TO THE 21ST CENTURY: A 25-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE ON SAHLINS’S “STONE AGE ECONOMIES”**
(American Ethnological Society, Association for Political & Legal Anthropology)

**International Ballroom West, Concourse Level**

Organizers/Chairs: RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U), STEPHEN GUDEMAN (U Minnesota)

1:45  
RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U) and STEPHEN GUDEMAN (U Minnesota)  
*Introduction: The Making of Great Books*

2:00  
N BIRD-DAVID (U Haifa) and STEPHEN GUDEMAN (U Minnesota)  
*The Domestic Mode of Production Revisited*

2:15  
FRANK CANCIAN (U California-Irvine)  
*Revisiting the Sociology of Primitive Exchange*

2:30  
JAMES G CARRIER (Durham U)  
*Sahlins Amongst the Melanesianists*

2:45  
DONALD L DONHAM (Emory U)  
*Post-Sahlins/Post-Marx/Post-Modern: Rereading the Domestic Mode of Production*

3:00  
E PAUL DURRENBERGER (Pennsylvania State U)  
*Stone Age Economics and the Economics of Households*

3:15  
KAJSA FRIEDMAN (U Lund-Sweden) and JONATHAN FRIEDMAN (U Lund)  
*The Metaphysics of Subsistence in Anthropology*

3:30  
MAURICE GODELIER (EHESS-Paris)  
*Things You Don’t Give or Sell, But Which You Keep: Sacred Objects and Valuables*

3:45  
CAROLINE HUMPHREY (U Cambridge)  
*Sahlins on Trade*

4:00  
PHILIP MIROWSKI (U Notre Dame)  
*Refusing the Gift*

4:15  
K ANNE PYBURN (Indiana U-Indianapolis) and CHRISTOPHER S PEEBLES (Indiana U)  
*Islands in Prehistory: How Archaeologists Think*

4:30  
PARKER M SHIPTON (Boston U)  
*Ideologies of Attachment: Fiduciary Culture in Africa*

4:45  
DIANA STRASSMANN (Rice U)  
*Feminist Economic Reflections on Stone Age Economics*

5:00  
DEIRDRE MCCLOSKEY (U Iowa)  
*Sahlins, Polanyi and Embeddedness: Yes and No*

5:15  
Discussant: MARSHALL D SAHLINS (U Chicago)

5:30  
End of Session

2-088  
**XXXVITH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: THE MEANING IN THE PERFORMANCE OF NATIVE AMERICAN DISCOURSE**  
(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  
**Jefferson West, Concourse Level**

Organizer: SALLY MCLENDON (Hunter C/CUNY). Chair: WILLIAM C STURTEVANT (Smithsonian Inst)

1:45  
LYNN A BURLEY (Purdue U)  
*Narrative Devices in Hocak: Use and Function*

2:00  
SARA A TRECHTER (California State U-Chico)  
*Direct and Indirect Gender Deictics in Lakota*

2:15  
JANE H HILL (U Arizona) and KENNETH C HILL  
*Quotatives in Discourse in Takic Languages*

2:30  
ROBERT P HAMRICK (Chicago)  
*Integrating Morphosyntax and Discourse-Function in the Study of Parallelism, with Examples from Colonial Kagchikel (Mayan)*

2:45  
ROBIN A SHOAPS (U California-Santa Barbara)  
*A Discourse-Based Study of Sakapultek (Mayan) Aspect*

3:00  
HEIDI ALTMAN (U California-Davis)  
*Discourse Gehres in Snowbird Cherokee*

3:15  
Discussion

3:30  
Break

3:45  
M DALE KINKADE (U British Columbia)  
*Knowing What Isn’t There: A Pentlatch Text*

4:00  
DELL HYMES (U Virginia)  
*Verse Analysis: Unexpected Patterns*

4:15  
ANDIE DIANE PALMER (U Alberta)  
*Social Status and Lushootseed Clam Chowder*

4:30  
MARY CATHERINE O’CONNOR (Boston U)  
*What Bear Woman Felt: Seeking an Ethnopoetics of Point of View in Northern Pomo*
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4:45 SALLY MCLENDON (Hunter C/CUNY) Translation, Authenticity, Creativity and Structure in William Benson’s Creation Myth
5:00 WILLIAM C NICHOLS (Northwestern U) The Importance of Ethnoaesthetics in Anthropologies of Style: Evidence from Navajo Jokers
5:15 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

2-089 1997 WINNERS OF AN AWARD FOR HONORABLE MENTION (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
1:45 SPENCER NAKASAKO (Ntl Asian Amer Telecom) and SOKLY NY (Independent) AKA Don Bonus
2:45 JEFFREY HIMPELE (Princeton) and QUETZIL CASTANEDA (Houston) Incidents of Travel at Chichen Itza
4:30 JOHN BISHOP (California-Los Angeles) and NAOMI H BISHOP (California-Northridge) Himalayan Herders
5:45 BREAK AND DISCUSSION
6:00 End of Session

2-090 COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY. Board of Directors
2:00-3:30 Grant, Terrace Level

2-091 ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION. Board of Directors
2:00-6:00 Office 4, Concourse Level

2-092 AAA MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
2:15-4:15 Hamilton, Terrace Level

2-093 AAA PROGRAM COMMITTEE
2:30-5:30 Dupont, Terrace Level

2-094 WORKSHOP: DIGITAL VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Visual Anthropology) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
3:00-6:00 Leaders: CAROL HERMER (Hofstra U), PETER BIELLA (Hofstra U)

2-095 ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Board of Directors
4:00-5:30 Grant, Terrace Level

2-096 ENCOUNTERING THE STATE IN EVERYDAY LIFE (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer: LI ZHANG (Cornell U). Chairs: JOHN LEEDOM (U California-Berkeley), LI ZHANG (Cornell U)
4:00 JENNIFER COLE (Natl Ctr-Humanities Research) A Family Romance: Personalizing the State in East Madagascar
4:15 LI ZHANG (Cornell U) The Shifting State: Contesting Space and Order in China’s “Floating Population”
4:30 JOSHUA ROTH (Cornell U) Brazilians and Bureaucrats in Japan
4:45 JOHN LEEDOM (U California-Berkeley) Imagining and Encountering the State in Contemporary Papua New Guinea
5:00 SANDRA TERESA HYDE (U California-Berkeley) Agency and State Power: Negotiating HIV/AIDS Prevention Strategies in Southwest China
5:15 PETER REDFIELD (U California-Los Angeles) Multiple States and the Space of Politics
5:30 Discussant: JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U)
5:45 End of Session
2-097  INVITED SESSION: GETTING ON THE ARC: A TRAJECTORY OF GRASS-ROOTS COOPERATIVE WORK FROM THE 1970s, THROUGH THE 1990s, INTO THE COMING MILLENNIUM (Society for the Anthropology of Work) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: ROBERT C MARSHALL (Western Washington U)
4:00 JULIANNA ACHESON (Indiana U) Sabotage! Conscious Acts of Resistance to the Privatization of Collective Lands in Rural Slovakia
4:15 FLORENCE E BABB (Iowa) Urban Cooperatives Undone: Neoliberal Practices and Discourses in Post-Sandinista Nicaragua
4:30 RICHARD W FRANKE (Montclair State U) Kerala Dinesh Beedi: The Dynamics of Work and Democracy in an Indian Industrial Cooperative
4:45 JANET PAGE-REEVES (Cornell U) Developing a Realistic View of a Grassroots Cooperative: A Case Study of Bolivian Sweater Knitters
5:00 ROBERT C MARSHALL (Western Washington U) Social and Political Networks and Economic Support Among Tokyo’s Worker Cooperatives
5:15 Discussant: JUNE C NASH (City C of New York)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

2-098  BORDERING ON THE ESSENCE: PAN-MAYAN PROJECTS IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Conservatory, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: R MCKENNA BROWN (Virginia Commonwealth U), ANTHONY R BERKLEY (U Chicago)
4:00 EDWARD F FISCHER (Vanderbilt U) Convergent Strategies: Local and Statal Expressions of Pan-Mayanism in Guatemala
4:15 K LOGAN (Florida International U) and JUAN CASTILLO-COCOM (Florida International U) Yucatec Maya Political and Cultural Activism in Comparative Perspective
4:30 MARGOT SCHEVILL (Hearst Museum of Anthropology) Women and Textile Cooperatives in the Maya World: Engendering, Empowering and Politicizing
4:45 JUDITH M MAXWELL (Tulane U) Purely Maya: Struggles in the Standardization Process for Mayan Languages of Guatemala
5:00 ALLAN F BURNS (U Florida-Gainesville) Pan-Mayanism Seen From the Yucatan: Authority and Legitimacy Among Mayan Bilingual Teachers
5:15 ANTHONY R BERKLEY (U Chicago) Parallel Maya: An Interactional Approach to Language Purism
5:30 Discussant: VICTOR D MONTEJO (U California-Davis)
5:45 End of Session

2-099  INVITED SESSION: POWER, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENT: A CRITICAL SYNTHESIS OF POLITICAL ECOLOGY AND MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Medical Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: MICHAEL C ENNIS-MCMILLAN (Michigan State U), JANICE HARPER (Michigan State U), Chair: ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State U)
4:00 SUSAN C STONICH (U California-Santa Barbara) The Political Ecology of Tourism, Water, and Environmental Health in Honduras
4:15 JANICE HARPER (Michigan State U) Moving Beyond the Rosy Periwinkle: Daily Medicine Use in a Forest Community in Madagascar
4:30 BARBARA HERR-HARTHORN (U California-Santa Barbara) California Farmworker Health, Environmental Justice, and Political Ecology
4:45 EUFRACIO C ABAYA (U Philippines Diliman) Niches, Lives, and Disease Control: The Cultural Politics of Malaria in the Philippines
5:00 KELLY D ALLEY (Auburn U) Drinking, Dumping, and Ritual Ablution in India: Competing Uses of the River Ganga
5:15 MICHAEL C ENNIS-MCMILLAN (Michigan State U) Suffering from Water: Politics and Bodily Distress in the Valley of Mexico
5:30 Discussant: LYNN M MORGAN (Mount Holyoke C)
5:45 End of Session
2-100  SYNDROMES OF THE SUBORDINATE: DISCOURSES ON INEQUALITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizers: YVONNE M LASSALLE (CUNY), MARVETTE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution). Chair: YVONNE M LASSALLE (CUNY)
4:00  KELVIN SANTIAGO-VALLE (SUNY-Binghamton) Longing for a Way to Take Possession Without Subjugation and Violence: Notes Toward an Archaeology of U.S. Social Science Literature on “Porto Ricans”
4:15  ISAR P GODREAU (U California-Santa Cruz) Racial Pathologies: The Question of Color in the Study of Puerto Rican Modernization
4:30  MARVETTE PEREZ (Smithsonian Institution) “Santos, Gallos y Piraguas”: Authenticity, Contamination and the Production of Puerto Rican Culture
4:45  VILMA SANTIAGO-IRIZARRY (Cornell U) Disciplinary Knowledge and the Subjugation of Ethnicity
5:00  YVONNE M LASSALLE (CUNY) Does Oppression Lower One’s Passions? Emotion, Identity and the Naturalization of Subordination
5:15  Discussant: BRACKETTE WILLIAMS
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

Organizers: JOSIAH HEYMAN (Michigan Technological U), LEO R CHAVEZ (U California-Irvine). Chair: JOSIAH HEYMAN (Michigan Technological U)
4:00  Introduction: JOSIAH HEYMAN (Michigan Technological U)
4:30  JOSIAH HEYMAN (Michigan Technological U) The US-Mexico Border as Vietnam: Analogous Causes of Escalation, and the Lessons to be Learned from Them
5:00  JACQUELINE HAGAN (U Houston) and KARL ESHBACH (U Houston) and NESTOR RODRIGUEZ (U Houston) Changing Patterns of Migrant Mortality at the United States-Mexico Border
5:15  Discussant: CARLOS G VELEZ-IBANEZ (U California-Riverside)
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

2-102  CONTESTED RELATIONS OF PROPERTY: NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE ANALYSIS OF COMMON PROPERTY REGIMES (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizers: HSAIM ILAHIANE (U Arizona), CATHERINE M TUCKER (Indiana U). Chair: HSAIM ILAHIANE (U Arizona)
4:00  CATHERINE M TUCKER (Indiana U) Of Pottery, Fences and Forests: Common Property Transformations in a Honduran Community
4:15  MAMADOU BARO (U Arizona) Common Property in the Context of Privatization and Development: issues and Contentions in the Senegal River Bason
4:30  JOHN SHERRY (Intel Corporation) Contests in the Virtual Commons
4:45  MARCELA VASQUEZ-LEON Legitimizing the State: Scientific Knowledge, Environmentalism, and Fisheries Management in the Gulf of California, Mexico
5:00  HSAIM ILAHIANE (U Arizona) Indigenous Range Management Strategies in the High Atlas Mountains, Southeast Morocco: An Assessment of the Agdal Institution
5:15  Discussant: THOMAS R MCGUIRE (U Arizona)
5:30  Discussant: BONNIE MCCAY (Rutgers U)
5:45  End of Session
INVITED SESSION: THE POETICS AND POLITICS OF BLACK FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY (Association for Feminist Anthropology, Association of Black Anthropologists) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: IRMA MCCLAURIN (U Florida), FRANCES WINDDANCE TWINE (U Washington-Seattle)
4:00 A LYNN BOLLES (U Maryland-College Park) Woman Ancestors: A History of Black Feminist Anthropology
4:15 CHERYL R RODRIGUEZ (U South Florida) Anthropology and the “Folks”: Black Feminist Intellectualism and Community Activism
4:30 ANGELA M GILLIAM (Evergreen State C) Sexual Commodification in the New Global Culture: A Black Feminist Perspective
4:45 IRMA MCCLAURIN (U Florida) Autoethnography: Theorizing a Black Feminist Self in Anthropology
5:00 Discussant: FAYE V HARRISON (U South Carolina)
5:15 Discussant: FRANCES WINDDANCE TWINE (U Washington-Seattle)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: GENDER, CLASS AND HISTORY IN THE CITY: A DIALOGUE WITH DOLORES HAYDEN AND FRANCES FOX PIVEN. (Society for Urban Anthropology, Society for the Anthropology of North America) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: SETHA M LOW (Graduate Center-CUNY), FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State U)
4:00 DOLORES HAYDEN (Yale U) The Sense of Place and the Politics of Space
4:20 FRANCES FOX PIVEN (CUNY Grad Ctr) The Economic and Political Logic of New Social Policies
4:40 Discussant: STEVEN GREGORY (New York U)
4:50 Discussant: LEITH P MULLINGS (CUNY Graduate Center)
5:00 Discussant: CAROL B STACK (U California-Berkeley)
5:10 Response: DOLORES HAYDEN (Yale U)
5:20 Response: FRANCES FOX PIVEN (CUNY Grad Ctr)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: THE FUTURE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY: NEW DIRECTIONS IN GRADUATE RESEARCH (National Association of Student Anthropologists) Salon, Hotel SofiTel
Organizers: JANE EVA BAXTER (U Michigan), ALEXANDRA MACK (Arizona State U), Chair: ALEXANDRA MACK (Arizona State U)
4:00 JANE EVA BAXTER (U Michigan) and CLARE TOLMIE (Independent Scholar) Where Technology and Ideology Collide: The Practice and Ritual of Lithic Heat Treatment in the Truckee Meadows
4:30 ALEXANDRA MACK (Arizona State U) Urbanism from the Inside Out: Research on Temple Districts at Vijayanagara, South India
4:45 ANWEN TORMEY (U Chicago) A Burning Issue: The Utility of Fire History in Examining Agricultural Change in South India
5:00 CHRISTIAN WELLS (Arizona State U) Modeling Intraregional Interaction Using Ceramic Technology: Prehispanic Social Organization in Northwestern Mexico
5:15 Discussant: ELIZABETH M BRUMFIELD (Albion C)
5:30 Discussant: GEORGE COWGILL (Arizona State U)
5:45 End of Session

INVITED SESSION: TWENTY YEARS OF WORK ANTHROPOLOGY: AN EVALUATIVE CELEBRATION (Society for the Anthropology of Work) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizers: EVE HOCHWALD (Action Research), DAVID HAKKEN (SUNY Technology). Chair: EVE HOCHWALD (Action Research)

4:00 JUNE C NASH (City C of New York) Twenty Years of the Anthropology of Work: Changes in the State of the World and the State of the Arts

4:15 GERALD MARS (Bardford U-United Kingdom) Work Anthropology in the United Kingdom

4:30 RICHARD B LEE (U Toronto) Non-Capitalist Work: Baseline for an Anthropology of Work or Romantic Delusion?

4:45 MARIETTA L BABA (Wayne State U) The Anthropology of Work in the Fortune 1000: A Critical Retrospective

5:00 KAREN BRODKIN (U California-Los Angeles) Work, Women and Karl Marx

5:15 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

2-107 INVITED SESSION: GETTING THINGS TOGETHER: TECHNOLOGY, GENDER AND PRODUCTION AT THE CROSSROADS OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Archeology Division) Monroe West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: RITA P WRIGHT (New York U), JOHANNA M LESSINGER (Southern Asian Inst/Columbia U)

4:00 RITA P WRIGHT (New York U) Constructing the Near and the Distant: Gendered Approaches to Technology

4:15 DINI M SIDDIQI (U Washington) Sewing Machines and the Measure of Women

4:30 CHRISTINE K KIMBROUGH (New York U) Gender, Technology and Identity: Textiles at Emar in the Second Millennium BCE (Northern Syria)

4:45 FRANCESCA BRAY (U California-Santa Barbara) Representations and Realities. "Women’s Work" and the Masculinization of the Late Imperial Chinese Textile Industry

5:00 MADONNA L MOSS (U Oregon) Engendering Fishing on the Northwest Coast of North America

5:15 CAROLYN SACHS (Penn State U) Gendered Fields: Women as Seed Savers in Peru and North America

5:30 Discussant: CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (Northeastern U)

5:45 End of Session

2-108 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS. Board of Directors
Hamilton, Terrace Level

2-109 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Board of Directors
Grant, Terrace Level

2-110 COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN. Reception at the Smithsonian Institution.
6:00-7:30 Reception will be held at the Arts and Industries Building. Transportation is on your own.

2-111 UMM KULTHUM: A VOICE LIKE EGYPT (Middle East Section). Map Room, Terrace Level. A panel of scholars, including a cultural anthropologist, an ethnomusicologist, and a visual anthropologist, will discuss the woman, her cultural impact as a symbol, and the film as a film. Discussion continues after the film in the Caucus Room, Terrace Level.

6:00-7:00 Organizer: BARBARA J MICHAEL (Amer Inst for Yemeni Studies). Chair: SOHEIR MORSY (Tufts)

2-112 ARCHEOLOGY DIVISON. Business Meeting. International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
6:15-7:00 Chair: TIMOTHY EARLE (Northwestern U)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chair/Co-Chairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:15</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting</strong>. Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.</td>
<td>Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level</td>
<td>HARRIET MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting</strong>. State Room, Terrace Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.</td>
<td>State Room, Terrace Level</td>
<td>RHODA HALPERIN (U Cincinnati)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY. Business</strong> Meeting, Dupont, Terrace Level</td>
<td>Dupont, Terrace Level</td>
<td>MARIA G CATTELL (Millersville U/Field Museum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>WOMEN’S EQUITY AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRAXIS: THE STATUS OF WOMEN OUTSIDE THE ACADEMY</strong> (AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology; Archeology Division, National Association for the Practice of Anthropology, National Association of Student Anthropologists, Society for Applied Anthropology) <strong>Terrace Assembly</strong>, Terrace Level. Forum is followed by a reception.</td>
<td>Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level</td>
<td>BARBARA MILLS (U Arizona), NAN ROTHSCILD (Barnard C/Columbia U), MELINDA ZEDER (Smithsonian Inst.), JEAN SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK. 20th Anniversary Business Meeting and Reception</strong>. Monroe West, Concourse Level</td>
<td>Monroe West, Concourse Level</td>
<td>EVE HOCHWALD. DAVID HAKKEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>HUMAN RIGHTS, AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE: A FORUM WITH THE COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS</strong> (AAA Committee for Human Rights)</td>
<td>Cabinet Room, Concourse Level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. East European Anthropology Group Business Meeting</strong>. Edison, Terrace Level</td>
<td>Edison, Terrace Level</td>
<td>ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul U), EVA HUSEBY-DARVAS (U Michigan-Dearborn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Andean Health Researchers Network Open Forum and Organizing Meeting</strong>. Hamilton, Terrace Level</td>
<td>Hamilton, Terrace Level</td>
<td>CHRISTINE GREENWAY (Holy Cross C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>HOW TO PUBLISH IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION QUARTERLY</strong> (Council on Anthropology and Education)</td>
<td>North Salon, Hotel Sofitel</td>
<td>KATHRYN ANDERSON-LEVITT (U Michigan-Dearborn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>CAE COMMITTEE #12: STUDY OF CULTURAL TRANSMISSION/ACQUISITION. Business Meeting</strong>. Bancroft, Terrace Level</td>
<td>Bancroft, Terrace Level</td>
<td>JOELLEN FISHERKELLER (New York U), MERLE WALLACE (U of the South)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Louise Spindler Remembrance. International Ballroom Center</strong>, Concourse Level</td>
<td>International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level</td>
<td>DAVID FETTERMAN (Stanford U), BERNARD SIEGEL (Stanford U), RAYMOND MCDERMOTT (Stanford U), DAVID FETTERMAN (Stanford U), GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:30</td>
<td><strong>MARGARET MEAD CENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM PLANNING COMMITTEE</strong></td>
<td>Kalorama, Terrace Level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Business Meeting, Salon, Hotel Sofitel
6:15-7:30
Chair: ROBERT ALVAREZ (Arizona State U)

ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SECTION. Business Meeting, Lincoln East, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.
6:15-7:30
Chair: EMILIO F MORAN (Indiana U)

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Business Meeting, Monroe East, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.
6:15-7:30
Chair: MARGERY WOLF (U Iowa)

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Business Meeting, International Ballroom East, Concourse Level. Followed by Distinguished Lecture
6:15
Chair: ELLIOTT P SKINNER (Columbia U)

SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting, Lincoln West, Concourse Level
6:15-7:30
Chair: OWEN LYNCH

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Open Forum Members Meeting, Georgetown East, Concourse Level
6:15-7:30
Chair: EMILIE DE BRIGARD (Film Research)

ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY. Distinguished Lecture by Jane Guyer, Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
6:15-7:30
Chair: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard U)

SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting, Military Room, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception will follow the meeting.
6:15-7:30
Chair: BRACKETTE WILLIAMS

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting, Jefferson West, Concourse Level. A cash bar reception follows the meeting.
6:15-7:30
Chair: CAROLE BROWNER (U California-Los Angeles)

ASSOCIATION OF SENIOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Business Meeting
6:15-7:30
Chevy Chase, Terrace Level

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. Distinguished Lecture by Judith Okeley (Hull): Anthropology's Practice Brings Subject and Theory. Lecture is followed by a cash bar reception.
6:15-8:00
Jefferson East, Concourse Level

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Distinguished Lecture by Sherry B Ortner, "Anthropologists in a Media Saturated World" International Ballroom East, Concourse Level. A reception will follow the lecture.
6:15-8:00
Chair: ELLIOTT SKINNER (Columbia U)

CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Reception for Members and Friends, Georgetown West, Concourse Level
6:30-8:30
Chair: JAMES W DOW (Oakland U)

SVA FILM AND VIDEO OPEN SCREENING (Society for Visual Anthropology)
7:00-8:00
Office 2, Concourse Level
2-141 ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION. Distinguished Lecture by Margaret W Conkey: Paleolithic Pathways: Archaeological Theory and Practice for the Deep Past. A cash bar reception will follow the lecture. International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
7:00-8:30 Chair: TIMOTHY EARLE (Northwestern U)

2-142 SVA Film Screening, Map Room, Terrace Level
7:30-8:10 MAHA KHATIB (Independent) Then and Now

2-143 UNLEASHING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMAGINATION: BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS CREATIVE ARTISTS: OPEN MIKE (Association of Black Anthropologists)
8:00-9:30 Lincoln West, Concourse Level

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 22

3-001 THE SCHOOLING IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW LATINO DIASPORA: IS IT THE SAME OLD STORY? (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)
Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizers/Chairs: SOPHIA VILLENAS (U Utah), EDMUND TED HAMANN (U Penn/Georgia State U)
8:00 Introduction: EDMUND TED HAMANN (U Penn/Georgia State U) and SOPHIA VILLENAS (U Utah)
8:30 SOPHIA VILLENAS (U Utah) Una Buena Educacion: Latino Education and Cultural Conflict in North Carolina
8:45 Discussant: ENRIQUE MURILLO (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill)
9:00 STANTON E F WORTHAM (Bates C) The Unintended Tracking of Latino Schoolchildren in Rural New England
9:15 EDMUND TED HAMANN (U Penn/Georgia State U) The Future is Now: Latino Education in Georgia
9:30 Discussant: HENRY T TRUEBA (Harvard U)
9:45 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-002 EXOTIC DANCE: FICTION, FANTASY, AND FACT (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: JUDITH LYNNE HANNA (U Maryland)
8:00 ROBERT C ALLEN (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Striptease: Lap Dancing as Family Entertainment
8:15 LACEY SLOAN (SUNY-Buffalo) Women Who Work as Topless Dancers: Choice and Impact
8:30 SHELLY JANE MANASTER (Grad Fac-New Sch for Soc Res) Community and Identity: Backstage at an Exotic Dance Club
8:45 DEBORAH CLIPPERTON (York U) Feminism, Sex Trade Identities and the Moral Regulation of Sexuality: The Case of Lap Dancing in Canada
9:00 JUDITH LYNNE HANNA (U Maryland) Undressing the First Amendment and Corsetting the Striptease Dancer
9:15 Discussant: RALPH BOLTON (Pomona C)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-003 WORKSHOP: UNDERSTANDING CULTURES IN THE SCHOOLS (AAA Academic Relations) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
8:00-9:45 Chair: RUTH KRULFELD (George Washington U)
3-004 RECONCEIVING REPRODUCTION: DEFINING "SELF" AND "OTHER" IN POSTCOLONIAL CONTEXT (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)
Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: LAURA M OAKS (Johns Hopkins U), CLARISSA W HSU (U Washington) and MONICA CASPER (U California-Santa Cruz)
8:00 CLARISSA W HSU (U Washington) Push Harder: Identity, Power and Resistance in the Context of Saint Lucian Perinatal Encounters
8:15 DEBORA BONE (U California-San Francisco) Epidural Anesthesia, Postemotionality and the Disappearance of Depth
8:30 WENDY M RICHARDSON (Johns Hopkins U) The Ties That Bind: Motherhood Before and After Quebec’s Quiet Revolution
8:45 HARRIET M PHINNEY (U Washington) Identity and Desire: Unmarried Women’s Negotiation of Reproductive Time and Space in Northern Vietnam
9:00 LAURA M OAKS (Johns Hopkins U) Defining “Healthy” Pregnancy Practice: Self-Care or Fetal Care?
9:30 Discussant: LISA HANDWERKER (Calif Inst of Integral Studies)
9:45 End of Session

3-005 WORKSHOP: INTRIGUE OF THE PAST: USING ARCHAEOLOGY TO TEACH SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES (AAA Academic Relations) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
8:00-9:45 Chair: DOROTHY SCHLOTTHAUER KRASS (Society for American Archaeology)

3-006 MAKING SELECTIONS: ON COLLECTING AND ANALYZING LIFE HISTORIES (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: ROBERT SCHRAUF (Duke U)
8:00 MICHAEL V ANGROSINO (U South Florida) Disclosure, Interaction, and the Life History Interview
8:15 GAY BECKER (U California-San Francisco) Disrupted Lives: Illness Narratives as Cultural Documents
8:30 PAUL E BRODWIN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Conversation Narratives and Emergent “Intercultures” in Haiti and the Haitian Diaspora
8:45 CLAUDIA STRAUSS (Duke U) Beyond Identities
9:00 ROBERT SCHRAUF (Duke U) Collecting Life Histories & Sampling the Autobiographical Memory Base
9:15 Discussant: KATHERINE EWING (Duke U)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-007 RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE AND REGIME CHANGES: TOWARD DEMOCRATIC ACCOUNTABILITY OR AN INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY REGIME (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY-Graduate School), JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U). Chair: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY-Graduate School)
8:00 Introduction: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY-Graduate School)
8:15 JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U) The Dignity of Victims: East German Retribution
8:30 MARGARET POPKIN (RFK Center for Human Rights) Prospects for Truth and Justice in Central America: Has the Past been Buried?
8:45 PETER T SCHNEIDER (Fordham U-Lincoln Center) and JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY-Graduate School) Mafia “Penitents” and the Antimafia Process in Italy
9:00 MANNE SA’ADAH (Dartmouth C) Revenge and Justice: Compensatory Strategies in Post-Fascist Europe
9:15 CRAIG ETCHESON (Yale U) Putting Pol Pot in Jail: Dilemmas of Accountability
9:30 Discussant: SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard U)
9:45 End of Session
3-008

**INVITED SESSION: CONFRONTING POVERTY IN THE 21ST CENTURY: RECENT ETHNOGRAPHIES FROM EASTERN EUROPE** (Society for the Anthropology of Europe, American Ethnological Society)  
*Map Room, Terrace Level*

Organizer: HERMINE G DE SOTO (U Wisconsin-Madison), Chair: DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State U)

8:00 Introduction: DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State U)

8:15 CATHERINE WANNER (Penn State U) Transnational Families and Fictive Kin: Changes in Familial Relations in Post-Soviet Ukraine

8:30 SOKOL KONDI (United Nations-CUNY) Divided Land, Divided Poverty: Perspectives from Rural Albania

8:45 DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State U) Wealth, Poverty, and Changing Labor and Class in a Romanian Region

9:00 HERMINE G DE SOTO (U Wisconsin-Madison) Women’s Poverty During Restructuring: Confronting Unemployment, Retrenchment, and Exclusion in Eastern Germany and Moldova

9:15 Discussant: ASHRAF GHANI (World Bank)

9:30 Discussant: HELEN I SAFA (U Florida-Gainesville)

9:45 End of Session

3-009

**TABOOED TOPICS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF RELIGION** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness)  
*Monroe West, Concourse Level*

Organizers/Chairs: REBECCA LESTER (U California-San Diego), KAREN A SMYERS (Wesleyan U)

8:00 REBECCA LESTER (U California-San Diego) Men Think and Women Wonder: Gender and (Ir)rationality in the Anthropology of Religion

8:15 TANYA M LUHRMANN (U California-San Diego) The Moral Commitments of Modern Religion

8:30 EDITH TURNER (U Virginia) Fear of Religious Emotion, Verses the Need for Research Which Encompasses the Fullest Experiences

8:45 KAREN A SMYERS (Wesleyan U) Shaman/Scientist: Jungian Insights for the Anthropological Study of Religion

9:00 YVES MARTON (U California-Los Angeles) “The Saint and the Matter”: The Spirit Hypothesis in the Study of Afro-Brazilian and Other Latin American Forms of Mediumship

9:15 Discussant: JAMES A BOON (Princeton U)

9:30 Discussant: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY Graduate Ctr)

9:45 End of Session

3-010

**CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND IDENTITY: IMAGES, TEXTS AND PROCESSES IN JAPANESE POPULAR MEDIA** (Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology)  
*Georgetown East, Concourse Level*

Organizers: JOEL STOCKER (U Wisconsin-Madison), ELIZABETH MACLACHLAN (Columbia U), Chair: JOEL STOCKER (U Wisconsin-Madison)

8:00 JOEL STOCKER (U Wisconsin-Madison) Japanese Media Culture: An Osakan Entertainment Enterprise Promotes Comic Dreams

8:15 MILLIE R CREIGHTON (U British Columbia) Seeding the Creative Lifestyle Shopper: Wrapping Japanese Consumerism in Philosophic Statement of Meaning

8:30 HIROSHI AYOYAGI (U British Columbia) Idol Performances: Modeling the Transition of Identity in Illusory Space-Time

8:45 ELIZABETH MACLACHLAN (Columbia U) Birth of a Symbol: The Okinawa Rape Incident and Its Rise to Media Fame

9:00 JOHN L MCCREERY (Sophia U-Tokyo) When Global Meets Local and “Who We Are” is On the Line: Domesticating the Multinational Message

9:15 SAYO TSUTSUI (Osaka U of Foreign Studies) Conversational Joking on Japanese Television, in Everyday Life: Fools and Their Foils Pair Off in the Kansai Region
3-011

SUBJECTIVITY AND THE CORPORATION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: MONICA L SCHOCK-SPANA (Johns Hopkins U). Chair: HANAN SABEA (Johns Hopkins U)
8:00 LINDA SUN CROWDER (U Hawaii-Manoa) Corporate Mortuary Management and the Ethnic Community
8:15 MELISSA W WRIGHT (U Autonoma de Ciudad-Juarez) Protecting Residents from Aliens in the Mexican Maquiladoras
8:30 PAUL HIDEYO NOGUCHI (Bucknell U) "Logo-Motion"—JNR to JR: Privatization and Creating a New Corporate Identity in the East Japan Railway Company
8:45 MONICA L SCHOCK-SPANA (Johns Hopkins U) "DuPont will Blot Dunbarton Off the Map": History, Territory & Corporate Agency in the US
9:00 WENDY A SMITH (Monash U) Working for the Japanese in Malaysia: Multiple Selves in a Multinational Context
9:15 Discussant: ERICA SHOEN BERGER (Johns Hopkins)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-012

THE CHILD AS A GIFT: TRANSFORMATIONAL MOTHERING IN A CONSUMER CULTURE (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Kalorama, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: LINDA L LAYNE (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst), DANIELLE F WOZNIAK (U Connecticut)
8:00 HELENA RAGONE (U Massachusetts-Boston) The Gift of Life: Surrogate Motherhood and Constructions of Altruism
8:15 JUDITH MODELL (Carnegie Mellon U) Freely Given: Open Adoption and the Rhetoric of the Gift
8:30 DANIELLE F WOZNIAK (U Connecticut) Gifts and Burdens: The Familial and Social Context of Foster Mothering
8:45 GAIL H LANDSMAN (SUNY-Albany) Does God Give Special Kids to Special Parents?: The Child with Disabilities as Gift
9:00 LINDA L LAYNE (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) "True Gifts from God": Of Motherhood, Sacrifice and Enrichment in the Context of Pregnancy
9:15 Discussant: RAYNA RAPP (New School for Social Research)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

3-013

INVITED SESSION: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CULTURAL ANALOGIES AMONG LATINA(O) ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Association for Latina & Latino Anthropologists) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: CARLOS G VELEZ-IBANEZ (U California-Riverside)
8:00 ANA M ALONSO (U Arizona-Tucson) A Cubana in Northern Mexico: Challenging the "Self-Other" Metaphor for Anthropological Inquiry
8:15 JUAN-VICENTE PALERM (U California-Riverside) Transitioning from Peasant Communities in Mexico to Farm Worker Towns in California
8:30 MARIA L CRUZ TORRES (U California-Riverside) Different Oceans and Changing Identities: A Puertorriquena’s Journey in Varying Cultural and Ecological Contexts
8:45 ROBERT R ALVAREZ (Arizona State U) How Close Can We Get? Parentes y Camaradas in the Anthropological Paradigm
9:00 Discussant: ADELAIDA REBECCA DEL CASTILLO (San Diego State U)
9:15 Discussant: PAULE CRUZ-TAKASH (U California-San Diego)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session
XXXVITH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: LEARNING TO SPEAK A MESOAMERICAN LANGUAGE: RECENT STUDIES IN THE ACQUISITION OF GESTURE, GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION AND LINGUISTIC IDENTITY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer: LOURDES DE LEON (Reed C)
8:00 CLIFTON PYE (U Kansas) The Search for Causality in the Acquisition of Verbs
8:15 PAULA GOMEZ (U Guadalajara) and JOSE LUIS ITURRIOZ (U Guadalajara) The Development of the Category of Possession in Huichol
8:30 JOHN B HAVILAND (Reed C/CIESAS, Mexico) The Genesis of (Some) Gestures in Zinacantan
8:45 PENELope BROWN (Max Planck Inst Psycholinguist) Conversational Structure and Language Acquisition: The Role of Repetition in Tzeltal Adult and Child Speech
9:00 LOURDES DE LEON (Reed C) Talking to Children in Tzotzil (Mayan): A Case Study of Caregiver Input
9:15 DEB AUGSBURGER (U Pennsylvania) Why Juanito Doesn’t Speak Zapotec: Studying Acquisition of Language and Culture in the Breach
9:30 Discussants: JOHN A LUCY (U Chicago) and ELINOR OCHS (UCLA)
9:45 End of Session

DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES ANNUAL BREAKFAST (AAA Department of Academic Relations) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level
8:00-11:00 Chair: YOLANDA MOSES

WORKSHOP: USES OF PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO AND OTHER IMAGES IN EVERYDAY RESEARCH: A VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY CLINIC (Society for Visual Anthropology). Grant, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
8:00-11:00 Leaders: MALCOLM COLLIER, SUZANNE LEVINE

Organizers: BARTHOLOMEW C DEAN (U Kansas), JEROME M LEVI (Carleton C).
Chair: DAVID H MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard U/Cultural Survival)
8:00 DAVID H MAYBURY-LEWIS (Harvard U/Cultural Survival) From Elimination to an Uncertain Future: Changing Policies Toward Indigenous Peoples and Their Effects Worldwide
8:15 BARTHOLOMEW C DEAN (U Kansas) At the Margins of Power: Hierarchy and the Politics of Ethnic Mobilization Among the Urarina
8:30 TRILOKI NATH PANDEY (U California-Santa Cruz) Fence Lake Mining Activities in the American Southwest
8:45 JEROME M LEVI (Carleton C) Silence: Invitation for Violence or Strategy for Survival? Identity and Representation in the Sierra Tarahumara
9:00 Discussant: PARKER M SHIPTON (Boston U)
9:15 Discussion
9:30 Break
9:45 MARJORIE MANDELSTAM BALZER (Georgetown U) Hot and Cold: Interethnic Relations in Siberia
10:00 KIRK ENDICOTT (Dartmouth C) Indigenous Rights Issues in Southeast Asia
10:15 BENEDICT ANDERSON (Cornell U) Survival by Nationalization?
10:30 Discussant: RICHARD B LEE (U Toronto)
10:45 Discussant: LYNN STEPHEN (Northeastern U)
11:00 Discussion
11:45 End of Session
SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 22

3-018

INVITED SESSION: MUSEUMS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY: EXPERIMENTING WITH ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE PUBLIC SPHERE (Council for Museum Anthropology) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizer: ALAKA WALI (Field Museum). Chair: NAVEEDA KHAN (Columbia U/Field Museum)
8:00 JONATHAN HAAS (Field Museum) Representing Anthropology in Museums
8:15 IVAN KARP (Emory U) Public Scholarship as a Vocation
8:30 ALAKA WALI (Field Museum) From Text to Label Copy: The Story of an Exhibit about Culture
8:45 Discussant: PAULINE TURNER STRONG (U Texas-Austin)
9:00 JONATHAN M MARKS (Yale U/UC-Berkeley) Modern Biological Anthropology's Representation in Museum Exhibits, If Any
9:15 JOHN J BODINGER DE URIARTE (U Texas-Austin) Toward a Dialogics of Image, Text, and Display Practice
9:30 R BRIAN FERGUSON (Rutgers U-Newark) Representing War
9:45 Discussant: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)
10:00 Discussant: ANGELA M GILLIAM (Evergreen State C)
10:15 Break
10:30 MARK P LEONE (U Maryland-College Park) Outdoor Museums and Alternative Histories
10:45 JULIA M CRUIKSHANK (U British Columbia) and TANYA ARGOUNOVA (U Cambridge) Reinscribing Meanings: Community Museums and Memory in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
11:00 C NADIA SEREMETAKIS (Cultural Studies-Kalamata) Empowering Anamnesis: Public Ethnography and the Kalamata Earthquake Commemoration
11:15 Discussant: MICHAEL L BLAKEY (Howard U)
11:30 Discussant: VIRGINIA DOMINGUEZ (U Iowa)
11:45 End of Session

3-019

ASSISTING IN THE SOLUTION OF CORPORATE PROBLEMS: A SELF-ASSESSMENT BY & FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer: ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors). Chair: JULIA C GLUESING (Cultural Connections, Inc)

8:00 Introduction: JULIA C GLUESING (Cultural Connections, Inc)
8:15 KATHLEEN M FELL (Wayne State U) and ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors) and TOMOKO HAMADA (C of William & Mary) Evaluating the Impact of Anthropologists on Private Sector Firms
8:30 JUDITH BENSON (McDonnell Douglas) Just What do Anthropologists Think They're Contributing to Business?
8:45 SUSAN T FERNKANY (STF Associates) When an Organization Goes Looking for an Anthropologist: What are They Looking For?
9:00 KENNETH A DAVID (Michigan State U) Best of Times, Worst of Times: Organizational Consulting Effectiveness
9:15 CHRISTINA WASSON (E-Lab) How Ethnographers and Design Planners Collaborate
9:30 CRIS S JOHNSRUD (Southern Tech Applications Ctr) Connecting the Dots: Anthropological Contributions to Organizational Strategic Planning
9:45 Break
10:00 DENNIS WIEDMAN (Florida International U) Managing in the Present for the Future: University Planning and Policy Development
10:15 SUSAN E SQUIRES (GVO Inc) Learning in the Field: Adding Value in a Corporate Setting
10:30 JULIA C GLUESING (Cultural Connections, Inc) Developing a Global Sales Team
10:45 JULIAN E ORR (Xerox PARC) Reality Check for the Corporation: A Case Study and Some Reflections
11:00 Discussant: FREDERICK GAMST (U Massachusetts)
11:15 Discussant: MARIETTA L BABA (Wayne State U)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session
3-020

**INVITED SESSION: CULTURE-AT-LARGE: KATHRYN PYNE ADDELSON MEETS HER INTERLOCUTERS** (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
**International Ballroom West**, Concourse Level  
Organizer: BRACKETTE WILLIAMS. Chair: STEVEN GREGORY (New York U)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Introduction: BRACKETTE WILLIAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>KATHRYN P ADDELSON (Smith C) How Should We Live: Making Bedfellows of Philosophers and Anthropologists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>Discussant: MICHEL-ROLPH TROUILLOT (Johns Hopkins U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussant: SUSAN O LONG (John Carroll U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Discussant: LAURENCE THOMAS (Syracuse University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussant: RAYNA RAPP (New School for Social Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Discussant: DAVID T GOLDBERG (Arizona State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>Discussant: KATHRYN P ADDELSON (Smith C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INVITED SESSION: INTEGRATING NUTRITION AND ANTHROPOLOGY:**  
**LOOKING TO THE FUTURE** (Council on Nutritional Anthropology)  
**Hemisphere Room**, Concourse Level  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>TOM MARCHIONE (USAID) The Emerging Post Cold War Context for Nutritional Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>GRETEL PELTO (World Health Organization) From Cultural Constructs to Social Systems: Challenges for Applied Nutritional Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>DEBRA MARTIN (Hampshire C) and ALAN GOODMAN (Hampshire C) The Future of Studying Past Diets and Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>CHERYL K RITENBAUGH (U Arizona) Nutritional Anthropology Perspectives on Gene-Environment Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>NICOLETTE I TEUFEL (U Arizona) Anthropological Contributions to Dietary Assessment of Special U.S. Populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>BARRETT P BRENTON (St Johns U) High Steaks, Lean Times: Native American Dietary Change in an Age of Welfare Reform and Indian Casinos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>LESLIE SUE LIEBERMAN (U Florida) SNAC II: The Current and Future Trends in Nutritional Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-022

**MIMETIC PRACTICES, CRAFTED SELVES: LABOR, PERFORMANCE AND FORMATIONS OF POWER** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  
**Caucus Room**, Terrace Level  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Introduction: HUDITA N MUSTAFA (Harvard U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>ROY MARTIN DILLEY (U Saint Andrews) Ways of Knowing, Forms of Power-Aspects of Tukulor Weavers’ Apprenticeships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JULIA E DVORKIN (Harvard U) Masters Without Craft, Apprentices Without Masters: Contested Authority in Cairene Workshops Under the Reign of the Free Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>HUDITA N MUSTAFA (Harvard U) Bodies of Knowledge and the Gender of Couture in Dakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>HANAN SABEA (John Hopkins U) Sisal Cutters: More than Just a Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussant: JEAN C LAVE (U California-Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**3-023**


**Organizer:** DONALD M NONINI (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>LESLEY D BARTLETT (U North Carolina) Consuming Hospitality: Seasonal Citizens and Mountain People in Appalachia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>GEORGE D BACA (Johns Hopkins U) Neutralizing “Fayette-Nam”: Symbolic and Economic Restructuring of a Militarized Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>ENRIQUE MURILLO (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Those Damned Mexicans: Resisting Alien Discourses in Rural North Carolina Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>MARLA FREDERICK (Duke U) “Here’s My Mule, Where’s My 40 Acres?”: Economic Restructuring and Black Land Loss in Rural NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>THADDEUS GULBRANDESEN (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Contested Versions of Urban Space and Social Life in Durham North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>CATHERINE LUTZ (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Racial Segregation, Economic Restructuring and Civic Discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**3-024**

**THE IMPLICATIONS OF LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY: PAPERS FOR THE WHORF CENTENARY** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) *Lincoln West*, Concourse Level

**Organizer/Chair:** JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>JOHN A LUCY (U Chicago) The Whorfian Legacy to Research on Linguistic Relativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>PENNY LEE (U Western Australia) Elaborating the World: Whorf’s Isolates of Experience and the Linguistic Relativity Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>ROBERT R CREPEAU (U Montreal) Whorf and the Philosophers. A Closer Look at Linguistic Calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>EMILY SCHULTZ (Macalester C) Linguistic Relativity and Discursive Practices: A Whorfian Perspective on the Science Wars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>FRANCIS ZIMMERMANN (EHESS-Paris) Covert Concepts: A South Asianist’s Point of View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>JOHN LEAVITT (U Montreal) Science and Symbol in Whorf and Bachelard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>JEAN E DEBERNARDI (U Alberta) The Use and Misuse of Linguistic Relativity: The Chinese Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:15 MARGARET TRAWICK (Massey U-New Zealand) Language, World-View, and National Identity
10:30 JOHN A CRESPI (U Chicago) Wallace Stevens and Benjamin Lee Whorf: A Poet, A Linguist, A Jar
10:45 PAUL FRIEDRICH (U Chicago) Poetics of the "Whorfian Hypothesis"
11:00 Discussant: BRUCE MANNHEIM (U Michigan)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

8:00 JOAN FUJIMURA (Stanford U) Transnational Science: Views of the Genomics from Sites outside Euro-America
8:15 CRISTIANA BASTOS (ICS/U Lisbon) Accounts of Discovery and Strategies of Control: Bacteriology and Colonial Medicine in the Early 20th Century
8:30 KAREN-SUE TAUSSIG (Harvard) Global Science/Local Knowledge
8:45 THOMAS J CSORDAS (Case Western Reserve U) Computerized Cadavers: A Slice of Life in Virtual Reality
9:00 HANNAH LANDECKER (MIT) Conflicting Embodiments in "Human Biologicals": A Short History of Cell Line Personification
9:15 ANGELA K MARTIN (U Kentucky) Constructions of the Body and the Consumption of New Health Technologies in Transnational Ireland
9:30 Discussant: MARGARET LOCK (McGill U)
9:45 Break
10:00 LISA CARTWRIGHT (U Rochester) Reach Out and Heal Someone: Rural Telemedicine and the Globalization of US Health Care
10:15 ARUSHI SINHA (Southern Methodist U) Telemedicine: The Virtual Gaze of Health Care in the Next Century
10:30 VICTOR E BRAITBERG (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill) Disembedded Expertise and Responsible Selves: Telemedicine, Neoliberalism, and the (Re)Formation of Academic Medicine
10:45 Discussant: MICHAEL M J FISCHER (MIT)
11:00 KIM FORTUN (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst) From Bhopal to the Gulf War: Linking Toxics, Biomedicine and Global Order
11:15 BYRON J GOOD (Harvard U) and MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (Harvard U) and MICHAEL M J FISCHER (MIT) Pharmaceutical Infrastructures: Stories In and Around the Field
11:30 Discussant: MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (Harvard U)
11:45 End of Session

3-026 SEX, DRUGS, VIOLENCE, AND AIDS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level Chair: MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council)
8:00 ALAIN M LARTIGUE (Pomona C), SUELIN HILBERT (Pomona C) and JOAO FERREIRA-PINTO (Companeros Ciudad Juarez) The Cognitive Mapping of Sexual Repertoires of Incarcerated Youth
8:15 KEITH V BLEITZER (U Miami) Rural Dating: The Transformation of Street-Level Sex-Work When Farmworkers Become Clients
8:30 BRADLEY P STONER (Washington U-St Louis) and CATHY A JONES (Washington U) Help-Seeking for Gonorrhea: A Political Economic Perspective
8:45 HEATHER HALL (U Florida), DALE STRATFORD (U Florida), TEDD ELLERBROCK (CDC) and KEITH AKINS (U Florida) Is High-Risk Sexual Behavior an Occupational Hazard Among Long-Haul Truckers in the US?
9:00  ELISABETH W DOWLING (Pomona C) and J RAUL MAGANA (Pomona C) Sex, Drugs and HIV: An Ethnographic Approach

9:15  KIM E RADDAS (Inst for Community Resch), MARGARET R WEEKS (Inst for Community Research) and MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) Broken Windows, Broken Dreams: Street Ethnography Among Injection Drug Users

9:30  SHERYL HOROWITZ (Hispanic Health Council), MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) and KIM E RADDAS (Inst for Community Rsch) Find a Needle, Pick It Up: Ethno-Archaeology of Drug Injectors in Inner-City Hartford

9:45  Break

10:00  DOUGLAS S GOLDSMITH (NDRI), DON C DES JARLAIS (BIMC/NDRI) and BRUCE D JOHNSON (NDRI) AIDS’ Impact on Street Drug Usage: A Look Back to 1980, a Look Ahead to 2000

10:15  BENJAMIN JUNGE (Johns Hopkins U) and DAVID VLAHOV Resale of Needle Exchange Program Syringes as a Harm Reduction Measure

10:30  TONI MARISA GALLO (NDRI), PELLEGRINO LUCIANO (Nat’l Development and Research) and MICHAEL C CLATT (Ntl Developmnt Rsch Institutes) Sticking with Traditional Methods in Applied AIDS Research: Some Ideas on Risk Avoidance from Two Unique Populations Who Engage in IDU

10:45  GILBERT QUINTERO (U Arizona) “The Lizard and the Green Bottle”: Sociocultural Perspectives on Aging Out of Substance Abuse

11:00  MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council), MARGARET R WEEKS (Inst for Community Research) and NANCY ROMERO-DAZA (Hispanic Health Council) The Saya Epidemic: Substance Abuse, Violence and AIDS in the Puerto Rican Community


11:30  NANCY ROMERO-DAZA (Hispanic Health Council) and MERRILL C SINGER (Hispanic Health Council) Another Type of Victim: Witnessing Violence and Drug Initiation Among Puerto Ricans in Hartford

11:45  End of Session

3-027  AAA FORUM OF PRESIDENTS. Breakfast Meeting
8:30-10:30  Dupont, Terrace Level

3-028  AAA ORIENTATION FOR SECTION TREASURERS
9:00-11:00  Edison, Terrace Level

3-029  WORKSHOP: TEACHING ETHNOGRAPHIC AND QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS (Council on Anthropology and Education) North Salon, Hotel Sofitel.
Attendance is by advance subscription only.
9:00-12:00  Organizer: JOSEPH A MAXWELL (Education Development Ctr). Leaders: KATHLEEN BENNETT DE MARRAIS (U Tennessee), JUDITH PREISSLE (U Georgia)

3-030  WORKSHOP: HUMAN BIODIVERSITY. (AAA Academic Relations) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
10:30-11:45  Chair: FATIMAH JACKSON (U Maryland, College Park)

3-031  WORKSHOP: CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: (AAA Academic Relations) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
10:30-11:45  Chair: CAROL ERTING (Gallaudet U)

3-032  GLOBAL HIP-HOP: TOKYO, CAIRO, NEW YORK, PARIS, SYDNEY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: IAN CONDRY (Yale U). Chair: TED SWEDENBURG (U Arkansas)
10:30 IAN CONDRY (Yale U) “Represent Nippon”: Japanese Rap Music and the Globalization of Culture
10:45 TONY MITCHELL (U Technology-Sydney) A Universal Language: Rap Outside the US
11:00 RACHEL HERGING Selling “Blackness”: Rap Music and the Commodification of Race
11:15 ANDRE J M PREVOS (Penn State) Hip-Hop, Rap, & Repression in the US and in France
11:30 Discussant: JACQUELINE URLA (U Massachusetts)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-033
GENEALOGIES OF DIASPORAS: HOMELAND IMAGINARIES, GEOGRAPHIC TIES AND SOCIAL LEGITIMACY (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: KAMARI M CLARKE (U California-Santa Cruz)
10:15 LEILIA LOMBA DE ANDRADE (Bowdoin C) Holding onto NHA Terra: The Significance of the Homeland for the Construction of Cape Verden Racial and Ethnic Identity
10:30 BRIAN KEITH AXEL (U Chicago) Place and Displacement: The Ambivalence of Productions of the Sikh Subject
10:45 KAMARI M CLARKE (U California-Santa Cruz) An Archaic Past with a Contemporary Flare: New World Yoruba Divination and Transnational Legitimacy
11:00 LENA SAWYER (Lawrence U/U California) Experience the Warmth of Africa in Stockholm: African Discotheques in Sweden
11:15 RICARDO E OVALLE-BAHAMON (U California-Irvine) Race, Culture and Citizenship: Belonging in Post-Colonial Portugal and Angola
11:30 Discussant: CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW (U California-Santa Cruz)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-034
INVITED SESSION: PRAXIS AND POLITICS: ANTHROPOLOGY IN NONACADEMIC SETTINGS (General Anthropology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: ANITA SCHWARTZ (Nassau Community C), MARY ANN CASTLE (Metis Associates). Chair: OWEN LYNCH (New York U)
10:15 MARY ANN CASTLE (Metis Associates) Complexities and Contradictions in Action Advocacy Anthropology
10:30 ANITA SCHWARTZ (Nassau Community C) Power and Politics of the Developmentally Disabled
10:45 JOEL I KLEIN (Foster Wheeler Environment Cor) Ivory Tower to the Twin Towers
11:00 CAROLYN KUNIN Social Policy in Organizational Settings
11:15 PATRICIA L SUNDERLAND (PortiCo) Ethnographic Program Evaluation and the Number Problems of Science
11:30 Discussant: LINDA BASCH (Nat’l Council Rsch on Women)
11:45 Discussant: NICHOLAS S HOPKINS (American U-Cairo)
12:00 End of Session

3-035
Organizer: NORA C DUDWICK (World Bank). Chair: KATHLEEN RAE KUEHNAST (U Minnesota)
10:15 MICHELE R RIVKIN-FISH (Princeton U) How “Health for All” Became a Luxury for the Few: Reproductive Health Reforms in Post-Socialist Russia
10:30 KATHLEEN RAE KUEHNAST (U Minnesota) Children and the Burden of Poverty in Kyrgyzstan
10:45 NIKOLAI SSORIN-CHAIKOV (Stanford U) Back to the Forest: Poverty and Re-Invention of Evenki Clan-Based Communities in Central Siberia
11:00 NORA C DUDWICK (World Bank) “Democratization and its Discontents”: Poverty, Patronage and Protection in the Post-Soviet States
11:15 Discussant: KAREN A CURTIS (U Delaware)
11:30 Discussant: IGOR BARSEGIAN (Goucher C)
11:45 Discussant: ASHRAF GHANI (World Bank)
12:00 End of Session

3-036 INVITED SESSION: EMBODYING ANTHROPOLOGY: GENDER/SEXUALITY, HISTORY, POLITICAL ECONOMY (Association for Feminist Anthropology)
Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers: ROGER N LANCASTER (George Mason U), MICAELA DI LEONARDO (Northwestern U). Chair: MICAELA DI LEONARDO (Northwestern U)
10:15 SUSAN GAL (U Chicago) Movements of Feminism: The Circulation and Consumption of Political Discourses about Women
10:30 ELIZABETH A POVINELLI (U Chicago) Queering (Multi)Culture
10:45 ROGER N LANCASTER (George Mason U) When “I” was a “Girl”: Reflections on Identity, Kinship and Other Selective Affinities
11:00 PATRICIA ZAVELLA (U California-Santa Cruz) Local Knowledge, Global Context: The Gendered Construction of Chicana/Mexicana Sexuality
11:15 LOUISA SCHEIN (Rutgers U) Of Cargo and Satellites: Imagined Cosmopolitanism
11:30 Discussant: MICAELA DI LEONARDO (Northwestern U)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-037 APPROACHES TO CONDUCTING YOUTH-LED ACTION RESEARCH IN OUT OF SCHOOL SETTINGS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)
Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizer/Chair: SANDRA J SYDLO (Inst for Community Research)
10:15 MARYLAND GRIER (Inst for Community Research) Methods of Youth-Driven Action Research in Community and School Settings
10:30 MARTHA J BOJKO (U Connecticut) and CLARA ACOSTA-GLYNN (U Connecticut School of Med) Teens Living with HIV/AIDS: Collaborative Exploration with Peer Researchers of Risky Behavior among Affected Youth
10:45 STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (U Connecticut Medical Schl), M W AMARASIRI DESILVA (U Peradeniya, Sri Lanka), PIYASEELI WEDISINGHE (Ministry of Health, Sri Lanka) Youth and Teen Research Association (YATRA “the boat”): Peer Research Directed Toward Reducing Sexual Risk in Sri Lanka
11:00 PATRICIA E CHRISTIE (ICR/CHRO/NTARC) Youth Action Research in Suburban Connecticut: The Youth Survey Project
11:15 ALLISON BINGHAM (Connecticut) Youth Need a Voice: A Report on Findings from “The Youth Survey Project”
11:45 SANDRA J SYDLO (Inst for Community Research) What’s Research For?: The Application of Youth Action Research Results
12:00 End of Session

3-038 INVITED SESSION: BROADERING ANTHROPOLOGY: INPUT AND OUTREACH (Archeology Division) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer: JAMON A HALVAKSZ (U Minnesota). Chairs: EMILY J WEGLIAN (U Minnesota), TERRY A FINGERHUT (U Minnesota)
10:15  DONALD M MILLER (U Minnesota) Solving the Educational Problems of Anthropology's Exclusionary Past and Present
10:30  KATHLEEN SAUNDERS (U Minnesota) and DAN EAGLE BOY ROWE (Purdue U)
      On the Wings of an Eagle: Technology and Cultural Information Exchange in Native American Education
10:45  JAMON A HALVAKSZ (U Minnesota) and EMILY J WEGLIAN (U Minnesota)
      Anthropology's (Failed) Public Voice
11:00  TERRY A FINGERHUT (U Minnesota) Gettin' Cultured and Diggin' It: Introducing Archaeology & Anthropology to High School Students
11:15  CARL E BLAIR (U Wisconsin-Stout) Negotiating Social Boundaries: Lessons from Smelt
11:30  JAMES E MYSTER (Hamline U) Minnesota Archaeology Week: An Examination of the Potential Audience for a Multivenued Statewide Celebration of Our Past
11:45  Discussant: CYNTHIA A CONE (Hamline U)
12:00  End of Session

3-039  INVITED SESSION: INDIGENOUS MOVEMENTS: SOURCES AND STRATEGIES OF SELF-REPRESENTATION
       (Society for Latin American Anthropology)
       Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
       Organizers/Chairs: KAY B WARREN (Princeton U), JEAN JACKSON (MIT)
10:30  DAVID GOW (George Washington U) and JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)
      Intersecting Traditions: The Multiple Voices of Modernity in Indigenous Cauca
10:45  VICTOR D MONTEJO (U California-Davis) The Multiplicity of Mayan Voices: Mayan Leadership and the Politics of Self-Representation
11:00  KAY B WARREN (Princeton U) Many Ways of Being Mayan: The Contested Role of "Pluriculturalism" in Post-Peace Accord Guatemala
11:15  JAMES HOWE (MIT) Then and Now: Kuna Self-Representation in the Quest for Autonomy
11:30  LAURA GRAHAM (U Iowa) Whose Speaking Here? Voices of Brazilian Indians in the International Public Sphere
11:45  Discussant: ALCIDA RITA RAMOS (Brasilia)
12:00  End of Session

3-040  PLACE, TIME AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY IN EUROPEAN LOCALITIES
       (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Monroe West, Concourse Level
       Chair: SUSAN B SUTTON (Indiana U/Purdue U)
10:15  STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State U) Temporal Dimensions of Social Order in Maltese Society: Calendrical Analysis
10:30  SUSAN B SUTTON (Indiana U/Purdue U) Names, Domains, and Localities: Community Labels in Greece and Anthropology
10:45  DENISE LAWRENCE ZUNIGA (California Polytechnic-Pomona) 20th Century Housing Technologies and the European Family: The Future of Domesticity
11:00  RALPH W CREED (Hunter C, CUNY) The Ambivalent Community: Economy and Ritual in Rural Bulgaria
11:15  PERNILLE LARSEN (Copenhagen U) Market, Mafia and Morality. A Study of the Marginalization of Market-Trade in Contemporary Lithuania
11:30  ELLA M JOHANSSON (Umea) Flexibility as Tradition: Culture and Local Economy in Northern Sweden
11:45  Discussion
12:00  End of Session

3-041  GENDER POLITICS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
       (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Kalorama, Terrace Level
       Chair: PAULA FORD (U Iowa)
10:15 CECILIA M B SARDENBERG (NEIM/UFBA) Gender and Social Memory: Women’s and Men’s Accounts of Strike Movements in Bahia, Brazil
10:30 NATHALIE LEBON (U Florida) “Businessing” the Women’s Movement?: Brazilian Feminist NGOs and International Cooperation Agencies
10:45 PAULA FORD (U Iowa) Women’s Healing and Social Change in Nicaragua
11:00 JENNIFER WILSON (Florida International U) Building Up from the Ruins: A History of a Women’s Grassroots Organization After Disaster
11:30 CAROL ANN KOHN-SHEIKH (Florida International U) Female Circumcision Tradition and Ritual: The Case of the Javanese Women of Suriname, South America
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-042 POLITICS, INTERVENTION AND CHANGE (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: A ENDRE NYERGES (U Kentucky)
10:15 SUSAN A PAULSON (CESU/UMSS Cochabamba Bolivia) Social Inequality and Environmental Degradation in Latin America
10:30 NICHOLAS SHORR (Indiana U) Tikuna Resource-Use Intensification & Neo-Brazilian Urbanization Along the Upper Solimoes
10:45 PAUL TRAWICK (U Kentucky) Water Privatization in the Andes: An Indigenous Alternative to Proposed Reforms
11:00 A ENDRE NYERGES (U Kentucky) The Ethnography of Landscape: Remote Sensing and GIS in the Study of Forest Change in West African Guinea Savanna
11:15 ANDREW P VAYDA (Cook C/Rutgers U) Against Political Ecology
11:30 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

3-043 HEALTH AND WELL BEING OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Chair: SIMONE P TAUBENBERGER (U Arizona)
10:15 NITZA M DIAZ (Inst for Community Research) and JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research) Gender Differences in Puerto Rican Children’s Activities and Energy Expenditures
10:45 CINDY DELL CLARK (DePaul U) Children, Meaning, and Symbolic Healing
11:00 SIMONE P TAUBENBERGER (U Arizona) Tuning Out the Noise: Parents and the Choice of Treatment for Otitis Media
11:15 TERRY STOCKER (Chonnam National) Dramatic Dietary Change in South Korea
11:30 ALBERTO G MATA (U Oklahoma), SUZANNE HAMMER and CHLOE BULLARD (Ponoma C) Inhalant Use, Social Support and Help-Seeking Among Rural South Texas Community Youth
11:45 PAMELA I ERICKSON (U Connecticut) Love, Romance and Latina Teen Pregnancy
12:00 End of Session
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3-045  LUNCHEON ROUNDTABLE (Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
12:00-2:00
Panelists: Table 1: ELLEN BADONE (McMaster U), Pilgrimage in Europe
Table 2: GEORGE SAUNDERS (Lawrence U) Doing Anthropological Research in Italy: Practical and Scholarly Considerations
Table 3: ULI LINKE (Rutgers U) Racism and Racial Politics in Europe
Table 4: DIANE O’ROURKE (Victoria U) Life Course, Culture and Political Economy
Table 5: THOMAS WILSON (Queen’s U) Nationalism and European Integration
Table 6: JANE SCHNEIDER (CUNY Graduate Ctr) and PETER SCHNEIDER (Fordham U) Theorizing the Role of Clandestine Social Formations in European Political Economy: Mafias, “Secret” Fraternal Organizations, Covert State Activities

3-046  RITUAL STUDIES INTEREST GROUP. Organizing Meeting
12:15-1:30
Kalorama, Terrace Level

3-047  AAA PRESIDENTIAL WORKSHOP: RACES OR CLINES? Jefferson West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30
Leaders: LEONARD LIEBERMAN (Central Michigan U), PATRICIA RICE (West Virginia U) and JEFFERSON M FISH (St John’s U)

3-048  MENTORING AND GENDER DIVERSITY: ISSUES FOR LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDERED STUDENTS (AAA Commission on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered Issues in Anthropology) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
12:15-1:30
Chair: ELLEN LEWIN (Stanford U), WESLEY THOMAS (U Washington), REBECCA ETZ (Rutgers U), KAREN BRODKIN (U California-Los Angeles), DON DONHAM (Emory U), RAYNA RAPP (New School), ESTHER NEWTON (SUNY C-Purchase)

3-049  AAA COMMITTEE ON ETHICS. Open Forum
12:15-1:30
Lincoln West, Concourse Level

3-050  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Doctoral Student Forum. State Room, Terrace Level
12:15-1:30
Chair: TIMOTHY MAHONEY (U Colorado-Boulder). G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U), EVELYN JACOB (George Mason U), MARGARET LECOMPTE (U Colorado-Boulder)

3-051  CAE COMMITTEE #11: STUDY OF CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL FUTURES. Business Meeting. International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30
Chair: JAN GAMRADT (U New Mexico)

3-052  CAE COMMITTEE #4: ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES TO EVALUATION IN EDUCATION. Empowerment Evaluation Interactive Dialogue. International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
12:15-1:30
Chair: DAVID FETTERMAN (Stanford U)

3-053  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. The Anthropology of German Studies Network Meeting
12:15-1:30
Grant, Terrace Level

3-054  ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION INTEREST GROUP. Business Meeting
12:15-1:30
Jefferson East, Concourse Level
3-055  EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP. Business Meeting. Lincoln East, Concourse Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: THEODORE C BESTOR (Cornell U)

3-056  COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting. Monroe East, Concourse Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: SALLY YERKOVICH (New York Historical Society)

3-057  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Business Meeting. Monroe West, Concourse Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: HELAN PAGE

3-058  BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION. Business Meeting. Conservatory, Terrace Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: KATHLEEN GIBSON

3-059  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA. Business Meeting. Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U)

3-060  COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Business Meeting. Georgetown East, Concourse Level  
12:15-1:30 Chair: LESLIE SUE LIEBERMAN (U Florida)

3-061  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. New Board of Directors  
12:15-1:30 Hamilton, Terrace Level

3-062  CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Executive Board. South Salon, Hotel Sofitel  
12:15-1:30 Chair: JAMES W DOW (Oakland U)

3-063  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK. Board of Directors  
12:15-1:30 Dupont, Terrace Level

3-064  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Committee on Critical Anthropology of Health  
12:15-1:30 Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

3-065  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Council on Nursing and Anthropology  
12:15-1:30 Military Room, Concourse Level

3-066  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Student Affairs Committee  
12:15-1:30 Chevy Chase, Terrace Level

3-067  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Alcohol and Drug Research Group  
12:15-1:30 Caucus Room, Terrace Level

3-068  REFUGEES, IMMIGRANTS, EDUCATION AND ADAPTATION: AN OPEN FORUM (CAE Committee #12 & GAD Committee on Refugees and Immigrants)  
12:15-1:30 North Salon, Hotel Sofitel.

3-070 1997 WINNERS OF AN AWARD OF COMMENDATION (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
12:15  SUSAN LEVITAS (California Newsreel) The Music District
1:15  K DANIEL FRIEDMAN (Antioch C) and SHARON GRIMBERG (Cambridge) Miss India Georgia
2:15  End of Session

3-071  WORKSHOP: TAPPING INTO HOUSEHOLD FUNDS OF KNOWLEDGE (AAA Academic Relations) Farragut, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
1:15-3:00  Chair: NORMA GONZALEZ (U Arizona)

3-072  WORKSHOP: DIALECT AWARENESS (AAA Academic Relations) Bancroft, Terrace Level. Attendance is by K-12 teachers only.
1:15-3:00  Leader: CAROLYN TEMPLE ADGER (Ctr for Applied Linguistics)

3-073  RE-IMAGINING INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXTS: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL VISION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
1:45  XAE ALICIA REYES (Rhode Island C) Breaking the Silence: Inviting Dialogue and Identity Construction Through Mentoring
2:00  PAT HULSEBOSCH (National-Louis U) Using Academic Privilege to Advance Social Justice
2:15  KAREN FROUDE-JONES (U Oregon) Shadows of Tradition: Seeing the Self in the Other
2:30  GISELA ERNST-SLAVIT (Washington State U) and CYNTHIA DILLARD (Ohio State) The Power of Teachers’ Lived Experiences of Difference
2:45  Discussant: YALI ZOU (U Houston)
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-074  INVITED SESSION: CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE HONORS WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT (Culture and Agriculture) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: KENDALL M THU (U Iowa)
1:45  KENDALL M THU (U Iowa) Walter Goldschmidt and Pig Tales
2:00  FRED KRISSMAN (Washington State U) Fifty Years After: An Ethnographic Update of Rural California’s Alternative Future
2:15  LAURA B DELIND (Michigan State U) Valuing Community and Democracy in the Midst of Agriculture: Keeping the Issues Alive
2:30  ROBERT B EDGERTON (U California-Los Angeles) Walter Goldschmidt: A Career
2:45  WALTER R GOLDSCHMIDT (U California-Los Angeles) Projecting the Future
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-075  THE POLYVALENCY OF CODES: SIMULTANEITIES, DISJUNCTURES AND THE DILEMMAS OF SEGMENTATION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: JON F PRESSMAN (U Iowa), DEBRA SPITULNIK (Emory U)
1:45  DEBRA SPITULNIK (Emory U) Defining a Code: Town Bemba as Urban Hybridity
2:00  KATHRYN A WOOLARD (U California-San Diego) The Politics of Polyvalency and Purism in Catalan
2:15  J JOSEPH ERRINGTON (Yale U) Structure and Salad Language: Javanese-Indonesian Usage
2:30  ASIF AGHA (U California-Los Angeles) Stereotypic and Emergent Value in Honorific Discourse
2:45  JON F PRESSMAN (U Iowa) Language Shift and Honorific Retrieval
3:00  Discussant: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago)
3:15  Discussant: JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis U)
3:30  End of Session

3-076  THE DOMESTICATION OF NEOUBERAL IDEOLOGY IN LATIN AMERICA
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Kalorama, Terrace Level
Organizer: GERALD S LOMBARDI (New York U). Chair: MAUREEN E O’DOUGHERTY (CUNY Graduate Ctr)
1:45  DIANA AGOSTA (CUNY) Dilemmas of Community Radio and the Struggle to Define Democracy in El Salvador
2:00  GREGORY S MCCUAUSLAND (SUNY-Binghamton) and CARMEN ALICIA FERRADAS (SUNY-Binghamton) Frontiers of Mercosur: Where the Third World Becomes First World
2:15  GERALD S LOMBARDI (New York U) Enacting the Global Economy in Brazilian Adolescents’ Computer Activities
2:30  MOLLY ANN DOANE (CUNY Graduate School) Detonating Development in Mexico: Neoliberalism, Environmentalism, and Autonomy
2:45  MARIA GUTIERREZ (CUNY) The Anti-PRI Vote in Chiapas and Chiapanecos’ Resistance to Neoliberalism: Are They the Same Thing?
3:00  Discussant: LESLEY GILL (American U)
3:15  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-077  RECENT SOUTHEASTERN BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: LESLEY RANKIN-HILL (U Oklahoma)
1:45  SUSAN K GOODE-NULL (U Massachusetts-Amherst) WPA Archaeological Projects Sponsored by the University of Oklahoma
2:00  STEPHANIE D BURNS (VA Admin OK-Health Science), SUSAN VEHIK (U Oklahoma), RAIN VEHIK (Vehik and Vehik Assocs) and PAM LEADER (U Oklahoma) Paleodemography, Relative Chronology and Associated Funerary Objects of the Mackey Site
2:15  LESLEY RANKIN-HILL (U Oklahoma) and M CHRISTINA HERRERA (U Oklahoma-College of Dentistry) Dental Health of Mackey Site Inhabitants
2:30  DANNY R BRODT (U Oklahoma) Long Bone Growth of Wister and Fourche Maline Phase Subadults
2:45  HEATHER P YORK (Kent State U) Occupational Stress and Health Status of the Spiro Mounds Elites
3:00  ARION T MAYES (U Colorado-Boulder) The Dental Health of Spiro Mounds Elites
3:15  CATHERINE PETERSON (U Oklahoma) and DIANE GHALIB (U Oklahoma) Health Status of a Northeastern Arkansas Population
3:30  End of Session

3-078  CULTURE AS EMERGENT: IN MEMORY OF CONRAD ARENSBERG (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizers: HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse U), JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith C). Chair: HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse U)
1:45  G ALEXANDER MOORE (U Southern California) New Perspectives on the Emergence of Economics & of the Superorganic
2:00  SYDEL SILVERMAN (Wenner-Gren Foundation) Arensberg’s Culture Areas of Europe: Culture, Community, and the Mid-Century Opening up of Anthropology
2:15  MORTON KLASS (Barnard C/Columbia U) From Community to Culture
2:30  HELEN I SAFA (U Florida-Gainesville) Mestizaje and Hypo Descent in the Racial Construction of National Identity in the Americas
2:45  HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse U) and JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith C) Culture as Emergent: In Memory of Conrad Arensberg
3:00  OWEN LYNCH (New York U) Madhumaya: Interactive Initiator of Culture as Emergent
3:15 Discussant: VIVIAN E GARRISON
3:30 End of Session

3-079 RITUAL HEALING IN CONTEMPORARY NAVAJO SOCIETY (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizer: THOMAS J CSORDAS (Case Western Reserve U). Chair: THOMAS J CSORDAS (Case Western Reserve U)
1:45 ELIZABETH LEWTON (U Rochester Medical Center) and VICTORIA BYDONE (Northern Arizona) "Who Shall I Get Some Stories From?: Navajo Religious Practice and Syncretism
2:00 NANCY MARYBOY (Dine C-Tsailie) and DAVID BEGAY (Dine C-Tsailie) Spiritual Synthesis: A Contemporary Navajo Case Study
2:15 DEREK B MILNE (Dine C-Shiprock) and WILSON HOWARD (Dine C-Shiprock) Abil Inigii Beehoziih: Rethinking the Role of Diagnosis in Navajo Healing
2:30 JOHN F GARRITY (Case Western Reserve U) Navajo Religious Healing of Alcohol Abuse
2:45 MICHAEL G STORCK (U Washington) and SHARON K ROSE (Case Western Reserve U) and MILTON E STRAUSS (Case Western Reserve U) Depression, Psychiatric Illness, and Navajo Religious Healing
3:00 Discussant: SPERO M MANSON (U Colorado Health Sci Ctr)
3:15 Discussant: LOUISE LAMPERHE (U New Mexico)
3:30 End of Session

3-080 INTIMACIES, IDENTITIES: FANDOM AS CONSUMER CULTURE IN JAPAN (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Jefferson West, Concourse Level
Organizers: CHRISTINE R YANO (Harvard U), CAROLYN S STEVENS (U Melbourne). Chair: CHRISTINE R YANO (Harvard U)
1:45 LORIE BRAU (U New Mexico) Rakugo Fans at Play
2:00 MATTHEW THORN (Columbia U) Girls and Women Getting Out of Hand-The Pleasure and Politics of Japan’s Amateur Comics Community
2:30 CAROLYN S STEVENS (U Melbourne) Buying Intimacy: Proximity and Exchange at a Japanese Rock Concert
2:45 WILLIAM W STEVENS (Yale U) Sense and Sensibility at the Ballpark: What Fans Make of Professional Baseball in Modern Japan
3:00 Discussant: TAKIE SUGIYAMA LEBRA (U Hawaii)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 End of Session

3-081 INVITED SESSION: THE CITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Society for Urban Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul U), CHARLES C RUTHEISER (Georgia State U). Chair: ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul U)
1:45 GARY WRAY MCDONOGH (Bryn Mawr C) Citizenship, Locality and Resistance
2:00 GEERT A BANCK (Cedla-Amsterdam) "The City That We Desire" After 2000: Political Participation and the Construction of an Urban Imagery in Vitoria, Brazil
2:15 ALAN SMART (U Calgary) Hong Kong’s 21st Century Seen from 1997: Views from Inside, Outside, Top and Bottom
2:30 NEIL SMITH (Rutgers U) Scale Shifts: The Geoconomics of New Urban Development
2:45 SETHA M LOW (Graduate Center-CUNY) Urban Fear: Building the Fortress City
3:00 CHARLES C RUTHEISER (Georgia State U) Neither New, Nor Urban: Toward a Critical Anthropology of the Architecture of Community
3:15 Discussant: PETER MARRIS (UCLA)
3:30 End of Session
3-082  FORMS OF RATIONALITY: MORAL AND PRACTICAL REASONING IN
BIOMEDICINE AND BEYOND (PART I) (Reviewed by Society for Cultural
Anthropology) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers: PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Loyola U-Chicago), CHERYL MATTINGLY (U
Southern California) and BARBARA KOENIG (Stanford). Chair: PATRICIA A
MARSHALL (Loyola U-Chicago)
1:45  LINDA GARRO (U California-Los Angeles) On the Rationality of Decision Making
Studies: Assumptions and Objectives in Medical Anthropological Research
2:00  UFFE JENSEN (Aarhus U) Rationality and Disobedience
2:15  JANET A HOSKINS (U Southern California) Fantasy and Narrative Reasoning: How the Drum Could be the Doctor
2:30  MICHAEL CARRITHERS (U Durham) Narrative Reasoning Works Without Detailed Reasons: Some Digambar Jain Examples
2:45  CHERYL MATTINGLY (U Southern California) Thinking with Stories: Narrative Reasoning in Clinical Practice
3:00  Discussant: PAUL E BRODWIN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
3:15  Discussant: RICHARD A SHWEDER (U Chicago)
3:30  End of Session

3-083  SPACE, IDENTITY AND RESOURCE POLITICS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: TANIA MURRAY LI (Dalhousie U). Chair: PETER VANDERGEEST (York U)
1:45  NANCY PELUSO (U California-Berkeley) Territorializing Identity: Space, Ethnicity and Power in the Resource Politics of Indonesian and Malaysian Borneo
2:00  TANIA MURRAY LI (Dalhousie U) Constituting Tribal Space: “Indigenous” Identity Formation and Resource Politics in Indonesia
2:30  PETER VANDERGEEST (York U) Mapping Local-Village-State Resource Claims in Southern Thailand
2:45  LUCAS M SORBARA (Dalhousie U) Producing Philippine Uplands: Agroforestry and Local Geographies of Livelihood
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-084  LIVING DEAF IN AMERICA: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO DEAF EXPERIENCE (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Conservatory, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: LAURA LAKSHMI FJORD (U Virginia), WILLIAM C STOKOE (Gallaudet U)
1:45  WILLIAM C STOKOE (Gallaudet U) Modeling in an Unheard World
2:00  CAROL ERTING (Gallaudet U), BENJAMIN J BAHAN (Gallaudet U) and CARLENE THUMANN-PREZIOSO (Gallaudet U) Is He a Little Hearing?: Deaf Children Learning about Self and Others
2:15  LAURA LAKSHMI FJORD (U Virginia) Becoming Deaf: Medical Diagnosis and Hearing Families
2:30  TOM HUMPHRIES (U California-San Diego) Adding Links to the Chain: Characteristics of Teachers’ Language Use in Two Types of Classroom Settings for Deaf Children
2:45  CAROL PADDEN (U California-San Diego) Deaf Culture and Psychology
3:00  Discussion
3:30  End of Session

3-085  NATIONAL DISCOURSES AND LOCAL ARTICULATIONS OF KINSHIP AND THE LIFE COURSE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: GLYNIS R GEORGE (U Toronto)
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 22

1:45  CHRISTIANA E MIEWALD (U Kentucky) Whose Values Matter in Welfare Reform? Grassroots Efforts to Reshape the Kentucky Transitional Assistance Program (KTAP)

2:00  PATRICIA A L EHRENSAL (Temple U) Talking About Drugs and Violence: Dominant Discourses and Strategies in U.S. Schools

2:15  DONNA RUBENS (Women's Housing & Econ Dev Cor) Back to the Future: The Reinstitutionalization of Unwed Mothers in the Context of Welfare Reform

2:30  GLYNIS R GEORGE (U Toronto) Single Mothering, Culture and the Politics of Needs Assessment in Western Newfoundland and National Discourses

2:45  JOEL SAVISHINSKY (Ithaca C) At Work, At home, At Large: The Sense of Person and Place in Retirement

3:00  Discussion

3:30  End of Session

3-086  SOCIAL IDENTITY IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

Chair: GARY S WEBSTER (Pennsylvania State U)

1:45  KATHLEEN M BOLEN (Arch Rsch Facility/U California) What Child Is This? Early Neolithic Social Identities

2:00  MICHELLE HEGMON (Arizona State U) and SCOTT ORTMAN (Arizona State University) and JEANNETTE MOBLEY-TANAKA (Arizona State University) The Changing Multiple Dimensions of Women's Status in the Prehistoric American Southwest

2:15  KEN SASAKI (Harvard U) Elite Interaction and Development of Social Complexity in Third Century Japan

2:30  GARY S WEBSTER (Pennsylvania State U) The Ideology of Stratification: An Archaeological Study of Imagery in Ancient Sardinia

2:45  DENNIS E OGBURN (U California-Santa Barbara) State Imposed Resettlements in Early Empires

3:00  JEAN E HOWSON (Howard U) English Goods in a Colonial Slave Society in the Era of Emancipation

3:15  ROBIN LISA SEWELL (U California-Berkeley) Interpreting the Past for Profit in the Present: The Luxor Hotel/Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada

3:30  End of Session

3-087  INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND THE POLITICS OF IDENTITY (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level

Chair: LISA P VALENTINE (U Western-Ontario)

1:45  PATTY A GRAY (U Wisconsin) Negotiating Native Space in Chukotka

2:00  BETH RITTER (U Nebraska-Omaha) Protecting Turtle Island: Native American Dispossession from Termination to Restoration


2:30  ANNE MAXWELL Dilemmas and Complexities: Ethics, Anthropological Advocacy, and Indigenous Rights in Canada and Australia

2:45  LISA P VALENTINE (U Western-Ontario) Constructing a Public Enemy: The Reconstruction of First Nations Claims by Cottagers

3:00  Discussion

3:30  End of Session

3-088  WOMEN HELPING WOMEN: A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE ON THEIR COOPERATIVE AND SUPPORTIVE BEHAVIOR (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Caucus Room, Terrace Level

Organizers/Chairs: JEANETTE L DICKERSON-PUTMAN (Indiana U-Indianapolis), JUDITH K BROWN (Oakland U)

1:45  Introduction: JUDITH K BROWN (Oakland U)
2:00  REBECCA L UPTON (Brown U) “Mmammati Mpelegele Ngwana”: Women, Work, and the Ties that Bind in Botswana

2:15  JEANETTE L DICKERSON-PUTMAN (Indiana U-Indianapolis) Saying it With Shells: Contemporary Women’s Work Groups on Ralvave

2:30  LAURA J ZIMMER-TAMAKOSHI (Truman State U) The Political and Moral Highground: Female Cooperation and Difference Among the Gende of Papua New Guinea

2:45  WINIFRED L MITCHELL (Mankato State U) Informal Balanced Reciprocity Among Peruvian Aymara Women

3:00  LINDA DICK-BISSONNETIE (Oakland U) Matrifocality in Native Central California

3:15  Break

3:30  LESLEY A SHARP (Barnard C) Sewing and Sowing the Tics that Bind: Child Sharing by Entrepreneurial Malagasy Women

3:45  SUSAN M KENYON (Butler U) Boxes of Credit and Networks of Obligation Among Women of the Central Sudan

4:00  RITA S GALLIN (Michigan State U) Language as Praxis: Women Helping Women in a Rural Taiwanese Village

4:15  JANET BENNION (U Maine) Ironic Ascendance: An Examination of Female Autonomy in a Mormon Polygynous Community

4:30  JUDITH K BROWN (Oakland U) Is There Safety in Numbers? Women’s Coalitions and Wife-Beating

4:45  Discussant: SETCAROL R SETEMBER (Human Relations Area Files)

5:00  Discussion

5:30  End of Session

---

YUCATEC MAYA POLITICAL AND CULTURAL ECOLOGY: PAPERS IN HONOR OF MARY ELMENDORF (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section)

3-089  Monroe West, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: EUGENE N ANDERSON (U California-Riverside), BETTY B FAUST (CINVESTAV-Mexico)

1:45  EUGENE N ANDERSON (U California-Riverside) Valuing the Maya Forests

2:00  BETTY B FAUST (CINVESTAV-Mexico) End of Innocence: There is No More Timber in Pich, Campeche

2:15  ELLEN R KINTZ (SUNY-Geneseo) and AMANDA S RITCHIE (SUNY-Geneseo) The Transformation of Paradise: Political Dialogue and Gender Among the Yucatec Maya of Coba, Quintana Roo, Mexico

2:30  GRACE BASCOPE (Southern Methodist U) Environmental Degradation and Economic Necessity in a Yucatan Maya Village

2:45  KAREN LESLIE (U Colorado-Boulder) The Privatization of Common-Property Marine Resources in a Quintana Roo Fishing Community

3:00  Break

3:15  JACK FRAZIER The “Tectetan” Syndrome in Biological Conservation Activity

3:30  JULIA FRAGA (CINVESTAV) Gender Relations and Political Ecology in a Coastal Protected Area in Yucatan, Mexico

3:45  DAVID W FORREST (U Florida) Metaphor and the Construction of Community in Mani, Yucatan

4:00  MARIA DELORES CERVERA (CINVESTAV-Unidad Merida) Becoming a Yucateca Maya: The First Three Years of Life

4:15  ALICIA RE CRUZ (U North Texas) Working With Peoples and Places Through Action

4:30  SUSANA GLUSKER (UNAM) Mayan Women: Shared Issues

4:45  Discussant: MARY ELMENDORF (U Florida/UNDP/World Bank)

5:00  Discussion

5:30  End of Session

---

ENTRE LA PARED Y LA ESPALDA: VISUAL AND ALPHABETIC LITERACY IN THE FORMATION OF COLONIAL CULTURE (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology)

3-090  State Room, Terrace Level

2:00  JACQUELINE D BAEZ (U Nebraska) “Los Inmigrantes” (The Migrants): Visual Literacy in the Creation of Self

2:15  GARY B LARCHER (Emory U) The Semiotics of a Yucatecan Market

2:30  RODRIGO IBARRA (CINVESTAV) The Transformation of the Pastoral Landscape in the State of Yucatan, Mexico

2:45  LAURA L FRAZIER (Smith College) “The Land Where Girls Are Born” (El Lugar de Nacimiento de las Muchachas): The Evolution of Literacy in Izamal, Yucatan

3:00  Break

3:15  CAROLINA M FRAZIER (Smith College) “The Terrible” (El Terrible): Visual Literacy in the Formations of a Yucatecan Community

3:30  JESUS MIER RIOS (CINVESTAV) “The Apocalyptic” (El Apocaliptico): Visual Literacy in the Formations of a Yucatecan Community

3:45  BEATRIZ MOLINA (UNAM) “The Narratives” (Las Narrativas): Visual Literacy in the Formations of a Yucatecan Community

4:00  JACQUELINE D BAEZ (U Nebraska) “The Journey” (El Viaje): Visual Literacy in the Formations of a Yucatecan Community

4:15  GARY B LARCHER (Emory U) “The Semiotics of a Yucatecan Market”

4:30  RODRIGO IBARRA (CINVESTAV) “The Transformation of the Pastoral Landscape in the State of Yucatan, Mexico”

4:45  LAURA L FRAZIER (Smith College) “The Evolution of Literacy in Izamal, Yucatan”

5:00  Discussion

5:30  End of Session
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 22

Organizers: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U), TOM CUMMINS (U Chicago).
Chair: TOM CUMMINS (U Chicago)

1:45 Introduction: JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U)
2:00 TOM CUMMINS (U Chicago) and JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U) The Reconfiguration of Civic and Sacred Space: Architecture, Image and Writing in the Colonial Northern Andes
2:15 MATTHEW RESTALL (Boston C) Written Narrative and Visual Imagery in Native-Language Texts from Colonial Southern Mesoamerica
2:30 MARTA ZAMBRANO (U Nacional de Colombia) The Imprint of the Law: Writing and Power in Empire
2:45 REGINA HARRISON (U Maryland-College Park) Modes of Memory: The Quipu in the Confessional
3:00 Discussion
3:15 Break
3:30 CAROLYN DEAN (U California-Santa Cruz) Headdress and Redress: The Imperial Inka “Crown” in Colonial Peru
3:45 DANA LEIBSOHN (Smith C) The Lettered Landscape: A Sense of the Written on Native Maps from New Spain
4:00 SABINE MACCORMACK (Inst for Advanced Study) Space and Society on an Andean Map of 1597
4:30 Discussant: MICHAEL GERLI (Georgetown U)
4:45 Discussant: BRUCE MANNHEIM (U Michigan)
5:00 Discussion
5:30 End of Session

MIDWIVES IN THE 21ST-CENTURY POLITICAL ECONOMY: POLICY, PROFESSIONALIZATION, AND CONSTRAINTS ON CARE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Lincoln West, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: ROBBIE E DAVIS-FLOYD (U Texas-Austin), SHEILA C COSMINSKY (Rutgers U-Camden)

1:45 GWYNNE JENKINS (SUNY-Albany) Midwifery and the Ideology of Development in Costa Rica: Rhetoric versus Reality in Rural Women’s Lives
2:00 KATHRYN LINN GEURTS (U Pennsylvania) The Political-Economy of Childbirth Management in Rural Southeastern Ghana: Paradoxes Facing Traditional Midwives
2:15 ELISHA P RENNE (Princeton U) Traditional Birth Attendants and Modern Midwives in a Northern Nigerian Town
2:30 ELIZABETH AKINYI KEARLY (South Florida) Knowledge and Authority: A Study of the Relative Authority of Western and Indigenous Knowledge in “High-Risk” Pregnancies and the Birthing Process in Rural Kenya
2:45 BRAD R HUBER (Charleston C) Transformations in the Recruitment, Training, and Practice of Midwives in a Nahua Speaking Community of Mexico
3:00 SHEILA C COSMINSKY (Rutgers U-Camden) Midwifery Across the Generations: A Guatemalan Case Study
3:15 ELIZABETH CARTWRIGHT (U Arizona) Reasserting Tradition and Appropriating Biomedicine: Oaxacan Midwives and the State
3:30 Break
3:45 MICHELLE M DAY (U Chicago) Political Conflict, Economic Reform, and the Professionalization of Tzeltal (Mayan) Midwives in Chiapas, Mexico
4:00 ROBBIE E DAVIS-FLOYD (U Texas-Austin) Politics and Professionalization: A Comparative Overview of the Development of Direct-Entry Midwifery in New York, Washington, and California
4:15 JEANNE SIMONELLI (SUNY-Oneonta) and RACHEL ROSEN Maryann’s Story: Practicing Midwifery in Rural New York
4:30 MARGARET E MACDONALD (York U) The New Midwifery in Ontario: Tradition in Transition
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 22

4:45 MARY SHARPE (U Toronto) Midwifery in Ontario, Canada: From Alegal Practitioners to Legislated Professionals

5:00 TIA L. HALLBERG (U Oregon) Autonomy and Innovation in Rural Javanese Private Practice Nurse-Midwifery

5:15 SUZANNE M. LECLERC-MADLALA (U Durban-Westville) Urban Midwifery in Black and White: Changing Practice in a Changing South Africa

5:30 End of Session

3-092 EUROPEAN RURAL COMMUNITIES & THEIR LANDSCAPES: ECONOMY, MEMORY, AND PRESERVATION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

Organizer/Chair: WENDY JOY DARBY (CUNY Graduate Ctr)

1:45 ANDREAS MUELLNER (U Vienna/Inst of Human Bio) Rediscovering Turbulence: A Village History in Austria

2:00 PETER GYORGY (Elte U) Plain/ly Ideological

2:15 SIMON M. COLEMAN (U Durham-England) Pilgrimage to England’s Nazareth: Landscapes of Myth and Memory at Walsingham

2:30 WENDY JOY DARBY (CUNY Graduate Ctr) The Hartsop Valley: Versions and Visions of England

2:45 Discussant: DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut State U)

3:00 Discussant: JANE NADEL-KLEIN (Trinity C)

3:15 Discussion

3:30 Break

3:45 MARK T. SHUTES (Youngstown State U) You Can’t Rear Calves in Hotel Rooms: Understanding the Sources of Conflict Between Farmers and Land Developers Within the European Union

4:00 AIGLI PITTAKA (U Northern Arizona) Our String Beans are Sweeter: Ideological Change and Agriculture in Cyprus

4:15 WILLIAM BESTOR (Linfield C) Changing Images of Landscape in a Portuguese Village

4:30 BARBARA A HENDRY (Georgia Southern U) Becoming Basque in a Spanish/Basque Borderland: Landscape, Lifeway, and Identity in the Riojan Wine Region

4:45 Discussant: GARY WRAY MCDONOGH (Bryn Mawr C)

5:00 Discussant: SUSAN CAROL ROGERS (New York U)

5:15 Discussion

5:30 End of Session

3-093 INVITED SESSION: SUBJECT TO WRITING: THE VICTOR TURNER PRIZE AND THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL TEXT (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level

Organizer/Chair: BARBARA A BABCOCK (U Arizona)

1:45 Introduction: BARBARA A BABCOCK (U Arizona)

2:05 KIRIN NARAYAN (U Wisconsin-Madison) Ethnographic Practice in Fiction

2:25 DENNIS TEDLOCK (SUNY-Buffalo) Fieldwork Inside Out: Days from a Dream Almanac

2:45 KAREN MCCARTHY BROWN (Drew U) Telling a Life: Reflections After the Publication of “Mama-Lola: A Vodou Priestess in Brooklyn”

3:05 Discussant: ROY WAGNER (U Virginia)

3:25 Break

3:45 ALMA GOTTLEIB (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) and PHILIP GRAHAM (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) A Reading from “Parallel Worlds,” with an Update

4:05 MARY MARGARET STEEDLY (Harvard U) Surrogates, Slips and Incidental Intrusions: Raja Bakalewat’s Dog

4:25 MARGARET J. WIENER (U North Carolina-Chapel Hill) “Pay No Attention to the Man Behind the Curtain”: Irreverent Notes on Gender and Ethnography

4:45 Discussant: EDWARD M BRUNER (U Illinois)

5:05 Discussion

5:30 End of Session
3-094  AAA COMMITTEE ON ETHICS. Executive Session
2:00-4:00  Dupont, Terrace Level

3-095  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Board of Directors
2:00-4:00  Edison, Terrace Level

3-096  FILM SCREENINGS  (Society for Visual Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
2:15  LAURENCE A GOLDIN (Independent) This Land Is Ours
3:15  NICHOLAS NICASTRO (Cornell) Science or Sacrilege: Native Americans, Archaeology and the Law
4:15  BREAK AND DISCUSSION
4:25  LES MCLAREN (Inst of PNG Studies) and ANNIE STIVEN (Inst of PNG Studies) Taking Pictures
5:25  NICHOLAS KURZON (Harvard) Sight Unseen
6:00  ASEN BALIKCI (Association of Balkan Anthro-Sofia) Old Mon Ibrahim
6:30  DAI SIL KIM-GIBSON (Independent) A Forgotten People: The Sakhalin Koreans
8:05  BEATE ENGELBRECHT (Gottingen) and MANFRED KRUEGER (Gottingen), Patamban: A Village of Potters. Daily Life of a Family (Michoacan, Mexico)
8:30  End of Session

3-097  WORKSHOP: USING THE ARTS TO CREATE COMMUNITY IN A MULTICULTURAL WORLD  (Council on Anthropology and Education) North Salon, Hotel Sofitel. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
2:30-4:30  Leader: MARGOT EYRING (Eastern C)

3-098  WORKSHOP: CREATIVE ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING  (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Grant, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
2:30-4:30  Leader: LAUREL KENDALL (American Museum of Natural History)

3-099  WORKSHOP: HOW TO WRITE FOR A GENERAL AUDIENCE  (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Hamilton, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
3:00-5:00  Leader: BARBARA TEDLOCK (SUNY Buffalo)

3-100  WORKSHOP: EDUCATING AFRICAN AMERICANS: WHAT WORKS. Conversation and Coffee  (AAA Academic Relations) Terrace Assembly, Terrace Level. Attendance is by advance subscription only.
3:15-5:00  Chair: SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (U Maryland, Baltimore County)

3-101  THE EXPERIENCE AND POLITICS OF PLACE, OR MAKING SENSE OUT OF PLACE  (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
4:00  MELISSA A JOHNSON (U Michigan) The Place of Progress: Struggles Over the Future of Crooked Tree
4:15  NORA M HAENN (Western Carolina U) Heterotopia and Parks: The Power to Define Place in Mexico
4:30  KATHERINE E ZIRBEL (U Michigan) Interior Cartographies Under the Big Top: The Egyptian Circus Conjuring the World
4:45  BRIDGET A HAYDEN (U Michigan) You’re Not From Here, Are You?: The Rootedness of Place in Finding a New Home
5:00  JOHN STILES (U Michigan) Maintaining and Recreating Urban Authenticity in Martinique
5:15  Discussant: CINDI KATZ (CUNY Graduate Ctr)
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

3-103  DILEMMAS, CHALLENGES, INTENTIONS, QUESTIONS: PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY IN 1997 (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness)  **Salon, Hotel Sofitel**  Organizers: LISA FAITHORN (CA Inst of Integral Studies), JEFFERY L MACDONALD (Intl Refugee Ctr of Oregon). Chair: LISA FAITHORN (CA Inst of Integral Studies)  4:00  JEFFERY L MACDONALD (Intl Refugee Ctr of Oregon) Transforming Roles in Researching and Supporting Hmien Refugee Spiritual Traditions  4:15  ANA MARIELLA BACIGALUPO (Whittier C) Studying Mapuche Shamans in Chile From an Experiential Perspective: Methodological and Ethical Problems  4:30  SHIRISH JAIN (U California-Berkeley) Shamanisms in the High Himalaya: Researching Miracle and Possession Today  4:45  BARRY P MICHRINA (Mesa State C) The Ute Elder, Witchcraft, and the Avatar: A Sundancer’s Explanations and Expectations  5:00  LISA FAITHORN (CA Inst of Integral Studies) Transformative Influences of Fieldwork and the Challenges of Teaching Engaged Anthropology  5:15  Discussant: MIRA ZUSSMAN (San Jose State U)  5:30  Discussion  5:45  End of Session

3-105  NATIVE NORTH AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY: CONTEMPORARY CONCERNS IN CONTEMPORARY COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

Organizer: GRANT P ARNDT (U Chicago). Chair: CHRISTINA M TAYLOR (U Iowa)

4:00 GRANT P ARNDT (U Chicago) "Cosmopolitan Indians": Identity, Place and Power in the Development of Chicago’s American Indian Center

4:15 DIXIE HENRY (Cornell U) Archaeologists and Native Communities

4:30 CAROLINE L BROWN (U Chicago) Corporations and Cooperation

4:45 JOHN H STEVENS, JR (Cornell U) Contested Polities: The Anthropology of Law and Sovereignty in “Indigenous Peoples” Politics

5:00 TRACY FARMER (McMaster U) Changing Infant Mortality Patterns at York Factory and the Death of the Fur Trade

5:15 Discussant: CHRISTINA M TAYLOR (U Iowa)

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

3-106  DISCOURSES ON MAENDELEO (PROGRESS/DEVELOPMENT) (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level

Organizers: MIROSLAVA PRAZAK (Bennington C), KATHERINE A SNYDER (James Madison U). Chair: KATHERINE A SNYDER (James Madison U)

4:00 MAIA GREEN (Manchester) Development, Change and Agency in Southern Tanzania

4:15 BARBARA A BIANCO (Vassar) Technology in the Birthing Room: Progressive Mothers in Northwestern Kenya

4:30 DARRELL TODD SANDERS (London School of Economics) Witches, Riches and Modernization Glitches: Wealth Creation and (Non)Development in North-Central Tanzania

4:45 MIROSLAVA PRAZAK (Bennington C) Youth and Development

5:00 KATHERINE A SNYDER (James Madison U) Identity and Power: The Uses of “Tradition” and “Modernity” Among the Iraqw of Tanzania

5:15 Discussant: ANGELIQUE HAUGERUD (U Denver)

5:30 Discussion

5:45 End of Session

3-107  ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON STATE “CULTURAL” POLICIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Monroe East, Concourse Level

Organizer: MARK S INGRAM (Goucher C). Chairs: LIZA BAKEWELL (Brown U), MARK S INGRAM (Goucher C)

4:00 MARC ABELES (CNRS-LAIOS-Paris, France) Cultural Diversity and Republican Centralism: The Contradictions of “Patrimoine” Politics in the France of Mitterrand

4:15 MARK S INGRAM (Goucher C) Universalist Art on a French Stage: Nation and State at the 1997 Avignon Theatre Festival

4:30 SUSAN A REED (Bowdoin C) Paradox in Performance: Women, Dance and the State in Sri Lanka

4:45 MICHAEL HERZFELD (Harvard U) The Aesthetics of Individualism: Artisanship, Business and the State in Greece

5:00 COLLEEN BALLERINO COHEN (Vassar C) Why Miss Budweiser Can’t Be Miss Universe and Other Issues of Citizenship and Sovereignty in a Transnational State

5:15 Discussant: RICHARD HANDLER (U Virginia)

5:30 Discussant: FRED R MYERS (New York U)

5:45 End of Session

3-108  FORMS OF RATIONALITY: MORAL AND PRACTICAL REASONING IN BIOMEDICINE AND BEYOND (PART II) (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizers: PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Loyola U-Chicago), CHERYL MATTINELY (U Southern California). Chair: CHERYL MATTINELY (U Southern California)

**4:00**
BARBARA A KOENIG (Stanford U) Challenges to "Choice" in Dying: The Limits of Rational Choice Theory in Decisions About Life's End

**4:15**
DEBORAH A GORDON (Wichita State U) Rationalities of Individual Choice and Decisions Around Genetic Testing and Treatment for Cancer in the United States and Europe

**4:30**
PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Loyola U-Chicago) The Allocation and Distribution of Human Organs for Transplantation: Maintaining the Illusion of Rationality

**4:45**
LINDA M HUNT (U Texas Health Science Ctr) The Concept of Culture in Clinical Research: Acculturation as Knowledge versus Belief

**5:00**
Discussant: MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (Harvard U)

**5:15**
Discussant: SUE E ESTROFF (U North Carolina)

**5:30**
Discussion

**5:45**
End of Session

---

**3-109 GLOBAL PRESSURES, LOCAL RESPONSES: ALTERNATIVE VIEWS ON LITERACY, COMMUNITY AND WORK** (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Conservatory, Terrace Level

Organizers/Chairs: MIRA-LISA S KATZ (U California-Berkeley), MARK R JURY (Learning Research & Dev Ctr)

**4:00**
SHERYL GOWEN (Georgia State U) and JESSICA GOWEN (Allegheny C) In Harm's Way: A Cross-Case Analysis of Literacy Education for Survivors of Domestic Abuse

**4:15**
MARGARET E PERROW (U California-Berkeley) On the Edge: Working and Learning in an Urban Youth Organization

**4:30**
OREN ZIV (U California-Berkeley) How Management Information Shapes Working Lives

**4:45**
MIRA-LISA S KATZ (U California-Berkeley) Workplace Literacy Programs Serving Immigrant Women: Is "Business with a Heart" Possible in the Private Sector?

**5:00**
MARK R JURY (Learning Research & Dev Center) Learning at Work, Acting in the Community: How Literate Practices in the Workplace Help Shape Community Action

**5:15**
Discussant: GLYNDRA HULL (U California-Berkeley)

**5:30**
Discussion

**5:45**
End of Session

---

**3-110 BENJAMIN LEE WHORF AND THE POLITICS OF RELATIVISM** (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level

Organizer: JOHN D KELLY (U Chicago). Chair: SUSAN GAL (U Chicago)

**4:00**
MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago) Intercultural Communication in the Relativist Imaginary: Whorf and Other Modern Prophets

**4:15**
ADI M HASTINGS (U Chicago) Transcendental Linguistics: Benjamin Lee Whorf and Theosophy

**4:30**
JOHN D KELLY (U Chicago) Whorf and Wells: Relativistic Science and "The New World Order"

**4:45**
Discussion

**5:00**
Discussant: JAMES A BOON (Princeton U)

**5:15**
Discussant: JEAN COMAROFF (U Chicago)

**5:30**
Discussion

**5:45**
End of Session

---

**3-111 CONSUMPTION OF THE POOR: TUBERCULOSIS AND THE CANCELLATION OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT** (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Georgetown West, Concourse Level

Organizer: PAUL FARMER (Harvard Med School). Chair: JIM YONG KIM (Harvard Medical School)
4:00  JIM YONG KIM (Harvard Medical School) Consumption of the Poor: Tuberculosis in the Late 20th Century
4:15  JENNIFER FURIN (Harvard Medical School) TB and the Social Sciences: A Critical Approach
4:30  CAROLE MITNICK (Inst for Health & Soc Justice) Enough Already: The Failure of the Public Health Community to Eliminate TB
5:00  PAUL FARMER (Harvard Med School) Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis in the Americas: Myths and Mystifications
5:15  CARMELLA C MOORE (U California-Irvine) and ARTHUR RUBEL (U California-Irvine) A Consensus Analysis of Beliefs About Tuberculosis in Poor Mexican Patients
5:30  Discussant: JACK GEIGER (CUNY)
5:45  End of Session

3-112  THE DYNAMICS OF LEGAL SYSTEMS (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Chair: DAWN EINWALTER (U Nevada-Reno)
4:00  STEVEN T PIERCE (U Michigan) Bounding the Legal in Colonial Kano Emirate
4:15  DAVID LIPSET (U Minnesota) and TIMOTHY DUNNIGAN (U Minnesota) Legal Pluralism in the United States
4:30  DAWN EINWALTER (U Nevada-Reno) The Relationship Between Law and Alternative Dispute Resolution in Japan, China and the United States
4:45  VAULA K HAAVISTO (U Helsinki) Changing Court Practices: The Transformation of Discourse and Legal Culture in a Finnish Municipal Court
5:00  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

3-113  CURRENT ISSUES IN LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Chair: NANCY LUZ (S Illinois U-Edwardsville)
4:00  NANCY LUZ (S Illinois U-Edwardsville) Linguistic Ideologies in East Timor
4:15  MARGARET C FIELD (U California-Santa Barbara) Negotiated Participation Structure in a Navajo Preschool
4:30  BARBARA G HOFFMAN (Cleveland State U) Getting Big: Discourse, Body, and Space in Mande
4:45  H J BROOKES (Stanford U) Quotable Gestures: The Case of South African Speakers/Signers
5:00  IGNASI CLEMENTE (U California-Los Angeles) Amnesty International: Stories for Political Action
5:15  FRANCES TRIX (Wayne State U) and CAROLYN E PSENKA (Wayne State U) Positioning Women: Genre and Gender in Letters of Recommendation
5:30  Discussion
5:45  End of Session

3-114  CULTURE DIVERSITY IN SCHOOLS: LEADERSHIP, TEACHING, AND IDENTITY (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Chair: DIANE M HOFFMAN (U Virginia)
4:00  ROSEMARY C HENZE (ARC Associates) Leading for Diversity: Addressing Ethnic Conflict in Schools
4:15  ELVIRA SOUZA LIMA (Cepaos-Brazil) Classroom Practices that Unite Cultural Knowledge to Language Development: The Educational Experience with the Ticuna
4:30  LINDA LEVINE (Bank Street C) and REEDA TOPPIN (Bank Street C) Culture and Conflict: Preparing Teachers as Border Guides
4:45 NANCY G MIMS (State U of West Georgia) and SHARON L NEWBILL (State U of West Georgia) Toward Culturally Relevant Pedagogy: Teacher Identity
5:00 DIANE M HOFFMAN (U Virginia) Interrogating Identity: New Visions of Self and Culture in the Anthropology of Education
5:15 Discussant: RUTH PARADISE (Die Cinestav IPN)
5:30 Discussion
5:45 End of Session

SATURDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 22

6:15-7:15 Chair: NATHANIEL TASHIMA (LTG Associates)

3-115 SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF THE AMERICAS. CAIL Forum (36th Conference on American Indian Languages). Georgetown East, Concourse Level
6:15-7:15 Chair: SALLY MCLENDON (Hunter C/CUNY)

3-116 GUATEMALA SCHOLARS NETWORK. Annual Meeting. Caucus Room, Terrace Level
6:15-7:15 Chair: Marilyn Moors

3-117 ANTHROPOLOGY OF SPACE AND PLACE. Conservatory, Terrace Level
6:15-7:30 Chair: SETHA LOW (CUNY)

3-118 BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL. Business Meeting. Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
6:15-7:30 Chair: GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis U)

3-119 NETWORK OF CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Lincoln West, Concourse Level
6:15-7:30 Chair: DARRELL WHITMAN (Ashbury Theological Seminary)

6:15-7:30 Chairs: DONALD L DONHAM (Emory U), LISA ROFEL (U California-Santa Cruz)

3-121 KOREA INTEREST GROUP. Business Meeting. Grant, Terrace Level
6:15-7:30 Chair: ROY RICHARD GRINKER (George Washington U)

3-122 ANTHROPOLOGISTS PRACTICING WITH MASTER'S DEGREES (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Kairorama, Terrace Level
6:15-7:30 Organizer: MARSHA JENA KOVICH. Chair: CHRIS JOHNsrUD

3-123 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: ANTHROPOLOGY AND MODERN LIFE (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
6:15-8:15 Chair: JAMES FERGUSON (U California-Irvine), Panelists: JOHN BORNEMAN (Cornell U), CHARLES BRIGGS (U California-San Diego), TERESA CALDEIRA (U California-Irvine), JOHN COMAROFF (U Chicago), JAMES FERGUSON (U California-Irvine), FAYE GINSBURG (New York U), SUSAN GREENHALGH (U California-Irvine), CAROL GREENHOUSE (Indiana U), JAMES HOLSTON (U
3-124  **SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE. Business Meeting**
6:15-7:30  Jefferson West, Concourse Level

3-125  **SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS. Business Meeting. Monroe West, Concourse Level.** A cash bar reception follows the meeting.
6:15-7:30  Chair: JEFF MACDONALD (Intl Refugees Ctr of Oregon)

3-127  **MIDDLE EAST SECTION. Business Meeting and Panel Discussion: Future Directions of Middle East Anthropology for the 21st Century. State Room, Terrace Level.** A cash bar reception follows the discussion.
6:15-7:30  Chair: BARBARA LARSON (U New Hampshire). RITA WRIGHT (New York U), BARBARA ASWAD (Wayne State U), JANE GOODMAN (Brandeis U), NICHOLAS HOPKINS (American U-Cairo), JON ANDERSON (Catholic U), DANIEL VARISCO (Hofstra U)

3-129  **SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Clinically Applied Anthropology Group**
6:15-7:30  Military Room, Concourse Level

3-130  **GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION. Federation of Small Anthropology Programs.**
6:15-7:30  North Salon, Hotel Sofitel

3-131  **COLUMBIA GRADUATE ANTHROPOLOGY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. Business Meeting**
6:15-7:30  Dupont, Terrace Level

3-132  **NATIVE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS MEETING**
6:15-7:30  Edison, Terrace Level

3-126  **COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Business Meeting. Jefferson East, Concourse Level.** A cash bar reception follows the meeting.
6:15-8:30  Chair: G ALFRED HESS (Northwestern U)

3-133  **BRINGING CRITICAL THEORY TO PRACTICE IN BUREAUCRATIC SETTINGS**
(Society for the Anthropology of North America).  **Lincoln East, Concourse Level**
6:15-8:30  Chair: JUDITH GOODE (Temple U). DAVID BERISS (U New Orleans), FIONA THOMPSON (NYS Ofc of Mental Health), JEFFRY MASKOVSKY (Temple U), ALISSE WATERSTON (New School for Social Research), STANLEY HYLAND (Memphis State U)

3-134  **SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Executive Committee**
6:15-9:15  Hamilton, Terrace Level

3-135  **SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY & ASSOCIATION OF LATINA & LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS. Cash Bar Reception**
6:30-8:00  Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level

3-136  **POST-SOVIET ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH INTEREST GROUP. Business Meeting. International Ballroom East, Concourse Level**
6:45-7:30  Chair: BRUCE GRANT (Swarthmore)
3-137 SVA FILM OPEN SCREENING
7:00-8:00 Office 2, Concourse Level

7:15-7:30 Chair: BILL ROBERTS

3-138 AAA PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: “ANTHROPOLOGY FOR THE MILLENNIUM” (YOLANDA MOSES, AAA President) Presentation of Awards precedes the lecture.
8:00-10:30 International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level

SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23

4-001 WOMEN’S INFORMAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN PLAY, SPORTS AND WORK (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Independence, Terrace Level
Organizers: KATHRYN M BORMAN (U South Florida), MELFORD S WEISS (California State U-Sacramento)
8:00 KATHRYN M BORMAN (U South Florida), JUDITH A ROSENBERG (U South Florida), AMY FOX (U South Florida) and ELLEN PUCCIA (U South Florida) Women Working in Nontraditionally and Traditionally Female-Dominated Occupations
8:15 NANCY P GREENMAN (U Texas-San Antonio) and ELLEN B KIMMEL (U South Florida) Women Shaping Futures: Working Through Accidental, Incidental and Intentional Change in Academe
8:30 WALTER L DOZIER (U South Florida) Gender, Sport and Media
8:45 MELFORD S WEISS (California State U-Sacramento) The Elite Gymnast and the Star Athlete: A Tale of Two Talents
9:00 Discussant: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst for Community Research)
9:15 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-002 RELIGIOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF LEGAL DISCOURSE (Reviewed by Association for Political & Legal Anthropology) International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level
Organizer: MARIA PIA DI BELLA (CNRS-Paris). Chair: NICHOLAS B DIRKS (Columbia U)
8:00 MARIA PIA DI BELLA (CNRS-Paris) Public Execution as Sacrifice: Criminals Turned Victims in a Ritual of Social Reconciliation
8:15 BABER JOHANSEN (EHESS, Paris) Memory and Power: A Muslim Debate on the Ethical Evaluation of Judiciary Decisions
8:30 BRINKLEY MESSICK (Columbia U) Religious Law in an Islamic State
8:45 JOELLE BAHLOUL (Indiana U) Civil Law, the Female Body, and Rabbinical Authority
9:00 REBECCA R FRENCH (U Colorado-Law) The Buddha’s Submarine
9:15 Discussant: SALLY HUMPHREYS (U Michigan)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-003 CULTURES OF THE DOMINANT: THE BRAZILIAN CASE (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: ROBIN SHERIFF (Graduate Center, CUNY)
8:00  MARIO J A BICK (Bard C) De Tocqueville in Brazil: Charity and Elite Formation in a Brazilian City
8:15  DIANA BROWN (Bard C) Caring for the Body: Health and Social Reproduction Among Local Elites in a Brazilian City
8:30  MAUREEN E O’DOUGHERTY (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Shopping Nightmares: Consumption and Middle Class Brazilian Measures of Class
8:45  ESTHER HAMBURGER (U Chicago) Constructing the Audience: Brazilian Television Audience Research Practices
9:00  ROBIN SHERIFF (Graduate Center, CUNY) Guarding Whiteness in a “Racial Democracy”: Discourses on “Race” Among Middle-Class Whites in Rio de Janeiro
9:15  Discussant: JAMES HOLSTON (U California-San Diego)
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-004  GENDER, PERFORMANCE AND THE BODY (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: DONNA GOLDSTEIN (U Colorado-Boulder)
8:00  DONNA GOLDSTEIN (U Colorado-Boulder) Humor as Performance: How Suffering Begets Laughter in a Rio Shantytown
8:15  MARIA L MASSOLO (Allegheny C) Suffering Bodies, Reclaimed Bodies: Performance of Devotion in Argentina
8:30  LINDA-ANNE REBHUN (Yale U) Living Saints, Dead Saints, and Ordinary Women: Eudysphoric Femininity in Northeast Brazil
8:45  EILEEN ROSE WALSH (Temple U) Ethnic Imaginations: Images of Chinese Ethnic Minority Women
9:00  PATRICIA C MARQUEZ (IESA) The Malandro Body: Legislation and Criminalization of Youth in Caracas
9:15  SYDNEY D WHITE (Temple U) Negotiating Female Bodies: Medical Discourses and Naxi Gender Identities in the Lijiang Basin
9:30  Discussion
9:45  End of Session

4-005  HONG KONG’S DECOLONIZATION: WHAT NEXT FOR METROPOLE-HINTERLAND RELATIONS? (Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: ALAN SMART (U Calgary)
8:00  JAMES L WATSON (Harvard U) Dissolving Boundaries: The Man Higher-Order Lineage in Hong Kong and Shenzhen
8:15  GRAEME LANG (City U-Hong Kong) Migration and the “Second Wife” in South China
8:30  JOSEPHINE SMART (U Calgary) The Making of Hong Kong: A Life History Approach to the Study of an Asian Economic Miracle
8:45  GORDON C MATHEWS (Chinese U-Hong Kong) Hong Kong Identity in the Wake of the Handover: “Hongkongese,” “Cantonese,” “Chinese,” and Their Contradictions
9:00  GORDON A LURIE (U Toronto) Widowed Cities: Hong Kong and the Theory of Network Cities
9:15  ERIBERTO P LOZADA (Harvard U) Imagining Hong Kong: Consumption in the Hinterland
9:30  Discussant: GREG GULDIN (Pacific Lutheran U)
9:45  End of Session

4-006  BRIDGING UNSAFE WATERS: ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE STRUGGLES (Reviewed by Anthropology & Environment Section) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: MELISSA A CHECKER (New York U)
8:00  SUSAN M SCHEXNAYDER (U Tennessee) Evaluating and Mitigating Environmental Justice Impacts in the NEPA Framework

8:15  DENNIS A FRATE (U Mississippi) Conflict or Complement? The Roles of the Anthropologist in Environmental Toxicology

8:30  BEN WISNER (California State U-Long Beach) Environmental Justice in Urban South Africa: The Challenge for Participatory Action Research

8:45  CALVIN NIHRA (University of Zimbabwe) and WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan State U) Water Rights, Human Rights and the Environment: Rethinking Water Law in Southern Africa

9:00  NICHOLAS S HOPKINS (American U-Cairo) Environmental Movements in Egypt

9:15  Discussant: SUSAN C STONICH (U California-Santa Barbara)

9:30  Discussant: AMY K WOLFE (Oak Ridge Nat'l Laboratory)

9:45  End of Session

4-007 HIDDEN MANIFESTS: NEWSPAPERS IN ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Bancroft, Terrace Level
Organizers: J BERNARD BATE (U Chicago), MARY L SCOGGIN (U Chicago).
Chair: J BERNARD BATE (U Chicago)

8:00  J BERNARD BATE (U Chicago) The Powers of Praise: The Content and Layout of Political Poetry in Tamil Newspapers

8:15  JENNIFER ROBERTSON (U Michigan) Writing Empire: “Living Newspapers” and the Colonial Press in Wartime Japan

8:30  MARY L SCOGGIN (U Chicago) Reading Between the Flower-Bordered Boxes: Discerning Design in Contemporary Chinese Newspapers

8:45  GREGORY STARRETT (U North Carolina-Charlotte) Newspaper Art and the Public Display of Virtue

9:00  Discussant: AKHIL GUPTA (Stanford U)

9:15  Discussion

9:45  End of Session

4-008 THE “BUSINESSING” OF THE URBAN IN CHINA: RECONFIGURATIONS OF SPACE, PRACTICE AND VALUE/S IN MARKET SOCIALISM
(Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: CONSTANCE CLARK (U California-Berkeley). Chair: ELLEN HERTZ (U Lausanne, Switzerland)

8:00  CONSTANCE CLARK (U California-Berkeley) The City as Paradise: Immigrant Imaginings of Shenzhen China

8:15  ELLEN HERTZ (U Lausanne, Switzerland) Market, City, Commoners and Crowds: Imagined Community in the Shanghai Stock Market

8:30  LIDA JUNGHANS (Harvard U) Setting Out to Sea on a Train: Movements to Markets in China

8:45  LYN JEFFERY (U California-Santa Cruz) How to Reach the Consumer Who Lives Beyond the Last Bus-Stop

9:00  MORGAN PERKINS (Oxford U) Marketing Authenticity: The Commodification of Chinese Art

9:15  Discussant: CLAUDIA DUBUIS (U Lausanne)

9:30  Discussant: FRANK N PIEKE (Oxford U)

9:45  End of Session

4-009 DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGY: RETHINKING INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE & LOCAL PARTICIPATION
(Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Conservatory, Terrace Level

8:00  MIRIAM CHAIKEN (Indiana U of Pennsylvania) Money, Meals, and Mamas: Food Security and Inequality in Western Kenya
8:30 DEBORAH S RUBIN (U of the Pacific) Politics, Identity, and Environmental Protection in Tanzania
8:45 KREG ETIENGER (Syracuse U) Perceptions of Change in a Developing Region: Cree Environmental Knowledge and Impact Assessment
9:00 J TIM O'MEARA (Melbourne U) Misunderstanding Economic and Environmental Concerns of Samoan Villagers in Forestry and Fisheries Projects
9:15 A H PETER CASTRO (Syracuse U) Social and Anti-Social Forestry: Lessons from Bangladesh
9:30 Discussant: DAVID BROKENSHA (U California-Santa Barbara)
9:45 End of Session

4-010 INVITED SESSION: ARCHAEOLOGY, TOURISM AND THE STATE (National Association of Student Anthropologists, Archeology Division) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: JAMES A DELLE (New York U)
8:00 JAMES A DELLE (New York U) Archaeology, the Tourist Industry and the State
8:15 DIANA LOPEZ (U Puerto Rico) Archaeology and the State: Mexico and Puerto Rico: Uses and Abuses of the Past in Two Latin American Nations
8:30 PETER R SCHMIDT (U Florida) The Forgotten Past, Marginal Identity, and Tourism in Eritrea
8:45 QUETZIL E CASTANEDA (U Houston) The Museum of Maya Culture: Monument to Modernity, Battlefield of Nations, and Tourist Mecca
9:00 Discussant: NADIA ABU-EL-HAJ (U Chicago)
9:15 Discussant: PHILIP L KOHL (Wellesley C)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-011 NEW PERSPECTIVES ON POSSESSION: IDENTITY, IDEOLOGY, AND RELIGION (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizers: KATHLEEN N SKOCZEN (Ithaca C), BHUVANA RAO (Syracuse U)
8:00 KATHLEEN N SKOCZEN (Ithaca C) Rewriting History: Representation, Ritual and Spirit Possession in the Dominican Republic
8:15 GLENN ETTER (U California-Berkeley) A Different Kind of Spiritual: Songs of the Spirits in Brazilian Umbanda
8:30 BHUVANA RAO (Syracuse U) Punitive Spirits or Frightened Women: Gendered Perspectives of Spirit Affliction in North India
8:45 NEEMA N CAUGHRAN (Syracuse U) Inherited Family Sorrow or Ghost Possession?: Discourses of Emotion in North India
9:00 ANNE W JOHNSON (U Texas-Austin) Devils and Women: Masks of the Other in Mexico
9:15 Discussant: LESLEY A SHARP (Barnard C)
9:30 Discussant: GLORIA GOODWIN RAHEJA (U Minnesota)
9:45 End of Session

4-012 MORAL BOUNDARIES: GENDER, DIFFERENCE, AND THE POLITICS OF NATIONAL BELONGING (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Farragut, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: DEBORAH L MINDRY (U California-Irvine)
8:00 DEBORAH L MINDRY (U California-Irvine) Ma Afrika and the Medusa: Motherhood, and the Politics of National Citizenship in South Africa
8:15 FALU BAKRANIA (Stanford U) Young Asian Brits and the Politics of Popular Music
8:30 ROBIN BALLIGER (Stanford U) Party Politics: Youth Culture, Gender, and the State of Neoliberalism in Trinidad
8:45 TAMARA R TEGHILLO (U California-Irvine) Black Tux/White Dress: Rights, Romance and the Gendered Politics of Democracy in Argentina
9:00 MICHELLE M ROSENTHAL (U California-Santa Cruz) Engendering Cultural Citizenship in the "New" South Africa: "Danger Talk" and Democratic Political Participation
9:30 Discussant: PURNIMA MANKEKAR (Stanford U)
9:45 End of Session

4-013 CROSS-CULTURAL ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY MIDWIFERY (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level Organizer: JANE A SZUREK (Rhode Island School of Design). Chair: JENNIFER W NOURSE (U Richmond)
8:00 MICHELLE RAMIREZ (U Iowa) The Vulnerable Body: Women, Midwives and Biomedicine in Mexico and the US
8:15 STARR AMRIT (Scripps C) Parterna Protocols: A Comparative Look at Midwifery Standards for Birth in Mexico and the United States
8:30 CHRISTA C CRAVEN (American U) Words of Empowerment: Active and Passive Language in Direct-Entry Midwifery
8:45 PAULA A COATES (U Wisconsin-LaCrosse) A Kaleidoscope of Voices: Stories of Midwives
9:00 JANE A SZUREK (Rhode Island School of Design) The Trial: Public and Judicial Scrutiny of Midwives
9:15 JENNIFER W NOURSE (U Richmond) Male Midwives and Macho Mothers: Birth and Pregnancy Among the Lauje of Indonesia
9:30 SUZANNE M LECLERC-MADLALA (U Durban-Westville) Urban Midwifery in Black and White: Changing Practice in a Changing South Africa
9:45 End of Session

4-014 INVITED SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Middle East Section) Lincoln East, Concourse Level Organizer: BARBARA J MICHAEL
8:00 A MUHAMMAD MA’RUF (Cordoba Inst) Human Rights in a Future Islamic Metropolis
8:15 HENRY MUNSON (U Maine-Orono) The Rushdie Affair and the Limits of Revelation
8:30 LAURA NADER (U California-Berkeley) Women Artists and Questions of Human Rights
8:45 ABDULLAH A IBRAHIM (U Missouri-Columbia) Antigone of Khartoum: "To Rot, an Unburied Corpse"
9:00 CAROLYN FLUEHR-LOBBAN (Rhode Island C) Human Rights and Cultural-Relativism: The Case of Female Circumcision
9:15 BARBARA J MICHAEL Kidnapped or Repatriated? Cross-Cultural Marriages and Divorce
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-015 MOVING EXPERIENCES: DANCE AS EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Jefferson West, Concourse Level Organizers: MARY M DOI (Bryn Mawr C). ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana U). Chair: ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana U)
8:00 Discussant: SALLY NESS (U California-Riverside)
8:15 ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana U) Perpetuating Tradition: Technique, Style and Ways of Knowing in Classical Ballet
8:30 MARY M DOI (Bryn Mawr C) Practice Makes Perfect: Acculturating Bodies Through Dance and Domesticity in Post-Soviet Uzbekistan
8:45 SUSAN FOSTER (U California-Riverside) Their Wild and Ungoverned Passions
NICHOLAS L BAHAM (Indiana U-Bloomington) St John Coltrane’s Dance: The Effectual Transmission of the Holy Spirit in Jazz Music and Improvised Jazz Dance Forms

WILLIAM WASHABAUGH (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Fashioning Masculinity in Flamenco Dance

Discussion

End of Session

CAPITALIZING ON CULTURE: CULTURAL CHANGE UNDER CAPITALISM IN HONG KONG, TAIWAN AND CHINA (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Kalorama, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: AN-RU LEE (CUNY Graduate Ctr)

HAI REN (U Washington) Chinese Nationalism and Transnational Capitalism

VIRGINIA CORNUE (Rutgers U) Capital’s Project is Beauty: (Re)Viewing Chinese Women in the 1990s

SCOTT E SIMÓN (McGill U) New Masters and New Tools: Corporatization and Proletarianization in Taiwan’s Leather Tanning Industry

AN-RU LEE (CUNY Graduate Ctr) Moral Discourse in Taiwan’s Recent Economic Restructuring

Discussant: XIN LIU (U California-Berkeley)

Discussion

End of Session

NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY: HUNGER, FOOD BELIEFS AND FOOD REQUIREMENTS (Reviewed by Council on Nutritional Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Chair: LAUREN S BLUM (U Connecticut)

MARK CRAVALHO (Federal University of Bahia) and MARIA DO CARMO SOARE DE FREITAS The Creature in Red, Kin of Death: The Anthropomorphization of Hunger in Bahia, Brazil

ANDREA SIQUEIRA (ACT/U Arizona) “Without Acai, I am Still Hungry”: The Importance of Acai (Euterpe Oleracea) in the Amazonian Caboclo Diets

CHERY SMITH (Kansas State U) Dietary Beliefs and Behaviors During Pregnancy and the Postpartum Period for Sherpa Women in Nepal

KATHLEEN M BUCKLEY (Catholic U) Maternal Ethnotheories and Practices Related to Long-Term Breastfeeding Among Anglos and Hispanics

LAUREN S BLUM (U Connecticut) Local Health Knowledge and Management of Vitamin A Deficiency: A Comparative Study from Niger

ROSS SACKETT (Rhodes C) Bias in Estimating Food Energy Requirements in Small-Scale Societies

Discussion

End of Session

CURRENT RESEARCH IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Chair: ANN M PALKOVICH (George Mason U)

DONALD E TYLER (U Idaho) A New Homo Erectus Skull From Java

KENNETH A R KENNEDY (Cornell U) and RUSSELL L CIOCHON (U Iowa) A Canine Tooth from the Siwaliks: First Recorded Discovery of a Fossil Ape?

ANN M PALKOVICH (George Mason U) The Nature of Emergences and Hominid Evolution

ROBERT G TAGUE (Louisiana State U) and MARY MANHEIN (Louisiana State) and HEATHER MCKILLOP (Louisiana State U) Paleodermography and Sexual Dimorphism of a Prehistoric Iroquoian Ossuary: Poole-Rose Site

MARY J NORTON (California State U-Long Beach) Descriptive and Statistical Analysis of Infant Cranial Deformities
9:30 DARLENE A SMUCNY (NICHD-U California) Psychophysiological Approaches for the Study of Conflict Resolution in Nonhuman Primates
9:45 End of Session

4-018A MODERNITY AND THE DISSOLUTION OF SOCIAL CONTRACTS: PERSPECTIVES FROM A MULTIDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS OF LESOTHO (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Dupont, Terrace Level Organizer/Chair: DAVID S TURKON (Arizona State U)
8:00 SUSAN MYERS CARRESE (Middlebury C) Traditional Revisited: The Practices of Sesotho and Development Discourse
8:15 ROBERT A SHANAFELT (Florida State U) Sotho and Xhosa in Lesotho and South Africa: Struggling for Community in a World of Want
8:30 DAVID S TURKON (Arizona State U) Modernity as Tradition: Transformations in Identity and Institutionalized Behaviors in Lesotho
8:45 DAVID A HIMMELGREEN (Hispanic Health Council) The Rising Tide of Change: Perurbanization as a Factor in Household Economics, Health and Nutrition in Highland Lesotho
9:00 Discussant: ROBERT K HITCHCOCK (U Nebraska-Lincoln)
9:15 Discussant: HOYT ALVERSON (Dartmouth C)
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-019 IDENTITY AND CONTRADICTION IN EAST ASIAN MODERNITIES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level Chair: LISA M HOFFMAN (U California-Berkeley)
8:00 SATSUKI KAWANO (U Pittsburgh) Constructing Identity and Place in Urban Japanese Festivals
8:15 LISA M HOFFMAN (U California-Berkeley) Writing “Markets”
8:30 CHRIS OLIVER (U Chicago) A new Rhetoric of Difference in Contemporary Japan: “Living-Together” with foreigners
8:45 CHIEN CHIAO (National Dong Hwa U) Traditional Chinese Musicians in Shanxi
9:00 ANDREA LOUIE (U California-Berkeley) Changing Views Toward the Chinese Abroad in Southern China
9:15 JOHN W TRAPHAGAN (Pop Studies Ctr-U of Michigan) Demographic Change and Intergenerational Conflict Related to Support of the Elderly in Rural Japan
9:30 Discussion
9:45 End of Session

4-020 CULTURE AND MENTAL HEALTH (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) State Room, Terrace Level Chair: CONERLY C CASEY (U California-Los Angeles)
8:00 KATHLEEN E CARLIN-KILBOURNE (Tulane U) Vietnamese Melancholy and Victorian Sensibility
8:15 HARRIET DAVID LYONS (U Waterloo), ANDREW P LYONS (Wilfrid Laurier U) and KAREN BOGART (Anne Steinmann Inst) Critical Incidents in Adoption: A Multidisciplinary Approach
8:30 EDWARD D LOWE (U California-Irvine) What Happens When the Boys “Gotta Go”: Youth Suicide and Gender in the Reproduction of Social Space in Chuuk
8:45 YEHUDA GOODMAN (Hebrew U of Jerusalem) Dynamics of Inclusion and Exclusion: Comparing Mental-Illness Narratives of Jewish Patients and Their Rabbis
9:00 KEVIN O BROWNE (U Wisconsin-Madison) Landscapes of Desire and Violence: Storied Selves and Mental Affliction in Central Java
9:15 CONERLY C CASEY (U California-Los Angeles) Permeations of Self and Body: Communal Stress, Witchcraft and Spirits from Distant Lands
IDENTITY AND MODERNITY IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Hamilton, Terrace Level

Chair: PAMELA FELDMAN-SAVELSBERG (Carleton C)

8:00 SCOTT M YOUNGSTEDT (Saginaw Valley State U) Frustration with Inflated Bridewealth: Marriage and Competing Definitions of Muslim Identity among the Hausa of Niger

8:15 ANDREW F WALSH (U Toronto) Alternate “Arrivals” of Ritual Practice in Northern Madagascar

8:30 STEPHEN R WOOTEN (U Florida) Gender, Commodity Production, and Market Activity: A Case Study from Rural Mali

8:45 PAMELA FELDMAN-SAVELSBERG (Carleton C) and FLAVIEN T NDONKO (U Yaounde, Pan African Anth) Sterilizing Vaccines or the Politics of the Womb: Retrospective Study of a Rumor in Cameroon

9:00 CHRISTINE J WALLEY (New York U) “When People Were as Worthless as Insects”: Historical Discourse and Morality on Chole Island, Tanzania

9:15 JAMES G ELLISON (U Florida) Drums and the Order of Society in Southwest Tanzania

9:30 Discussion

End of Session

POLICY MAKING AND THE BODY: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON CROSS CULTURAL BODY MODIFICATIONS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Monroe West, Concourse Level

Organizers/Chairs: ADRIENNE DEARMAS (Independent), BETH E KAMINOW (George Washington U)

8:00 Introduction: ADRIENNE DEARMAS (Independent)

8:15 ADRIENNE DEARMAS (Independent) Cross-Cultural Body Mutilations: Examples of the Effects of Policy

8:30 DANUS VAIL (U Connecticut-Storrs) Wrists, Necks and Cargo Nets: The Effect of Tattoo Collecting on Social Policy

8:45 Break

9:00 KENNETH M COLSON (West Valley C) Colonial Administration Policy and Body marking and Modification in Africa

9:15 BETH E KAMINOW (George Washington U) Skin Etching and the Bris: An Analysis of Body Modifications Within the Context of Jewish Law

9:30 DUANE VOSKUIL (U North Dakota) Legal Remedies for Cultural Bias on Ritual Genital Mutilation

9:45 Break

10:00 ISABELLE R GUNNING (Southwestern School of Law) Female Genital Surgeries and Legislation

10:15 REGINA E OBOLER (Ursinus C) Cultural Sensitivity and Legislation Against Female Genital Mutilation

10:30 HELLE HINGE (U Copenhagen) Female Circumcision and Islam

10:45 Break

11:00 Discussion

11:45 End of Session

YOUTH, FUTURE AND THE MAKING OF THE “NEW EUROPE” (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Georgetown East, Concourse Level

Organizer: MARY NOLAN (Southern Methodist U), LEVENT SOYSAL (Harvard U)

8:00 CHRISTINE E GRIFFIN (U Birmingham) Imagining New Narratives of Youth, Identity and Place in the “New Europe”

8:15 HILARY PILKINGTON (U Birmingham) Is There a “Global” Youth Culture? A View from the Periphery
8:30  DEBORAH REED-DANAHAY (U Texas-Arlington) Childhood and Youth in France: Anthropological Approaches in Historical & Global Contexts
8:45  NEDIM KARAKAYALI (U Toronto) Identity Formation as Paradox: Georg Simmel’s “Stranger” and Second Generation Migrants in Contemporary Europe
9:00  LEVENT SOYSAL (Harvard U) Creativity and Conformity: Institutional Context of Migrant Youth Culture in Berlin
9:30  ALISSA L SHETHAR (U California-Berkeley) and BEN RAMPTON (Thames Valley U-London) Roots, Routes and Aerials: Diaspora Identifications and the Discourse Repertoires of British Youth
9:45  Break
10:00  MARY NOLAN (Southern Methodist U) Opposition Machen Wir! Contesting Community and Political Legitimacy in Nurnberg
10:15  FRAN MARKOWITZ (Ben-Gurion U) Not Nationalists: Russian Teenagers’ Apolitics
10:30  SANJA KALAPOS (IEFR-Zagreb) The Young and a Society: An Example from Zagreb
10:45  ANDREAS WESTERWINTER Erasmus Meets Socrates: Building European Cultural Identity Through Academic Exchange Programs
11:00  Discussant: VERED AMIT-TALAI (Concordia U)
11:15  Discussant: THOMAS A SHAW (Harvard U)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

INVITED SESSION: BIOLOGICAL AND COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizers: STEWART GUTHRIE (Fordham U), MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (Arizona State U). Chair: STEPHEN D GLAZIER (U Nebraska-Kearney)
8:00  Introduction: STEPHEN D GLAZIER (U Nebraska-Kearney)
8:15  BENSON SALER (Brandeis U) Biology and Religion: On Establishing a Problematic
8:30  MARK GRUBER (St Vincent C) The Bio-Linkage of Religion and Bipedalism
8:45  TIMOTHY PERPER (Independent Scholar) The Biosocial Co-Evolution of Sexuality and the Sacre
9:00  MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (Arizona State U) Shamanism as a Universal Biological Basis for Religion
9:15  CHARLES D LAUGHLIN (Carleton U) Abstraction and Spirit: A Neurocognitive Account of Religious Symbolism in Traditional and Modern Art
9:30  Discussant: ROBERT T FRANCOEUR (Fairleigh Dickinson U)
9:45  Break
10:00  ERIKA BOURGUIGNON (Ohio State U) Cultural Variability and Constant Cognitive Processes: Why Sprits Possess People
10:15  PASCAL BOYER (Centre National de la Recherch) An Experimental Study of Religious Ontologies
10:30  E THOMAS LAWSON (Western Michigan U) Are Counterintuitive Ideas Enough? The Importance of the Notion of Agency for the Study of Religion
10:45  STEWART GUTHRIE (Fordham U) Cognition and the Intuitiveness of Religious Ideas
11:00  Discussant: TANYA M LUHRMANN (U California-San Diego)
11:15  Discussant: JAMES PEACOCK (U N Carolina-Chapel Hill)
11:30  Discussion
11:45  End of Session

ETHNICALLY DEAF: IDENTITY, CULTURE AND THE MAKING OF SIGN LANGUAGE COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) International Ballroom West, Concourse Level
Organizers: KAREN J NAKAMURA (Yale U), LEILA MONAGHAN (Pitzer C). Chair: KAREN J NAKAMURA (Yale U)

8:00 LEILA MONAGHAN (Pitzer C) The Rise of Deaf Ideologies and Institutions in New Zealand
8:15 BARBARA C LE MASTER (California State U-Long Beach) Irish Deaf Identity
8:30 SANGEETA BAGGA-GUPTA (U Orebro-Sweden) and LARS-AKE DOMFORS (Dept of Education-Orebro) Contesting Claims on Deaf Identity in the Post-Minority Era in Sweden
8:45 RICHARD J SENGHAS (U Rochester) Where Do Language, Culture and Identity Come From?: The Emergence of Sign Language and Deaf Identity in Nicaragua
9:00 CONSTANZE SCHMALING (Hamburg U) A for Apple: The Impact of Western Education and ASL on the Deaf Community in Kano State, Northern Nigeria
9:15 Discussant: NANCY FRISHBERG (New Media Centers)
9:30 DONALD A GRUSHKIN (De Anza C) Developing Bicultural Identities: The Dilemma of the Hard-of-Hearing Within the Deaf Community
9:45 Break
10:00 FRANZ DOTTER (Klagenfurt U-Austria) and INGEBORG OKORN (Klangenfurt University) The Austrian Perspective: Hidden Conflict Between Deaf and Hearing
10:15 JAMES WOODWARD (Ratchasuda C-Thailand) Sign Languages and Deaf Identities in Thailand and Vietnam
10:30 ANGELA M NONAKA (Ratchasuda C-Thailand) Deaf-Identities of Cultural Identity in Contemporary Japan
11:15 Discussant: BENJAMIN J BAHAN (Gallaudet U)
11:30 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-026 CERAMIC ECOLOGY '97: CURRENT RESEARCH ON CERAMICS (Reviewed by Archeology DiviSion) Jackson, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities), LOUANA M LACKEY (Maryland Institute, C of Art)
8:00 Introduction: CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities)
8:15 GEORGE J BEY (Millsaps C) A Chemical Analysis of Late Classic Pottery from the Northern Maya Lowlands
8:30 JAMES J SHEEHY (Pennsylvania State U) Color Development in San Martin Orange Ceramics: Implications for Production, Exchange and Consumption
8:45 MARY S THIEME (Vanderbilt U) and DONALD M THIEME (U Georgia) Tradition and Continuity of Ceramic Production and Utilization of Clay Sources in the Vicinity of Santa Maria Atzompa from the Late Formative to the Present
9:00 MICHAEL J SHOTT (U Northern Iowa) and EDUARDO WILLIAMS (Colegio de Michoacan) Pottery Use Life and Discard in the Lake Patzcuaro Region, Michoacan, Mexico: A Preliminary Ethnoarchaeological Report
9:15 THOMAS MYERS (Nebraska State Museum) Museum Collections for Ethnoarchaeological Research
9:30 Break
9:45 ROBERT H SAYERS (Ntl Endwmnt for the Humanities) Female Pottery Merchants in Korea: Gender, Status, and the Construction of Identity
10:00 MARCIA SELSOR (Montana State U-Billings) Persistence of Memory: The Mediterranean Slip Trailing Tradition
10:15 LISA KEALHOFER (C of William & Mary) and PETER GRAVE (U New England) Islamic Lead Glazes and Long Distance Exchange
10:30 CHARLES C KOLB (Ntl Endow for the Humanities) White Clay Smoking Pipes: Provenance and a Critique of "Pipe Stem Dating" as a Technique Applied to a Homogeneous Collection from Barcelona, New York
10:45 LOUANA M LACKEY (Maryland Institute, C of Art) Sherds and Patches: Recent Research in Ceramic Studies
11:00 Discussant: CHRISTOPHER A POOL (U Kentucky)
11:15 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-027 THE POLITICS OF IDENTITY: CONTEMPORARY STRUGGLES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
8:00 LOUANA M LACKEY (U California-Berkeley) !Viva La Fiesta! Claiming and Contesting "Spanish" Heritage in a California Tourist Town
8:15 MONICA L RUSSEL Y RODRIGUEZ (Metropolitan State C-Denver) Locating Chicana/o Culture
8:30 LEWIS K THOMAS (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Soldiers, Pagodas, and Tourists: Imagining Burma in the Touristic Borderzone
8:45 SHELBY J TISDALE (U Arizona) Indian Gaming and Cocopah Identity in the Lower Colorado River
9:00 JONAH B BLANK (Harvard U) Mullah on the Mainframe: Modernity in the Daodi Bohra Community of Bombay
9:15 Break
9:30 ANDREW C WILLFORD (U California-San Diego) The Peacock, the Lance, and Shiva's Timeless Dance: Expressing Tamil Identities in Malaysia
9:45 DENNIS PONTIUS (U Michigan) Strategic Religion: The Politics of Orthodoxy Among the Tamang of Nepal
10:00 ANDREA K MOLNAR (Northern Illinois U) Construction of Group Identity Among an Eastern Indonesian People: The Hoga Sara of West-Central Flores
10:15 BARTHOLOMEW J RYAN (Harvard University) Soldiers, Pagodas, and Tourists: Imagining Burma in the Touristic Borderzone
10:30 JONAH B BLANK (Harvard U) Mullah on the Mainframe: Modernity in the Daodi Bohra Community of Bombay
10:45 Discussion
11:45 End of Session

4-028 BEYOND DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION: COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY AS SOCIAL ACTION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
10:00 T L MCCARTY (U Arizona). Chair: T L MCCARTY (U Arizona)
10:15 Introduction: T L MCCARTY (U Arizona)
10:45 JERRY LIPKA (U Alaska-Fairbanks) Fifteen Years of Collaborative School-Community Ethnography: What Has Changed, What Has Not
11:00 T L MCCARTY (U Arizona) Action-Oriented Ethnography in a Navajo Community School
11:15 NORMA E GONZALEZ (U Arizona) Beyond Empowerment: Writing Ourselves Out of the Equation
11:30 Discussion: GERALD MOHAN (U Alaska)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-028A BEYOND RESISTANCE: PUBLIC CULTURE AS A SOCIAL ACTION (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Dupont, Terrace Level
10:15 KEISHA FIKES (U California-Los Angeles) Politicizing Race Based Domesticity in Portugal
10:30 DAMANI J PARTRIDGE (U California-Berkeley) Anthropology as Social Action: Finding My Place
10:45 Discussant: MARCYLIENA MORGAN (UCLA)
11:00 ASALE AJANI (Stanford U) Dangerous Individuals and Technologies of Confinement
11:15 PATRICIA BAQUEDANO-LOPEZ (U California-Los Angeles) The Discursive Construction of Resistance Language Policy at a Los Angeles Parish
11:30 MIRIAM TICKTIN (Stanford U) British Asian Women’s Collectives: Beyond Representation to Community Activism
11:45 LANITA JACOBS-HUEY (U California-Los Angeles) Black & Blonde: The Cultural Politics of Hair in African Diasporan Speech Communities
12:00 End of Session

4-029 CELIBACY: SEXUAL ABSTINENCE EXAMINED (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Lincoln East, Concourse Level
Organizer: ELISA J SOBO (U California-San Diego). Chair: ELISA J SOBO (U California-San Diego)
10:15 HECTOR QIRKO (U Tennessee-Knoxville) Kin Recognition Mechanisms and Organized Celibacy: A Research Model
10:30 LESLIE E CARLIN (U Durham) and HELEN BALL Not Tonight, Dear, I’M Nursing: Postpartum Celibacy, Cultural Rules and Women’s Choices in Evolutionary Perspective
10:45 KARL G HEIDER (U South Carolina) The Long Postpartum Sexual Abstinence of the New Guinea Dani: Not Bad for Men, Good for Women
11:00 MARIO AGUILAR (U St Andrews-Scotland) Ritualizing Celibacy: The Poetics of Inversion in Chile and Kenya
11:15 MEENA KHANDELWAL (Kenyon C) The Seduction of an Ascetic: Notes on Gender and Celibacy in Hinduism
11:30 MICHAEL R DUKE (U Texas-Austin) Staying Calm: Mazatec Ritual Celibacy and Sexual Orientation
11:45 VICTOR C DE MUNCK (SUNY-New Paltz) What Makes Mark, Gwen, Rachelle and Jeremy Celibate
12:00 End of Session

4-030 MANEUVERING DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH ASIA (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) International Ballroom East, Concourse Level
Organizer: CECILIA VAN HOLLEN (U California-Berkeley). Chair: STACY LEIGH PIGG (Simon Fraser U)
10:15 Introduction
10:30 REBECCA M KLENK (U Washington) Educating Activists: Re-Imagining Gender, Modernity and Development in North India
10:45 CECILIA VAN HOLLEN (U California-Berkeley) “Baby Friendly” Hospitals and Bad Mothers: MCH Development Discourse in South India
11:00 STACY LEIGH PIGG (Simon Fraser U) AIDS Aid: Sex as a Development Problem
11:15 JENNY SPRINGER (U Chicago) Development Discourse and Agronomic Knowledge in South India
11:30 Discussant: AKHIL GUPTA (Stanford U)
11:45 Discussion
12:00 End of Session

4-031 THE FANTASY OF INTEGRITY AND THE DESIRE FOR DIFFERENCE: INTEGRATION IN COLONIAL, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL WORLDS (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Monroe East, Concourse Level
Organizers: BRIAN KEITH AXEL (U Chicago), PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago). Chair: BRIAN KEITH AXEL (U Chicago)
10:15 Introduction: BRIAN KEITH AXEL (U Chicago)
10:30 PAUL SILVERSTEIN (U Chicago) From Arabia to Tamazgha: The Myth of Origins and the “Right to Difference” in Algeria and France
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Rebecca E Bryant (U Chicago) The Forest of the Missing: The Unseen and the Unknown in Postcolonial Cyprus</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Thomas Lyons (U Chicago) &quot;What is it Like to be an Algerian Immigrant?&quot;: The Novel and National Identity</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: Lisa Hajjar (Swathmore C)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussant: Lisa Hajjar (Swathmore C)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4-032 INVITED SESSION: CRITIQUE-ING FLEXIBLE LABOR: INCREASING INEQUALITY, FRAGMENTATION AND THE POSSIBILITY FOR LABOR MOBILIZATION (American Ethnological Society) Bancroft, Terrace Level Organizer: Nilanjana Chatterjee (Queens C, CUNY). Chair: IDA S Susser (Hunter C/CUNY Graduate Ctr)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Carla S Freeman (Emory U) Haven in a Jobless World?: Restructuring &quot;Home&quot; and &quot;Work&quot; in an Era of Flexible Labor</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussant: Thomas C Patterson (Temple U)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: Lynn Bolles (U Maryland, College Park)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: Michael L Blim (Northeastern U)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussant: Michael L Blim (Northeastern U)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4-033 ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCE: DEFINITIONS AND INTROSPECTIONS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Kalorama, Terrace Level Organizer/Chair: Lawrence A Kuznar (Indiana/Purdue U-Ft Wayne)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Oswald Werner (Northwestern U) Science, Self Reference, and Experimental Ethnography</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Lawrence A Kuznar (Indiana/Purdue U-Ft Wayne) Anthropological Science-Definitions and Reality</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Philip Arnold (Loyola U-Chicago) Ethnoarchaeology, Archaeology, and Science: Beyond Objectivity and Testing</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Alice B Kehoe (Marquette U) The Principle of Actualism</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Robert J Jeske (Indiana/Purdue U-Fort Wayne) Arrowheads, IQ and Student Evaluations: When Measurement Becomes Meaning</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussant: William Irons (Northwestern U)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Discussant: James W Dow (Oakland U)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4-034 TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM: PLACE, IDENTITY, AND THE WORK OF CONSUMPTION (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) State Room, Terrace Level Organizer: Susan McCabe (Antioch C). Chair: Melinda Kanner (Antioch C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Introduction: Melinda Kanner (Antioch C)</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Patricia Lerch (U North Carolina-Wilmington) Tourism and Indigenous People</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Deborah P Bhattacharyya (Wittenberg U) In Defense of Self: Experiences of Western Women Sojourners in India</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Margaret S Boone (Policy Research Methods, Inc) Tourism Along US Borders as a Reflection of Environmental Issues in the Future</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Susan McCabe (Antioch C) The Work of Consumption: Tourist Tourism Worker Interaction and the Negotiation of Caribbean Identities</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Melinda Kanner (Antioch C) Way Down South: Re-Inventing the Image of the South Through Tourist Encounters in Savannah, Georgia</td>
<td>SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:45 AMY E SHUMAN (Ohio State) Cultural Exports
12:00 End of Session

4-035 WHAT'S NEW IN THE NEW ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: DEFINING FUTURE APPROACHES (Reviewed by National Association of Student Anthropologists) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Organizer: JOHN R STEPP (U Georgia). Chair: CHRISTOPHER B TARNOWSKI (U Georgia)
10:15 JOHN R STEPP (U Georgia) Information Ecology: An Integrative Theoretical Approach to Understanding Human Ecosystems
10:30 KRISTA HARPER (U California-Santa Cruz) Green Skeptics: Hungarian Environmentalists Envision Postsocialism
10:45 ERIC C JONES (U Georgia) Land Tenure & Peasant Strategies in NW Ecuador: Comparative Ethnoecology of the Cotacachi-Cayapas Ecological Reserve
11:00 D ROBERT COOLEY (Georgia) Mangrove Systems and Coastal Marine Fisheries: Applying Folk Knowledge to Ecological Management
11:15 REBECCA K ZARGER (U Georgia) Models of Indigenous Knowledge of Natural Resource Management and the Role of "Cultural Expression" in Their Transmission: The Kuna and the Conservation of Kuna Yala
11:30 CHRISTOPHER B TARNOWSKI (U Georgia) The Governmentality of Community-Based Forest Management in Nepal
11:45 Discussant: BEN G BLOUNT (U Georgia)
12:00 End of Session

4-036 CIVIL SOCIETIES AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE AGE OF GLOBALIZATION (Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
Organizers/Chairs: WENDY WEISS (Brandeis U), DANIEL A MATO (U Central de Venezuela)
10:15 Introduction: DANIEL A MATO (U Central de Venezuela)
10:30 CARMEN ALICIA FERRADAS (SUNY-Binghamton) A Big Apple for a Troubled Frontier: Global Help for Local Worries
10:45 LINDA SELIGMANN (George Mason U) "Getting to Know You": Receptions Between NGOs and Civil Action Groups in Peru
11:00 GEORGE YUDICE (New York U) Redefining Citizenship: Viva Rio
11:15 WENDY WEISS (Brandeis U) Social Movements and the Articulation of a Historical Bloc in Ecuador
11:30 DANIEL A MATO (U Central de Venezuela) Global-Local and Transnational Local-Local Relations in the (Re)Organizing of Latin American “Civil Societies” in the Age of Globalization
11:45 Discussant: MARC EDELMAN (Hunter C & CUNY Graduate Ctr)
12:00 End of Session

4-037 OVERCOMING THE LIMITATIONS OF BINARY THINKING: BEYOND INTERPRETIVISM VS POSITIVISM, MATERIALISM VS IDEALISM, & INDIVIDUALISM VS COLLECTIVISM (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Hamilton, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: MELISSA J BROWN (U California-Berkeley)
10:15 XIN LIU (U California-Berkeley) Experience, Interpretation and Practice: Searching for a Common Ground
10:30 ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii Pacific U) Aumatangi’s Question
10:45 HILL GATES (Stanford U) Two Cheers for the Dialectic: The Materiality of Footbinding
11:00 THOMAS N HEADLAND (Summer Inst of Linguistics) Why is a Cultural materialist Teaching Cultural Idealism?
11:15 MELISSA J. BROWN (U California-Berkeley) Articulating Collectivism and Individualism: Choices at the Border to Han
11:30 Discussant: F ALLAN HANSON (U Kansas)
SUNDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 23

11:45  Discussant: EDWARD M BRUNER (U Illinois)
12:00  End of Session

4-038  WHAT DIFFERENCES MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN BIOETHICS? (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Organizers/Chairs: AMY M HANRIDGE (U Iowa), BETTY W LEVIN (Brooklyn C/CUNY)
10:15  JACQUELYN SLOMK (Cleveland Clinic) Dealing with Differences in Ethical Decision Making
10:30  KATHERINE H BROWN (Creighton U) The Same but Different: Ethics in the Context of Rural Life
10:45  BETTY W LEVIN (Brooklyn C/CUNY) and NINA GLICK SCHILLER (U New Hampshire) Social Class and Bioethical Decision Making for Critically Ill Patients
11:00  AMY M HANRIDGE (U Iowa) Bioethical Decision Making in a New Delhi Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
11:15  CATHERINE MYSER (U Florida/C of Medicine) Health Care Professionals’ Criteria for Ascribing Personhood to Fetuses & Newborns in Sweden, India, the United States, and South Africa; Qualitative Study and Ethical Reflections
11:30  LISA HANDWERKER (Calif Inst of Integral Studies) Understanding Infertility Practices: What’s Different About Reproductive Technologies in China
11:45  Discussant: REIDAR LIE (U Bergen-Norway)
12:00  End of Session

4-039  MATERIALISM AND MODERNITY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizer: WEBB KEANE (U Michigan). Chair: WEBB KEANE (U Michigan)
10:15  WILLIAM PIETZ (Independent) Money as Mask: Raroc, Magicom, and Other Cyberloa of the New Capitalism
10:30  MARIANE FERME (U California-Berkeley) Forms of Money and Their Meanings in a West African Rural Setting
10:45  WEBB KEANE (U Michigan) Discourses of Materialism and Modernity in Sumba
11:00  PATRICIA SPYER (U Amsterdam) What’s in a Pocket?: Modernity and the Formation of a Pagan Elsewhere in Aru, Eastern Indonesia
11:15  PETER STALLYBRASS (U Pennsylvania) Materialism and Modernity
11:30  ROBERT J FOSTER (U Rochester) Marginal Materialism: Fantasy and Frustration at Modernity’s Edges
11:45  Discussant: FRED R MYERS (New York U)
12:00  End of Session

4-040  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, TOURISM AND FISHING COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Organizers: JAMES WALLACE (North Carolina State U), EILEEN MUELLER (Northern Illinois U). Chair: JAMES WALLACE (North Carolina State U)
10:15  EILEEN MUELLER (Northern Illinois U) Case Study of an Ecotourism Development Project in Celestun, Mexico-Household and Community Level Investigation
10:30  BEN G BLOUNT (U Georgia) The Interaction of Fishing and Tourism on the U.S. Georgia Coast
10:45  JOSE EDUARDO MARTINEZ (Northeastern) Tourism, Fishing, and Uneven Development in the Caribbean
11:00  VERONICA H LONG (Virginia Commonwealth) Social Impacts of Tourism and the Community Role: An Indonesian Case
11:30  JAMES WALLACE (North Carolina State U) and JENNIFER S MABIE (Duke U) Economy, Tourism and Acculturation in a Costa Rican Fishing Community
11:45  JAMES C SABELLA (U North Carolina-Wilmington) and JOHN R BORT (East Carolina U) Sustainable Development in Rural Panama: Assessment of a Grassroots Aquaculture Initiative in the Azuero Peninsula

12:00  End of Session

4-041  RADICAL DIVERSITY IN LINGUISTIC IDEOLOGIES AND PRACTICE: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON VARIATION AND CHANGE IN JAPANESE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Jefferson West, Concourse Level Organizers: SHIGEKO OKAMOTO (California State U-Fresno), YOSHIKO MATSUMOTO (Stanford U). Chair: HARUKO M COOK (U Hawaii-Manoa)

10:15  FUMIO INOUE (Tokyo U of Foreign Studies) Linguistic Variation and Change in Contemporary Japan

10:30  YOSHIMI MIYAKE (U Haifa-Israel) Prestige and Stigmatization of a Japanese Dialect

10:45  YOSHIKO MATSUMOTO (Stanford U) Linguistic Styles and Ideologies Across Generations in Japan

11:00  SHIE SATO (U California-Los Angeles) and SHIGEKO OKAMOTO (UCSC & CSUF) Style Shifting in Conversation: Reexamination of Japanese "Cooperative" Interactional Style

11:15  LAURA MILLER (U Chicago-Loyola) Burikko Language: The Linguistic Construction of a Fraudulent Female Persona

11:30  HARUKO M COOK (U Hawaii-Manoa) Do Japanese Children Speak Impolitely to Their Teachers? The Use of Plain Form in Japanese Classrooms

11:45  Discussant: ELINOR OCHS (U California-Los Angeles)

12:00  End of Session

4-042  MARKETS, SOCIAL REPRODUCTION AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD (Reviewed by Society for Urban Anthropology) Independence, Terrace Level Chair: DELMOS J JONES (CUNY-Graduate Ctr)

10:15  DELMOS J JONES (CUNY-Graduate Ctr) From Urban Social Moments to Urban Partnerships: The City and the Grassroots in the 21st Century

10:30  ALI MANWAR (Ntl Development & Rsch Instrs) Children of the Street Level Drug Dealers in New York City

10:45  RACHEL ADLER SPRINGER (Arizona State U) Transnational Sites: A Point of Articulation Between Dallas, Texas and Hoctun, Yucatan

11:00  IAN C MAST (Southern Methodist U) Mexican Migrants in an Urban Economy: The Rise of a Transnational Social Field

11:15  CARTER ALAN ROEBER (U Kentucky) Forced to Buy in the Sunshine: A Local Explanation of Commodity Shortages in Kabwe, Zambia

11:30  SHARON NAGY (U Pennsylvania) The Impact of Foreign Planning Technologies on Local Relations Between State and Residents: Urban Planning in Qatar Since 1970

11:45  CATHERINE MARY CAMERON (Cedar Crest C) Emergent Industrial Heritage: The Politics of Selection

12:00  End of Session

4-043  CULTURE, LANGUAGE AND SELF-CONCEPT (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level Chair: ADRIE KUSSEROW (St Michael's C)

10:15  WILLIAM TORRY (West Virginia U) Advances in Psychological Anthropology: Cultural Anthropology

10:30  ADRIE KUSSEROW (St Michael's C) De-Homogenizing American Individualism: Self and Socialization in Manhattan and Queens

10:45  SYLVIA OLNEY (U Minnesota) Notions of Control: A Study in the Semiotics of Translation

11:00  MICHELE E J KOVEN (U Chicago) Shifting Selves Through Shifting Languages: French/Portuguese Bilinguals' Language-Specific Expression and Experience of Self in Narrative Discourse
11:15 ANTHONYMOLINO (Temple U) Self at the Crossroads: Reflections on Psychoanalysis and Ethnography


11:45 Discussion

12:00 End of Session

**4-044 RURAL COMMUNITIES IN TRANSITION** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Conservatory, Terrace Level

Chair: ANANTHAKRISHANA G AIYER (Temple U)

10:15 ANANTHAKRISHANA G AIYER (Temple U) Fashioning Development: Merchants, Mines, and Markets in Nicaragua

10:30 YUAN-CHAO TUNG (National Taiwan U) Betelnuts or Wax Jambos: Farmers in Transition

10:45 ALBERT SCHRAUWERS (York U-Toronto) “Let’s Party”: State Intervention in the “Traditional” Labor Relations of Some Central Sulawesi Highland Rice Farmers

11:00 JOHN P ZIKER (U California-Santa Barbara) Kinship, Economy and Ethnicity Among the Dolgan of Northern Siberia

11:15 JEFFREYGSNODGRASS (U California-San Diego) Of Bards and Banks: Language and Economy in Modern Rajasthan

11:30 Discussion

11:45 Discussion

12:00 End of Session

**4-045 SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION AND GENDER HIERARCHIES** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level

Chair: BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison U)

10:15 BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison U) Nomads No More: Gender Stratification Within Sedentarized Societies of the Middle East

10:30 SHEILAMIYOSHIJAGER (U Kansas) Linear History and the Evolution of “Women” in Korea

10:45 CHANASAITIENGTRAKUL (Brown U) Images of Women in Popular Hindi Films: Varanasi Women’s Perspectives and National Culture

11:00 MARGARETWKEDIA (U Pittsburgh) Factory Employment and Small Business: Women and Economic Development in a Malay Fishing Village

11:15 SANGMEEBAK (Queens C-CUNY) Politics of Domesticity: Cooking Schools, Class, and Feminine Propriety in Urban Korea

11:30 KRISTINHANSSEN(U Oslo-Norway) Inverting Relations of Hierarchy by Means of a Female Substance

11:45 Discussion

12:00 End of Session

**4-046 NEGOTIATING CONFLICT** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Military Room, Concourse Level

Chair: ALX VLADIMIR DARK (New York U)

10:15 ALX VLADIMIR DARK (New York U) Communities Under Siege: Power and Violence in Rural Environmental Conflicts

10:30 STACY SCHAEFFER (U Texas-Pan American) Peyote, a Sacrament in Peril: Environmental, Religious, and Legal issues on Both Sides of the U.S./Mexico Border

10:45 KATHERINESPILDE (U California-Santa Cruz) Attacks on Indian Gaming Have Hidden Motive: Racism and the “Rich Indian” Image in Minnesota

11:00 ANNE E HARDGROVE (U Michigan) The Problems of Sati Worship in India: Challenges for Secularism and Tolerance

11:15 RENEMCCOY (Wayne State U) and ANDREASANKAR (Wayne State U) and MARKRLUBORSKY (Philadelphia Geriatric Center) Research, Race and Recruitment: Doin’ The Right Thing

11:30 Discussion

12:00 End of Session
**SOCIAL AND CULTURAL LIVES OF IMMUNE SYSTEMS** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) **International Ballroom Center, Concourse Level**

- **Organizer/Chair:** JAMES M WILCE (Northern Arizona U)

**10:15 Introduction:** LAURIE JEAN PRICE (Northern Arizona U)


- **10:45 SAMUEL J MANN** (NY Hospital-Cornell Med Schi) The Enigma of Hypertension and Psychosomatic Illness: Beyond the Conscious Mind

- **11:00 JAMES W PENNEBAKER** (U Texas-Austin) and KATHRYN P DAVISON (Southern Methodist) Health Effects of Translating Emotional Experiences into Language

- **11:15 ROGER BOOTH** Coming to Our Senses About Ourselves: Immunity and Self-Generation Within a Psychosocial Milieu

- **11:30 JAMES M WILCE** (Northern Arizona U) and LAURIE JEAN PRICE (Northern Arizona U) Immune Metaphors Our Bodyminds Live By?

- **11:45 Discussion:** A DAVID NAPIER (Middlebury C)

- **12:00 Break**

- **12:30 DANIEL E MOERMAN** (U Michigan-Dearborn) Global Variations in the Placebo Effect: A Window on Culture, Healing and Immunity

- **12:45 CAROL M WORTHMAN** (Emory U) and THOMAS W MCDADE (Emory U) Person x Environment Dynamics in Development of Immunocompetence: How the Body Thinks to Learn

**CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES IN HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE** (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) **Farragut, Terrace Level**

- **Chair:** RUTHBETH FINERMAN (U Memphis)

- **10:15 BRENDA ROBB JENIKE** (U California-Los Angeles) From the Family to the Community: Renegotiating Care of the Elderly in Japan

- **10:30 HEATHER ANN LINDSTROM-UFUTI** (Case Western Reserve U) The Mismeasure of Elders' Health Status: Anthropological Contributions to the Cross-Cultural Study of Aging

- **10:45 RUTHBETH FINERMAN** (U Memphis) Community and Care: Emergent Caregiver Networks of Andean Elders

- **11:00 ROSARIO CARDENAS** (Mexico’s Ministry of Health) Cesarean Section

- **11:15 MARIALENE D JEFFERDS** (Michigan State) An Explanatory Model of Anemia in Rural Costa Rica and Contradictions with Public Health Measures

- **11:30 ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN** (Syracuse U) Behavior Change Resulting From a Community based Health Intervention in the Egyptian Delta

- **11:45 MARYBETH J MACPHEE** (U Arizona) The Meaning of Marid Shim in the Ziz Valley, Morocco

- **12:00 Break**

- **12:15 ZEV KALIFON** (Bar-Ilan U) Double Murder or Medical Miracle: Culture, Religion and Heart Transplants in Israel

- **12:30 MASANORI YOSHIDA** (Nihon U) Cultural Illnesses and Utilization of Folk Healers Among the Javanese in North Sumatra, Indonesia

- **12:45 NORBERT L VECCHIATO** (U Washington-Seattle) Curing Roles in Southern Ethiopia: Implications for Health Care

- **1:00 FRANK JOLLES** (U Natal-South Africa) and FRANS E PRINS (Natal Museum, South Africa) Ritual Immunization as a Vector for Hepatitis B? The Changing Role of Diviners in Rural Zulu Communities
1:15 SATISH K KEDIA (U Kentucky) Transformation in Therapeutic Decision-Making Among Garhwali Resettlers
1:30 CHRISTOPHER DOLE (Case Western Reserve U) Possession at the Margins: Spirit Possession and Religious Healing in a Turkish Squatter Settlement
1:45 K BROOKE OLSON (U Arizona) The Phenomenology of Holistic Healing: The Social Dynamics of Utilizing Unconventional Therapies
1:45 End of Session
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4-049 THE ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF HIGHER EDUCATION: UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL STRATIFICATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Chevy Chase, Terrace Level
Organizers: LAURA M MONTGOMERY (Westmont C), SUSAN L F ISAACS (Community C of Philadelphia). Chair: SUSAN L F ISAACS (Community C of Philadelphia)
12:15 JANE MCEDOWNEY JENSEN (U Kentucky) Circling the Ivory Tower: Social Constructions of Class and Self-Improvement
12:30 BARBARA JANE DILLY (Wartburg C) The Effectiveness of Diversity Programs in Christian Liberal Arts Colleges
12:45 LINDA STONE (Washington State U) and NANCY P MCKEE (Washington State U) Gender, Educational Contexts and Students’ Future Plans on Selected US Campuses
1:00 LAURA M. MONTGOMERY (Westmont C) “It’s What I Like”: Explaining Persistent Patterns of Gender Stratification in the Life Choices of College Students
1:15 RICHARD WISNIEWSKI (U Tennessee) Toward an Ethnography of Change in Higher Education
1:30 JOYCE CANAAN (U Central England) My Power·Your Knowledge: Higher Education Students’ Perceptions of the Grading Process in 1990s Britain
1:45 Discussant: CAROL M EASTMAN (U Hawaii)
2:00 End of Session

4-050 SPEAKING THE LANGUAGE OF POWER: SERVING SOCIAL JUSTICE THROUGH EMPOWERMENT EVALUATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Hemisphere Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: DAVID M FETTERMAN (Stanford U)
12:15 DAVID M FETTERMAN (Stanford U) Empowerment Evaluation: Anthropological Roots and Definitions
12:30 SHAKEH KAFTARIAN (Ctr for Substance Abuse Prev) Empowerment Evaluation at the Federal Level
12:45 MARGRET DUGAN (Empowerment Evaluation Inst) The Marin Community Foundation Empowerment Evaluation
1:00 MARY JO MCGEE-BROWN (Qual Rsch & Eval for Action) Changing the Culture of Schooling Through Empowerment Evaluation of a State Curriculum
1:15 CATHERINE EMILHIOVICH (SUNY Buffalo) and CAROLYN HERRINGTON (Florida State U) Reaching Consensus in Contested Territory: Empowering Stakeholders in Evaluations of School Based Health Services
1:30 Discussion
1:45 Discussant: JOHN M WATKINS (Inquiry & Learning for Change)
2:00 End of Session

4-051 SYSTEMIC REFORM OR TOWER OF BABEL? ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON, AND ETHNOGRAPHERS’ ROLES IN, EDUCATIONAL CHANGE (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Caucus Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: JOHN M WATKINS (Inquiry & Learning for Change)
12:15 JOLLEY B CHRISTMAN (Research for Action) and ELAINE SIMON (U Pennsylvania) Competing Discourses: What’s Systemic About Systemic Reform?
12:30 LISA ROSEN (U California-San Diego) Voices and Choices: Grammars of Parent Activism in Debates on Education
12:45 TIM MAHONEY (U Colorado-Boulder) Paths From the Sugar Beets: Language, Ideology and Representations of Democracy in Discourses of School Reform in Rural Colorado
1:00 PATRICIA J KANNAPEL (Appalachia Educational Lab) and PAMELLA COE (Appalachia Educational Lab) State, Local, and Ethnographic Perspectives on School Reform: Trying to Know the Unknowable?
1:15 JOHN M WATKINS (Inquiry & Learning for Change) Situated Knowing, Voice, and Power in District-Wide Systemic Reform: “What Do YOU Think They Mean?”
1:30 Discussant: DONNA E MUNCEY (St Mary’s C-Maryland)
1:45 Discussant: BETTY MALEN (U Maryland-College Park)
2:00 End of Session

4-051A FIELDWORK METHODOLOGY FOR PUBLIC/PRIVILEGED SITES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Dupont, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: ANNE LORIMER (U Chicago)
12:15 MATTHEW G WEINSTEIN (Macalester C) Fragmented Fieldwork and Situated Knowledge: Problematics of Studying Tourism in the Wisconsin Dells
12:30 S HOON SONG (U Chicago) The Great Pigeon Massacre on Television: Methodology for a Public Event Mass Mediated and Locally Situated
12:45 ANNE LORIMER (U Chicago) Using “Voicing” to Analyze Linguistic Fragments Overheard in Public & Privileged Sites
1:00 KATHERINE H RUPP (U Chicago) Issues of Access and Nonaccess in Fieldwork on Gifts in Japan
1:15 JAMES N RIZZO (U Chicago) How to See Ghosts in Las Vegas: Toward a Materialist Study of Casino Gambling
1:30 LINDA MCDONALD (Kent State) Urban Classroom as Public and Privileged Site for Teacher, Child & Researcher
1:45 Discussant: GEORGE E MARCUS (Rice U)
2:00 End of Session

4-052 CONCEPTUALIZING EUROPE IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Georgetown East, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: JILL DUBISCH (Northern Arizona U)
12:15 PATRICIA R HECK (U of the South) Backing into the 21st Century: How the Past and the Present Endanger the Future in East Germany
12:30 CAROL SILVERMAN (U Oregon) Stateless in the New Europe: Roma (Gypsies) Racism, and Rights
12:45 RICHARD MADDOX (Camegie Mellon U) Cosmopolitan Liberalism and the Anthropology of Europe
1:00 THOMAS MICHAEL MALABY (Harvard U) Whose Future? The Rise of State Influence Over the Business of Gambling in Greece
1:15 SUSAN TERRIO (Georgetown U) Crucible of the Millennium?: The Clovis Affair in Contemporary France
1:30 ROBERT MINNICH (U Bergen) Prospects for Trans-National Civil Society Following the Arrival of the European Union in a Contested Borderland
1:45 Discussant: DAVID I KERTZER (Brown U)
2:00 End of Session
12:30  MASAZUMI OKANO (U Hong Kong) Tourist Culture in Hong Kong: Hong Kong Tourist Association's Image Construction
12:45  G EDWARD EVANS (Loyola Marymount U) Modern Chinese Weddings
1:00  MASSHI OGAWA (U Hong Kong) Japanese Popular Music in Hong Kong: Analysis of Global/Local Cultural Relation
1:15  FAI YEE JOSEPH LEUNG (U Hong Kong) To Evangelize Is To Be Korean
1:30  Discussant: CINDY H WONG (U Pennsylvania)
1:45  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-054  MONOLOGUES AND DIALOGUES IN THE CRITIQUE AND PRACTICE OF DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) State Room, Terrace Level
Organizer: MIKE WOOST (Hartwick C). Chair: KENNETH PRICE (U Texas-Austin)
12:15  R L STIRRAT (U Sussex) Partners, Counterparts and Other Participants
12:30  KENNETH PRICE (U Texas-Austin) Language and Development: Sociolinguistic Issues and Methodologies Toward the Self-Critical Practice of Development
12:45  ELIZABETH HARRISON (U Sussex) Spanners in the Machine?
1:00  MIKE WOOST (Hartwick C) The "Common Sense" of Development and the Struggle for "Participatory Development" in Rural Sri Lanka
1:15  JENNIFER BURTNER (U Texas-Austin) Selling Pleasure and Beauty in the Land of Eternal Tyranny: Navigating the Terrain of the Discussible in the Guatemalan Tourism Industry
1:30  DEBORAH WINSLOW (U New Hampshire) A Development Century in a Sri Lankan Village: The Importance of a Cumulative View
1:45  Discussant: STEPHEN NUGENT (Goldsmith's College)
2:00  End of Session

4-055  PRACTICE IN HISTORY: CONSTRUCTION OF JAPANESE NATIONAL IDENTITY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Georgetown West, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: HIDEAKI MATSUOKA (U California-Berkeley)
12:15  YOKO SUZUKI (Yale University) The Gaze Toward the Internal Others: Ideas of Perform and Historical Transformation of Social Welfare
12:30  HIDEAKI MATSUOKA (U California-Berkeley) An Imperial Death of Individual Spirits: The Transformation of Spirit World in Pre-War Japan
12:45  SHUHEI HOSOKAWA (Tokyo Institute of Technology) Javanish 1st Japanisch: Ethnomusicology and the Imperial Japan
1:00  JOSHUA BRESLAU (Harvard U) Re-Modernizing Japanese Psychiatry: Care for the "Kokoro" after the Kobe Earthquake
1:15  Discussant: MILIAM SIVERBERG (UCLA)
1:30  Discussant: KEIKO IKEDA (Barnard C)
1:45  Discussion
2:00  End of Session

4-056  GROUNDS FOR INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Bancroft, Terrace Level
Organizer: LAWRENCE F VAN HORN (National Park Service)
12:15  MARGARET L BUCKNER (Southwest Missouri State) Grounds for Indigenous Ignorance: Zande Leechcraft
12:30  ELLEN SCHNEPEL (AVSC Int. New York) Kreyol/Kyololo Grounds for Constructing a Native Creolistics from the French Caribbean to the Indian Ocean
12:45  JOHN J BEATTY (Brooklyn C. CUNY) Language and Culture, and the Law
1:00  PELLEGRINO LUCIANO (Nati Development and Research Inst) and TONI MARISA GALLO (NDRI) and MICHAEL C CLATTS (NDRI) Staying Connected with the Rest of "Us": The Moral Actions of Intravenous Drug Users
### 1:15
**Lawrence F. Van Horn** (National Park Service) Seeking Indigenous Knowledge of National Park Neighbors

### 1:30
**Barbara Joans** (Merritt C and Museum) Infighting in Frisco: A Study in Cultural Misunderstanding

### 1:45

**End of Session**

### 4-057
**Putting Modernity in Its Places: The Practice of Modernity in Its Local Context**

*Reviewed by American Ethnological Society*
**Lincoln East, Concourse Level**

- **Organizer/Chair:** Arjun Guneratne (Macalester C)
- **12:15** Lauren Derby (U Chicago) Healing the Body Politic: Dios Olivario and the Morality of Rule in the Haitian-Dominican Borderlands
- **12:30** Deborah L. Durham (Inst for Advanced Study) The Bureaucratic Method: Disciplinary Signs and Displacing Modernity in Southern Africa
- **12:45** Stuart Alexander Rockefeller (U Chicago) People of the Flow: Bolivian Migrants to Buenos Aires Create More Than Their Own Modernity
- **1:00** Samuel Wolfe Kaplan (U Chicago) Tropes of Modernity: The School Play in a Turkish Rural Community
- **1:15** Arjun Guneratne (Macalester C) A Model for Modernity: Tharu Perceptions of the Brahmin in Contemporary Nepal
- **1:30** Discussant: Hoyt Alversion (Dartmouth C)
- **1:45** Discussion
- **2:00** End of Session

### 4-058
**Anthropology out of Bounds: Cultural Anthropology Across Academic Departments and Disciplines**

*Reviewed by General Anthropology Division*
**International Ballroom West, Concourse Level**

- **Organizer/Chair:** Jeff Tobin (Rice U)
- **12:15** Stephen Eisenman (Occidental C) The Kanakaized Artist: Paul Gauguin in Fin-de-Siecle Tahiti
- **12:30** Joseph J. Tobin (Hawai'i-Manoa) Local (Hawaiian) Kids, Global (Disney) Culture
- **12:45** Marta E. Savigliano (U California-Riverside) Reports of the Underworld: Narrating Tango Monders in Ethnography and Fiction
- **1:00** Jeff Tobin (Rice U) From Text to Fieldwork: Ethnography of a Literary Culture
- **1:15** Marc Mangaranò (Rutgers U) Greater, and Lesser, Expectations: English Studies, Anthropology, and “Culture”
- **1:30** Discussion
- **2:00** End of Session

### 4-059
**Citizenship, Democracy and Rights: Some Anthropological Perspectives**

*Reviewed by American Ethnological Society*
**Monroe West, Concourse Level**

- **Organizer/Chair:** Liisa Malkki (U California-Irvine)
- **12:15** James Holston (U California-San Diego) Citizenship in Uncivil Democracies
- **12:30** Bill M. Maurer (U California-Irvine) Citizenship and Finance at Centuries' Ends: Free Trade and Governmentality in the Commonwealth Caribbean
- **12:45** Teresa Caldeira (U California-Irvine) Individual Rights and the Bounded Body
- **1:00** Liisa Malkki (U California-Irvine) The Taming of Democracy: World Citizenship and World Community in Historical Perspective
- **1:15** Discussant: James G. Fergusson (U California-Irvine)
- **1:30** Discussion
- **2:00** End of Session
**4-060**  
**FAMILIAR SPACE IN LANGUAGE AND MIND: REPRESENTATIONS OF SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN OCEANIA** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) *Monroe East, Concourse Level*  
Organizer/Chair: GIOVANNI BENNARDO (U Illinois/U California)  
12:15  
Introduction: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (U California-Los Angeles)  
12:30  
CHRISTINA TOREN (Brunel U-United Kingdom) Space-Time Coordinates of Shame in Fiji  
12:45  
BILL PALMER (U Sydney-Australia) Every Which Way is Up: The Interaction of Elevational Terminology and Horizontal Absolutes in Oceanic Languages  
1:00  
KENNETH COOK (Hawaii Pacific U) The Treatment of Hawaiian Locative Nouns as Proper Names  
1:15  
GIOVANNI BENNARDO (U Illinois/U California) Mental Images of the Familiar: Cultural Strategies of Spatial Representations in Tonga  
1:30  
Discussant: JANET DIXON KELLER (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign)  
1:45  
Discussion  
2:00  
End of Session

**4-061**  
**CREATING SELVES IN THE FUZZY PUBLIC/PRIVATE SPHERE** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) *Jackson, Terrace Level*  
Organizers: CYNTHIA D DUNN, RISAKO IDE (U Texas-Austin). Chair: CYNTHIA D DUNN  
12:15  
RISAKO IDE (U Texas-Austin) Small Talk and the Presentation of “Pseudo-Self” in American Service Encounters  
12:30  
CYNTHIA D DUNN Public and Private Voices: Japanese Style Shifting and the Presentation of Self  
12:45  
DAVID W SAMUELS (U Texas-Austin) Reported Identities in San Carlos: Locating the Culture in Cultural Expression  
1:00  
CHANTAL TETREAU (U Texas-Austin) “When We Speak of Immigration”: Personal Voicings of Public Opinion in the French Immigration Debate  
1:15  
ALICE R CHU (U Texas-Austin) Codeswitching and Metalanguage as Discursive Negotiation of a Taiwanese Self and Nationhood  
1:30  
GRIT LIEBSCHER (U Texas-Austin) Same Linguistic Resources-Different Social Meanings: Emergent Social Identities in German Talk Shows  
1:45  
Discussant: MARCYLIENA MORGAN (UCLA)  
2:00  
End of Session

**4-062**  
**FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN CONSCIOUSNESS RESEARCH: ORIGINS, MEANING AND MIND** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) *Hamilton, Terrace Level*  
Organizers: JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky U), WALTER R ADAMS (Brown U). Chair: JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky U)  
12:15  
DAVID F ARMSTRONG (Gallaudet U) Visible Gesture and the Emergence of Consciousness  
12:30  
CHIARA DE ROBIERI (U_of_Southern_California) Triangulating to the Chimpanzee Mind  
12:45  
ANDREW B KIPNIS (Northern Kentucky U) Translation and Consciousness  
1:00  
JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky U) Consciousness and Semiotics in an American Iconic Movement  
1:15  
LIZA BAKEWELL (Brown U) Living Under the Influences of Images: Visual Culture and Consciousness  
1:30  
Discussant: WALTER R ADAMS (Brown U)  
1:45  
Discussion  
2:00  
End of Session

**4-063**  
**SPHERES OF MOVEMENT: MOBILITY AND THE MUTABILITY OF GENDER** (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) *International Ballroom East, Concourse Level*  
Organizer: STEVE FERZACCA (Bryn Mawr C). Chair: MARK AUSLANDER (Emory U)
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12:15   MARK AUSLANDER (Emory U) Paths to the Graveyard: The Ngoni Bovine Idiom as Fantasy and Nightmare
12:30   JOHN C WOOD (Emory U) Locating Genders and Engendering Locations: Metaphors of Space and Gender Among Nomadic Camel-Herders in East Africa
12:45   STEVE FERZACCA (Bryn Mawr C) Searching for Empty Thoughts: A Javanese Metropolis and Mental Life
1:00    JANICE NEWBERRY (Bryn Mawr C) Women's Ways of Walking: Anxiety and Mobility in Working Class Java
1:15    ELLEN L SCHATTSCHEIDER (Emory U) Paths of Rebirth: Gestation and Gender Mutability in Japanese Mountain Pilgrimage
1:30    LAURIE KAIN HART (Haverford C) Does the Bridge Have a Sex?
1:45    Discussant: ROBERT A PAUL (Emory U)
2:00    End of Session

4-064   LATIN AMERICAN FUTURES: LOCAL-LEVEL ECONOMICS AND POLITICS
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Conservatory, Terrace Level
Chair: WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth U)
12:15   JOHN R BORT (East Carolina U) and PHILIP D YOUNG (U Oregon) Evolving Political Structures and the Ngobe-Bugle Comarca of Western Panama
12:30   MONICA DEHART DE GALICIA (Stanford U) Culture, Community, Commodity: Selling Development and Difference in the Global Market
12:45   MICHAEL CHIBNIK (U Iowa) Popular Journalism and Artistic Styles in Two Oaxacan Wood Carving Communities
1:00    MARTHA REES (Agnes Scott C) Women Managing Migration: Household and Agriculture in Oaxaca
1:15    GISELLE HANLEY (U California-Los Angeles) Ninos De La Calle: Social Policy Theory and Children of the Street in Mexico
1:30    LINDA S BELOTE (U Minnesota-Duluth) and JIM BELOTE (U Minnesota-Duluth) Saraguro Frontiers: Into the Postmodern Wilderness
1:45    WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth U) Economic and Political Migrants in the Peruvian Diaspora: Theorizing Migration
2:00    End of Session

4-065   SECTORING STATES IN THE POST-SOVIET ERA: LOCAL LOGICS OF DIFFERENTIATION AND AUTHENTICITY
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Map Room, Terrace Level
Organizer/Chair: STEPHANIE S PLATZ (MacArthur Foundation)
12:15   ALAINA M LEMON (U Michigan-Ann Arbor) Counterfeit Dollars and Currency Apartheid in Russia
12:30   ALEXEI YURCHAK (Duke U) The Post-Soviet Night Club: Reinterpreting Socialist Identities
12:45   HUGH GUSTERSON (MIT) Reimagining Russian Nuclear Weapons Scientists
1:00    STEPHANIE S PLATZ (MacArthur Foundation) Authenticating the Nation: Science History and the State in Post-Soviet Armenia
1:15    SASCHA GOLUOFF (U Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) Culture, Capital, and Community: Mountain Jews at the Moscow Choral Synagogue
1:30    NANCY V RIES (Colgate U) Complaining About Post-Communism in Russia
1:45    Discussant: DALE PESMEN (U Chicago)
2:00    End of Session

4-066   NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE MEXICAN STATE: CHIAPAS AND OAXACA
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American Anthropology) Cabinet Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: RONALD NIGH (CIESAS-Sureste)
12:15   WITOLD ROBERT JACORZYNSKI Ecological Movements in Mexico
12:30   STEFFAN IGOR AYORA-DIAZ (CIESAS Sureste) Reemergence of Indigenous Medicines in Chiapas: The Story of a Struggle for Recognition
LYNN STEPHEN (Northeastern U) Nationalism and Security: Discourses of Militarism and Indigenous Autonomy in Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico

GABRIELA VARGAS-CETINA (CIESAS S sureste-Mexico) Nongovernmental Organizations and Social Businesses: New Mediators in Chiapas, Mexico

NEIL HARVEY (Brown U) Constructing Citizenship: Social Movement Theory and the Zapatistas

ROSALVA AIDA HERNANDEZ CASTILLO (CIESAS-S sureste) Confronting Racism: The Indian Movement in Chiapas and Its Quest for Autonomy

Discussant: MARC EDELMAN (Hunter C & CUNY Graduate Ctr)

End of Session

METHODOLOGICAL INTEGRATION AND TRANSFORMATION IN CLINICALLY APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)

Military Room, Concourse Level
Organizer/Chair: SHARON GLICK MILLER (U South Florida)

SHARON GLICK MILLER (U South Florida) Methodological Issues in Applied Anthropology

NANCY GLAZER (Rutgers U) Conventional Testing for Unconventional Medicines?: Medical Anthropology and the Office of Alternative Medicine

CINDY ROBINS (U Pennsylvania) Conformity and Contract: The Anthropological Endeavor in a World of Similarities

ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U) Clinical Anthropology from the Point of View of Cultural Constructivism

Discussant: DOUGLAS UZZELL (U South Florida)
Discussant: MICHAEL NATHAN (Harvard U)
Discussant: SUZANNE HEURTIN-ROBERTS (Catholic U of America)

End of Session

AFRICAN PERSPECTIVES ON CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture)

Kalorama, Terrace Level
Chair: CONSTANCE M MCCORKLE (CMC Consulting)

JOHN J CURRY (Pan Livestock/ODA) and A N MBABU (KARI) and ANNI MCLEOD (Pan Livestock/ODA) Restructuring the Visions: Iterative Incorporation of Social Research into a National Agricultural Research Organization in Kenya

SUNG A LEE (U Colorado-Boulder) Negotiating Sustainability

FREHIWOT TESFAYE (U Toronto) Women and Culinary Tradition: Culture and Agriculture in Ethiopia

KIMBERLEY LUCAS (U Kentucky) “Wote Pamoja”: Gender Relations and Agriculture Among the Bena of Tanzania

MICHAEL O’FLAHERTY (Taiga Inst Land, Culture, Econ) Ecological Agriculture: Situating the Garden in Anthropology

CONSTANCE M MCCORKLE (CMC Consulting) What Do You Get When You Cross Medical With Agricultural Anthropology?

Discussion

End of Session

NARRATIVES, AESTHETICS, SELF AND GENDER (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology)

Independence, Terrace Level
Chair: BRUCE GRINDAL (Florida State U)

RUSSELL SHARMAN (Oxford U) Kant’s Dilemma: Toward an Anthropology of Aesthetics

ELDAR BRATEN (U Bergen) Black Holes in White Pursuit: Conceptualizing Self Transformation in Javanese Mystics

BARBARA OLSEN (SUNY-Old Westbury) Women and Brand Relationships: Consumption During the Mid-Life Transition

CAROLINE SEYMOUR-JORN (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Controversial Fiction: Writing About Women’s Emotional Lives in Cairo, Egypt
1:15 LILLIAN M WALLACE (American U) and CYNTHIA L BLITZ (U Pennsylvania) Emplacing Sexuality and Class: A Study of Gay Space in Central Rural Appalachia
1:30 KEVIN E WELLS (Oregon State U) Pragmatics of Hope in a Refugee Community
1:45 BRUCE GRINDAL (Florida State U) Liminality and Communitas: Into the Heart of Bus Narratives
2:00 End of Session

4-070 METHODOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Jefferson East, Concourse Level
Chair: CATHERINE A GENTILE (CA Inst of Integral Studies)
12:15 JACQUELINE MRAZ (U Chicago) Studying Up While Studying Down at the Gym Near the Hood, and Then Some
12:30 CARL MEHMET HERSHISER (U Texas-Austin) Toward a Somatic Understanding of Traditional Turkish Wrestling: A Body Out of Time
12:45 CATHERINE A GENTILE (CA Inst of Integral Studies) Self Reflexive Data: The Anthropological Taboo
1:00 STEFAN HENNING (U Michigan) "The Pure and Authentic Classic of Poetry"-Hui Texts Between Mosque and University
1:15 ALAN F WATERS (U Massachusetts-Boston) Musical Performance as a Method of Ethnographic Research
1:30 JAMES PROVINZANO (U Wisconsin-Oshkosh) Research in Situations of Conflict
1:45 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-071 "GLOBALIZING" IDENTITY: ANALYTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SHIFTING CONTEXTS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Lincoln West, Concourse Level
Chair: WENDY E ERISMAN (U Texas-Austin)
12:15 WENDY E ERISMAN (U Texas-Austin) "Traveling Cultures": The Convention as a Site for Contemporary Anthropological Fieldwork
12:30 SHARON E HUTCHINSON (U Wisconsin-Madison) Processes of Identity Formation Among the Contemporary Sudanese Nuer
12:45 MICHAEL J HATHAWAY (U Michigan) US Environmentalisms, 1985-95: From Slash and Burn to Swidden
1:00 JO E ALDRED (Montana State-Bozeman) Dances with Pocohantas Barbies, Cupboard Indians and Klingon Kachinas: A Critical Look at Media Images of Native Americans in the Nineties
1:15 IRMTRAUD H RESWICK (Independent) Shifting Focus and Unit of Analysis: "the Self," "the Self Process" and Social Processes
1:30 GARBI SCHMIDT (U Lund-Sweden) The Best of All Worlds: "Global" Identities on the Internet
1:45 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

4-072 ARCHAEOLOGICAL METHOD AND THEORY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Salon, Hotel Sofitel
Chair: CHRISTOPHER R LINDNER (Bard C-Hudsonia)
12:15 JASON S SHAPIRO (Pennsylvania State U) New Directions in Archaeology: Space Syntax Analysis and the Re-evaluation of the American Southwest
12:30 REBECCA LYNN JOHNSON (U Iowa) Siteless Archaeology: Is There a Past, and Whose Is It?
12:45 AMY GAZIN-SCHWARTZ (U Massachusetts-Amherst) Cultural Seasonality: A Time for Every Purpose
1:00 DAVID PERRY (U Connecticut) The Potential of Archaeobotany for the Study of Ancient Foraging Societies
1:45 Discussion
2:00 End of Session

MUSEUMS AND REPRESENTATION: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by Council for Museum Anthropology)
Thoroughbred Room, Concourse Level
Chair: JONATHAN HAAS (Field Museum)
12:15 CORY CAROLE SILVERSTEIN (McMaster U) Fringes, Feathers and Frontiers of Identity: Objects as Visual Clues Within the Mythic Narratives of Colonialism
12:30 YVONNE TEH (U Pennsylvania) Makumbusho: Museums and Memories in Contemporary Tanzania
12:45 HYUP CHOI (Connam National U) Museum Collections and the Issues of Cultural Representation: A Case Study of the Korean Ethnological Collections at Smithsonian Institution
1:00 ERIC P KJELLGREN (Metropolitan Museum of Art) On “Country” and Commodity: The Social Lives of Aboriginal Art
1:15 CAROL GHIORSI HART (Vanderbilt Museum/SUNY) Mummies (Wow!) and Poor Dead Stuffed Animals: Visitor Perceptions of a Vintage Museum of Natural History
1:30 LEE DAVIS (San Francisco State U) Repatriation Negotiation for Religious Materials: The Hoopa Tribe and the Peabody Museum, Harvard
1:45 REBECCA DOBKINS (Willamette U) The Futures of Museum Anthropology: Reconnecting Collections and Communities
2:00 End of Session
HONORS AND AWARDS

Distinguished Lecturers

Established in 1969, the Distinguished Lecture Award is given annually to recognize intellectual contributions in anthropology. The text of the recipient’s lecture, presented at the annual meeting, is published in the American Anthropologist. All AAA Fellows are eligible for this award.


The Distinguished Service Award

Established in 1976, the Distinguished Service Award annually recognizes a career of achievement in a science or service to anthropology.

1976 Margaret Mead  1986 J Lawrence Angel
Lita Osmundsen  Frederica de Laguna
1977 Bela Maday  1987 Ward H Goodenough
Nathalie F S Woodbury  Harold E Driver
1979 John O Brew  Mary Green Seymour
Frederick Johnson  1988 David H French
Philip Sapir  David H P Maybury-Lewis and
Edward H Spicer  Pia H Maybury-Lewis
1980 George M Foster  1989 Paul T Baker
Raymond H Thompson  John W Bennett
1982 Sherwood L Washburn  1990 Fred Eggan
John W M Whiting and  Priscilla Reining
Beatrice Blyth Whiting  1991 Beatrice Medicine
1983 William N Fenton  Clyde C Snow
Charles F Voegelin and  1992 Douglas Schwartz
Florence M Voegelin  Charles Leslie
1984 Ashley Montagu  1993 Johnnetta Cole
Philleo Nash  Claude Lévi-Strauss
B Irving Rouse  1994 Benjamin D Paul
Thomas A Sebeok  Walter Goldschmidt
1985 David P Boynton  1995 June Nash
Katherine Dunham  1996 Barbara E Harrell-Bond
Helen Fisher  Patty Jo Watson
Anthropology in Media Award

Established in 1987, the AIME Award is given annually in recognition of successful communication of anthropology to the general public, through the media. Anthropologists and nonanthropologists alike are eligible for this distinction.

Jane Goodall (1989)
Tony Hillerman (1990)
Ursula K Le Guin (1991)
Jean Rouch (1992)
Jack Weatherford (1992)
Jonathan Benthall (1993)
Katherine Newman (1994)
Alan Lomax (1995)
Micaela di Leonardo (1996)

Alfred Vincent Kidder Award

for Eminence in the Field of American Archaeology

Awarded every three years since 1950, the Kidder Award recognizes eminence in the field of American archeology.

Alfred Marsten Tozzer (1950)
Earl H Morris (1953)
Samuel K Lothrop (1956)
Charles C DiPeso (1959)
Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1962)
Neil Judd (1965)
Paul S Martin (1968)
Richard S MacNeish (1971)
Gordon R Willey (1974)
Emil W Haury (1977)
William T Sanders (1980)
Watson Smith (1983)
Ignacio Bernal (1986)
Richard B Woodbury (1989)
Kent V Flannery (1992)
Jesse D Jennings (1995)

Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology

Offered every even-numbered year since 1978, the Kimball Award recognizes outstanding achievements that have contributed to the development of anthropology as an applied science and have had important impacts on public policy.

Thayer Scudder (1984)
Culture and Learning Department
Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii (1986)
Michael M Cernea (1988)
Jean J Schensul and Stephen L Schensul (1990)
William Rathje (1992)
Muriel Crespi (1994)
Douglas A Feldman (1996)

Margaret Mead Award

Established by the Society for Applied Anthropology. Beginning in 1982, the Award has been given jointly by the Society and the American Anthropological Association.

John Ogbu (1979)
Brigitte Jordan (1980)
Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1981)
Mary Elmendorf (1982)
Ruthann Knudson (1983)
Sue E Estroff (1984)
Susan C M Scrimshaw (1985)
Katherine A Dettwyler (1995)
Jill E Korb (1986)
Myra Bluebond-Langner (1987)
Alex Stepick (1988)
Mark Nichter (1989)
Wenda Ruth Trevathan (1990)
Will Roscoe (1991)
Leo Chavez (1993)
Philippe Bourgois (1996)
President's Award

Lynne Goldstein (1991)
Nathalie F S Woodbury (1991)
Art Gallaher (1993)
Janet Keller (1993)
Laila El Hamamsy (1995)

Leslie A White Award

Michael R Dulee
Laura M DeLuca (1994)

George and Louise Spindler Awards

Courtney B Cazden (1993)
Frederick Gearing (1994)
Henry Torres Trueba (1995)
John Chilcott (1996)

Ethnographic Evaluation Award

Carla Asher
Jolley Christman
Elaine Simon

Eileen Basker Prize

Barbara Duden
Margaret Lock
Margarete Sandelowski (1994)

Rudolph Virchow Prize in Critical Medical Anthropology

Hans Baer (1994)

Conrad Arensberg Award

Established by the Society for the Anthropology of Work in 1991 and awarded annually in recognition of contributions made to the field.

Conrad Arensberg (1991)
June Nash (1992)
Karen Sachs (1993)
Louise Lamphere (1994)
Frederick Gamst (1995)

Victor Turner Prize for Ethnographic Writing

Mary Margaret Steedley (1994)
Lila Abu-Lughod (1994)
PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION

W J McGee (1902–1904)  
F W Putnam (1905–1906)  
Franz Boas (1907–1908)  
W H Holmes (1909–1910)  
J Walter Fewkes (1911–1912)  
Roland B Dixon (1913–1914)  
F W Hodge (1915–1916)  
Alfred L Kroeber (1917–1918)  
Clark Wissler (1919–1920)  
W C Farabee (1921–1922)  
Walter Hough (1923–1924)  
Ales Hrdlicka (1925–1926)  
Marshall H Saville (1927–1928)  
Alfred M Tozzer (1929–1930)  
George G MacCurdy (1931)  
John R Swanton (1932)  
Fay-Cooper Cole (1933–1934)  
Robert H Lowie (1935)  
Herbert J Spinder (1936)  
Nels C Nelson (1937)  
Edward Sapir (1938)  
Diamond Jenness (1939)  
John M Cooper (1940)  
Elsie Clews Parsons (1941)  
A V Kidder (1942)  
Leslie Spier (1943)  
Robert Redfield (1944)  
Neil M Judd (1945)  
Ralph Linton (1946)  
Ruth F Benedict (1947) (Jan–May)  
Clyde Kluckhohn (1947) (May–Dec)  
Harry L Shapiro (1948)  
A Irving Hallowell (1949)  
Ralph L Beals (1950)  
William W Howells (1951)  
Wendell C Bennet (1952)  
Fred R Eggn (1953)  
John Otis Brew (1954)  
George P Murdock (1955)  
Emil W Haury (1956)  
E Adamson Hoebel (1957)  
Harry Hoijer (1958)  
Sol Tax (1959)  
Margaret Mead (1960)  
Gordon R Willey (1961)  
Sherwood L Washburn (1962)  
Morris E Opler (1963)  
Leslie A White (1964)  
Alexander Spoehr (1965)  
John P Gillin (1966)  
Frederica de Laguna (1967)  
Irving Rouse (1968)  
Cora DuBois (1969)  
George M Foster (1970)  
Charles Wagley (1971)  
Anthony F C Wallace (1972)  
Joseph B Casagrande (1973)  
Edward H Spicer (1974)  
Ernestine Friedl (1975)  
Walter Goldschmidt (1976)  
Richard N Adams (1977)  
Francis L K Hsu (1978)  
Paul J Bohannan (1979)  
Conrad M Arensberg (1980)  
William C Sturtevant (1981)  
M Margaret Clark (1982)  
Dell H Hymes (1983)  
June Helm (1986–1987)  
Jane Buikstra (1990–1991)  

EDITORS OF AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST

F W Hodge (1899–1910)  
John R Swanton (1911)  
F W Hodge (1912–1914)  
Piiny E Godward (1915–1920)  
John R Swanton (1921–1923)  
Robert H Lowie (1924–1933)  
Leslie Spier (1934–1938)  
Ralph Linton (1939–1944)  
J Alden Mason (1945–1948)  
Melville J Herskovits (1949–1952)  
Sol Tax (1953–1955)  
Walter R Goldschmidt (1956–1959)  
Edward H Spicer (1960–1962)  
George D Spindler (1963–1966)  
Laura Bohannan (1971–1973)  
Janet Keller (1990–1993)  
Barbara & Dennis Tedlock (1993–1997)  
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John F Marshall
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Dawd F McMahon
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J S Mitchell
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TOPIC INDEX

The following indexes scientific sessions by general topic. It is not an index of individual papers but a guide to sessions treating these topics. It should also be noted that this index is largely compiled from key words supplied by authors. This accounts for some inconsistencies in coverage.

Abortion 1-009
Abstinence 4-029
Academy 1-086
Accreditation 1-006
Acculturation 1-081
Action Anthropology 4-050
Action Research 4-028
Adolescence 0-041, 1-035, 3-037, 3-102
Advocacy 3-017
Aesthetics 0-020
Affirmative Action 2-040
Africa 1-013, 1-093, 2-020, 4-018A, 4-021, 4-068
African Americans 0-040, 1-091
After-life 2-085
Agency 2-096, 3-011
Agriculture 2-013, 2-086, 3-074, 4-044, 4-068
AIDS 0-050
Alcohol 1-044
Alliances 3-088
Amazon 0-086, 1-011
Analogs 3-013
Anthropology 1-026, 1-027, 1-028, 1-034, 1-103
Applied Anthropology 0-073, 1-112, 3-034, 4-009
Appropriation 2-022
Archaeology 0-064, 1-010, 1-045, 1-082, 2-018, 2-105, 2-107, 3-086, 4-010, 4-026, 4-072
Arensberg, Conrad 3-078
Art 0-084
Assessment 1-006
Bioarchaeology 3-077, 4-018
Bioethics 4-038
Biological Anthropology 1-103
Biology 4-024
Biomedicine 3-082, 3-108, 3-025
Black Feminism 2-103
Boas, Franz 2-025
Body 0-071, 1-046, 1-049, 2-038, 2-081, 4-004, 4-022
Boundary Work 1-025
Brazil 2-070, 4-003
Breast Cancer 1-083
Breastfeeding 4-017
Capital 1-102
Capitalism 0-076, 0-102, 4-016
Cave 1-094
Celebrations 1-080
Celibacy 4-029
Central America 0-088
Ceramics 4-026
Change 1-048, 1-095
Children 1-035, 1-104, 3-043, 3-102
China 0-036, 4-005, 4-008
Cities 0-017, 2-012, 2-104, 3-081, 4-008
Citizenship 2-078, 4-059
Civil Society 2-009
Class 0-039, 0-077, 2-104
Clinical Reasoning 3-082, 3-108
Coalitions 1-088, 3-088
Codemixing 3-075
Cognition 4-024, 4-062
Cold War 1-109
 Collaborative Ethnography 4-028
Colonialism 0-066, 1-008, 1-043, 3-090
Commodification 0-099, 2-081, 4-008
Commodities 0-076, 1-016
Commoditization 1-119
Common Property 2-102
Community 0-011, 0-041, 0-058, 0-063, 0-065, 0-079, 1-024, 1-036, 3-002, 3-040, 3-109
Community Ethnography 0-050
Community Relations 3-001
Complex Societies 3-086
Computation 1-106
Conflict 0-021, 0-059, 4-046
Conflict Resolution 2-020
Consciousness 3-103, 4-062
Conservation 0-042, 0-065, 1-118
Constructionism 1-040
Consumer Culture 3-012
Consumption 1-016, 3-080
Conversation 1-028
Cooperatives 2-097
Corporate Problems 3-019
Corporations 0-057, 1-095, 3-011
Cross-Cultural Comparisons 2-080, 3-104
Cultural Adaptation 4-053
Cultural Analysis 2-073
Cultural Anthropology 4-015
Cultural Boundaries 0-082
Cultural Change 0-098
Cultural Citizens 3-033
Cultural Context 0-009
Cultural Difference 4-038
Topical Index of Sessions

Cultural Ecology 3-089
Cultural Politics 1-047
Cultural Production 2-032
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<td>Association Book Exhibit</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Press</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berghahn Books</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwell Publishers</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
<td>407/409/411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carfax Publishing Limited</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University Press</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Take</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University Press</td>
<td>414/416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Press/Simon &amp; Schuster</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon &amp; Breach</td>
<td>528/530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilford Publications</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harcourt Brace College Publishers</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Relations Area Files, Inc</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Press</td>
<td>221/223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Technology Publications</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Press</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Rienner Publishers</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayfield Publishing Company</td>
<td>226/228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings in Latin America</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministere de la Culture et de la Communication</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Park Service, Archaeology &amp; Ethnography Program</td>
<td>410/412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Science Foundation</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Illinois University Press</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Learning Environment, Inc</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin Putnam, Inc</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University Press</td>
<td>117/119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random House, Inc</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowman &amp; Littlefield Publishers, Inc</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>424/426/428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University Press</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Martin’s Press Scholarly and Reference Division</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of American Research</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithsonian Institution Press</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for American Archaeology</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University Press</td>
<td>406/408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State University of New York Press</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University Press</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Arizona Press</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Press</td>
<td>401/402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago Press</td>
<td>328/330/332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Hawaii Press</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois Press</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa Press</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota Press</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nebraska Press</td>
<td>521/523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of New Mexico Press</td>
<td>210/212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oklahoma Press</td>
<td>323/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Press</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Tennessee Press</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Texas Press</td>
<td>114/116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah Press</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington Press</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin Press</td>
<td>508/510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press of America, Inc</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press of Florida</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press of North Carolina</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth Publishing/ITP</td>
<td>509/511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveland Press, Inc</td>
<td>124/126/128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westview Press</td>
<td>308/310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University Press</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aldine de Gruyter/Mouton de Gruyter—Booth 215**  
Publisher of scholarly books and monographs in anthropology, featuring new 1997 publications *New World Primates* by Warren Kinzey and *Conceptual Issues in Modern Human Origins Research* by G A Clark and C M Willermet.

**Allyn & Bacon—Booth 115**  
Publisher of college textbooks and professional reference books.

**AltaMira Press—Booth 311**  
AltaMira Press publishes advanced text books, professional works, reference books and other materials of interest to anthropologists. We have a special interest in applied anthropology, methods, theory, archaeology and museum studies.

**Archaeology Magazine-Archaeological Institute of America—Booth 524**  
Archaeology, official publication of the Archaeological Institute of America, attracts an educated, affluent, adventuresome readership. We will be distributing travel and archaeologically related product information from our multimedia booth.

**Association Book Exhibit—Booth 301**  
A cooperative exhibit featuring books and journals of professional interest to AAA attendees. Free catalog.

**Beacon Press—Booth 326**  
Books by Ruth Behar, Sidney Mintz, Renato Rosaldo, Sherry Ortner, Ralph Cintron, Emily Martin, including paperbacks, and backlist from Levi-Strauss, Malinowsky, and more.

**Berghahn Books—Booth 515**  
Publisher in the social sciences with a strong commitment to anthropology. Among our special areas are European anthropology, anthropology of food and migration studies.

**Cambridge University Press—Booth 407/409/411**  
Visit the Cambridge booth to view Alessandro Duranti’s *Linguistic Anthropology* and Robin Horton’s *Patterns of Thought in Africa and the West* plus many other excellent works.

**Carfax Publishing Limited—Booth 312**  
Carfax Publishing Limited is an international periodicals publisher. Our journals cover a very wide range of subject areas from healthcare and medicine to specific area studies.

**Cornell University Press—Booth 505**  
Cornell University Press publishes a wide variety of books in the field of anthropology, including those with the ILR Press imprint, and the Anthropology of Contemporary Issues series. Stop by to see our most recent titles.
Double Take—Booth 430
Award-winning Double Take magazine and Double Take Books explain human experience through words and pictures revealing life as it is being lived all around the world.

Duke University Press—Booth 414/416
Duke University Press publishes books and journals in the humanities and social sciences with special emphasis in cultural studies, literary criticism, gay and lesbian studies, American studies, cinema studies, and Latin American studies.

Harcourt Brace College Publishers—Booth 324
As the leading publisher in anthropology, please stop by our booth and see our new titles, including Roger Keesing’s *Cultural Anthropology: A Contemporary Perspective*, third edition.

Human Relations Area Files—Booth 431
Demonstrations of HRAF CD-ROM and web products.

Indiana University Press—Booth 221/223
Indiana University Press is a major international scholarly press with headquarters on the Bloomington campus of Indiana University.

Intermediate Technology Publications—Booth 309
Intermediate Technology Publications is a leading publisher in Third World issues and appropriate technologies, with an exciting list in anthropology, development, ethnographic and women’s studies.

Island Press—Booth 432
Come to Island Press’ booth for the latest in environmental literature, including titles on population, environmental justice, anthropology, environmental management, natural history and environmental policies.

Lynne Rienner Publishers—Booth 327
Lynne Rienner Publishers produces scholarly and reference books and journals as well as college textbooks in the fields of agriculture, comparative politics, US politics, international relations, history, gender studies, development and anthropology. They have recently added to their program the “Three Continents” imprint, a distinguished list of international titles in fiction, poetry and literary criticism.

Mayfield Publishing Company—Booth 226/228
Mayfield Publishing Company publishes teaching tools that solve teaching challenges.

Meetings in Latin America—Booth 211
MILA is a meeting planner organization specialized in Latin America—coordination and execution of seminars from site inspection to completion. Fund-raising tours also available.

National Park Service—Booth 410/412
The National Park Service will be distributing information about its archaeology and ethnography program, and providing an opportunity to meet informally with its staff. The NPS will also be showing ethnographic and archaeological videos and offering access to its web sites.

Object Learning Environment, Inc.—Booth 537
Multimedia and CD-ROM tutorial for general and cultural anthropology.

Penguin Putnam, Inc.—Booth 208
Penguin Putnam, Inc, is the publisher of quality trade paperbacks and hardcover books.

Princeton University Press—Booth 117/119
Princeton University Press is a publisher of scholarly and academic books.

Random House, Inc—Booth 427
Trade books from such distinguished imprints as Vintage, Pantheon and Alfred A Knopf.

Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc.—Booth 516
An independent press publishing innovative texts and classroom supplements for college courses, and crossover trade books that convey scholarly trends to an educated readership.
Routledge—Booth 424/426/428
Please visit the Routledge booth to see the best titles in anthropology.

School of American Research—Booth 420
The School of American Research (SAR) is a nonprofit center for advanced study in anthropology, the humanities, and southwest Indian arts. SAR Press is the school’s publishing arm.

Smithsonian Institution Press—Booth 112
The Smithsonian Institution Press is an integral division of the Smithsonian Institution. It publishes in a wide variety of fields, principally air & space, anthropology, fine arts, natural history and America studies.

Stanford University Press—Booth 406/408
Publisher of scholarly books.

State University of New York Press—Booth 227
Publisher of scholarly books in a wide variety of disciplines.

St Martin’s Press Scholarly and Reference Division—Booth 209
St Martin’s Press publishes scholarly and reference books of interest to members of a variety of academic fields.

Temple University Press—Booth 507
Publisher of academic scholarly and trade titles.

University of California Press—Booth 401/402
Publisher of trade and academic books in anthropology.

University of Chicago Press—Booth 328/330/332
Please visit our exhibit of books and journals. We are pleased to present many classic, new and forthcoming titles, all offered at a 20% discount.

University of Hawaii—Booth 513
Scholarly publisher of anthropological books on Hawaii, the Pacific, and Asian Studies. Visit our web site at http://www2.hawaii.edu/uhpress/UHPHome.html or call us toll free at 1-888-UHPRESS (847-7377).

University of Iowa Press—Booth 307
Books in all areas of anthropology.

University of Michigan Press—Booth 122
Scholarly books in all areas of anthropology, including cultural, social, gender studies, developmental, historical, physical and ethnicity studies.

University of Minnesota Press—Booth 121
Scholarly and trade publisher in the fields of anthropology, social sciences, literary theory, media studies and cultural studies.

University of Nebraska Press—Booth 521/523
The University of Nebraska Press specializes in studies of the historical and cultural experience of native peoples in North America, the history of anthropology and archaeology.

University of New Mexico Press—Booth 210/212
University of New Mexico Press is a scholarly press specializing in the fields of anthropology/archaeology, Western history, art/photography, Latin American studies, Chicano/a literature and regional trade.

University of Tennessee Press—Booth 307
Publisher of scholarly, trade and regional books; offering 30% conference discount.

University of Texas Press—Booth 114/116
Books on anthropology and topics of related interest.

University of Utah Press—Booth 306
Books on New World Anthropology and Archaeology.
University of Washington Press—Booth 405
Publications in anthropology.

University of Wisconsin Press—Booth 508/510
New and backlist scholarly anthropology titles. Featuring books by George Stocking, *Pathways of Memory and Power* by Thomas Abercrombie, and *In Search of Authenticity* by Regina Bendix.

University Press of America, Inc—Booth 512
A publisher of academic books and monographs in the social sciences and humanities.

University Press of Florida—Booth 519
Publisher of outstanding books in Anthropology and Floridians for over 50 years.

University Press of North Carolina—Booth 519
Publisher of scholarly books. Celebrating 75 years of publishing excellence.

Waveland Press, Inc—Booth 124/126/128
Publisher of college-level textbooks and supplements. Waveland Press proudly makes more than 200 inexpensively priced titles available to US and Canadian faculty and students in all areas of anthropology and other social science fields.

Westview Press—Booth 308/310
Westview Press publishes academic and general interest books in the social sciences and humanities.

World Bank—Booth 522
Publisher of information products that reflect the central purpose of the institution: economic and social progress in developing countries.

---

**Children of Deh Koh**

*Young Life in an Iranian Village*

Erika Friedl

288 pages
Cloth $49.95 (0-8156-2756-4)
Paper $20.95 (0-8156-2757-2)

**Legends of the Delaware Indians and Picture Writing**

Richard C. Adams

*Edited and with an Introduction by* Deborah Nichols

128 pages
Cloth $25.95 (0-8156-0487-4)

**People of the Road**

*The Irish Travellers*

Photographs by Mathias Oppersdorff

96 pages
Cloth $39.95 (0-8156-0476-9)

**The Night Has a Naked Soul**

*Witchcraft and Sorcery among the Western Cherokee*

Alan Kilpatrick

224 pages, maps, index
Cloth $28.95 (0-8156-0471-8)

**Prophetic Charisma**

*The Psychology of Revolutionary Religious Personalities*

Len Oakes

192 pages, index
Cloth $39.95 (0-8156-2700-9)
Paper $17.95 (0-8156-0398-3)

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY PRESS

800-365-8929 (orders only)
FAX: 315-443-5545
<talitz@summon3.syr.edu>
NEW TITLES IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Booths 528 & 530

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE
International Health Perspectives
Edited by Marcia C. Inhorn and Peter J. Brown, Emory University, Atlanta, USA
1997 • 368pp
Paperback • ISBN 90-5699-556-1 • US$37 / £24 / ECU31

Theory and Practice in Medical Anthropology and International Health, Vol. 6

THE ECOLOGY OF PRACTICE
Studies of Food Crop Production in Sub-Saharan West Africa
Edited by A. Endre Nyerges, University of Kentucky, USA
1997 • 200pp

Food and Nutrition in History and Anthropology, Volume 12

SAVAGE MONEY
The Anthropology and Politics of Commodity Exchange
Chris Gregory, Australian National University
1997 • 300pp
Paperback • ISBN 90-5702-092-0 • US$28 / £18 / ECU23

Studies in Anthropology and History, Vol. 21

NARRATIVES OF NATION IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Tom Otto, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and Nicholas Thomas, Australian National University
1997 • 256pp

Studies in Anthropology and History, Volume 19

Gordon and Breach Publishers
harwood academic publishers

Orders in the US: Call University of Toronto Press: (800) 565-9523
Outside US, contact Marston Book Services, Ltd.: +44 (01235) 465 500

http://www.gbhap.com
e-mail: info@gbhap.com
Hungry Lightning

Book signing by Pei-Lin Yu
Friday, November 21, 1997
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
UNM Press Booth 210

Notes of a Woman Anthropologist in Venezuela
Pei-Lin Yu

A personal view not only of a people whose life as savannah foragers is unique and fast-disappearing, but of the thoughts and actions of a young woman researcher during the hardest, and most exciting time in her life.

"Acomplexly sensual portrait."—Barbara Tedlock

Paper: $19.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
Rethinking American Indian History
Edited by Donald L. Fixico
Cloth: $35.00  Paper: $16.95

Through Navajo Eyes
An Exploration in Film Communication and Anthropology
Sol Worth and John Adair
with a new introduction, afterword, and notes by Richard Chalfen
Paper: $24.95

Wide Ruins
Memories from a Navajo Trading Post
Sallie Wagner
Paper: $16.95

Crow Indian Photographer
The Work of Richard Throssel
Peggy Albright
Cloth: $75.00  Paper: $37.95

A World on Display
Photographs from the St. Louis World's Fair, 1904
Eric Breitbart
Cloth: $34.95

Tonto's Revenge
Reflections on American Indian Culture and Policy
Rennard Strickland
Cloth: $39.95  Paper: $17.95

Washington Matthews
Studies of Navajo Culture, 1880-1894
Edited by Katherine Spencer Halpern and Susan Brown McGreevy
Cloth: $70.00

Marietta Wetherill
Life with the Navajos in Chaco Canyon
Compiled and edited by Kathryn Gabriel
Paper: $16.95

Spider Woman
A Story of Navajo Weavers and Chanters
Gladys A. Reichard
Introduction by Louise Lamphere
Paper: $16.95
La Fiesta de los Tastoanes
Critical Encounters in Mexican Festival Performance
Olga Nájera-Ramírez
Cloth: $50.00

Liberals, the Church, and Indian Peasants
Corporate Lands and the Challenge of Reform in Nineteenth-Century Spanish America
Edited by Robert H. Jackson
Cloth: $47.50

Pot Luck
Adventures in Archaeology
Florence C. Lister
Paper: $19.95

The Myth of Santa Fe
Creating a Modern Regional Tradition
Chris Wilson
Cloth: $75.00 Paper: $39.95

Home Altars of Mexico
Dana Salvo
Essays by Ramón Gutiérrez, Salvatore Scalara, William Beezley
Cloth: $39.95 Paper: $19.95

Breath on the Mirror
Mythic Voices and Visions of the Living Maya
Dennis Tedlock
Paper: $14.95

Anasazi Architecture and American Design
Edited by Baker H. Morrow and V. B. Price
Cloth: $55.00 Paper: $29.95

Murder in the New Age
D. J. H. Jones
By the author of Murder at the MLA.
Cloth: $19.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
See these and other titles at our booth # 210 & 212.
The Social and Political Body
Edited by Theodore R. Schatzki and Wolfgang Natter
228 Pages, 1996, Paper,
Cat. #0140, $18.95, $17.05

Playing on the Mother-Ground
Cultural Routines for Children’s Development
David F. Lancy
240 Pages, 1996, Paper,
Cat. #0215, $17.95, $16.15

Culture and Attachment
Perceptions of the Child in Context
Robin L. Harwood, Joan G. Miller, and Nydia Lucca Irizarry
169 Pages, 1995, Paper (1997),
Cat. #0246, $16.95, $15.25

Space, Text, and Gender
An Anthropological Study of the Marakwet of Kenya
Henrietta L. Moore
234 Pages, 1986, Paper (1996),
Cat. #2825, $17.95, $16.15

Parents’ Cultural Belief Systems
Their Origins, Expressions, and Consequences
Edited by Sara Harkness and Charles M. Super
558 Pages, 1996,
Cat. #0031, $60.00, $51.00

Japanese Childrearing
Two Generations of Scholarship
Edited by David W. Shwalb and Barbara J. Shwalb
323 Pages, 1996,
Cat. #0081, $48.00, $38.25
Prices slightly higher outside the U.S. and Canada.

Indifferent Boundaries
Spatial Concepts of Human Subjectivity
Kathleen M. Kirby
169 Pages, 1996, Paper,
Cat. #2572, $47.95, $16.15

RePlacing Citizenship
AIDS Activism and Radical Democracy
Michael P. Brown
222 Pages, 1997, Paper,
Cat. #0222, $18.95, $17.05

Spaces of Globalization
Reasserting the Power of the Local
Edited by Kevin R. Cox
292 Pages, 1997, Paper,
Cat. #0199, $22.95, $20.65

The Culture of Adolescent Risk-Taking
Cynthia Lightfoot
187 Pages, 1997, Paper,
Cat. #0232, $16.95, $15.25

Siblings in South Asia
Brothers and Sisters in Cultural Context
Edited by Charles W. Nuckolls
247 Pages, 1993,
Cat. #2146, $30.00, $25.50

COME VISIT OUR BOOTH!

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Dept. 9D, 72 Spring Street,
New York, NY 10012

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-365-7006
Fax: 212-966-6708
E-mail: info@guilford.com
Visit Our Website: www.guilford.com
BOOKS FROM YALE

Rethinking Visual Anthropology
Edited by Marcus Banks and Howard Morphy

Historical Ecology in the Pacific Islands
Prehistoric Environmental and Landscape Change
Edited by Patrick V. Kirch and Terry L. Hunt

Epidemics and History
Disease, Power and Imperialism
Sheldon Watts

A History of Dogs in the Early Americas
Marion Schwartz

Ethnic Conflict
Commerce, Culture, and the Contact Hypothesis
H. D. Forbes

Gender Ideology and Psychological Reality
An Essay on Cultural Reproduction
Melford E. Spiro

Reinventing Africa
Museums, Material Culture, and Popular Imagination in Late Victorian and Edwardian England
Annie E. Coombes

The Natural History of the Soul in Ancient Mexico
Jill Leslie McKeever Furst

Yale University Press
P.O. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520
1-800-YUP-READ, www.yale.edu/yup/

The Best of Africa

Picturing Bushmen
The Denver African Expedition of 1925
Robert J. Gordon
223 pp., 65 photos, notes, app., bibliog., index
0-8214-1187-x cloth $44.95
0-8214-1188-8 paper $24.95

Kampala Women Getting By
Wellbeing in the Time of AIDS
Sandra Wallman
256 pp., photos, maps, bibliog., index
0-8214-1158-6 cloth $39.95
0-8214-1159-4 paper $17.95

The Cape Herders
A History of the Khoikhoi of Southern Africa
Emile Boonzaier, Candy Malherbe, Andy Smith, and Penny Berens
158 pp., illus., bibliog.
0-8214-1174-8 paper $19.95

Mau Mau from Below
Greet Kershaw
384 pp., photos, map, bibliog., index
0-8214-1154-3 cloth $39.95
0-8214-1155-1 paper $19.95

For an African Studies catalog, call 614-593-1158

Ohio University Press
Ohio University Press
Swallow Press
Scott Quadrangle
Athens, Ohio 45701

Telephone Orders: 773-568-1550
NEW 1998 TITLES

PEOPLE OF THE EARTH
An Introduction to World Prehistory
Ninth Edition
BRIAN M. FAGAN
629 Pages • PAPER • 0-321-02260-2
Spanning eras as well as the globe, this comprehensive survey of world prehistory casts new light on human evolution. Using a clear, elegant narrative, the new edition maintains theoretical balance while paying more attention to gender issues and alternative perspectives.

NATIVE AMERICAN VOICES
A Reader
SUSAN LOBO
STEVEN TALBOT
600 Pages • PAPER • 0-321-02263-7
This unique introduction to the field of Native American studies reflects the interdisciplinary nature of the field—drawing on ethnography, biography, journalism, art, and poetry—to familiarize students with the historical and contemporary experiences of native peoples throughout the Americas.

ALSO AVAILABLE

CULTURE, PEOPLE, NATURE
An Introduction to General Anthropology
Seventh Edition
MARVIN HARRIS
1997 • 576 Pages • PAPER • 0-673-99093-1
A thematic and theoretical introduction to the four fields of anthropology, the new edition includes America Now Updates, emphasizing the relevance of anthropology to contemporary social issues.

Stop by the Longman booth for more information on these and other Anthropology titles.

New from Mayfield:

AVAILABLE NOW:

♦ Cultural Anthropology: A Perspective on the Human Condition, Fourth Edition
Emily A. Schultz and Robert H. Lavenda
This introduction to cultural anthropology explores the interplay of cultural creativity, human agency, and material constraint in the shaping of human cultural traditions.

♦ Biological Anthropology: An Introductory Reader
Michael Alan Park
This supplementary reader is composed of both historical and contemporary articles that demonstrate the significant contributions made by biological anthropology. With nearly a third of the selections focusing on living populations, the 37 articles cover the entire range of bioanthropological studies: evolution, nonhuman primates, human paleontology, and modern human groups.

♦ Anthropology: A Perspective on the Human Condition, Second Edition
Emily A. Schultz and Robert H. Lavenda
This introduction to the major subfields of anthropology explores the interplay of biological and cultural forces shaping human nature, human society, and human history. Cultural creativity and human agency are seen as part of the human biological (evolutionary) heritage.

Patricia C. Rice
This hands-on workbook of 13 exercises introduces beginning students to archaeological methodology through direct work with real data and archaeological materials.

Mayfield Publishing Company • www.mayfieldpub.com
Meeting Your Teaching Needs

COMING SOON:

♦ Understanding and Applying Medical Anthropology
  Peter J. Brown
This collection of readings exposes students to the breadth of theoretical viewpoints and issues in the field of medical anthropology. The text provides specific examples and case studies of research as it is applied in a range of health settings - from clinical encounters to preventive services to international health.

MVP (MAYFIELD VALUE PACK) PROGRAM:

♦ Mayfield’s Quick View Guide to the Internet for Students of Anthropology
  John W. Hoopes, Jennifer Campbell, and Michael Keene
With our MVP Program, the Quick View Guide is free to students when shrinkwrapped with another Mayfield anthropology text! A ready reference to the Internet and World Wide Web, this brief text covers finding, using, and documenting sources; source reliability; the Internet and job searches; virtual communities; and more.

♦ Careers in Anthropology
  John T. Omohundro
With our MVP Program, Careers in Anthropology is only $4.00 when shrinkwrapped with another Mayfield anthropology text! A guide to careers in anthropology for undergraduates, this text includes practical exercises such as interviewing, preparing a resume, and searching the Internet for career opportunities.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
STOP BY OUR BOOTHs #226 & 228!

1280 Villa Street • Mountain View, CA 94041 • (800) 433-1279
Birds and Beasts of Ancient Latin America
Elizabeth P. Benson
Foreword by Susan Milbrath
1518-9 Cloth. $39.95

Archaeology of Northern Florida, A.D. 200-900
The McKeithen Weeden Island Culture
Jerald T. Milanich, Ann S. Cordell, Vernon J. Knight, Jr., Timothy A. Kohler, Brenda J. Sigler-Lavelle
1538-3 Paper. $29.95

The Indigenous People of the Caribbean
Edited by Samuel M. Wilson
Foreword by Jerald T. Milanich, Series Editor
1531-6 Cloth. $49.95

Population, Poverty, and Politics in Middle East Cities
Edited by Michael E. Bonine
1474-3 Cloth. $49.95

The Agrarian Question in Kenya
Stephen Orvis
1498-0 Cloth. $49.95

Agrarian Reform and Class Consciousness in Nicaragua
Laura J. Enriquez
1489-1 Cloth. $49.95

Cubans in Puerto Rico
Ethnic Economy and Cultural Identity
José A. Cobas and Jorge Duany
1499-9 Cloth. $39.95

Economy and Environment in the Caribbean
Barbados and the Windwards in the Late 1800s
Bonham C. Richardson
Foreword by David Lowenthal
1539-1 Cloth. $39.95

The Bahamas from Slavery to Servitude, 1783-1933
Howard Johnson
1494-8 Cloth. $39.95

Order through full-service booksellers or with VISA or M/C toll free: 1-800-226-3822.
http://nersp.nerdc.ufl.edu/~upf

See these and other titles at Booth # 519

University Press of Florida
Gainesville, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton, Pensacola, Orlando, Miami, Jacksonville
Conceptual Issues in Modern Human Origins Research

G.A. Clark and C.M. Willerman (editors)

0-202-02039-8 Cloth $89.95. 0-202-02040-1 Paper $44.95
(text adoption price on orders of ten or more paperback copies: $34.95)

A distinguished group of experts examines the reasons why those who study modern human origins disagree so widely in their assumptions about what the remote human past was like. The purpose of this volume is to examine these conceptual differences and explore the reasons why a consensus might never be possible. Essential reading for teachers and students of human evolution in anthropology or biology departments.

New World Primates

Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior

Warren G. Kinzey (editor)

0-202-01185-2 Cloth $62.95. 0-202-01186-0 Paper $31.95

In this volume, leading experts on various aspects of New World monkeys explore the tremendous diversity to be found among neotropical primate species that have adapted to the highly varied Central and South American ecosystems. Also included is an authoritative synopsis of basic behavior for each of the sixteen known New World genera, along with maps locating their habitats.

Prices subject to change.

VISIT US AT BOOTH #215

Aldine de Gruyter (a division of Walter de Gruyter, Inc.)
200 Saw Mill River Road · Hawthorne, NY 10532 · (914) 747-0110
Hunting the Wren
TRANSFORMATION OF BIRD TO SYMBOL
Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence
256 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-960-2, $30.00

People of the Rainbow
A NOMADIC UTOPIA
Michaeol I. Niman
304 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-988-2, $50.00 cloth
ISBN 0-87049-989-0, $18.95 paper

Carolina’s Historical Landscapes
ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
Edited by Linda F. Stine, Martha Zierden, Lesley M. Drucker, and Christopher Judge
304 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-976-9, $45.00

Exploring Everyday Landscapes
PERSPECTIVES IN VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE, VII
Edited by Annmarie Adams and Sally McMurry
December, 344 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-983-1, $30.00 paper

American Material Culture
THE SHAPE OF THE FIELD
Edited by Ann Smart Martin and J. Ritchie Garrison
A WINTERTHUR BOOK,
DISTRIBUTED BY UT PRESS
360 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-912724-35-8, $39.95

Myths of Ethnicity and Nation
IMMIGRATION, WORK, AND IDENTITY IN THE BELIZE BANANA INDUSTRY
Mark Moberg
256 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-970-X, $38.00

Diversity and Accommodation
ESSAYS ON THE CULTURAL COMPOSITION OF THE VIRGINIA FRONTIER
Edited by Michael J. Puglisi
320 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-969-6, $45.00

Historical Archaeology and the Study of American Culture
Edited by Lu Ann De Cunzo and Bernard L. Herman
A WINTERTHUR BOOK,
DISTRIBUTED BY UT PRESS
520 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-912724-36-6, $39.95

Shaping Communities
PERSPECTIVES IN VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE, VI
Edited by Carter L. Hudgins and Elizabeth Collins Cromley
302 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-951-3, $30.00 paper

Self-Help Housing, the Poor, and the State in the Caribbean
Edited by Robert B. Potter and Dennis Conway
320 pages, illustrations,
ISBN 0-87049-963-7, $26.00 paper

Annapolis Pasts
HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
Edited by Paul A. Shackel, Paul R. Mullins, and Mark S. Warner
January, 408 pages, illustrations
ISBN 0-87049-996-3, $50.00

Visit our booth in Washington!
SIGHT UNSEEN
by Nicholas Kurzvon
16mm inquire,
video sale $195, rental $50
color, 27 minutes, rd 1996

IINDAWO ZIKATHIXO
In God’s Places
by Irene Stachelin and Richard Wicksteed
Frans Prins, consultant
Anthropology Dept., Natal Museum
Video sale $195, rental $60
color, 52 minutes, rd 1997

HIMALAYAN HERDERS
a film by John and Naomi Bishop
16mm inquire,
video sale $195,
rental $50,
color, 76 minutes, rd 1997

MYSTIC VISION,
SACRED ART:
The Tradition of
Thangka Painting
by Raja Man Gurung
and Anne Kaufman
video sale $145, rental $40
color, 28 min, rd 1996

INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL IN
CHICHÉN ITZÁ
by Jeffrey Himpele and Quetzal Castaneda
video sale $245, rental $60
color, 90 minutes, rd 1997

A LONG JOURNEY TO
GUADALUPE
By Juan Francisco Urriostegui
(Instituto Nacional Indigenista)
16mm inquire, video sale $195, rental $50
color, 97 minutes, rd 1996

WHAT DO PRIMATOLOGISTS DO?
From the Primate Series
by Anne Zeller
video sale $195, rental $50
color, 52 minutes, rd 1997

See Our Web Catalog:
http://der.org/docued
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

THE END OF MAGIC
ARIEL GLUCKLICH
1997  264 pp.  paper $16.95  cloth $45.00

STORYTRACKING
Texts, Stories, and Histories in Central Australia
SAM D. GILL
December 1997  304 pp.  paper $19.95  cloth $45.00

THE NEW LANGUAGE OF QUALITATIVE METHOD
JABER F. GUBRIUM and JAMES A. HOLSTEIN
1997  256 pp.  paper $24.00  cloth $52.00

TALK IS CHEAP
Sarcasm, Alienation, and the Evolution of Language
JOHN HAIMAN
February 1998  240 pp.; illus.  paper $18.95  cloth $45.00

New in paperback!
NUER PROPHETS
A History of Prophecy from the Upper Nile in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
DOUGLAS H. JOHNSON
(Oxford Studies in Social and Cultural Anthropology)
1994 (paper 1997)  432 pp.; 16 figs.; 6 maps  paper $19.95  cloth $65.00

Forthcoming in paperback!
REVISING HERSELF
The Story of Women’s Identity from College to Midlife
RUTHELEN JOSSELSON
1996 (paper March 1998)  320 pp.  paper $13.95  cloth $29.00

New in paperback!
WAR BEFORE CIVILIZATION
LAWRENCE H. KEELEY
1996 (paper 1997)  272 pp.; 16 b/w illus.  paper $13.95  cloth $25.00

New in paperback!
GOD
Myths of the Male Divine
DAVID LEEMING and JAKE PAGE
1996 (paper 1997)  208 pp.; 34 illus.  paper $12.95  cloth $25.00

QUEERLY PHRASED
Language, Gender, and Sexuality
Edited by ANNA LIVIA and KIRA HALL
(Oxford Studies in Sociolinguistics)
1997  464 pp.; 17 halftones, 22 linecuts  paper $24.95  cloth $75.00

IMAGINING THE BALKANS
MARIA N. TODOROVA
1997  272 pp.  paper $19.95  cloth $45.00

HANDBOOK OF HUMAN SYMBOLIC EVOLUTION
Edited by ANDREW LOCK and CHARLES R. PETERS
1997  936 pp.; 309 illus.  $225.00

New in paperback!
DUELLING LANGUAGES
Grammatical Structure in Codeswitching
CAROL MYERS-SCOTTON
1993 (paper 1997)  304 pp.; illus.  paper $27.50

THE OXFORD ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE VIKINGS
Edited by PETER SAWYER
1996  320 pp.; 100 b/w, 24 pp color illus.; 16 maps  $45.00

SMALL SACRIFICES
Religious Change and Cultural Identity Among the Nguay of Indonesia
ANNE SCHILLER
1997  192 pp.; 14 halftones, 3 linecuts, 2 maps  paper $19.95  cloth $45.00

CULTURE IN MIND
Cognition, Culture, and the Problem of Meaning
BRAOD SHORE
1996  448 pp.; 11 illus.  $40.00

BOD! CULTURE, EXPERIENCE, AND THE STARTLE REFLEX
RONALD SIMONS
(Series in Affective Science)
1996  288 pp.; 15 illus.  $45.00

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH
Tools and Techniques
Fourth Edition
BARBARA B. SOMMER and ROBERT SOMMER
1997  400 pp.; 37 illus.  paper $27.95  cloth $48.00

SEEING THE INSIDE
Bark Painting in Western Arnhem Land
LUKE TAYLOR
(Oxford Studies in Social and Cultural Anthropology-Cultural Forms)
1997  304 pp.; illus.  paper $29.95  cloth $68.00

PRIMATE COGNITION
MICHAEL TOMASELLO and JOSEP CALL
1997  528 pp.; illus.  paper $35.00  cloth $65.00

New in paperback!
A TIME TO CHANT
The Soka Gakkai Buddhists in Britain
BRYAN WILSON and KAREL DORBELAERE
1994 (paper 1997)  280 pp.; 27 tables  paper $19.95  cloth $60.00

PLEASE VISIT OUR BOOTH
Quantifying Archaeology
Second Edition
By Stephen Shennan

"... a very readable and quite useful volume. Shennan writes in a very accessible style. The book accommodates a variety of different levels of comfort with math and statistics."—Mary K. Whelan, University of Iowa
440 pages, 130 figures, 75 tables, $32.95 paper

History, Power, and Identity
Ethnogenesis in the Americas, 1492–1992
Edited by Jonathan D. Hill

"This volume is at the cutting edge of cultural-historical studies and contributes to the development of theory and methodology."—Kenneth M. Kensinger, Bennington College
288 pages, 3 photos, 10 maps, 5 figures, $32.95 cloth, $15.95 paper

iowa University of Iowa Press
Iowa City, Iowa 52242 • 800-235-2665
New in Anthropology

**Drawing Shadows to Stone**
The Photography of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, 1897–1902
Laurel Kendall et al.
Pub. with the American Museum of Natural History
Paperback, $22.50

**Contested Arctic**
Indigenous Peoples, Industrial States, and the Circumpolar Environment
Edited by Eric Alden Smith and Joan McCarter
Paperback, $20.00

**Bella Bella**
A Season of Heiltsuk Art
Martha Black
Published with the Royal Ontario Museum
Paperback, $40.00

**Answering Chief Seattle**
Albert Furtwangler
Clothbound, $27.50
Paperback, $14.95

**Crossing Between Worlds**
The Navajos of Canyon de Chelly
Jeanne M. Simonelli
Dist. for School of American Research Press
Paperback, $18.00

**Anyan’s Story**
A New Guinea Woman in Two Worlds
Virginia Drew Watson
Clothbound, $45.00
Paperback, $25.00
Forthcoming February 1998

**Native Visions**
Evolution in Northwest Coast Art, from the 18th through the 20th Century
Steven C. Brown
Pub. with the Seattle Art Museum
Clothbound, $70.00
Paperback, $40.00

**The Gèlèdè Spectacle**
Art, Gender, and Social Harmony in an African Culture
Babatunde Lawal
Paperback, $35.00

**Changing Lives of Refugee Hmong Women**
Nancy D. Donnelly
Paperback, $14.95

**A Year in the Life of a Shinto Shrine**
John K. Nelson
Paperback, $17.50

See these and other fine titles at our exhibit booth

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS
P.O. Box 50096, Seattle, WA 98145-5096  1-800-441-4115
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/
Essential reading

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Published for the European Association of Social Anthropologists

Editor:
Jean-Claude GALEY,
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris

Social Anthropology is an international journal that serves the needs of all scholars with an interest in social anthropology. Not only does it publish some of the best scholarship available, but it acts as a forum for debate about key issues and concepts in the field, challenging and re-examining the boundaries of the discipline.

Triannual (ISSN 0964-0282) • Volume 6 (1998)

also of great interest:

International Journal of Middle East Studies
Editor: R. Stephen HUMPHREYS, University of California, Santa Barbara
Quarterly plus 2 Bulletins (ISSN 0020-7438) • Volume 30 (1998)

Comparative Studies in Society and History
Editor: Raymond GREW, University of Michigan
Quarterly (ISSN 0010-4175) • Volume 40 (1998)

Ancient Mesoamerica
Editor: William R. FOWLER, Jr., Vanderbilt University
Semi-annual (ISSN 0956-5361) • Volume 9 (1998)

Journal of Latin American Studies
Editors: Victor BULMER-THOMAS, Institute of Latin American Studies, London University • Laurence WHITEHEAD, Nuffield College, Oxford
Triannual (ISSN 0022-216X) • Volume 30 (1998)

STOP BY THE BOOTH FOR MORE TITLES AND INFORMATION!
SAME SEX, DIFFERENT CULTURES
GAYS AND LESBIANS ACROSS CULTURES
Gilbert Herdt
224 pages • $26.00 cloth • $14.00 paper

HOW WE THINK THEY THINK
ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO COGNITION, MEMORY, AND LITERACY
Maurice E.F. Bloch
256 pages • $42.00 cloth

NATIVE AMERICANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
THE SERIOUS TRAVELER’S INTRODUCTION TO PEOPLES AND PLACES
Zdenek and Joy M. Salzmann
176 pages • $14.00 paper

LANGUAGE, CULTURE, AND SOCIETY
AN INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY, SECOND EDITION
Zdenek Salzmann
Feb. 1998 • 352 pages • $28.00 paper

INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARY RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY
SECOND EDITION
John M. Weeks
416 pages • $55.00 cloth

KINSHIP AND GENDER
AN INTRODUCTION
Linda Stone
304 pages • $69.00 cloth • $23.00 paper

A WAR OF WITCHES
A JOURNEY INTO THE UNDERWORLD OF THE CONTEMPORARY AZTECS
Timothy J. Knab
240 pages • $16.00 paper

ECONOMIES AND CULTURES
FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY
Richard R. Wilk
208 pages • $59.00 cloth • $19.00 paper

LEFT BEHIND IN ROSEDALE
RACE RELATIONS AND THE COLLAPSE OF COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS
Scott Cummings
256 pages • $65.00 cloth • $20.00 paper

THE TIME OF THE GYPSIES
Michael Stewart
320 pages • $28.00 cloth • $19.95 paper

RECONCEPTUALIZING THE PEASANTRY
ANTHROPOLOGY IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Michael Kearney
224 pages • $59.95 cloth • $19.95 paper
The Magical State
Nature, Money, and Modernity in Venezuela
Fernando Coronil
*Paper $19.95

Jamaica Genesis
Religion and the Politics of Moral Orders
Diane J. Austin-Broos
*Paper $19.95

Impasse of the Angels
Scenes from a Moroccan Space of Memory
Stefania Pandolfo
*Paper $19.95

On Civilization, Power, and Knowledge
Selected Writings
Norbert Elias
Edited and with an Introduction by
Stephen Mannell and Johan Guid-STORE
*Paper $17.95
Heritage of Sociology Series

They Make Themselves
Work and Play among the Baining of Papua New Guinea
Jane Fajans
*Paper $19.95

The Feast of the Sorcerer
Practices of Consciousness and Power
Bruce Kapferer
*Paper $27.50

The Cassowary’s Revenge
The Life and Death of Masculinity in a New Guinea Society
Donald Tuzin
*Paper $18.95
Worlds of Desire: The Chicago Series on Sexuality, Gender, and Culture

Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood
Passages to Nationhood in Greek Macedonia, 1870–1990
Anastasia N. Karakasidou
*Paper $19.95

Tricks of the Trade
How to Think about Your Research While You’re Doing It
Howard S. Becker
*Paper $13.95
Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing
*Cloth edition available

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
Visit us at http://www.press.uchicago.edu
Portrait of a Greek Imagination
An Ethnographic Biography of Andreas Xenodakis
Michael Herzfeld
*Paper $18.95

Mema's House, Mexico City
On Transvestites, Queens, and Machos
Annick Prieur
*Paper $16.95
Worlds of Desire: The Chicago Series on Sexuality, Gender, and Culture

Inventing Masks
Agency and History in the Art of the Central People
L. S. Strother
Cloth $49.95

In the Shadow of Marriage
Gender and Justice in an African Community
Anne M. O. Griffiths
*Paper $18.95

King Khama, Emperor Joe, and the Great White Queen
Victorian Britain through African Eyes
Neil Parsons
*Paper $18.95

Master and Disciple
The Cultural Foundations of Moroccan Authoritarianism
Abdellah Hammoudi
*Paper $13.95

The Voice of Egypt
From Kullullum, Arabic Song, and Egyptian Society in the Twentieth Century
Virginia Danielson
*Paper $17.95
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

Mapping an Empire
The Geographical Construction of British India 1765-1835
Matthew H. Edney
Cloth $35.00

Of Body and Brush
Grand Sacrifice as Text/Performance in Eighteenth-Century China
Angela Zito
*Paper $17.95

Of Revelation and Revolution
Volume 2: The Dialectics of Modernity on a South African Frontier
John L. Comaroff and Jean Comaroff
*Paper $24.95

Journals available at this meeting:
- Current Anthropology
- Signs
- Economic Development and Cultural Change
- Journal of Consumer Research
- The Journal of American Linguistics

For more titles in anthropology visit our book exhibit at booth #328/330/332

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
Visit us at http://www.press.uchicago.edu
NEW PAPERBACKS

Fiddling for Norway
Revival and Identity
Chris Goertzen
*Paper $22.50
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

A Day for the Hunter, a Day for the Prey
Popular Music and Power in Haiti
Gage Averill
*Paper $17.95
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology

Cultural Producers in Perilous States
Editing Events, Documenting Change
Edited by George E. Marcus
*Paper $23.50
Late Editions: Cultural Studies for the End of the Century

Making PCR
A Story of Biotechnology
Paul Rabinow
Paper $12.95

Fusion of the Worlds
An Ethnography of Possession among the Songhay of Niger
Paul Stoller
Paper $15.95

Recovered Roots
Collective Memory and the Making of Israeli National Tradition
Yael Zerubavel
Paper $19.95

To the Arctic!
The Story of Northern Exploration from Earliest Times
Jeannette Mirsky
Paper $16.95

Fear and Conventionality
Elsie Clews Parsons
Paper $14.95

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
Visit us at http://www.press.uchicago.edu
Visit our booth
#114-116
for these new titles and many more.

Sylvia Caiuby Novaes
The Play of Mirrors
The Representation of Self
Mirrored in the Other

Norma Iglesias Prieto
Beautiful Flowers of the
Maquiladora
Life Histories of Women Workers
in Tijuana

Lynn Stephen
Women and Social Movements
in Latin America
Power from Below

Robert S. Carlsen
The War for the Heart and
Soul of a Highland Maya Town

James M. Taggart
The Bear and His Sons
Masculinity in Spanish and Mexican Folktales

Lois Crozier-Hogle &
Darryl Babe Wilson
Surviving in Two Worlds
Contemporary Native American
Voices

Gary Urton
The Social Life of Numbers
A Quechua Ontology of Numbers
and Philosophy of Arithmetic

Marc de Civrieux
Watunna
An Orinoco Creation Cycle

Verónica
Salles-Reese
From Viracocha to the Virgin
of Copacabana

Roben S. Carlsen
The Bear and His Sons
Masculinity in Spanish and Mexican Folktales

At bookstores, or call 800-252-3206.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
Box 7819 Austin, TX 78713 http://www.utexas.edu/utpress/
Cultural Survival

Celebrating 25 years in defense of human rights and cultural autonomy of indigenous peoples and ethnic minorities

Don't miss our special 25th Anniversary AAA panel discussion:

Getting the World's Attention:
Indigenous Rights, Advocacy and the International Arena.

Visit the Cultural Survival booth for exact details.

Sign up or renew your Membership at our AAA booth:
$45 Individual $60 Institutional $25 Student/Senior

Membership in Cultural Survival includes the award winning journal, Cultural Survival Quarterly.

Celebrating 30 Years of Publishing

F.E. Peacock Publishers, Inc.

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A PROBLEM-BASED APPROACH, SECOND EDITION
Richard H. Robbins State University of New York, Plattsburgh

The second edition of this widely adopted text continues to provide a fresh, new look at cultural anthropology. Organized around problems rather than topics, it allows for a natural and integrated discussion of such traditional cultural anthropology topics as kinship, caste, gender roles, and religion within the context of meaningful questions.

Extensive comparisons of world cultures encourage students to recognize their own cultural perspectives. Exercises and simulations that can be used for written assignments, class discussion, or group work are provided throughout. An instructor's resource guide and test bank is available.

This is an outstanding book. Each chapter focuses on a single theme in a way that not only engages the student but manages to cover the key issues in contemporary cultural anthropology. The book is highly substantive, for it covers a large body of material, and it never loses sight of the significance of the issues and information presented. —Elvin Hatch, University of California, Santa Barbara

Available now 251 pages paper
New from

About Face
Performing Race in Fashion and Theater
Dorinne Kondo
288 pp 12 illus $17.95/pb

African Voices, African Lives
Personal Narratives from a Swahili Village
Pat Caplan
288 pp 26 photos $18.95/pb

After Writing Culture
Epistemology and Praxis in Contemporary Anthropology
Edited by Allison James, Jenny Hockey, and Andrew Dawson
272 pp $23.95/pb

Anthropology of Policy
Critical Perspectives on Governance and Power
Edited by Cris Shore and Susan Wright
272 pp $23.95/pb

Claiming the Virgin
The Broken Promise of Liberation Theology in Brazil
Robin Nagle
240 pp $16.95/pb

Missing Person
Mary Evans
208 pp $17.95/pb

Dangerous Women
Gender and Korean Nationalism
Edited by Elaine H. Kim and Chungmoo Choi
250 pp $18.95/pb

Facing the Mirror
Older Women and Beauty Shop Culture
Frida Kerner Furman
232 pp 8 illus $17.95/pb

Embodied Progress
A Cultural Account of Assisted Conception
Sarah Franklin
264 pp $18.95/pb

Food and Culture
A Reader
Edited by Carole Counihan and Penny Van Esterik
432 pp 10 illus $24.95/pb

The Gender Sexuality Reader
Culture, History, Political Economy
Edited by Roger N. Lancaster and Micaela di Leonardo
550 pp 25 illus $27.95/pb

Hunger and Shame
Child Malnutrition and Poverty on Mount Kilimanjaro
Mary Howard and Ann V. Millard
320 pp 15 illus $18.95/pb

Interpreting the Landscape
Landscape, Archaeology and Local History
Michael Aston
194 pp 194 illus $26.95/pb

Food, Health and Identity
Edited by Pat Caplan
288 pp 4 illus $24.95/pb

Racial Subjects
Writing on Race in America
David Theo Goldberg
270 pp $16.95/pb

Situated Lives
Gender and Culture in Everyday Life
Edited by Louise Lamphere, Helena Ragone, and Patricia Zavella
500 pp $27.95/pb

Understanding Tolowa Histories
Western Hegemonies and Native American Responses
James Collins
240 pp $18.95/pb

Women in Human Evolution
Edited by Lori D. Hager
248 pp $18.95/pb

Companion Encyclopedia of Anthropology
Humanity, Culture and Social Life
Edited by Tim Ingold
1168 pp 41 illus $49.95/pb

Please visit our exhibit to see these and other new titles.

Routledge 29 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001-2299
www.routledge.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some Things Are Not Forgotten</td>
<td>By Martha Royce Blaine</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Your fyre shall burn no more&quot;</td>
<td>Iroquois Policy toward New France and Its Native Allies to 1701</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pawnee Mythology</td>
<td>By George A. Dorsey</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditions of the Arapaho</td>
<td>By George A. Dorsey and Alfred L. Kroebner</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditions of the Caddo</td>
<td>By George A. Dorsey</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Machete and the Cross</td>
<td>By Don E. Dumond</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choctaws at the Crossroads</td>
<td>By Sandra Faiman-Silva</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hernando de Soto Expedition</td>
<td>By Patricia Galloway</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit our booth
University of Nebraska Press
publishers of Bison Books
800-755-1105 nebraskapress.unl.edu
Wovoka and the Ghost Dance
Expanded Edition
RESEARCHED, COMPILED, AND WRITTEN BY MICHAEL HITTMAN
Edited by Don Lynch
$20 paper

The Ojibwa Woman
BY RUTH LANDES
Introduction by Sally Cole
$13 paper

A Visit to the Ranquel Indians
BY LUCIO V. MANSILLA
Translated by Eva Gillies
$20 paper/$50 cloth

Tsimshian Culture
A Light Through the Ages
BY JAY MILLER
$45 cloth

Systems of Consanguinity & Affinity of the Human Family
BY LEWIS HENRY MORGAN
Introduction by Elisabeth Tooker
$35 paper

Yoruba Trickster Tales
BY OYEKAN OWOMOYELA
$15 paper/$40 cloth

Cahokia
Domination and Ideology in the Mississippian World
EDITED BY TIMOTHY R. PAUKETAT AND THOMAS E. EMERSON
$55 cloth

Bead on an Anthill
A Lakota Childhood
BY DELPHINE RED SHIRT
$25 cloth

Blessing for a Long Time
The Sacred Pole of the Omaha Tribe
BY ROBIN RIDINGTON AND DENNIS HASTINGS (IN’ASKA)
$50 cloth

Pleasure Island
Tourism and Temptation in Cuba
BY ROSALIE SCHWARTZ
$45 cloth

Where Courage Is Like a Wild Horse
The World of an Indian Orphanage
BY SHARON SKOLNICK (OKEE-CHEE) AND MANNY SKOLNICK
$25 cloth

Visit our booth
University of Nebraska Press
publishers of Bison Books
800-755-1105
nebraskapress.unl.edu

The American Indian Quarterly
A peer-reviewed interdisciplinary journal of the anthropology, history, literature, and arts of Native North Americans
Individuals $25 per year
Institutions $45 per year

The University of Nebraska Press is pleased to announce a new series:
Critical Studies in the History of Anthropology
Regna Darnell and Stephen O. Murray, Editors
Also Announcing a New Series from Lynne Rienner Publishers

Directions in Applied Anthropology
Adaptations and Innovations
Series Editor: Timothy J. Finan

"Well-written and thought provoking. It will capture the attention of anyone interested in shamanism, comparative religion, and Indonesian anthropology." —David Hicks

"The book is empirically strong, ethnographically rich, and written in clear prose." —Gregson G. Weix

hc $49.95 • pb $17.95

Intermediate Technology Publications is a leading publisher in third world issues and appropriate technologies, with an exciting list in anthropology, development, ethnographic and women's studies.

NEW

Jurema's Children in the Forest of Spirits
Healing and Ritual Among Two Brazilian Indigenous Groups
Clarence Novaes da Mota • Paper, $29.50

Learning from Gal Oya
Possibilities for Participatory Development Revised Edition
Norman Uphoff • Paper, $19.95

Distributed in the U.S.A. by Stylus Publishing, LLC
For the complete ITP catalog, call 1-800-232-0223; fax 703-661-1501; E-mail Styluspub@aol.com
WILLIAM V. FLORES AND RINA BENMAYOR, EDITORS
Latino Cultural Citizenship
*Claiming Identity, Space, and Rights*


hardcover $27.50

RALPH CINTRON
Angels’ Town
*Chero Ways, Gang Life, and Rhetorics of the Everyday*

hardcover $26.00

MARY ZEISS STANGE
Woman the Hunter

hardcover $25.00

NOW IN PAPERBACK

MICHEL-ROLPH TROUILLOT
Silencing the Past
*Power and the Production of History*
paperback $14.00

SHERRY B. ORTNER
Making Gender
*The Politics and Erotics of Culture*
paperback $14.00

RUTH BEHAR
The Vulnerable Observer
*Anthropology That Breaks Your Heart*
paperback $12.00

SIDNEY W. MINTZ
Tasting Food, Tasting Freedom
*Excursions into Eating, Power, and the Past*
paperback $11.00

http://www.beacon.org For exam copies call (617) 742-2110, ext. 593
CULTURE, POWER, PLACE
Explorations in Critical Anthropology
Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson, editors
360 pages, paper $18.95

IN OCEANIA
Visions, Artifacts, Histories
Nicholas Thomas
304 pages, paper $16.95

THE NEW HISTORY
IN AN OLD MUSEUM
Creating the Past at Colonial Williamsburg
Richard Handler and Eric Gable
272 pages, paper $16.95

DISPLACING WHITENESS
Essays in Social and Cultural Criticism
Ruth Frankenberg, editor
352 pages, paper $17.95

THE POLITICS OF CULTURE IN THE SHADOW OF CAPITAL
Lisa Lowe and David Lloyd, editors
608 pages, paper $23.95
Post-Contemporary Interventions

TROPICAL MULTICULTURALISM
A Comparative History of Race in Brazilian Cinema and Culture
Robert Stam
392 pages, 136 b&w photographs, paper $19.95
Latin America Otherwise

THE QUEEN OF AMERICA GOES TO WASHINGTON CITY
Essays on Sex and Citizenship
Lauren Berlant
320 pages, 57 b&w photographs, paper $16.95

TALKING HEADS
Language, Metalinguage, and the Semiotics of Subjectivity
Benjamin Lee
360 pages, paper $18.95

ARGUING SAINTHOOD
Modernity, Psychoanalysis, and Islam
Katherine Pratt Ewing
312 pages, paper $17.95

NATIONAL PAST-TIMES
Narrative, Representation, and Power in Modern China
Ann Anagnost
272 pages, paper $16.95
Body, Commodity, Text

NATIONS, IDENTITIES, CULTURES
V. Y. Mudimbe, editor
240 pages, paper $15.95
NEW FROM DUKE

PRODUCING GUANXI
Sentiment, Self, and Subculture in a North China Village
Andrew B. Kipnis
264 pages, paper $16.95

FORMATIONS OF COLONIAL MODERNITY IN EAST ASIA
Tani E. Barlow, editor
464 pages, 40 b&w photographs, paper $18.95

BLACK, JEWISH, AND INTERRACIAL
It's Not the Color of Your Skin, but the Race of Your Kin, and Other Myths of Identity
Katya Gibel Azoulay
224 pages, paper $15.95

UNBECOMING
Eric Michaels
130 pages, paper $16.95
Series Q

WANDERING PEOPLES
Colonialism, Ethnic Spaces, and Ecological Frontiers in Northwestern Mexico, 1700–1850
Cynthia Radding
368 pages, paper $19.95
Latin America Otherwise

DISAPPEARING ACTS
Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina's "Dirty War"
Diana Taylor
328 pages, 64 illustrations, paper $18.95

FROM TWO REPUBLICS TO ONE DIVIDED
Contradictions of Postcolonial Nationmaking in Andean Peru
Mark Thurner
256 pages, paper $16.95
Latin America Otherwise

DECENTERING THE REGIME
Ethnicity, Radicalism, and Democracy in Juchitán, Mexico
Jeffrey W. Rubin
312 pages, paper $17.95

WOMEN'S CAMERA WORK
Self/Body/Other in American Visual Culture
Judith Fryer Davidov
464 pages, 220 b&w photographs, paper $23.95

COME VISIT US.

THESE AND OTHER TITLES 20% OFF

AT BOOTHS #414 AND #416.
NEW FROM HAWAI'I

FIELDWORK AND FAMILIES
Constructing New Models for Ethnographic Research
Juliana Flinn, Leslie Marshall, and Jocelyn Armstrong
280 pp., $21.95 paper

LIVING TRADITION
A Changing Life in Solomon Islands
as told by Michael Kwarioloa to Ben Burt
192 pp., illus., $23.00 paper

HOME IN THE ISLANDS
Housing and Social Change in the Pacific
edited by Jan Reniel and Margaret Redman
288 pp., illus., $24.95 paper

AN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST IN
MELANESIA
A. B. Lewis and the Joseph N. Field South Pacific Expedition, 1909-1913
Volume 1: Field Diaries, Volume 2: Appendixes
Robert L. Welsch
April 1998, 640 pp., illus., $125.00 cloth (two volume set)

JAPAN: WHY IT WORKS, WHY IT DOESN'T
Economics in Everyday Life
edited by James Mak, Shyam Sunder, Shigeuki Abe, and Kazuhiro Igawa
December 1997, 160 pp., illus., $20.00 paper

UNDER THE SHADOW OF NATIONALISM
Politics and Poetics of Rural Japanese Women
Mariko Asano Tamanoi
March 1998, 296 pp., illus., $29.95 paper

ISLAM IN AN ERA OF NATION-STATES
Politics and Religious Renewal in Muslim Southeast Asia
Robert W. Hefner and Patricia Horvatinch

TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS OF SOUTHEAST ASIA
A Forest Ecologist's View
Isamu Yamada

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I PRESS
2840 KOLOWALU STREET, HONOLULU, HAWAII 96822-1888
TOLL-FREE PHONE: 1-888-UHPRESS (847-7377), FAX: 1-800-650-7811
PHONE: 808-956-8697, FAX: 808-988-6052. TOLL-FREE IN AMERICAS
Web Site: http://www2.hawaii.edu/uhpress/UHPHome.html
NEW EDITIONS!

ANTHROPOLOGY: A Global Perspective, Third Edition
RAYMOND SCUPIN, Lindenwood University
© 1998, 576 pp., paper (0-13-602087-9)

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A Global Perspective, Third Edition
RAYMOND SCUPIN, Lindenwood University
© 1998, 416 pp., paper (0-13-602095-X)

© 1998, 432 pp., paper (0-13-745829-0)

NEW!
BEING HUMAN: An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
MARI WOMACK
California State University, Northridge
© 1998, 416 pp., paper (0-13-644071-1)

OTHER TITLES OF INTEREST

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A Synthetic Approach to Human Evolution
BOAZ/ALMQQUIST
© 1997, 595 pp., paper (0-13-369208-6)

WOMEN AND MEN: Cultural Constructs of Gender, Second Edition, NANCY BONVILLAIN
© 1998, 320 pp., paper (0-13-651076-0)

THE PRIMATE ANTHOLOGY: Essays on Primate Behavior, Ecology, and Conservation from Natural History, GHOCHON/NISBET
© 1998, 360 pp., paper (0-13-613845-4)

© 1998, 400 pp., paper (0-13-123019-0)

THE CULTURAL DIMENSION OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, Third Edition, GARY P. FERRARO
© 1998, 208 pp., paper (0-13-727561-7)

FUNDAMENTALS OF HUMAN ECOLOGY KORMONDY/BROWN
© 1998, 448 pp., paper (0-13-315177-8)

FIELD ETHNOGRAPHY: A Manual for Doing Cultural Anthropology, PAUL KUTSCHÈ
© 1998, 320 pp., paper (0-13-889452-3)

HUMAN VARIATION: Races, Types, and Ethnic Groups, Fourth Edition
STEPHEN MOLNAR
© 1998, 416 pp., paper (0-13-269523-5)

EUROPE IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMAGINATION, SUSAN PARMAN
© 1998, 288 pp., paper (0-13-337460-2)

CROSSING CURRENTS: Continuity and Change in Latin America, WHITEFORD/WHITEFORD
© 1998, 528 pp., paper (0-13-656471-2)

For more information on all of Prentice Hall's new titles in Anthropology, stop by our booth, contact your local Prentice Hall representative, or write to: Christopher DeJohn, Marketing Manager—Anthropology, Prentice Hall Higher Education, One Lake Street, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458. Via e-mail: chris_dejohn@prenhall.com

http://www.prenhall.com
Now in paperback!

Santeria from Africa to the New World
The Dead Sell Memories
George Brandon
Blacks in the Diaspora
paper $11.95 cloth $35.00

India's Ogun
Old World and New
Second, Expanded Edition
Edited by Sandra T. Barnes
African Systems of Thought
paper $17.95 cloth $45.00

West African Popular Theatre
Karin Barber, John Collins, and Alain Ricard
Drama and Performance Studies
paper $17.95 cloth $39.95

Readings in African Popular Culture
Edited by Karin Barber
International African Institute
paper $18.95 cloth $39.95

Oral Epics from Africa
Vibrant Voices from a Vast Continent
Edited by John William Johnson, Thomas A. Hale, and Stephen Belcher
African Epic Series
paper $14.95 cloth $35.00

Iron Technology in East Africa
Symbolism, Science, and Archaeology
Peter R. Schmidt
paper $19.95 cloth $49.95

The Tree of Iron
A Video
Produced by Peter R. Schmidt
video $39.95

Trouble Showed the Way
Women, Men, and Trade in the Nairobi Area, 1890–1990
Claire C. Robertson
paper $24.95 cloth $49.95

Investigating Olduval
Archaeology of Human Origins (CD-ROM)
Created by Jeanne Sept in collaboration with the Teaching & Learning Technologies Laboratory, Indiana University
cd-rom disk $29.95

Art and Life in Bangladesh
Henry Glassie
cloth $49.95

My Last Forty Days
A Visionary Journey among the Pueblo Spirits
Felicitas D. Goodman
paper $9.95 cloth $25.00

Always a People
Oral Histories of Contemporary Woodland Indians
Rita Kohn, Senior Ed., and W. Lynwood Montell, Assoc. Ed.
cloth $35.00

Daughters of Caliban
Caribbean Women in the Twentieth Century
Edited by Consuelo López Springfield
paper $17.95 cloth $35.00

Now in paperback!
The African Heritage of American English
Joseph E. Holloway and Winifred K. Vass
paper $14.95 cloth $29.95

Egypt in Africa
Edited by Theodore Celenko
Distributed for the Indiana Museum of Art
paper $24.95 cloth $39.95

Food in Russian History and Culture
Edited by Musya Glantz and Joyce Toomre
Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian & East European Studies
paper $17.95 cloth $39.95

Indiana University Press
Orders: 1-800-842-6796
http://www.indiana.edu/~iupress

FTM
Female-to-Male Transsexuals in Society
Holly Devor
cloth $49.95

Time and Sacrifice in the Aztec Cosmos
Kay Almerc Read
Religion in North America
Available June 1998
cloth TBA

Towards a Global Science
Mining Civilizational Knowledge
Susannah Comniate Race, Gender, and Science
Available July 1998
cloth TBA
cloth TBA

Blackness in Latin America and the Caribbean
Social Dynamics and Cultural Transformations
Volume I: Central America, Northern, and Western South America
Volume II: Eastern South America and the Caribbean
Edited by Norman E. Whitten, Jr., and Arlene Torres
Available August 1998
cloth TBA
cloth TBA

Once Upon a Kingdom
Myth, Hegemony, and Identity
Isidore Okpewho
Available August 1998
cloth TBA
Celebrating the History of Anthropology

"It is George Stocking, more than anyone else, who has made the history of anthropology available to us."
—Daniel A. Segal, American Anthropologist

Stocking Stuffer Special!
Stock up on these titles by George Stocking at 30% off.

**After Tylor**
British Social Anthropology, 1888–1951
cloth $40.00 $28.00

**History of Anthropology, Volume 1**
*Observers Observed*
Essays on Ethnographic Fieldwork
paper $17.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 2**
*Functionalism Historicized*
Essays on British Social Anthropology
paper $17.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 3**
*Objects and Others*
Essays on Museums and Material Culture
paper $17.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 4**
*Malinowski, Rivers, Benedict, and Others*
Essays on Culture and Personality
paper $17.95 $12.56

**The Ethnographer's Magic**
And Other Essays in the History of Anthropology
cloth $32.50 $22.75, paper $16.95 $11.86

**History of Anthropology, Volume 5**
*Bones, Bodies, Behavior*
Essays in Behavioral Anthropology
cloth $29.95 $20.96, paper $14.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 6**
*Romantic Motives*
Essays on Anthropological Sensibility
paper $17.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 7**
*Colonial Situations*
Essays on the Contextualization of Ethnographic Knowledge
paper $17.95 $12.56

**History of Anthropology, Volume 8**
*Volksgeist as Method and Ethic*
Essays on Boasian Ethnography and the German Anthropological Tradition
cloth $29.95 $20.96

Visit us on the world wide web! [www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/](http://www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/)

**The University of Wisconsin Press**
New & Forthcoming Books

**In Search of Authenticity**
The Formation of Folklore Studies
"Important for scholars in any discipline concerned with cultural analysis."—
**DON BRENNIS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ**

*Regina Bendix*
cloth $55.00, paper $24.95

**Ono Ono Girl's Hula**
Carolyn Lei-lanila

cloth $34.95, paper $17.95

**Children of the Roojme**
A Family's Journey from Lebanon
*Elmaz Abinader*
paper $14.95

**The Politics of Proverbs**
From Traditional Wisdom to Proverbial Stereotypes
*Wolfgang Mieder*
cloth $52.95, paper $19.95

**The Battle of Valle Giulia**
Oral History and the Art of Dialogue
*Alessandro Portelli*
cloth $49.95, paper $19.95

**International Directory of Primatology, 1996–1998**
Third Edition
*Edited by Lawrence Jacobsen and Raymond Hamel*
paper $25.00

---

**Available Spring 98**

**Pathways of Memory and Power**
Ethnography and History among an Andean People
*Thomas A. Abercrombie*
cloth $60.00, paper $27.00

**Living with the Past, Living with Oneself**
Mimesis, Sexuality, and Redemption in Bush Kaliai Cargo Cults
*Andrew Lattas*
New Directions in Anthropological Writing
cloth $59.95, paper $24.95

---

**Distributed for the State Historical Society of Wisconsin**

**Digging & Discovery**
Wisconsin Archaeology
*Diane Young and Bobbie Malone*
New Badger History
paper $7.95

**Remembering the Holocaust**
Michael E. Stevens
Voices of the Wisconsin Past
paper $12.95

---

Prices on this page are list.
Discounts are available at our booth.

Booth #508–510  |  20–70% off

2537 Daniels St., Madison, Wisconsin 53718 (800) 829-9559, 8AM–4PM
THE GARLAND ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD MUSIC —NEW

In a unique celebration of culture through the varied music of the world's peoples, this readily accessible 10-volume Encyclopedia explores the traditions, performance practices, and themes that bind each region's music together into a dynamic tapestry of art and daily life. Its multidisciplinary approach utilizes the latest methodologies and encompasses related fields such as folklore, dance, poetry, and religious rituals that enrich musical expression and define its social and cultural context and importance. Future volumes:

- South Asia
- Europe
- East Asia: China, Japan, and Korea
- The United States and Canada
- The Middle East
- Australia and the Pacific Islands
- Southeast Asia
- South America, Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean

"Clearly long overdue! A great resource for many fields."
—Elizabeth Warnack Fernea, Professor of English and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Texas at Austin

10-volume set $1,000 (regular price $1,250)

Volume 1
AFRICA
Edited by Ruth M. Stone

"An invaluable introduction to the wealth and world importance of African music."
—Robert Farris Thompson, Yale University

760 pages  275 illustrations.  $125  06035-0  8/97

HISTORY OF PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
An Encyclopedia
Edited by Frank Spencer

"Physical anthropology has long needed a clear and comprehensive synthesis of historical aspects of this complex science. The present work fills the gap admirably...will remain basic for any reference collection in the biological or social sciences well into the next century."
—Choice

"Consistently readable text....an important addition to the reference literature."
—Nature

1,224 pages; 2 volumes  Illustrated.  $175  30490-0

Visit the Garland booth for a free catalog.
How, in a world that has changed so much, can the Inuit preserve their identity?

**Quaqtaq**

*Modernity and Identity in an Inuit Community*
Louis-Jacques Dorais
$14.95 / 1997

The first ethnography of a contemporary Canadian Inuit community to be published in over twenty-five years.

**Anthropology**

*A Student’s Guide to Theory & Method*

Stanley R. Barrett
$18.95 / 1996

The bestselling overview of theory and method in anthropology specifically aimed at students.

**ANTHROPOLOGICAL HORIZONS SERIES**

**MAL’UOCCHIU**

*Ambiguity, Evil Eye, and the Language of Distress*

Sam Migliore $16.95 / 1997

*Fori mal’ucchiu!* Begone, evil eye!

- from Mal’uocchiu

**Tournaments of Value**

*Sociability and Hierarchy in a Yemeni Town*

A. Meneley
$18.95 / 1996

**Making It Their Own**

*Severn Ojibwe Communicative Practices*

L.P. Valentine
$22.95 / 1995

**The Cultural World in Beowulf**

J.M. Hill
$20.95 / 1995

**Paradise**

*Class, Commuters, & Ethnicity in Rural Ontario*

P. Gose
$23.95 / 1994

**Knowledge and Practice in Mayotte**

M. Lambek
$25.95 / 1993

**Deathly Waters and Hungry Mountains**

*A Historical Anthropology of an Irish Market Town*

Gulliver and Silverman
$30.95 / 1995

**Forthcoming in the Anthropological Horizons Series**

**BETWEEN HISTORY AND HISTORIES**

*The Making of Silence and Commemorations*

Edited by Gerald Sider and Gavin Smith
$24.95 / Available December 1997

**University of Toronto Press**

250 Sonwil Drive, Buffalo, NY 14225  1-800-565-9523
Paul Bahn
Journey Through the Ice Age
Photographs by Jean Vertut
$39.95 cloth

Ilisa Barbash & Lucien Taylor
Cross-Cultural Filmmaking
A Handbook for Making
Documentary and Ethnographic
Films and Videos
$65.00 cloth, $24.95 paper

Gay Becker
Disrupted Lives
How People Create Meaning in a
Chaotic World
$27.50 cloth

Francesca Bray
Technology and Gender
Fabrics of Power in Late
Imperial China
A Philip E. Lilienthal Book,
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Frederick Cooper &
Ann Laura Stoler, Editors
Tensions of Empire
Colonial Cultures in a
Bourgeois World
$55.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Kate Crehan
The Fractured Community
Landscapes of Power and Gender in
Rural Zambia
Perspectives on Southern Africa,
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Robbie E. Davis-Floyd &
Carolyn F. Sargent, Editors
Childbirth and Authoritative
Knowledge
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
$50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Leland Donald
Aboriginal Slavery
on the Northwest Coast
of North America
$40.00 cloth

Horacio Fábrega, Jr.
Evolution of Sickness
and Healing
$45.00 cloth

Melvyn C. Goldstein
The Snow Lion and
the Dragon
China, Tibet, and the Dalai Lama
$19.95 cloth

Akhil Gupta & James Ferguson,
Editors
Anthropological Locations
Boundaries and Grounds of a
Field Science
$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper

Helen Hardacre
Marketing the Menacing
Fetus in Japan
A Philip E. Lilienthal Book, Twentieth-
Century Japan, $35.00 cloth

Homa Hoodfar
Between Marriage and
the Market
Intimate Politics and Survival in Cairo
Comparative Studies on Muslim
Societies, $45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper
NEW IN PAPERBACK

Gay Becker
Healing the Infertile Family
Strengthening Your Relationship in the Search for Parenthood
Foreword by Robert D. Nachtigall, M. D.
$14.95 paper

Thomas J. Csordas
The Sacred Self
A Cultural Phenomenology of Charismatic Healing
$15.95 paper

Niles Eldredge
Dominion
$11.95 paper

Janet Hoskins
The Play of Time
Kodi Perspectives on Calendars, History, and Exchange
Winner, Harry J. Benda Prize in Southeast Asian Studies, $16.95 paper

Arthur Kleinman
Writing at the Margin
Discourse Between Anthropology and Medicine
$16.95 paper

Laura Nader, Editor
Law in Culture and Society
With a New Preface
$18.95 paper

Peggy Reeves Sanday
A Woman Scorned
Acquaintance Rape on Trial
With a New Preface
$14.95 paper

Order toll-free 1-800-822-6657.
Vandersteene, a Flemish Oblate missionary inspired by the spirituality of the Cree, devoted his life to integrating Cree tradition and Catholicism, in a dramatic revision of Catholic ritualism. Earle Waugh traces Vandersteene's remarkable career: his life among the Cree, his intensive study of the Cree language and folkways, his status as a Cree medicine man, the evolution of his views on the relationship between aboriginal traditions and Roman Catholics, and his use of paintings, poetry and liturgical modifications to create a new religious reality.

Erect Men/
Undulating Women
The Visual Imagery of
Gender, Race and Progress
in Reconstructive
Illustrations of
Human Evolution
Melanie G. Wiber
1997 • Cloth • $34.95 tentative
Penetrating analysis of human evolution illustrations, critiquing scientific use and misuse of such illustrations to sustain racial, gender and cultural biases.

See these and other WLU Press Anthropology books on display at the AAUP Booth

Wilfrid Laurier University Press
Waterloo, ON N2L 3C5 • Telephone: 519-884-0710 ext 6124
Fax: 519-725-1399 • E-mail: press@mach1.wlu.ca
Filipino Peasant Women
Exploitation and Resistance
LIGAYA LINDIO-McGOVERN
$42.50 cloth, $19.95 paper

Beverly Hills, 90210
Television, Gender, and Identity
E. GRAHAM McKINLEY
Feminist Cultural Studies, the Media, and Political Culture.
$37.50 cloth, $17.50 paper

Sensuous Scholarship
PAUL STOLLER
$36.50 cloth, $16.50 paper

Shelter Blues
Sanity and Selfhood Among the Homeless
ROBERT DESJARLAIS
$42.50 cloth, $19.95 paper

Empire of Free Trade
The East Indian Company and the Making of the Colonial Marketplace
SUDEPTA SEN
Critical Histories. $37.50 cloth

Ms. Mentor's Impeccable Advice for Women in Academia
EMILY TOOTH
$15.95 paper

African Feminism
The Politics of Survival in Sub-Saharan Africa
EDITED BY GWENDOLYN MIKELI
$39.95 cloth, $19.95 paper

Stop by our Booth or Call 1-800-445-9880
PUBLICATIONS IN ETHNOGRAPHY
A series publication from SIL, presenting cultural studies of minority peoples

publications
language analyses
cultural studies
linguistic textbooks
reference books
field manuals

THE SUMMER INSTITUTE OF LINGUISTICS
SERVING MINORITY PEOPLES

Ethnologue: Languages of the World
presents ethnographic data on more than 6700 languages, organized geographically

training
applied linguistics
ethnology
survey methods

field work
linguistics
ethnology
orthography
literacy
translation

FURTHER INFORMATION:
International Academic Publications
Summer Institute of Linguistics
7500 W. Camp Wisdom Rd
Dallas, TX 75236

e-mail: academic_books@sil.org
Internet: http://www.sil.org

Tel. (972)708-7404
FAX (972)708-7433
NEW FOR 1998!

Bates
Human Adaptive Strategies:
Ecology, Culture, and Politics

Bowen
Religions in Practice: An Approach
to the Anthropology of Religion

Bowen
Religion in Culture and Society (Reader)

Smith/Young
Cultural Anthropology:
Understanding a World in Transition

Ward
A Sounding of Women:
Autobiographies from Unexpected Places

CULTURAL SURVIVAL STUDIES
IN ETHNICITY AND CHANGE
Edited by David Maybury-Lewis and
Theodore Macdonald, Jr., both of Cultural
Survival, Inc., Harvard University

Denton et al
Malaysia and the "Original People":
A Case Study of the Impact of
Development on Indigenous Peoples

Fondahl
Gaining Ground? Evenkis, Land,
and Reform in Southeastern Siberia

Fratkin
Ariaal Pastoralists of Kenya:
Surviving Drought and Development
in Africa's Arid Lands

Maybury-Lewis
Indigenous Peoples, Ethnic Groups,
and the State

Niezen
Defending the Land: Sovereignty and
Forest Life in James Bay Cree Society

Reed
Forest Dwellers, Forest Protectors:
Indigenous Models for International
Development

ALSO AVAILABLE!

Bates
Cultural Anthropology

Heider
Seeing Anthropology:
Cultural Anthropology through Film

Ward
A World Full of Women

THE NEW IMMIGRANTS SERIES
Edited by Nancy Foner,
State University of New York, Purchase

Freeman
Changing Identities:
Vietnamese Americans 1975 - 1995

Gold
From the Workers' State to the Golden
State: Jews from the Former Soviet Union
in California

Koltyk
New Pioneers in the Heartland:
Hmong Life in Wisconsin

Lessinger
From the Ganges to the Hudson:
Indian Immigrants in New York City

Mahler
Salvadorans in Suburbia:
Symbiosis and Conflict

Margolis
An Invisible Minority:
Brazilians in New York City

Min
Changes and Conflicts:
Korean Immigrant Families in New York

Pessar
A Visa for a Dream:
Dominicans in the United States

Stepick
Pride Against Prejudice:
Haitians in the United States

Wong
Ethnicity and Entrepreneurship:
The New Chinese Immigrants in the
San Francisco Bay Area

ALLYN & BACON

For college course adoptions: (800) 852-8024 • FAX: (781) 455-7024 • Email: AandBpub@aol.com
For single copy purchases: (800) 278-3525 • FAX: (515) 284-2607 • Email: ablongwood@aol.com
World Wide Web: http://www.abacon.com
invites you to propose your work for publication with us. See our Acquisitions Editor at the conference, or call (716) 754-2266.

New Titles from Mellen

AN ANTHOLOGY OF MYTHS, LEGENDS AND FOLKTALES FROM CAMEROON: Storytelling in Africa by Emmanuel Matateyou
Unlike other publications on folklore, this book illuminates for the reader the complex and rich performance contexts of the oral narratives in Subsaharan Africa. The narrator, the narrative pattern, the audience interaction, and details about the language, the setting, date and time of the performance of each tale help to recreate the atmosphere of live performance. Though translated into English, the author has made an effort to give to the oral narratives an indigenous flavor. The tales are divided into categories, such as origin stories, stories about men and women, trickster cycles. 272pp. 1997

BUSINESS, COMMERCE, AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: Beyond Agenda by Richard H. Reeves-Ellington and Adele Anderson
Provides an integrated anthropological perspective for business organizations in the areas of social responsibility, leadership alternatives, collaborative action research. It is directed primarily to professionals, scholars, and students concerned about doing business responsibly within globalizing but culturally fragmented contexts. It brings anthropological insights to the cultural and moral aspects of business, with the ultimate aim of enabling people to work more effectively toward a reintegration of business and society. 288pp. 1997

SPIRITS, SELVES, AND SUBJECTIVITY IN A JAPANESE NEW RELIGION
The Cultural Psychology of Belief in Sukyo Mahikari by Brian J. McVeigh
This volume is an examination of the beliefs and practices of Sukyo Mahikari; an investigation of how this movement, as a product of Japanese culture, shares a normative discourse with Japanese society; and an examination of how culture constructs mind/belief and an examination of ethnopsychological theories of self and spirit possession. 272pp. 1997

Books will be available at the Mellen Booth at a special conference discount. To order by phone: (716) 754-2788.

The Edwin Mellen Press
415 Ridge St/PO Box 450
Lewiston, NY 14092-0450
VISIT OUR BOOTH #211

**Weaving New Worlds**
Southeastern Cherokee Women and Their Basketry
Sarah H. Hill
440 pp., 7 x 10, 110 illus. $45 cl / $22.50 pa

**The Culture of Wilderness**
Agriculture as Colonization in the American West
Frieda Knobloch
220 pp. $39.95 cl / $14.95 pa
Studies in Rural Culture

**Mixed Harvest**
The Second Great Transformation in the Rural North, 1870–1930
Hal S. Barron
320 pp., 26 illus. $49.95 cl / $18.95 pa
Studies in Rural Culture

**The Minds of the West**
Ethnocultural Evolution in the Rural Middle West, 1830–1917
Jon Gjerde
442 pp. $39.95 cl

**The Fruits of Their Labor**
Atlantic Coast Farmworkers and the Making of Migrant Poverty, 1870–1945
Cindy Hahamovitch
304 pp. $45 cl / $17.95 pa

**Exceptional Spaces**
Essays in Performance and History
Della Pollock, editor
Approx. 464 pp., 32 illus. $60 cl / $24.95 pa
Available February

**Conversing by Signs**
Poetics of Implication in Colonial New England Culture
Robert Blair St. George
Approx. 576 pp., 134 illus. $60 cl / $24.95 pa
Available February

**Southern Cultures**
A journal edited by John Shelton Reed and Harry L. Watson
Subscriptions (4 issues per year):
Individuals $24. Institutions $36

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS

Chapel Hill • Phone (800) 848-6224, Fax (800) 272-6817 • http://sunsite.unc.edu/uncpress/
New from Michigan

Bill Maurer
RECHARTING THE CARIBBEAN
Land, Law, and Citizenship in the British Virgin Islands
cloth $44.50

George Gmelch and Sharon Bohn Gmelch
THE PARISH BEHIND GOD'S BACK
The Changing Culture of Rural Barbados
cloth $49.50/paper $19.95

Todd M. Endelman, Editor
COMPARING JEWISH SOCIETIES
cloth $54.50/paper $22.95

Benjamin Orlove, Editor
THE ALLURE OF THE FOREIGN
Imported Goods in Postcolonial Latin America
cloth $42.50

John Leavitt, Editor
POETRY AND PROPHECY
The Anthropology of Inspiration
cloth $39.50

S. C. Humphreys, Editor
CULTURES OF SCHOLARSHIP
cloth $54.50/paper $24.95

Timothy Brook and Hy V. Luong, Editors
CULTURE AND ECONOMY
The Shaping of Capitalism in Eastern Asia
cloth $49.50

Roger Bartra
THE ARTIFICIAL SAVAGE
Modern Myths of the Wild Man
cloth $49.50

Gail L. Hoffman
IMPORTS AND IMMIGRANTS
Near Eastern Contacts with Iron Age Crete
cloth $49.50

Available on CD-ROM

Farley Richmond
KUTIYATTAM
Sanskrit Theater of India
David Z. Saltz, Interactive Designer
Macintosh/Windows $89.95
Site licenses available
Winter 1998

Now in paper

Robert J. Foster, Editor
NATION MAKING
Emergent Identities in Postcolonial Melanesia
paper $18.95

Austin Sarat and Thomas R. Kearns, Editors
IDENTITIES, POLITICS, AND RIGHTS
paper $22.95

Visit our booth.

Credit card buyers may fax orders to (800) 876-1922.

The University of Michigan Press
Dept. LF, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104

MICHIGAN
UNDERSTANDING
GLOBALIZATION
The Social
Consequences of
Political, Economic, and
Environmental Change
By Robert K. Schaeffer
"Robert Schaeffer has
taken the entire world as
his subject and has made
it remarkably comprehen­sible. Schaeffer makes
sense of everything from
ethnic separation to global
warming, from third world
hunger to the inflation of
stock prices, from trade
deficits to the fall of com­munism. I can't think of a
better guide to this new
world."
—John B. Judis, Senior
Editor of The New
Republic
May 1997, 368 pages
ISBN 0-8476-8352-4
$19.95 paper

LATINOS UNIDOS
Ethnic Solidarity in
Linguistic, Cultural, and
Social Diversity
By Enrique T. Trueba
"Renee White
February 1998 * 176 pages
$17.95 paper

PUTTING RISK IN
PERSPECTIVE
Black Teenage Lives in
the Era of AIDS
By Renee White
February 1998 * 176 pages
$17.95 paper

SELVES IN TIME
AND PLACE
Identities, Experience,
and History in Nepal
Edited by Debra Skinner,
Alfred Pach III, and
Dorothy Holland
Afterword by Robert I.
Levy
November 1997 * 375 pages
ISBN 0-8476-8599-3
$26.95 paper

For a complete selection of
our new & recent titles

Booth 516

An Independent Publisher for the 21st Century

For Orders
1-800-462-6420
Faxes
1-800-338-4550
VISIT OUR EXHIBIT

New in Paper!

Images from the Region of the Pueblo Indians of North America

By ABY M. WARBURG

Translated with an interpretive essay by Michael P. Steinberg

$29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

China’s Motor: A Thousand Years of Petty Capitalism

By HILL GATES

$42.50 cloth, $16.95 paper

The World of the Ancient Maya

Second Edition

By JOHN S. HENDERSON

$60.00 cloth, $24.95 paper

The Archaeology of Disease

Second Edition

By CHARLOTTE ROBERTS AND KEITH MANCHESTER

$22.50 paper

The Conquest of the Americas

By RICHARD C. TREXLER

$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Egypt in the Age of the Pyramids

By GUILLEMETTE ANDREU

Translated from the French by David Lorton

$39.95 cloth, $13.95 paper

Sex and Conquest

Gendered Violence, Political Order, and the European Conquest of the Americas

By RICHARD C. TREXLER

$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Deadly Medicine

Indians and Alcohol in Early America

By PETER C. MANCALL

$37.50 cloth, $15.95 paper

Searching for Ancient Egypt

Art, Architecture, and Artifacts

Edited by DAVID P. SILVERMAN

$60.00

Mental Territories

Mapping the Inland Empire

By KATHERINE G. MORRISSEY

$45.00 cloth, $18.95 paper

Temples of Ancient Egypt

Edited by BYRON E. SHAFER

$42.50

ILLUSTRATIONS (left to right):

From The World of the Ancient Maya, Afro-Creole, and The Korean American Dream

SAGE HOUSE • 512 E. STATE STREET • ITHACA, NY 14850
Voyages
From Tongan Villages to American Suburbs
CATHY A. SMALL
$45.00 cloth, $15.95 paper

Maid to Order in Hong Kong
Stories of Filipina Workers
NICOLE CONSTABLE
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

The Racial Contract
CHARLES W. MILLS
$19.95

The Cultural Politics of Fur
JULIA V. EMBERLEY
$42.50 cloth, $17.95 paper

A Cabinet of Medical Curiosities
JAN BONDESON
$29.95

Afro-Creole
Power, Opposition, and Play in the Caribbean
RICHARD D. E. BURTON
$45.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

Russian Talk
Culture and Conversation during Perestroika
NANCY RIES
$39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Finding Time
How Corporations, Individuals, and Families Can Benefit from New Work Practices
LESLIE A. PERLOW
AN ILR PRESS BOOK/COLLECTION ON TECHNOLOGY AND WORK
$37.50 cloth, $13.95 paper

First Person, First Peoples
Native American College Graduates Tell Their Life Stories
EDITED BY ANDREW GARROD AND COLLEEN LARIMORE
Foreword by Louise Erdrich. $39.95 cloth, $15.95 paper
NEW FROM PLUTO PRESS

RACE AND ETHNICITY IN LATIN AMERICA
Peter Wade

Wade examines changing perspectives on Black and Indian populations in Latin America, tracing similarities and differences in the way these peoples have been seen by academics and national elites. Beginning with a brief analysis of historical debates about the emergence of mixed societies in the colonial and republican era, Wade traces understandings of race and ethnicity from early functional approaches.

Aug 97 • 160pp • Critical Studies in Latin America
Paper $14.95 • 0 7453 0867 9 • Lib ed $44.95 • 0 7453 0868 7

HUMAN RIGHTS, CULTURE AND CONTEXT
Edited by Richard Wilson

"[t] offers valuable insights into human rights discourse."
International Affairs
Drawing on case studies from around the world, this book documents how transnational human rights discourses are materialized, imposed, resisted and transformed in a variety of contexts.
Feb 97 • 240pp • Series: Anthropology, Culture and Society
Paper $19.95 • 0 7453 1107 3
Lib ed $49.95 • 0 7453 1143 1

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY
Susana Narotzky

Narotzky provides a solid background to the main themes in economic anthropology: production, distribution, consumption and social reproduction. She offers a critical approach to the central concepts and theoretical assumptions in economic anthropology, and presents new perspectives on issues currently transforming the field.
Jul 97 • 268pp • Series: Anthropology, Culture and Society
Paper $19.95 • 0 7453 0718 3
Lib ed $54.95 • 0 7453 0717 5

ANTHROPOLOGY AND CULTURAL STUDIES
Edited by Stephen Nugent & Cris Shore

Adopting an interdisciplinary approach, the contributors review the potential challenges and insights of cultural studies within their area of research. They also chart a potentially new agenda for anthropology in a shared terrain of globally interacting cultures and identities.
Jan 98 • 208pp • Series: Anthropology, Culture and Society
Paper $18.95 • 0 7453 1135 0
Lib ed $54.95 • 0 7453 1136 9

Find these books in the Rowman & Littlefield booth

Visit Pluto on-line at http://www.leevalley.co.uk/plutopress
Northern Illinois

Pierced by Murugan's Lance
Ritual, Power, and Moral Redemption among Malaysian Hindus
ELIZABETH FULLER COLLINS
"Masterfully crafted. ... A deft analysis of an arresting ritual event."
—Mark Juergensmeyer
$35.00 cloth $22.50 paper

Nuclear Nativity
Rituals of Renewal and Empowerment in the Marshall Islands
LAURENCE MARSHALL CARUCCI
"A pioneering work. ... Beautifully illustrates the construction of cultural meaning through social practice. This sophisticated and innovative work deserves a wide audience."
—Mac Marshall
$32.00

The Poetics and Politics of Tuareg Aging
Life Course and Personal Destiny in Niger
SUSAN J. RMSUSSER
"Rasmussen has captured the essence of Kel Ewey concepts of aging as a process. ... I know of nothing quite like this in the aging literature."
—Maria G. Catell
$32.00

New in Paperback
Household Ecology
Economic Change and Domestic Life among the Kekchi Maya in Belize
RICHARD R. WILK
"Challenges conventional images of traditional societies. ... An excellent critique, well supported by high standards of ethnographic and historical research."
—American Scientist
$20.00 paper December

The Hands Feel It
Healing and Spirit Presence among a Northern Alaskan People
EDITH TURNER
$38.00 cloth $20.00 paper

Seafaring in the Contemporary Pacific Islands
Studies in Continuity and Change
Edited by RICHARD FEINBERG
$35.00

Death Rituals and Life in the Societies of the Kula Ring
Edited by FREDERICK DAMON and RY WAGNER
$35.00 cloth $16.50 paper

Translation and Taboo
DOUGLAS ROBINSON
$35.00 cloth $18.50 paper

Old Believers in Modern Russia
RZ R. RUBSON
$30.00

Northern Illinois University Press  DeKalb 60115
Come see us at Booth #324

New for 1998 from
Harcourt Brace College Publishers

Anthropology

Cultural Anthropology: A Contemporary Perspective,
Third Edition by Roger M. Keesing & Andrew J. Strathern

The highly anticipated revision of this respected title is here! With a new co-author, Andrew Strathern, Roger Keesing's Cultural Anthropology: A Contemporary Perspective remains the sophisticated synthesis of social and cultural anthropology while incorporating necessary updates and new information.

Case Studies

The Spindler Series

A Sinhalese Village in Sri Lanka: Coping With Uncertainty
by Victoria J. Baker

Himalayan Herders by Naomi H. Bishop

Shadowed Lives: Undocumented Immigrants in American Society,
Second Edition by Leo R. Chavez

Ethnic Identity in China: The Making of a Muslim Minority
Nationality by Dru C. Gladney

Waurani: The Contexts of Violence and War by Carole Robarchek & Clayton Robarchek

Archeology

Archeology, Third Edition by David Hurst Thomas

The Third Edition of Archeology reflects the fascinating combination of traditional, formal scientific technique and the post-modern humanistic approach that defines archeology today.

HARCOURT BRACE
Harcourt Brace College Publishers
301 Commerce Street, Suite 3700
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
800-237-2665 http://www.hbcollege.com/
THE ROOTS OF AFRICAN AMERICAN IDENTITY
Memory and History in Antebellum Free Communities
Elizabeth Rauh Bethel
0-312-12860-6 $39.95 cl.

BETWEEN JIHAD AND SALAAM
Profiles in Islam
Joyce M. Davis
0-312-16587-0 $29.95 cl.

DECONSTRUCTING IMAGES OF THE TURKISH WOMAN
Edited by Zehra Arat and Sibel Erol
0-312-17544-2 $55.00 cl.

DANCE IN THE CITY
Edited by Helen Thomas
0-312-17454-3 $19.95 pb.

VISUAL CULTURE
An Introduction
John A. Walker and Sarah Chaplin
0-7190-5020-0 $24.95 pb.
Manchester University Press

THE ARABS
Myth and Reality
Gerald Butt
1-86064-157-1 $18.95 pb.
Routledge

CHANNEL SURFING
Race Talk and the Destruction of Today's Youth
Henry A. Giroux
0-312-16265-0 $22.95 cl.

Forthcoming!

DON'T DO IT!
A Dictionary of the Forbidden
Philip Thody
0-312-17373-3 $24.95 cl.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS IN WHITE SOUTH AFRICA
Incest Survivors Tell Their Stories
Edited by Diana E. H. Russell
0-312-17375-X $22.95 pb.

THE NAWAL EL SAADAWI READER
Nawal El Saadawi
1-85649-514-0 $19.95 pb.
Zed Books

St. Martin's Press Visit our booth
Scholarly & Reference Division
175 Fifth Avenue • New York, NY 10010 • 1-800-221-7945
New from Princeton

Shattering Silence
Women, Nationalism, and Political Subjectivity in Northern Ireland
Begoña Aretxaga
Paper $14.95  Cloth $49.50

Baseball on the Border
A Tale of Two Laredos
Alan M. Klein
Cloth $29.95

Settling Accounts
Violence, Justice, and Accountability in Postsocialist Europe
John Borneman
Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History
Paper $14.95  Cloth $49.50

Religions of Tibet in Practice
Edited by Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
Princeton Readings in Religions
Donald S. Lopez, Jr., Editor
Paper $19.95  Cloth $60.00

Theft of an Idol
Text and Context in the Representation of Collective Violence
Paul R. Brass
Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History
Paper $17.95  Cloth $55.00

Patagonia
Natural History, Prehistory and Ethnography at the Uttermost End of the Earth
Edited by Colin McEwan, Luis A. Borrero, and Alfredo Prieto
Cloth $24.95

From Duty to Desire
Remaking Families in a Spanish Village
Jane Fishburne Collier
Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History
Paper $17.95  Cloth $55.00

Vision, Race, and Modernity
A Visual Economy of the Andean Image World
Deborah Poole
Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History
Paper $19.95  Cloth $69.50

Molding Japanese Minds
The State in Everyday Life
Sheldon Garon
Cloth $27.95

Economy and Society in Prehistoric Europe
Changing Perspectives
Andrew Sherratt
Cloth $59.50

Fetish, Recognition, Revolution
James T. Siegel
Paper $22.50  Cloth $55.00
New in paperback

One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Books of 1996

**The Macedonian Conflict**
Ethnic Nationalism in a Transnational World
Loring M. Danforth
Paper $15.95

**The Glory of van Gogh**
An Anthropology of Admiration
Nathalie Heinich
Translated by Paul Leduc Browne
Paper $16.95

**The Harmony of Illusions**
Inventing Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Allan Young
Paper $18.95

Forthcoming

**The Domestication of Desire**
Women, Wealth, and Modernity in Java
Suzanne A. Brenner
Paper $19.95 Cloth $55.00
Due May 1998

**Producing Public Television, Producing Public Culture**
Barry Dornfeld
Paper $17.95 Cloth $55.00
Due May 1998

**Black Corona**
Race and the Politics of Place in an Urban Community
Steven Gregory
Princeton Studies in Culture/Power/History
Cloth $29.95
Due April 1998

**Apparitions of the Self**
The Secret Autobiographies of a Tibetan Visionary
Janet Gyatso
Cloth $39.95
Due January 1998

**The Coasts of Bohemia**
A Czech History
Derek Sayer
Cloth $29.95
Due March 1998

Visit us at our booth

Princeton University Press
Available at fine bookstores or directly from the publisher: 800-777-4726
http://pup.princeton.edu
The School of American Research
Celebrating 90 Years of Supporting
Advanced Scholarship in Anthropology
and Native American Art

The School of American Research (SAR), a nonprofit center for advanced study in anthropology, the humanities, and Southwest Indian art, has been promoting innovative scholarship and Native American arts since its founding in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 1907. The School is dedicated to supporting scholars and artists and publishing research that contributes to a better understanding of human culture, evolution, and behavior. Visit Booth 420 to learn more about SAR's programs and the 90-year history of the School.

Resident Scholar Fellowships
Advanced Seminars
The J. I. Staley Prize
Indian Arts Research Center
SAR Press

ADVANCED SEMINAR SERIES: NEW

Cyborgs & Citadels
Anthropological Interventions in Emerging Sciences and Technologies
Edited by Gary Lee Downey and Joseph Dumit
Cloth $40, Paper $18

Critical Anthropology Now
Unexpected Contexts, Shifting Constituencies, Changing Agendas
Edited by George E. Marcus
Cloth $40, Paper $18

ANTHROPOLOGY & PHOTOGRAPHY: NEW

Crossing Between Worlds
The Navajos of Canyon de Chelly
Jeannie M. Simonelli
Photographs by Charles D. Winters
Paper $18

SAR Press
Visit SAR Press at Booth 420
30% discount on orders taken at the booth
THE LONG TRIP
A Prehistory of Psychedelia
Paul Devereux
Penguin Arkana 0-14-019540-8

SPEAKING WITH THE DEVIL
Exploring Senseless Acts of Evil
Carl Goldberg
Penguin 0-14-023739-9

DESERT PLACES
A Woman’s Odyssey with the Wanderers of the Indian Desert
Robyn Davidson
Penguin 0-14-026797-2

RITUAL
Power, Healing, and Community
Malidoma Patrice Somé
Penguin Arkana 0-14-019558-0

THE GOLDEN BOUGH
Sir James Frazer
Introduction by George W. Stocking, Jr.
Penguin/C Classic 0-14-018931-9
Forthcoming January 1998

THE HOPI SURVIVAL KIT
The Prophecies, Instructions and Warnings Revealed by the Last Elders
Thomas E. Mails
Penguin Arkana 0-14-019545-9

MARGARET MEAD AND THE HERETIC
Derek Freeman
Penguin 0-1406152-4

THE RACIST MIND
Portraits of Neo-Nazis and Klansman
Raphael S. Ezekiel
Penguin 0-14-023449-7

SEASON OF BLOOD
A Rwandan Journey
Fergal Keane
Penguin 0-14-24760-2

THE WITCH’S DREAM
Florinda Donner-Grau
Foreword by Carlos Castaneda
Penguin Arkana 0-14-019531-9

ORION’S LEGACY
A Cultural History of Man as Hunter
Charles Bergman
Plume 0-452-27559-8

MULTI-AMERICA
Essays on Cultural Wars and Cultural Peace
Edited by Ishmael Reed
Penguin 0-14-025565-0

STATE OF THE WOMEN IN THE WORLD ATLAS
Joni Seager
Penguin Reference 0-14-051374-4

STATE OF WAR AND PEACE ATLAS
Dan Smith
Penguin Reference 0-14-051373-6

ROSA LEE
A Mother and Her Family in Urban America
Leon Dash
Plume 0-452-27896-1

A HISTORY OF READING
Alberto Manguel
Penguin 0-14-016654-8

HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVES
Jacob A. Riis
Introduction by Luc Sante
Penguin Classic 0-14-043679-9

THE HEART OF INDIA
Mark Tully
Penguin Arkana Original 0-14-019565-8

AMERICAN INDIAN TRICKSTER TALES
Richard Erdoes & Alfonzo Ortiz
Viking 0-670-87829-4
Forthcoming April 1998

SPIRITS OF THE EARTH
A Guide to Native American Nature Symbols, Stories, and Ceremonies
Robert Lake-Thom
A Plume Original 0-452-27650-0

STARING BACK
The Disability Experience from the Inside Out
Edited by Kenny Fries
A Plume Original 0-452-27913-5

DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST
Julie Dash
Dutton 0-525-94109-6

THE TIMELESS MYTHS
How Ancient Legends Influence the Modern World
Alexander Eliot
Meridian 0-452-01126-4

PENGUIN PUTNAM INC.
ACADEMIC MARKETING DEPARTMENT • 375 HUDSON STREET • NEW YORK, NY 10014
http://www.penguin.com
CODEX CHIMALPAHIN Volume 1
Society and Politics in Mexico
Tenochtitlan, Tlatelolco, Texcoco, Culhuacan, and Other Nahua Atelteps in Central Mexico
The Nahuatl and Spanish annals and account collected and recorded by don Domingo de San Antón Muñón Chimalpahin Quauhtlehuanitzin
Edited and translated by Arthur J.O. Anderson and Susan Schroeder
Vol 225 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series
$45.00

CODEX CHIMALPAHIN Volume 2
Vol 226 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series
$48.50

SHE'S TRICKY LIKE COYOTE
Annie Miner Peterson, an Oregon Coast Indian Woman
By Lionel Youst
Vol 224 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series
$24.95

THE UTE INDIANS OF COLORADO IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
By Richard K. Young
$29.95

FOLKLORE OF THE WINNEBAGO TRIBE
By David Lee Smith
Foreword by Robert Conley
$22.95

LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND
The Songs and Memories of a Cheyenne Woman
By Bertha Little Coyote and Virginia Giglio
$29.95 Book; $12.95 Compact Disc; $40.00 Book & Disc Set

MAKING PEACE WITH COCHISE
The 1872 Journal of Captain Joseph Alton Sladen
Edited by Edwin R. Sweeney
Foreword by Frank J. Sladen, Jr.
$24.95

INDIAN WOMEN OF EARLY MEXICO
Edited by Susan Schroeder, Stephanie Wood, and Robert Haskett
$29.95

SIX WEEKS IN THE SIOUX TEPEES
A Narrative of Indian Captivity
By Sarah F. Wakefield
Edited, Annotated, and with an Introduction by June Namias
$27.95

THE ARBITRARY INDIAN
The Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990
By Gail K. Sheffield
$27.50

JUAN FERMÍN DE AYCINENA
Central American Colonial Entrepreneur, 1729–1796
By Richmond F. Brown
$34.95
Books from the desert’s green edge...

**American Indian Languages**
Cultural and Social Contexts
Shirley Silver & Wick R. Miller

*The Archaeology of Ancient Arizona*
Jefferson Reid & Stephanie Whittlesey

*At the Desert’s Green Edge*
An Ethnobotany of the Gila River Pima
Amadeo M. Rea

*Basket Weavers for the California Curio Trade*
Elizabeth and Louise Hickox
Marvin Cohodas

*Bulls, Bullfighting, and Spanish Identities*
Carrie B. Douglas

**Ceramic Commodities and Common Containers**
The Production and Distribution of White Mountain Red Ware in the Grasshopper Region, Arizona
Daniela Triadan

**Indians and Anthropologists**
Vine Deloria, Jr., and the Critique of Anthropology
Edited by Thomas Biolsi & Larry Zimmerman

*Molded in the Image of Changing Woman*
Navajo Views on the Human Body and Personhood
Maureen Trudelle Schwarz

*Olmec to Aztec*
Settlement Patterns in the Ancient Gulf Lowlands
Edited by Barbara L. Stark & Philip J. Arnold

*The Presidio and Militia on the Northern Frontier of New Spain*
A Documentary History, Volume Two
Part One—
The Californias and Sinaloa-Sonora, 1700–1765
Edited by Charles W. Polzer & Thomas E. Sheridan

*The Road to Mexico*
Lawrence J. Taylor & Maeve Hickey

*Prehistoric Sandals from Northeastern Arizona*
The Earl H. Morris and Ann Axtell Morris Research
Kelley Ann Hays-Gilpin, Ann Conley Degnan, & Elizabeth Ann Morris

*To Show Heart*
Native American Self-Determination and Federal Indian Policy, 1960–1975
George Pierre Castile

**Rainhouse and Ocean**
Speeches for the Papago Year
Ruth M. Underhill, et al

**Tarahumara**
Where Night is the Day of the Moon
Bernard L. Fontana & John P. Schaefer

**Coming Spring 1998—**

**Contested Ground**
Comparative Frontiers in the Greater Southwest and the Rio de la Plata
Edited by Donna Guy & Thomas E. Sheridan

**Oyster Wars and the Public Trust**
Property, Law, and Ecology in New Jersey History
Bonnie J. McCoy

**New in paperback—**
Amazonian Indians from Prehistory to the Present
Anthropological Perspectives
Edited by Anna Roosevelt

*Principles of Geoarchaeology*
A North American Perspective
Michael R. Waters

**The University of Arizona Press**
Booth 429
1230 N. Park Ave.
Tucson AZ 85719
1-800-426-3797
http://www.uapress.arizona.edu
Readings in American Indian Law
RECALLING THE RHYTHM OF SURVIVAL
Edited by Jo Carrillo
304 pp. $29.95 January

Critical White Studies
LOOKING BEHIND THE MIRROR
Edited by Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic
592 pp. $29.95

Something Left to Lose
PERSONAL RELATIONS AND SURVIVAL AMONG NEW YORK'S HOMELESS
Gwendolyn A. Dordick
224 pp. $17.95

Chanting Down Babylon
THE RASTAFARI READER
Edited by Nathaniel Samuel Murrell, William David Spencer, and Adrian Anthony McFarlane
416 pp. $29.95 January

A Part, Yet Apart
SOUTH ASIANS IN ASIAN AMERICA
Edited by Lavina Dhingra Shankar and Rajini Srikantan
In the series Asian American History and Culture, edited by Sucheng Chan, David Palumbo-Liu, and Michael Omi
320 pp. $22.95 January

The Brazilian Sound
SAMBA, BOSSA NOVA, AND THE POPULAR MUSIC OF BRAZIL
NEW EDITION
Chris McGowan and Ricardo Pessanha
256 pp. 167 illus. $24.95 October

Workin' It
WOMEN LIVING THROUGH DRUGS AND CRIME
Leon E. Pettway
304 pp. $19.95 November

The Memory Bird
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE
Edited by Caroline Malone, Linda Farthing, and Lorraine Marce
256 pp. 24 illus. $16.95
*For sale only in the U.S. and its dependencies and the Philippine Islands

How I Got Over
CLARA WARD AND THE WORLD-FAMOUS WARD SINGERS
Willa Ward-Royster, as told to Toni Rose
Foreword by Horace Clarence Boyer
256 pp. 60 illus. $29.95 cloth
NEW FROM THE FREE PRESS

STONEHENGE
A New Interpretation of Prehistoric Man and the Cosmos
John North
1997 ISBN: 0-684-84512-1 $35.00

THE SCIENCE OF GOD
The Convergence of Scientific and Biblical Wisdom
Gerald Schroeder

THE HUMAN CHRIST
The Misguided Search for the Historical Jesus
Charlotte Allen

THE KILLING OF HISTORY
How Literary Critics and Social Theorists Are Murdering Our Past
Keith Windschuttle

DARWIN'S BLACK BOX
The Biochemical Challenge to Evolution
Michael Behe

THE LANDMARK THUCYDIDIES
A Comprehensive Guide to the Peloponnesian War
A Newly Revised Edition of the Richard Crawley Translation with Maps, Annotations, Appendices, and Encyclopedic Index
Robert B. Strassler, Editor
1996 ISBN: 0-684-82815-4 $45.00

THE COMPANY THEY KEEP
Life Inside the U.S. Army Special Forces
Anna Simons

THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES
Third Edition
Douglas L. Anderton, Richard E. Barrett, and Donald J. Bogue
1997 ISBN: 0-684-82774-3 $150.00

MANHOOD IN AMERICA
A Cultural History
Michael Kimmel

THE ORIGINS OF MODERN SCIENCE
Herbert Butterfield

SCIENCE AND THE MODERN WORLD
Alfred North Whitehead

THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL REALITY
John R. Searle
1997 ISBN: 0-684-83179-1 $15.95

Visit the Free Press booth and get a special 20% discount off all book orders.
The Cool Knife
*Imagery of Gender, Sexuality, and Moral Education in Kaguru Initiation Ritual*
T.O. BEIDELMAN
15 b&w photographs
336 pp.
Hardcover $35.00
Paperback $17.95
Smithsonian Series in Ethnographic Inquiry

Reflections of a Culture Broker
*A View from the Smithsonian*
RICHARD KURIN
FOREWORD BY I. MICHAEL HEYMAN
33 b&w photographs 320 pp.
Hardcover $34.95 • Paperback $17.95

UFO Crash at Roswell
*The Genesis of a Modern Myth*
BENSON SALER, CHARLES A. ZIEGLER, AND CHARLES B. MOORE
224 pp. • Hardcover $24.95

Corn Fests and Water Carnivals
*Celebrating Community in Minnesota*
ROBERT H. LAVENDA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY RONALD M. SCHMID
76 b&w photographs 192 pp.
Paperback $25.00
Smithsonian Series in Ethnographic Inquiry

Pottery in Rajasthan
*Ethnoarchaeology in Two Indian Cities*
CAROL KRAMER
31 b&w photographs, 80 line drawings, 5 maps 288 pp. • Hardcover $49.95
Smithsonian Series in Archaeological Inquiry

Archaeology of City-States
*Cross-Cultural Approaches*
EDITED BY DEBORAH L. NICHOLS AND THOMAS H. CHARLTON
37 b&w illus., 50 maps 448 pp.
Hardcover $60.00 • Paperback $34.95
Smithsonian Series in Archaeological Inquiry

Bones of the Maya
*Studies of Ancient Skeletons*
EDITED BY STEPHEN L. WHITTINGTON AND DAVID M. REED
32 b&w photographs 336 pp.
Hardcover $49.95

Bones in the Basement
*Postmortem Racism in Nineteenth-Century Medical Training*
EDITED BY ROBERT L. BLAKELY AND JUDITH M. HARRINGTON
29 b&w illustrations 464 pp.
Hardcover $45.00

PO BOX 960 • HERNDON, VA 20172 • 800/782-4612 • FAX 703/661-1501
The Ancient Americas
A Brief History and Guide to Research
Hanns J. Prem
6 x 9, 205 pp., 4 maps

Unit Issues in Archaeology
Measuring Time, Space, and Material
Edited by Ann F. Ramenofsky and Anastasia Steffen
ISBN 0-87480-547-3 Cloth $55.00
ISBN 0-87480-548-1 Paper $25.00
7 x 10, 240 pp., 53 illustrations

Ants and Orioles
Showing the Art of Pima Poetry
Donald Bahr, Lloyd Paul, and Vincent Joseph
ISBN 0-87480-549-X Cloth $29.95
6 x 9, 224 pp.

Itzaj Maya-Spanish-English Dictionary
Charles Andrew Hofling with Félix Fernando Tescucún
ISBN 0-87480-550-3 Paper $75.00
8 1/4 x 11, 900 pp., 1 map

The Códice de Santa María Asunción
Households and Lands in Sixteenth-Century Tepetlaoztoc
A Facsimile Edition
Barbara J. Williams and H. R. Harvey
ISBN 0-87480-522-8 Cloth $275.00
9 x 12, 416 pp., 34 color plates, 222 illustrations, 3 maps

The Mountain Chant
A Navajo Ceremony
Washington Matthews
6 x 9, 120 pp.
15 halftones, 4 color plates

Basin-Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical Groups
Julian H. Steward
ISBN 0-87480-014-5 Paper $19.95
6 x 9, 357 pp.

Visit us at booth 306 for a 20% convention discount!
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Sisters Listening to Sisters
Women of the World Share Stories of Personal Empowerment
By Peggy Andrews
Bergin & Garvey Paperback. 1996. 200 pages. 0-89789-476-6. $18.95.

Medical Anthropology and the World System
A Critical Perspective
By Hans A. Baer, Merrill Singer, and Ida Susser
Bergin & Garvey Paperback. 1997. 0-89789-539-8. $24.00 Est.

Case Studies in Diversity
Refugees in America in the 1990s
Edited by David W. Haines

The Anthropology of Medicine
From Culture to Method
(Third Edition)
Edited by Lola Romanucci-Ross, Daniel E. Moerman, and Laurence R. Tancredi

Where Reincarnation and Biology Intersect
By Ian Stevenson

Wives and Warriors
Women and the Military in the United States and Canada
Edited by Laurie Weinstein and Christie White
Foreword by Cynthia Enloe

African Families and the Crisis of Social Change
Edited by Thomas S. Weisner, Candice Bradley, and Philip L. Kilbride
In collaboration with A.B.C. Ocholla-Ayayo, Joshua Akong’a, and Simiyu Wandibba

Lesbian Family Relationships in American Society
The Making of an Ethnographic Film
By Maureen A. Asten

There’s No Place Like Home
Anthropological Perspectives on Housing and Homelessness in the United States
Edited by Anna Lou Dehavenon
(Contemporary Urban Studies)
Bergin & Garvey. 1996. 232 pages. 0-89789-484-7. $55.00.

Anthropology of Religion
A Handbook
Edited by Stephen D. Glazier

Daily Life in Maya Civilization
By Robert J. Sharer
(The Greenwood Press “Daily Life Through History” Series)
RACISM IN A RACIAL DEMOCRACY
The Maintenance of White Supremacy in Brazil
FRANCE WINDDANCE TWINE
192 pp. 20 b&w photos. Paper, $17.00; Cloth, $49.00

BETWEEN RESISTANCE AND REVOLUTION
Cultural Politics and Social Protest
RICHARD FOX AND ORIN STARN, EDITORS
304 pp. Paper, $19.95; Cloth, $50.00

BORROWED POWER
Essays on Cultural Appropriation
BRUCE ZIFF AND PRATIMA V. RAO, EDITORS
380 pp. Paper, $19.95; Cloth, $55.00

BORN AGAIN IN BRAZIL
The Pentecostal Boom and the Pathogens of Poverty
R. ANDREW CHESNUT
224 pp. 18 b&w illus. Paper, $19.95; Cloth, $50.00

VISIT US IN BOOTH # 230

WOMEN OF BELIZE
Gender and Change in Central America
IRMA MCCLARIN
240 pp. 12 b&w illus. Paper, $16.95; Cloth, $50.00

RASTAFARI AND OTHER AFRICAN-CARIBBEAN WORLDVIEWS
BARRY CHEVANNES, EDITOR
304 pp. Paper, $17.95; Cloth, $48.00

SACRED POSSESSIONS
Vodou, Santería, Obeah, and the Caribbean
MARGARITE FERNÁNDEZ OLMOS AND LIZABETH PARAVISINI-GEBERT, EDITORS
325 pp. 29 b & w illus. Paper, $17.95; Cloth, $50.00

Forthcoming in January

ACTING IN CONCERT
Music, Community, and Political Action
MARK MATTERN
240 pp. Paper, $20.00; Cloth, $50.00

Rutgers University Press • (800) 446-9323
Books that by-pass the textbook doldrums. Written in jargon-free, conversational style, they are ideal for introductory classes.

**ON BECOMING HUMAN** is a description of the 5 million year saga of how humankind became the dominant species on earth through physical and culture changes. To be used in introductory or multi-disciplinary classes. 420 pp., paper, $14.95

**TAKE OVER: How Euroman Changed the World** is a description in a science fiction format of how humankind became the dominant species and how Euroman became the dominant subspecies. Ideal for use in introductory, culture change and area classes. 250 pp., paper, $13.95

**ANTHROPOLOGY AS A WAY OF LIFE** (Forthcoming in January 1998) An account of how life is shaped from being perceived through the conceptual lens of anthropology. In conversational style it describes the stages of a lifetime of practicing anthropology, outside of class as well as inside. Ideal for the GE student or beginning anthropology major who will learn how much the anthropological perspective can shape ones outlook. 400 pp., paper, $14.95

Examination copies for class use available free for 30 days. Order by check or credit card to: THE HOMINID PRESS
P.O. Box 1491-41, Bonsall, CA 92003
Tel. (800) 616-7457 • Fax. (760) 728-6002,
E-Mail: Niehoff@access1.net.

20% discount for all A.A.A. members.
New from the Royal Anthropological Institute

- The JRAI includes in its September and December issues for 1997 a posthumous article by the late Alfred Gell, ‘Exalting the king and obstructing the state: a political interpretation of royal ritual in Bastar District, Central India’; the Curl Prize Essay for 1996, Nigel Rapport’s ‘The “contrarieties” of Israel’; Agnar Helgason and Gisli Pálsson on the moral landscape of modernist regimes, and Charles Lindholm on problems of postmodernism.

- The current Anthropology Today includes one of Nancy Lindisfarne’s short stories (in English) from her collection Dancing in Damascus, recently published in Arabic; an article by a Japanese anthropologist, Kaoru Fukuda, on fox-hunting and pet-keeping in Britain; and Lanfranco Blanchetti-Revelli on the political economy of Philippine edible seaweed.

- The Institute now offers a free Internet service, ANTHROPOLOGICAL INDEX ONLINE, by means of which the titles of some 70,000 journal articles published between 1986 and 1993 may be searched, with current information for 1997 being added as this advertisement goes to press. Search on “http://lucy.ukc.ac.uk/AIO.html”.

- The RAI is seeking to match a Challenge Grant of $100,000 offered by an anonymous donor to the Anthropologists’ Fund for Urgent Anthropological Research. Applications for the fourth RAI/Goldsmiths Fellowship in Urgent Anthropology close on 1 December 1997.

The quarterly Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (incorporating Man) and the bimonthly Anthropology Today are both included in the Overseas Fellows’ subscriptions of $83 (for 1998) or ‘Junior Fellows’ rate of $48 (for those under 30 on 1.1.98); ‘Members’ receive Anthropology Today for $25. Library subscriptions are $147 for JRAI, $49 for Anthropology Today. These rates are the same as those for 1997. You may pay by Visa, Access/MasterCard or American Express, or by a US$ or sterling check. Enquiries to RAI, 50 Fitzroy Street, London W1P 5HS. Tel. (+44) 171 387 0455; fax (+44) 171 383 4235; Email rai@cix.compulink.co.uk.

Registered U.K. charity no. 246269